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he scroll of the 1716 ‘Messiah’ Stradivari violin graces the cover of 
this, the 125th anniversary issue of Th e Strad: an iconic instrument 
and a fi tting illustration for this landmark edition of the magazine 
named after the master luthier. In his opening letter, Th e Strad’s 
fi rst editor Eugene Polonaski stated his intention to ‘do justice to 
the memory of a man, whose name will always remain a household word amongst all violinists, 
professionals or amateurs!’ (From the Archive, page 112). It is a noble statement of intent, 
and one that remains as relevant today as in 1890. 

How do you encapsulate 125 years of Th e Strad in a single edition? One way is to start at the 
beginning, and three of the features in this issue deal in turn with the dawn of recording, violin 
design and photography. Sound recording was the single most important invention to impact 
string music – indeed all music – around the time the magazine launched, and our article ‘Sounds 
of the Century’ (page 28) tells the story of how this technology shaped the subsequent evolution 
of string playing. Th e way digital recording infl uences our perceptions of string music today 
will be the subject of an article to be published later this anniversary year.

Compiling our photographic feature, ‘125 Years in Pictures’, proved to be a particularly 
enjoyable task. Th e Strad’s extensive picture archive revealed a veritable treasure trove of rare and 
beautiful images of string players and makers collected by the magazine’s editorial staff  over the 
years, beginning with the earliest image taken around 1855. Many of the images are wonderfully 
candid and off er a fascinating ‘backstage’ glimpse of some familiar names away from the 
photography studio. You can read our selection rationale on page 40.

From the world’s oldest string magazine to what is believed to be the oldest surviving cello. 
Andrea Amati’s ‘King’ will go on display in New York this summer. Aside from its historical 
signifi cance in the story of violin design, and its maker’s creative achievement, it is also exquisitely 
beautiful, as evidenced in our article ‘Age and Beauty’ (page 53). A poster of this instrument 
will be included with subscriber copies next issue, alongside a second article, by Matt Zeller, 
on his reconstruction of the ‘King’ to its original dimensions. 

Chloe Cutt s magazine editor
Email me at thestrad@thestrad.com or tweet @TheStradMag

sUbsCribe TO THe sTrAD
— see page 102

visit www.thestrad.com/subscribe 
Tel +44 1371 851887 (UK)
+1 866 922 8534 (US toll-free)
Cover photo Tucker Densley/Ashmolean 

Museum, University of Oxford

GeT THe DiGiTAL MAGAZiNe
To download a FREE sample issue on to 
your smartphone or tablet computer, and 
to fi nd out about digital versions of back 
issues, visit www.thestrad.com/apps
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ANDREW DIPPER
(Andrea Amati  ‘King’ cello, page 53)

has a degree in fi ne art sculpture, studied musical 
manuscripts and violin making in Cremona and has 
been restoring musical instruments since 1968. 
He and his wife, Claire Givens, work together at 
Claire Givens Violins, Inc., Minneapolis, MN, US.

MICHAEL DORAN
(Trade Secrets, page 70)

studied at the Violin Making School of America. 
Now focusing on making new instruments, he has 
received several awards at the Violin Society of 
America’s violin making competi ti on, including 

a gold medal for a cello in 2014. 

HANNAH NEPIL
(Site-specifi c string music, page 34)

is a London-based classical music journalist 
and criti c. A music graduate of the University 

of Oxford, she has writt en for the Financial Times, 
The Times, Gramophone, Time Out, BBC Music 

Magazine, Classical Music and Opera.

ERIC WEN 
(David Nadien, page 60)

teaches music theory and analysis at the Juilliard 
School of Music in New York, and at the Curti s 
Insti tute of Music in Philadelphia. Before moving 

back to the US he lived in London, where 
he founded Biddulph Recordings. 

ROMAN SIMOVIĆ
(Masterclass, page 78)

is the concertmaster of the London Symphony 
Orchestra. He studied at the Moscow Conservatoire 
and among his many awards he received the gold 
medal at the 2005 Rodolfo Lipizer Internati onal 
Violin Competi ti on. He plays a 1709 Stradivari. 

PHILIPPE MULLER
(Technique, page 82)

studied cello with Paul Tortelier, Msti slav 
Rostropovich and André Navarra. In 1979 he 

became professor of cello at the Paris Conservatoire, 
where his students have included Gauti er Capuçon, 

Henri Demarquett e and Marc Coppey.
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letter of the Month winS

a full set of Thomasti k-Infeld 
violin, viola or cello strings

For more details about Thomasti k-Infeld’s 
full range, visit www.thomasti k-infeld.com

We reserve the right to shorten or edit lett ers, 
and to publish them online. Unfortunately we are unable 

to acknowledge unpublished submissions.

letteR
of the 

montH

A violist complained of 
‘ti ngling’ in the shaded area 

I was lucky to start the violin with a pupil of 
Isolde Menges and to continue, at school, with Peter 
Chamberlain, who had studied with Max Rostal. 
In addition, I had more occasional lessons with David 
Martin, at that time one of the principal violin teachers 
at the Royal Academy of Music. But it was after reading 
Galamian’s Principles of Violin Playing that I decided to 
become his pupil in New York, and the two years of lessons 
I had with him greatly improved my technique, especially 
the bow arm, and infl uenced my approach to playing.

I remember two things about my fi rst lessons with 
Galamian. I had diffi  culty at fi rst in understanding him 
through his accent. It was a little time before I worked out 
that when he said ‘sump’ he was talking about my thumb! 
And between the fi rst and second lesson I was only 
allowed to play scales, in order to master the parallel bow 
stroke. I was allowed to move on after those two weeks 
but it was a point on which he was absolutely adamant. 
SIMON STANDAGE
London, UK

pinKie poWeR
I enjoyed the online article on ways to build fourth fi nger 
strength (bit.ly/1E5wEkC) and would like to share some 
further thoughts. From the start I introduce left-hand 
pizzicato in fourth position. Beginning on the G string, 
I bring the hand well over the neck, with the thumb 
round the neck button and the elbow to the right. At fi rst, 
using a well-rounded third fi nger, reaching underneath 
the left side of the string I pluck, release, and circle back 
for the next pluck, always aiming for a round, full sound. 
Th e hand is kept arched in this way, maintaining the 
sound and shape of each pluck and release on each string, 
elbow free and swinging underneath. Th en repeat with 
fourth fi nger in the same manner, with each pluck 
resonant and strong. Th rough listening and repeating, 
the little fi nger becomes well shaped, supple and strong. 

When a student has progressed to playing with the bow, 
and their hand is ready and strong enough to use the 
fourth fi nger, I have the palm brought closer to, and 

touchinG a neRVe
As an amateur violinist who still takes lessons, 
I often hear my teacher say, ‘Listen to every note; 
intonation never goes away,’ and, ‘Even when you 
know the notes, try to make a beautiful sound.’ 
I recently noticed a parallel with my professional 
work as a clinical neurologist when examining a 

professional violist who complained of severe tingling and 
pain in his fi rst two fi ngers and thumb (see image). Th ese are 
symptoms that can result from irritation or compression of 
the seventh cervical (C7) nerve root in the neck, or from 
more distal compression of the median nerve in the hand 
or forearm. Another neurologist attributed his problem 
to root compression in his neck – and a cervical MRI 
scan did show slight compression of the C7 nerve root. 

However, my patient noted increased tingling in 
his index fi nger and thumb when he played spiccato – 
something not expected from nerve root involvement 
in the neck and rapid fl exion and extension at the wrist 
aggravated the tingling and pain. Subsequent neurological 
and electrical examination revealed features characteristic 
of carpal tunnel syndrome (compression of the median 
nerve at the wrist). Surgery to release pressure on this 
nerve completely alleviated his symptoms.

Clearly, musicians are not the only ones who should 
listen. From the beginning of medical training, students 
are taught to ‘listen to your patients’. More often than 
not, patients tell you where and what the problem is 
– you just have to listen carefully.
DON GILDEN
Aurora, CO, US

GaLaMian’s GReatness
I was very pleased with the way my Technique article 
turned out (February 2015) but I was sorry to see 
that Ivan Galamian had dropped off  the list of people 
I studied with, as it was his teaching that had the greatest 
infl uence on my playing.
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Send letters to the editor
The Strad, Newsquest Specialist Media Ltd,  
30 Cannon Street, London EC4M 6YJ, UK

Alternatively, email us at thestrad@thestrad.com,  
including your full address and phone number.

Find us on Facebook  
The Strad magazine

Follow us on Twitter  
@TheStradMag

Follow us on Google+  
The Strad

Divide your 
practice into 
hour-long chunks, 
says violinist Sarah 
Chang (pictured) 
bit.ly/1LYsrc8

Video: a competition-winning performance 
of Wieniawski’s Second Violin Concerto by 
eight-year-old Leia Zhu bit.ly/1DOkxxA

Seven warming-up and cooling-down 
exercises for musicians bit.ly/1Dxc01N

www.thestrad.com
top 3  

online posts

1

2

3

facing, the neck, the fourth finger well rounded and 
relaxed, the hand balanced, with the first finger relaxed 
and released to the back. The muscle at the base of the 
wrist is soft and relaxed, and the back of the hand is soft 
with no protruding tendons. The pinkie is now well 
positioned for the safe and continued development 
of the left hand, leading to ease and freedom of motion, 
vibrato and powerful articulation.
WENDY CARON ZOHAR
Ann Arbor, MI, US

online 
comment

Readers give their views on writer Beverly Jerold’s 
assertion that a light vibrato was de rigueur for 
18th-century musicians bit.ly/1A0YNql
DAVID REICHENBACH A great and very 

famous violinist used to say that vibrato should be  
almost imperceptible. The basic thing, as the article says,  
is that violinists should imitate the human voice. Almost 
no living violinist or cellist vibrates on all the notes as they 
should and, indeed, as they used to in the past. Same 
thing with current singers.
JOHANNES KELLER There was a time when an E flat 
wasn’t the same as a D sharp. This time lasted for keyboard 
instruments from around 1550 to around 1650, and for 
unfretted strings from the 16th to the early 19th century. 
Mastering this type of micro-intonation requires a much 
more sophisticated ear training and a much more versatile 
mental model of a tonal system than being taught in 
today’s conservatoires. And it’s very fragile when it comes 
to steady and heavy vibrato.
KAROL STANISLAW ARKADIUSZ GOSTYNSKI One most 
certainly can play powerfully with good sound without 
vibrato, and period players are doing that more and more! 
Historical sources both advocate and discourage vibrato 
and describe it in different, inconsistent ways. But the 
prevalence of the very idea of intermittent sparse vibrato 
(like an ornament) is what’s different from our experience 
in much of the 20th century. Early recordings also show 
how little vibrato was used compared with recent times. 
MARK KELLY Whatever the style or period, I think there 
is no beauty if a string player employs continuous vibrato 
all the time and creates a sugary sweetness of sound with 
no variation. Human nature is not always happy, nor sad, 
and we need to emulate these emotions. Sometimes 
a note is more powerful with no vibrato at all.

---
Editorial notes
Our review of The Monograph Collection (March 2015, 
page 100) should have mentioned that the images 
of the ‘Archinto’ cello were taken by Jan Röhrmann. 
Those of the ‘Tyrrell’ and ‘La Pucelle’ violins were 
taken by Tucker Densley and Hiroko Umezawa.
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T
he conviction of US dealer and restorer 
Charles Magby for fi rst-degree larceny 
(see page 15) has once again invited 
scrutiny of professionalism and 

trustworthiness in the violin world. While violin 
making associations may operate a code of ethics, 
it’s rare for professional standards of expertise and 
business practice to be independently certifi ed. 
One area where professional standards are specifi ed, 
at least in the United States, is appraisals, and the 
Violin Society of America (VSA) saw fi t at its 
2014 convention to off er members an introduction 
to USPAP (Uniform Standards of Professional 
Appraisal Practice), the generally accepted 
standards of appraisal practice in the US. 

For appraisals submitted for instrument 
donations or as part of estate valuations, the US’s 
Internal Revenue Service demands certain standards 
of detail and disclosure in the documentation, and 
following USPAP guidelines helps appraisers meet 
those standards. Th e level of detail in insurance 
appraisals varies, but they might be as simple as 
a written statement, signed by a dealer on headed 
paper, confi rming the maker’s name, when and 
where the instrument was made, and the value. But 
considering today’s prices of fi ne violins, especially 
at the upper end of the market, are we reaching the 
stage when appraisals need standardising and 
documentation needs to become more detailed? 
And should those giving an appraisal be 

independently certifi ed in some way – as a measure 
of reassurance for both owners and insurance 
companies – and perhaps even belong to a national 
or international guild of violin appraisers?

It was an art appraiser – a past president of the 
Appraisers Association of America (AAA) – and not 
a violin expert, who gave the talk about USPAP at the 
VSA Congress. Of the more than 700 members of the 
AAA, all of whom are required to be USPAP-certifi ed, 
only a dozen are stringed-instrument specialists, 
among them John Becker, Philip Kass and James 
Warren. Ann Arbor-based maker Jeff rey Holmes is 
another, and believes that insurance valuations could 
benefi t from the more rigorous elements of USPAP. 
‘When you follow USPAP guidelines you have to 
state your lack of bias – disclosing any previous 
contact with the instrument, for example,’ he 
explains. ‘I think that more insurers will pick up 
on this area. Th e days of just a signed statement of 
value on headed paper are probably coming to an 
end. USPAP entails a time commitment that puts 
off  many dealers, but it brings the trade on par 
with other fi elds, such as fi ne art.’

Is there evidence that the insurance industry wants 
a change in standards? Douglas Wefer, a broker and 
instrument insurance specialist at US agency Total 
Dollar, has not witnessed any signs of evolution in 
documentation in the last two decades. ‘Appraisals 
today don’t look any diff erent from how they did 15 
years ago,’ he says. ‘But given the appreciation of 

The value of expertise
With instrument prices skyrocketi ng, is it ti me to found an internati onal guild of appraisers?

By Peter Somerford

Read all 
the breaking 

news in the string 
world online 

www.thestrad.com
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Calidore and Schumann quartets 
gain residency bit.ly/1x8fFkl
The Schumann Quartet (above) and the 
Calidore Quartet have been appointed 
to the Chamber Music Society of 
Lincoln Center’s ‘CMS Two’ programme. 
Beginning with the 2016–17 season, the 
three-year New York residency involves 
performance and recording opportunities, 
touring with the CMS and participation 
in educational outreach programmes. 
Previous ensembles to have participated 
in the programme include the Pacifica, 
Amphion, Danish and Escher quartets.

Adrian Da Prato 1920–2015 
bit.ly/1x8fFkl
Violinist Adrian Da Prato, for almost 50 
years a member of the Chicago Symphony 
Orchestra (CSO), died on 17 March at 
the age of 94. The Italian-born musician 
attended the American Conservatory 
of Music in Chicago, studying with 
Scott Willits and CSO concertmaster 
John Weicher. Following war service he 
was a member of the Illinois Symphony 
Orchestra and the Civic Orchestra of 
Chicago before being invited to join 
the CSO in 1946. During his 49 years 
with the ensemble, he served under 
seven music directors. Da Prato was 
also a member of the Chicago Strings.

News iN brief

Do you have a topical story 
concerning the string music world? 
Email us at thestrad@thestrad.com

In some countries it’s not always clear 
who is qualified to give valuations

values at the top end of the market, I think insurance underwriters 
would probably like appraisals that have more detail to them.’

When insurers are still accepting a simple, one-page valuation 
signed by a dealer, the issues become: what qualifies that dealer as 
a reputable expert; and what measures should insurance companies 
take to get an authoritative appraisal? Louise Deacon, an instrument 
insurance specialist at Lark Insurance in the UK, says: ‘We don’t have 
specific people who we accept valuations from, even for top-end 
instruments. But it does help us in placing an instrument with the 
underwriter if the appraiser is well known to the underwriter.’ In the 
US, Wefer says that in his experience the majority of appraisals for 
medium- and high-value instruments are handled by a select number 
of recognised experts: ‘Most appraisals for instruments over $50,000 
come from about 15 appraisers.’

In some countries it’s not always clear who is qualified to give 
valuations. The Netherlands used to have a number of experts 
sworn in by the Chamber of Commerce, but now experts are 

registered with an independent federation of appraisers, the TMV, 
which covers a range of specialisations. Serge Stam is the TMV’s only 
stringed-instrument and bow specialist, and explains: ‘Members have 
to pass an exam and prove every few years that they are still experts in 
their field, but the federation doesn’t set any specific documentation 
standards for insurance valuations.’ Stam adds: ‘The country’s main 
insurer generally relies on members of the Dutch Group of Violin 
and Bow Makers for valuations, but some members of this group 
only make new instruments and so will not have the expertise to give 
a valuation for an old instrument. These members can recommend 
that the client goes to someone with more specialist experience. 
That is the way it works, but the whole area isn’t very well defined.’

Could an international association of violin appraisers add 
clarity to the situation? ‘It would be wonderful for musicians and 
collectors to have a network of appraisers and experts to go to for 
reliable and accurate information,’ says Philadelphia-based violin 
maker Christopher Germain. ‘But in practice I think it would be 
very difficult to set in place a system of regulations, training and 
uniform expertise. The current system of recognised independent 
experts seems to work quite well, but that’s not to say it wouldn’t be 
advisable for everyone who is engaged in the business of evaluating, 
appraising and authenticating instruments and bows to have some 
sort of certification on the standards of the appraisal process. Such 
training would provide universal standards for the profession and 
would help ensure that all legal obligations for the process are met.’Ki
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Students practise 
performance skills 
on virtual audience

L ondon’s Royal College of Music has developed 
a performance simulator in collaboration with the 
Conservatorio della Svizzera Italiana to give students 

greater opportunities to practise the art of performing. Designed 
by Studiohead and Skyline Whitespace, the training facility 
features convincing back-stage and on-stage areas, as well as 
an interactive virtual audience and audition panel, projected 
on to a large screen.

According to RCM professor of performance science 
Aaron Williamon, the cost of hiring a concert venue means 
that many music students have few opportunities to develop 
performing skills. ‘Students learn all too late (or not at all) 
how to manage the stresses of performing and the demands 
of their audiences’.

Th e performance simulator’s two modes – concert and 
audition – feature realistic audience and jury members, 
who sometimes respond ‘in a favourable way’ and sometimes 
‘a little more aggressively’. Th e three-person audition panel 
makes notes, nods and smiles or frowns and shakes heads 
on diff erent occasions, while the coughing and fi dgeting 
audience can react with everything from polite applause 
to raucous cheers.

Th e simulator also features an AV recording system so that 
the student can watch and evaluate his or her performance.

US violin dealer Charles 
Magby repays $379,000 
to avoid prison sentence
a luthier and instrument dealer from Guilford, 
Connecti cut, has been given an eight-year 
suspended sentence and three years of probati on 
by a US Superior Court on three counts of fi rst-
degree larceny. Charles magby, of C.H. magby 
Jr Fine Violins, entered into a plea bargain with 
his victi ms, agreeing to repay $379,000.

The court heard that magby’s client Phyllis 
Mackey had never received proceeds from 
his 2012 sale of her Lorenzo Ventapane cello, 
esti mated to be worth $165,000. Another 
of his clients said the dealer had agreed to 
repay her $27,000 for a cello and two valuable 
bows, which have since disappeared.

Court documents revealed that magby 
had failed to pay seven customers for the 
sale of their instruments. Following his arrest 
in 2013, the dealer pleaded guilty to fi ve 
counts of fi rst-degree larceny, each carrying 
a maximum punishment of 20 years in prison.

Prosecutors were told that magby owns 
a Stradivari violin esti mated to be worth 
$6.5m, which he is currently trying to sell.

xxx

CrOssed WIres Bach’s D minor Toccata and Fugue and Goldberg Variati ons were among the synthesiser-transformed works performed by violinist 
Jennifer Pike with the Smith Quartet and composer–keyboardist Craig Leon on 5 March, at a casino in London’s Leicester Square. Their sounds were 
fed through a Moog System 55 modular synthesiser, built to mark the tenth anniversary of inventor Robert Moog’s death. Photo: Laura Lewis
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inspired by literature 
An Italian author’s philosophy expressed in music

COmPOSER  Mark Bowden
WORK  Five Memos 
aRTIST  Hyeyoon Park (violin) Huw Watkins (piano)
DaTE  10 May
PLaCE  St Mary’s Church, Kintbury, UK
www.newburyspringfestival.org.uk

A line of poetry by Eugenio Montale; horses, butterfl ies and 
crabs; crystals and fl ames; fragments, networks and ruins. 
Th ese ideas and more have been running through British 

composer Mark Bowden’s mind during his work on Five Memos, 
a 15-minute piece for violin and piano based on the book Six 
Memos for the Next Millennium, written by Italian author Italo 
Calvino in 1985. Th e book contains fi ve chapters on the values 
of literature (the sixth was never fi nished) entitled ‘Lightness,’ 
‘Quickness,’ ‘Exactitude,’ ‘Visibility’ and ‘Multiplicity’ – now 
the titles of Bowden’s fi ve movements. 

‘Th e ideas struck me when I was reading Calvino’s essays, and 
they acted as springboards for the composition,’ says Bowden. 
‘Th ey helped with the mood and inspired new challenges, such as 
how to create a sense of lightness without frivolity in “Lightness”; 
or how to create continuity between disparate musical ideas in 
“Quickness”. I looked to Janáček and Ravel for inspiration.’

Hyeyoon Park is also turning to Bowden’s ideas and Calvino’s 
book for inspiration. ‘It’s interesting to try to apply Mark’s ideas 
about Calvino to the music. For instance, “inner rhythm vs frantic 

spectacle” in “Lightness” – the inner rhythm can be seen when 
I have long notes while the piano has a frantic rhythm, and vice 
versa. When he says, “Th inking about quarks, neutrinos – 
wandering since the beginning of time,” it makes me imagine a 
time when there was nothing, when the music starts at pp, grows 
to p, and then lingers at ppp.’ Th e sense of lightness is emphasised 
by ‘bell-like’ accented harmonics, tremolo and ponticello markings.

Th e second movement, ‘Quickness,’ presents diff erent 
challenges, at a speed of q=132. ‘I have a series of fast semiquavers 
that are diffi  cult and unpredictable, with big shifts,’ says Park. 
‘Mark writes in his notes, “simplicity,” but it looks quite 
complicated to me!’ After that, ‘Exactitude’ is marked at a slow 
e= 60 with repeating, developing rhythms denoting concepts such 
as ‘Infi nity evokes fear and pleasure’. As Th e Strad went to press, 
the fi nal two movements were still on their way to Park. ‘I haven’t 
had the chance to work with a living composer before and it’s very 
exciting – and scary!’ she says. ‘But it’s wonderful to have 
something new that I can interpret entirely by myself.’
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Carbon-fi bre violin wins German 
Musical Instrument Award

F or the fi rst time, a carbon-fi bre 
entry has won the violin category 
of the German Musical Instrument 

Awards. Th e violin (pictured), by 
German manufacturer mezzo-forte 
Streichinstrumente, shared the top prize 
with a wooden Guarneri violin copy by 
luthier Andreas Haensel. Th e prize was 
presented during an awards ceremony 
at this year’s Musikmesse International 
Trade Fair in Frankfurt on 17 April.

Th e judges at the Institute for 
Musical Instrument Making in Zwota, 
Saxony, based their decision on playing 

and acoustic tests, and levels of 
craftsmanship. Th e ‘Design Line’ 
carbon-fi bre violin stood out ‘thanks 
to the innovative implementation of 
the basic idea, the very pleasant sound 
and the excellent value for money 
off ered’, while the Guarneri replica 
was honoured for its ‘responsiveness 
and playability’.

Th e German Music Instrument 
Awards have been presented annually 
in diff erent categories since 1991. 
Th is year, prizes were also given 
in the B-fl at trumpet category.

Mark
Bowden

Hyeyoon 
Park
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Pacifi c Quartet Vienna Christel Lee

 South Korean violinist In Mo Yang won the 2015 Paganini International Violin 
Competition in Genoa, Italy. � e 19-year-old, a student of Miriam Fried at the New 
England Conservatory of Music in the US, received €20,000. Second prize went to 
Fumika Mohri, 20, from Japan, and third to Albrecht Menzel, 23, from Germany.

 In the string quartet category at the International Joseph Haydn Chamber 
Music Competition in Vienna, Austria, the Austrian Pacifi c Quartet Vienna and 
the German Abel Quartet shared � rst prize and received €16,000 each. � ird prize 
went to the Tesla Quartet, from the US. In the piano trio category the Austrian 
Stefan Zweig Trio came � rst, winning €15,000. � e Medici Trio, from Russia, 
came second and the Germany-based Gaon Trio came third.

 Chinese violinist Zeyu Victor Li, a student of Aaron Rosand at the Curtis 
Institute in the US, won � rst prize in the Schadt String Competition for Violin 
in Allentown, Pennsylvania. � e 18-year-old received $8,000. Second prize went 
to Clare Semes, 23, from the US, and the third prize to Wei Lu, 22, from China.

 First prize at the Windsor Festival International String Competition went to 
South Korean Ji-Yoon Lee, 22, who won a £5,000 bow. She studies with Kolja Blacher 
at the Hochschule für Musik Hanns Eisler in Berlin. Second prize went to the UK’s 
Timothy Ridout, 19, and third to Elina Buksha, 24, from Latvia. See report, page 24

 � e German Musical Instrument Fund has loaned 18 violins, 4 violas and 
9 cellos to young players following a contest in Hamburg. US-born violinist 
Christel Lee, 25, studies with Ana Chumachenco at the University of Music in 
Munich and gained the highest score. She received a 1781 Lorenzo Storioni violin.

FORTHCOMING 
COMPETITIONS 
& AWARDS

Joseph Joachim Internati onal Violin 
Competi ti on in Hanover, Germany, 
for violinists born between 13 October 
1984 and 30 September 1996. 
First prize €50,000 Deadline 10 June; 
competi ti on 27 September–10 October 
www.jjv-hannover.de 

Doublestop Foundati on Instrument Loan 
Competi ti on for US citi zens aged 16–27. 
First prize loan of a Guarneri ‘del Gesù’ violin 
and a one-year arti st management contract 
with McAlister Arts Deadline 30 June 
www.doublestopfoundation.org

Sendai Internati onal Music Competi ti on 
in Sendai, Japan, for violinists and pianists 
born from 1 January 1988. First prize 
JPY3,000,000 ($25,000) Deadline 
16 November 2015; competi ti on 
21 May–5 June 2016 www.simc.jp

 Husband-and-wife 
violinist and violist Roland 
and Almita Vamos join the 
arti st faculty at Roosevelt 
University’s Chicago 
College of Performing 
Arts in autumn 2015.

 Julian Lloyd Webber 
has been appointed 
as the new principal 
of Birmingham 
Conservatoire. The 
Briti sh cellist, 64, will 
succeed David Saint.

 Cellist and pedagogue 
Denis Brott  has been 
appointed to the Order 
of Canada for his role in 
establishing the Canada 
Council of the Arts’ 
Musical Instrument Bank.

APPOINTMENTS

For current vacancies, 
see our online jobs page at 
www.thestrad.com/jobs
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MetronoMe app

In good time
An app to help you decipher difficult rhythms quickly

C
omplex rhythms are increasingly part of the musician’s 
remit, so Alan Woo, a violist of La Monnaie/De Munt 
opera in Brussels, has teamed up with his IT-specialist 
cousin Brian Farn to design a metronome app to help. 

‘Our aim was to create a tool for all musicians, regardless of level 
or genre,’ says Woo. ‘TempoWorks provides sophisticated 
metronome functions for practising difficult scores.’

The app, available for iPhone, iPad and iPod touch, allows 
users to input metre and tempo changes over customisable 
numbers of bars, and to loop sections. Pauses can be included, 
and the metronome caters for accelerandos and ritardandos, 
adjusting gradually from one tempo to another over a selected 
number of bars. It can also beat subdivisions and irregular beats 
in asymmetric metres such as 5/8. To add variety, you can even 
replace the click with the silent beat of a waving baton on screen.

Once timings have been saved on the app, the overall speed of 
a piece can be changed while leaving tempo relationships intact. 
Users can programme personal comments to appear at specified 
moments, and files can be shared via email.

 
Quatrian TempoWorks metronome free
email contact@quatrian.com
web https://quatrian.com/TempoProduct.html 

effects pedal

EffEcting changE
Designed as a compact, 
affordable version of 
the effects devices used 
by musicians including 
Jimi Hendrix and Pink 
Floyd, this pedal can be 
connected to any electric 
instrument using a quarter-
inch jack. In the absence  
of a magnetic pickup, 
use the pedal with a 
preamp. Sounds can be 
customised using the 
free ‘TonePrint’ app.

TC Electronic Viscous Vibe pedal £99
web www.tcelectronic.com/viscous-vibe

electric violin 

gOLDEn OPPORtUnitY
To celebrate its 25th anniversary, Wood Violins is 
selling 25 limited-edition electric instruments, each 
one built to customer specifications and signed by 
violinist Mark Wood. The first in the series, ‘The 
Metropolis’ (pictured), has been hand-decorated 
in 24-carat gold leaf and coated in clear lacquer.

25th Anniversary Limited Edition Viper 
Electric Violin $10,000–$15,000
email info@woodviolins.com
web www.woodviolins.com
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3rds where I need to enhance a particular 
harmonic road in the piece and feeling 
the notes ring through my instrument. 

Next I have a look at my copy of 
Schubert’s manuscript for the six-string 
arpeggione, to see what his original 
intentions were. Editions for viola and cello 
all have notes moved into different octaves 
to make them suitable for a four-string 
instrument, and I am not sure about some 
of the proposals in my viola part. I rework 
them, trying to find solutions that I feel are 
closer to the original. Then I play through 
the whole piece and record it with my 
phone. I find this a very good way of 
checking my intonation and phrasing, 
to make sure that I adjust my dynamics 
to suit the musical line. Sometimes 
listening to myself in this way can be 
depressing, but I find it very efficient! 
My ears are my best teacher, and no 
one can be harder on me than myself.  
The microphone forgives nothing and 
shows me what I need to improve. I have 
to give more musical direction here, to 
find a new type of vibrato for a phrase 
there – we all have a perfect version of  
the music in our head, so when we listen 
to a recording it highlights what we need 
to change. Then we can progress.

I have half an hour left and decide  
to play through the Clarke Viola Sonata 
at a middling tempo with dynamics  
and indications exaggerated. I have to 
make a recording of this soon and  
I always go back to it when I have time. 
Practising pieces as though I am 
performing them is a great help to me, 
so I picture myself in a large hall, 
even though I’m in a small practice 
room. I enjoy my work so much that 
I skip lunch to continue practising. I’ll 
grab something to eat at the airport. 
IntervIew by PAULIne HArDInG

am in Paris this morning and 
have three hours before I have 
to leave for Berlin – enough 
time to do some practice. 

I begin with warm-up exercises: slow 
bows and left-hand slides, trying to make 
my viola sing while getting my body into 
gear and feeling the weight of my limbs. 
Then I play some of the music that has 
been running through my head this 
morning, starting with the opening of 
the first movement of Hindemith’s 
Der Schwanendreher, then moving on 
to Schumann’s Three Romances op.94. 
I have to play these at concerts quite often, 
and it’s always worth practising something 
if you can get better at it! I try to create 
the right atmosphere for the opening 
of the First Romance: it’s full of love 
for Schumann’s wife, Clara, but there’s 
always a sense of sadness. 

Now that I have warmed up, I begin 
the main part of my practice with Nicolas 
Bacri’s op.80, a series of four concertos 
based on Vivaldi’s Four Seasons. I’m about 
to perform and record ‘Winter’ with oboist 
François Leleux. The cadenza is exposed 
and the oboe sound is very focused here, so 
I spend some time working on my 
projection. I need to start my notes with a 
fast bow and a quick release, staying relaxed 
but keeping tension in the sound, to make 
sure that the parts are well balanced. I try 
to get the right character into the concerto 
by looking at a stark tree surrounded by 
grey sky outside my window. 

As I go through the piece I make a list 
of questions for the composer: does my 
playing have the right character? Should 
my phrasing here match the oboe, or is 
it supposed to be different? Should I do 
a slur there? I want to make sure that 
I have properly understood the 
composer’s ideas. 

Next I work on the quadruple ‘Summer’ 
concerto that François and I will be playing 
with violinist Valeriy Sokolov and cellist 
Sébastien van Kuick. I don’t spend  
too much time on this because most  
of the work on intonation, phrasing  
and timing will be done in rehearsal  
with my colleagues. 

After a tea break I switch to Schubert’s 
Arpeggione Sonata – part of a recital 
programme I am performing with pianist 
Adam Laloum. I focus on intonation and 
delicate phrasing, playing low or high 

I
Adrien LA MArcA

Music by composers from Schubert to Bacri features in the French violist’s varied practice session
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Hearts and minds 
A string contest with a desire to take local audiences on a journey 
through violin, viola and cello repertoire is att racti ng an increasingly 
internati onal catchment of candidates. Chloe Cutt s reports from 
the fi ft h Windsor Festi val Internati onal String Competi ti on

WFISC’s patron), there are a number 
of other features that distinguish the 
competition. Unlike most international 
music contests, candidates from the viola, 
violin and cello families compete together 
and are judged against one another rather 
than in their respective categories. Th is 
made the twelve-hour semi-fi nal round 
on 18 March all the more varied and 
enjoyable. From over 160 original entrants 
aged between 16 and 26, eight presented 
a 45-minute recital programme before 
a jury that included violinist Erich 
Gruenberg, violist Roger Benedict 
and cellist Raphael Wallfi sch Here the 
fl exibility in programming guidelines, 
which stipulated two contrasting 
movements from a Bach solo sonata 
or partita; one movement from a major 
sonata; and a work of the competitor’s 
choice, gave ample opportunity for 
candidates to express their musical 
creativity and for the jury to get an idea of 
their tastes and approach to programming. 

P articularly encouraging at this 
stage was the presence of some less 
familiar corners of the repertoire. 

Britten’s Lachrymae: Refl ections on a Song 
of John Dowland op.48 for viola and 
piano (played by Timothy Ridout, UK) 
and his Suite for violin and piano op.6 
(Elina Buksha, Latvia); Shchedrin’s 
Quadrille for solo cello (Jonathan 
Dormand, UK); Hindemith’s Sonata 
in F major op.11 no.4 for viola and 
piano (Ting-Ru Lai, Taiwan) and 
Forsyth’s Viola Concerto in G minor, 
fi rst movement (Ridout) were all heard. 
Th e remaining eight semi-fi nalists were 
British violinist Cristian Grajner De Sa, 
French cellist Stanislas Kim, and two 
South Koreans: cellist Christine Jeong 
Lee and violinist Ji-Yoon Lee.

It was little surprise to see Ji-Yoon Lee 
progress to the fi nals and clinch fi rst prize. 
Th e technical and musical complexities 
of Bach’s Sonata in A minor BWV1003 
(Grave and Fugue) in the semis at the 
Guildhall in Windsor had singled her out 
as a player of outstanding facility and 
communicative power; as did the extreme 
artistic demands of Ysaÿe’s Sonata no.4 
op.27 (Allamanda) in the fi nals. 

he oak-panelled 
interior of Waterloo Chamber, deep within 
Windsor Castle, provided the majestic 
setting for the fi nals of the fi fth Windsor 
Festival International String Competition 
(WFISC) in March, a biennial contest with 
two principal missions: to create a musical 
microcosm in Windsor and Berkshire 
whereby local audiences can witness 
young international string talent on their 
doorstep; and to provide future support 
and performance opportunities to winners 
via Windsor Festival. It is an approach that 
is proving popular on both sides, according 
to WFISC associate director Sinead 
O’Carroll, who says that former winners 
relish the opportunity to return to Windsor 
to give recitals or play at associated events at 
venues such as Buckingham Palace. ‘We are 
looking forward to the point in their career 
when they can return to give masterclasses 
and even join the jury,’ she adds.

Th e WFISC launched in 2008 when 
the young artists’ lunchtime recital series 
that for several years had formed part 
of the Windsor Festival became the 
competition’s semi-fi nal round. Th e recital 
is very much at the heart of the WFISC: 
in addition to the semi-fi nals, candidates 
perform a recital at the fi nals – a rarity 
among international string competitions 
where a concerto fi nal is the norm. 
A concerto performance does, however, 
form part of the fi rst prize – with the 
Philharmonia Orchestra at the following 
Windsor Festival (this year’s winner will 
perform at Waterloo Chamber on 
24 September), and fi rst prize winners 
also receive a contemporary bow courtesy 
of Bishop Instruments & Bows, and a 
recording opportunity with Champs Hill 
Records to help set them on their way.

In addition to its royal connections 
(Prince Edward, Earl of Wessex is the 
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Clockwise from top First prize 
winner, South Korean violinist 
Ji-yoon Lee, a player of 
outstanding facility and 
communicati ve power; Briti sh 
violist Timothy Ridout, who came 
second; and Latvian violinist Elina 
Buksha, who was awarded the 
third and audience prizes 

Her rendition of the latter piece was full 
of fl amboyant high drama in the opening, 
and yearningly lyrical in the middle section 
– all nailed with pinpoint intonation. 
Wieniawski’s bravura Polonaise op.4 
brimmed with nationalistic spirit and 
verve, while the dark moods of Prokofi ev’s 
First Sonata (fi rst two movements) were 
sensitively told.

Second prize went to Timothy Ridout, 
whose unshowy style suited the sober, 
bleakly expressive world of Britten’s 
Lachrymae (Latin for ‘tears’) in the semis – 
the piece that previously won him the 
Britten–Pears Prize and fi rst prize at the 
Cecil Aronowitz International Viola 
Competition. Th e warmth and eloquence 
of his tone found their ideal home in his 
semi-fi nal performance of the fi rst 

movement of Forsyth’s lyrical and little-
performed Viola Concerto in G minor, 
and in Bowen’s gloriously questing Allegro 
de Concert in the fi nal round: both part 
of two very well-chosen programmes.

Th ird prize and the audience prize were 
awarded to Elina Buksha, who had made 
a strong impression in Britten’s Suite op.6 
and Franck’s Sonata for violin and piano 
in the semis. She came into her own in the 
fi nal round in Debussy’s Sonata for violin 
and piano, where the sweetness and aching 
nostalgia of the score seemed to chime with 
her capacity for fantasy and storytelling. 
Ravel’s Tzigane is a high precipice to tread, 
not least because it requires the player to 
match technical agility with individuality 
and theatrics – and while she didn’t quite 
surrender herself to the freewheeling 

spontaneity the work, hers was a highly 
persuasive account. 

Martin Denny, Windsor Festival 
director and WFISC co-director, says some 
of the aims of the contest are to ‘embed 
the competition in the hearts and minds 
of the local people and to involve them 
in giving opportunity to these exceptional 
musicians, and to bring the best young 
string players from around the world to 
Windsor’. Judging by the competition’s 
increasingly international catchment, 
which has shifted from primarily UK 
conservatoire students when the contest 
launched, to players studying at 
institutions across Europe and the US 
and beyond, this mutually benefi cial 
and continually supportive approach 
is achieving its aims. C
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Barbican, London
SundayS
The Strad celebrates its 125th anniversary this 
year and to mark this milestone is partnering 
with the LSO International Violin Festival to host 
a series of events at London’s Barbican Centre. 

These will continue with two pre-concert talks on the 
Barbican Hall stage on 3 May before Nicola Benedetti’s 
performance of Szymanowski’s First Violin Concerto; 
and on 28 June ahead of Joshua Bell’s performance 
of the Sibelius Concerto.

A Guide to  
Violin Sound 
Can you tell the difference 
between a Stradivarius and 
a factory-made violin from 
sound alone? A lively discussion 
including demonstrations by 
LSO leader Roman Simović
12 April 2015, 6–6.45pm

Surviving OrcheStrAl 
AuditiOnS 
From preparing excerpts 
to excelling in your first 
trial, get the inside view 
from LSO players on landing 
your dream orchestral job
3 May 2015, 6–6.45pm

MAking MuSic  
Fun FOr kidS
Discover how to make 
instrument lessons engaging 
for school-age children. 
With Junior Guildhall head 
of strings William Bruce
28 June 2015, 6–6.45pm

Visit theStrAd.cOM/
StrAdSundAyS for 
further information
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ne of the central questions critics must ask 
themselves is this: if a concert hall full of 
attentive listeners appears to be moved and 
engaged by a performance, does it matter 
if they believe that performance to be 

fundamentally aesthetically flawed? 
I thought long and hard about that following the 

second of the Berlin Philharmonic’s London concerts 
under Simon Rattle in February. After Sibelius’s 
Fourth Symphony, I refused to applaud – until the 
joy and strength of will in the room forced me into 
a few half-hearted claps. True, the performance had 
created an atmosphere and moved people, and the 
technique on display from the Berlin Philharmonic 
players was nothing less than formidable. 

But as I tweeted the following day, 
the performance had less to do 
with Sibelius and more to do with 
the Berlin Philharmonic. Judging 
by the reaction to that tweet,  
I wasn’t alone. A video had done 
the rounds a week or so before, 
in which Rattle had talked 
about Herbert von Karajan’s 
performances of the works with 
the same orchestra as sounding far 
from what we would expect now. 

Too right. But to my ears, 
Rattle’s interpretation of the Fourth 
Symphony was closer to Karajan’s than to 
contemporary ideas of the piece as a bleak pencil sketch 
occasionally shot through with mirages of colour and 
optimism. Does that mean Rattle has to cast Sibelius’s 
Fourth as a vast Mahlerian wallow upholstered by 
luscious strings, its Largo bestowed with a huge 
unmarked rallentando? Does he have to transform 
it into something wholly removed from the sparseness 
and abruptness of Sibelius’s pencil-sketch original? 

One colleague of mine – a Nordic music scholar 
who was at the Barbican performances – described the 
sound as impressive but admitted it ‘didn’t sound like 
Sibelius’. Another said he thought Rattle’s ‘hyper-
Romantic’ view of the Fourth both beautiful and valid. 
To that I added that the symphony in Rattle’s hands 
felt a long way from Koli, the bleak Karelian outpost 
in eastern Finland that’s often said to have informed  

the work’s bleached atmosphere and brooding silences. 
‘But what do we actually know about Koli’s role in the 
formation of the piece?’ my colleague demanded. 
That’s a whole other question. And though I happen 
to believe that the Koli landscape and Sibelius’s 
personal tribulations of 1909 lie behind the Fourth 
Symphony, you don’t have to know much about 
Sibelius to know that he would never have indulged in 
the emotional platitudes that the Berlin Philharmonic 
found in the Fourth. And history tells us he wrote for 
something rather different from the current Berlin 
Philharmonic’s luscious string sound. 

So does that invalidate its performance? If I’d have 
been listening to Bruckner, I’d have been wowed by the 
Berlin Philharmonic’s gorgeous, sheen-topped upper 
strings and blue-flame double basses – qualities that set 

this orchestra apart from most 
others. Perhaps in an age when 
orchestras sound more and more 
like each other we should cherish 
the opportunity to hear one that 
sounds different, even if ‘different’ 
happens to mean ‘inappropriate’. 

This year – the 150th 
anniversary of Sibelius’s birth – 
we’ll probably get to hear the 
Fourth Symphony quite a bit. 
We might even hear it played by 
an orchestra that knows all about 

Finland’s elusive winter light; one that plays with 
a tighter, cooler string sound than the Berlin 
Philharmonic’s luscious stew. I’m confident I’d enjoy 
that experience more than the one offered by Rattle 
and his players, for all the quality and celebrity therein. 

The historically informed performance movement 
has taught us that there’s no one ‘correct’ way of 
doing things – but also that a little knowledge goes 
a long way; that armed with scant information about 
the sound, aesthetic and mindset of a particular time 
we can better understand what a composer wanted. 
No critic should bemoan the positive reaction  
of an inspired and moved audience just because  
they don’t agree with it, and no country should 
boast superiority in the performance of a particular 
composer’s works. But nor should performers 
pay such little heed to the spirit of a score. 

the ‘wrong’ way to play?
Sibelius should be performed in a bleak style representative of his native sound world,  

not with the luscious richness and colour of a German orchestra, argues Andrew Mellor

The technique 
on display was 

nothing less 
than formidable

Opinion
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Jascha Heifetz, Artur Rubinstein and 
Gregor Piatigorsky collaborate on  
a recording of the Mendelssohn and 
Ravel trios for RCA Victor in 1949
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How did the advent of recording at the dawn of the 
20th century shape the course of string playing? And 
what influence have subsequent technical advances 
ultimately had on technique, interpretation and audiences’ 
expectations? Tully Potter listens to the evidence

the century

tring players have been making records for 
more than a century – since at least 1898, 
when the great English cellist W.H. Squire 
cut his first 78rpm discs. Prior to the invention 
of sound recording, and the accessibility of 
multiple interpretations this new invention 

brought with it, musicians were entirely dependent on live 
performance as a means of hearing one another play. How styles 
and trends in string playing and interpretation evolved during 
this ‘dark age’ before the invention of recording can only be 
guessed at; but once string recording got under way and record 
making (and buying) began to spread across the world, string 
players inevitably, and increasingly, listened in on one another’s 
renditions – a mixed blessing to all concerned since.

Despite being made on heavy, easily breakable shellac discs, 
recorded performances had a huge influence on students and 
the younger, more impressionable players from 1904 onwards. 
Changes in the recording process also cast a long shadow, not 
always for the better. Up to 1925, records were made by the 
acoustic method: vibrations from the instruments or voices were 
gathered by a huge horn and transmitted straight to the disc-cutter, 
which engraved them on to a wax disc in the form of grooves. 
Although clever engineers gradually refined the process, it was 
primitive, with volume partly controlled by the player’s proximity 
to the horn. A violinist had to stand squarely in one place, doing 
his best not to indulge in the upper-body movement so necessary 
to a string player, in case he took the violin too far from the horn 
and affected the sound quality. While the resonance of the A, D 
and G strings came across well, the upper reaches of the E string 
could vanish off the equipment’s sound spectrum, and studios 
developed ingenious sound boxes to capture upper frequencies. 
An instrument patented as the ‘Stroh violin’, with an amplification 
horn in place of the usual beautiful wooden body, was often used 
for recording in the early days – Carl Flesch even made solo discs 
on it. Despite the drawbacks, an amazing amount of recording 
was done and the ‘His Master’s Voice’ trademark shared by HMV 
and Victor could be found all over the world, as intrepid recordists 
and salesmen ventured into remote parts of Africa, South America,  
the Russian empire and the Far East.

My feeling is that the earliest records tell us more about the 
players themselves than about any influence. For instance, 

S
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Squire’s 1898–1901 discs reveal him to be using very little vibrato; 
but when he next records, about a decade later, he is well on the 
way to developing the warm vibrato so characteristic of the myriad 
discs from his maturity. Similarly, Joseph Szigeti’s earliest discs, 
made in 1908, show him to use virtually no vibrato; but by the 
1920s he has worked on this aspect of his playing and has evolved 
the somewhat wide Hubay-style vibrato familiar from his best-
known records. I assume both players lent an ear to what was going 
on around them and adapted their playing to the new norms.

I cannot imagine that anyone was trying to copy what they 
heard on the records of Joachim (1903) or Ysaÿe (1912), 
because for all the historic interest of these discs, they find 

the players past their best. Sarasate (1904) is a different case: even 
though he was restricted to ten-inch sides with a short playing time, 
it is evident that he was still in amazingly good form, yet I hear 
very little evidence that other violinists who played his music paid 
attention to his delicate bowing. Huberman’s earliest records 
(1900) include the first known set – three seven-inch discs of the 
Chopin–Sarasate E flat major Nocturne, as well as the Schubert–
Auer Moment musical. The collector Raymond Glaspole considers 
them ‘interesting curiosities’, and Huberman recorded both 
pieces again in the 1920s, when his recording career really started. 
The most popular player of the early 20th century, Jan Kubelík, 
began recording in 1902 and set down some 45 titles up to 1913; 
but although his discs sold well, they seem to have had little 
impact on his fellow violinists. Similarly, Maud Powell, who was 
the Victor Talking Machine Company’s first violin soloist and 
made excellent records from 1904 to 1917, was a role model 
for women in America rather than a violinistic influence.

Much more influential was Mischa Elman. He was 13 when 
he entered the studios of the Gramophone & Typewriter Limited 
on 14 June 1904, to cut discs including Wieniawski’s Souvenir de 
Moscou, rated by Glaspole as ‘the first record that gives you an 
inkling of modern playing’. After also recording for Pathé,  
on 6 April 1910 Elman inaugurated his most celebrated series, 

setting down 17 titles in three days at Victor’s New York studios, 
including a remake of Souvenir de Moscou. This piece could serve 
as an indicator of the state of his playing, as he made a third version 
in Japan in 1937. Elman’s concert successes had already stimulated 
a flood of little Mischas, Jaschas, Toschas and Saschas to take up the 
violin, as Jewish mothers all over eastern Europe saw a potential 
path to fame for their progeny. His early discs, even though they 
were restricted to encore pieces, were beautifully recorded for  
the time and showcased his warm tone and sensitive intonation.  
In 1913 and 1915 Victor matched him with the greatest singer of 
all time, Enrico Caruso, on four titles and in 1915 four more were 
recorded with the Metropolitan Opera diva Frances Alda. This 
kind of exposure intensified Elman’s appeal and he remained a role 
model, especially for young Jewish players, well into the 1920s.

B y the start of World War I, Fritz Kreisler was well into his 
stride as a recording artist: having made his first discs in 
1904, he began his prolific series for HMV and Victor in 

1910, and by 1915 the engineers were capturing his unique sound 
with amazing fidelity. That year he and Efrem Zimbalist even 
recorded Bach’s ‘Double’ Concerto, only slightly cut, with string 
quartet accompaniment. Unlike the piano, which did not take 
kindly to the recording horn, the violin – like the human voice 
– recorded well virtually from the start; Kreisler’s ‘speaking’ tone 
came across with great clarity. He recorded his signature pieces 
– Liebesleid, Liebesfreud, Caprice viennois – many times over, as 
the studio teams sought to improve on their earlier efforts, and 
the discs found their way into every middle-class home in Europe 
and America. By the end of the Great War the big HMV or 
Victrola gramophones, designed to be pleasing pieces of furniture, 
were familiar sights in sitting rooms. Violinists the world over 
copied Kreisler’s inflections and tried to work out the secrets 
of his continuous vibrato and his rainbow of colours.

Strangely Pablo Casals, the most admired cellist of the age, came 
late to recording and was 38 by the time he started making discs 
of snippets and encore pieces in 1915 for American Columbia. 

Left to right: Fritz Kreisler in one of his many recording sessions; the Victor Salon Orchestra,  
house band for Victor Talking Machine Company records; Bruno Giuranna conducts  
David Geringas and the Orchestra da Camera di Padova e del Veneto in 1988
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The Great War was engulfing Europe and the earliest Casals discs 
circulated solely in America. In any case most were calculated to 
appeal to his public rather than to fellow players, and the only ones 
that did make an impact on his colleagues – and their pupils –  
were four movements of Bach’s C major Suite. Casals’ time of 
influence would come in the late 1920s and the 1930s, when he 
made virtually all the records for which he is remembered today.

Believers in the ‘Big Bang’ theory could mark down  
9 November 1917 as some sort of starting point. That was  
the day Jascha Heifetz, still only 16, first stepped into a  
Western recording studio – his 1911 discs for the St Petersburg 
Zvukopis label had gone unremarked. It was two weeks since 
his sensational American debut at Carnegie Hall, and at Victor’s 
Camden, NJ, studios he made five titles, including Elgar’s  
La capricieuse, with impeccable staccato, and Wieniawski’s 
Scherzo–Tarantelle. On 19 December he cut five further sides, 
including a coruscating account of Bazzini’s Dance of the 
Goblins; and in the years up to 1924 he made 53 acoustic titles 
including Sarasate’s Zigeunerweisen, for which he was allowed 
two sides. Obviously it took a while for the initial Heifetz 
releases to penetrate into the public consciousness, but violinists 
were soon passing them from hand to hand; and by 1919 they 
were causing so much interest that HMV issued eight that 
October, well ahead of his London debut on 5 May 1920, 
inviting critics and record buyers to attend public presentations. 
The advertisements gushed: ‘You listen to the silvery quality 

of tone, the unerring accuracy of pitch, the full broad sound of 
the silver G string.’ Heifetz’s concert performances of the major 
concertos might cause critical disagreements but his playing 
of short pieces on those discs was regarded as miraculous.

T he year 1925 was another watershed in recording 
history, as virtually every studio adopted the microphone 
and suddenly string players could be heard with startling 

new fidelity. Orchestras, too, could be recorded properly – in 
the acoustic era various horrid brass instruments had generally 
been substituted for the double basses, which were not captured 
by the horn. Longer works such as concertos, which had been 
almost completely avoided in the acoustic era, could be 
convincingly documented. Kreisler led the way with wonderful 
interpretations of the Beethoven, Brahms and Mendelssohn 
concertos made for HMV in Berlin in 1926–7; Szigeti followed 
suit for Columbia with rival versions of the Brahms and 
Beethoven, and Albert Sammons recorded the Elgar. The 
Flonzaley Quartet made valuable records of chamber music, 
such as the Schumann and Brahms piano quintets. By now the 
industry had its own critical press, notably The Gramophone, 
founded in 1923 by Compton Mackenzie, and although record 
criticism was only in its infancy – most articles simply 
welcomed new releases with open arms – competing versions 
of the same work were compared for both sound quality 
and interpretation.

In its 40-year career, the Amadeus Quartet made 
more than 200 recordings, including the complete 
quartets of Beethoven, Brahms and Mozart
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The notable decade for musical values was the 1930s, despite 
Yehudi Menuhin, regarded in some quarters as the new Elman, 
making many discs that should have been left in more mature 
hands. HMV and Columbia, now under the EMI umbrella, 
still competed with each other. Germany exported beautifully 
engineered discs on Deutsche Grammophon’s Polydor label and 
the new Telefunken label, backed by the Nazis. At last the great 
string quartet ensembles were properly recorded: HMV had the 
Busch (whose Beethoven, Brahms and Schubert were 
immensely influential), as well as the Budapest and the Pro 
Arte; Columbia had the prolific Léner, hugely popular with the 
record-buying public but perhaps not so highly regarded by 
other string players; DG/Polydor had the Galimir, whose Ravel 
and Milhaud were supervised by the composers, and whose 
Lyric Suite was based on Berg’s own coaching; and Telefunken 
had the Calvet. A recording such as the Budapest Quartet’s 
Grieg G minor showed both players and technology to 
best advantage. 

The chamber orchestra revival was in full swing and in 1935 
the Busch Chamber Players made a zippy set of Bach’s 
Brandenburg Concertos that is still selling. The great orchestral 
string sections, notably the Boston Symphony under 
Koussevitzky, the Philadelphia under Stokowski and the Vienna 
Philharmonic under a variety of conductors, could be heard in 
something like their concert-hall glory. Heifetz’s first concerto 
sessions, in London and Boston, resulted in renditions of the 
Tchaikovsky, Sibelius and Brahms that are still reference points. 
Szigeti shone in Prokofiev, and Casals recorded all the Bach 
Suites as well as a blazing Dvořák Concerto, set down in Prague 
in a single day. The discs of the short-lived Emanuel 
Feuermann, showing him to be the Heifetz of the cello, were 
seized on by students, and William Primrose’s Paganini 
Caprices brought the viola to the same level – many violists 
have told me how inspired they were by his records.

World War II brought a pause, but the tape recorders 
invented by the Germans were captured by the Americans  
and the British. A new generation of violinists was headed by 
Ginette Neveu, with her exciting Sibelius. In 1948 American 
Columbia introduced the LP disc; and by the early 1950s most 
major labels were using tape to its full potential. Suddenly 
recordings, which in the 78rpm era had been made on the basis 
of ‘do two takes and choose the one with the fewer mistakes’, 

could be edited: embarrassing miscues of the bow, or wrong 
notes, could be corrected by substituting snippets of tape from  
a different take. When the new system was explained to the 
conductor Otto Klemperer, he turned to his daughter and 
exclaimed: ‘Lotte, ein Schwindel!’ But most artists were grateful 
for the opportunity to sound at their best. The 1950s brought 
us such staples as Camilla Wicks’s Sibelius, Isaac Stern’s Brahms 
‘Double’ with Leonard Rose and Bruno Walter, Paul Tortelier’s 
Elgar, Zara Nelsova’s Bloch, Janós Starker’s Kodály, Leonid 
Kogan’s Paganini, David Oistrakh’s Shostakovich, the Schneider 
Quartet’s Haydn and the Hollywood Quartet’s Schubert and 
Schoenberg. By the mid-1950s, stereophonic recording was 
infiltrating the catalogues and such interpretations as Heifetz’s 
Brahms and Bruch, Nathan Milstein’s Glazunov and Goldmark, 
Pierre Fournier’s Bach, Rostropovich’s Shostakovich, Jacqueline 
du Pré’s Schumann and Arthur Grumiaux’s Mozart could be 
heard with a new glow on the tone.

N ow it could truly be said that records influenced 
technique and interpretation. With an LP holding at 
least 50 minutes of music, it was no longer permissible 

to omit the Intermezzo from Lalo’s Symphonie espagnole, or 
make cuts in the Tchaikovsky Concerto. The carefully edited 
products of the major labels made artists sound superhuman, 
spurring students to emulate these ‘perfect’ renderings. Artists, 
in their turn, realised they were expected to reproduce in the 
concert hall what they had achieved in the clinical atmosphere 
of the studio. Were these developments beneficial? We are still 
arguing about them, in this age when digital wizardry makes it 
possible to edit ever more exactly, and to assemble performances 
by artists who were not even in the same studio on the same 
day. It has become easier to make ‘live’ recordings but they are 
often surreptitiously corrected, at extra sessions or in post-
production. And there is a danger that orchestral players who 
know they are being recorded ‘live’ will play safe. The post-
production business can be a bigger ‘Schwindel’ than anything 
Klemperer encountered. I myself have sat in a studio at Abbey 
Road, watching an expert use a computer to make a well-
known violinist’s recording of The Four Seasons sound 
presentable. Yet many supreme performances have found 
their way on to my shelves in more than 60 years of keen 
record collecting, and I am thoroughly grateful for them. 

RecoRdings in the 78Rpm 
eRa weRe made on the 
basis of ‘do two takes 

and choose the one with 
the feweR mistakes’
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Cellist Svante Henryson at 
Norway’s Ice Music Festival: ‘The 
pegs froze and when I tried to tune 
the cello they split into pieces’
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en minutes into the cello recital,  
ice crystals had begun to form in my 
hair. Twenty minutes in and I had lost 
sensation in my feet. We had been 

encouraged to lie back on our reindeer skins and gaze at 
the stars while pondering the purpose of our existence 
– a relaxing pastime in theory, less so in an ice cave at 
minus 20 degrees Celsius. But there was no alternative.

Under normal circumstances the cello would have 
been a puddle, its existence nothing but a memory; 
as a centrepiece of Norway’s Ice Music Festival, an 
annual gathering founded ten years ago by Norwegian 
composer Terje Isungset, its purpose was to 
demonstrate that playing stringed instruments made 
of pure frozen water can work if the environment 
is conducive to it. The mountainous village of Geilo 
certainly was, and the timbre wafting from Swedish 
cellist Leo Svensson’s instrument sounded almost 
like that of a real cello, though thin, even with 
heavy amplification. The musical work, a highly 
ornamented, vigorous dance composed by Isungset, 
similarly came off well despite its technical trickiness 
and the added challenge of Svensson having to play 
wearing gloves and several layers of clothing. At least 
his instrument remained intact throughout.

Other cellists have encountered greater difficulties  
at the festival. ‘One time the pegs froze and when I tried  
to tune the cello they split into pieces,’ says Svensson’s 
compatriot Svante Henryson. ‘There was only one  
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String
settings

Cellos made of ice, Shostakovich in a nuclear bunker – composers 
and players have been making and taking string music out of the 
concert hall and into imaginative new settings for decades. But do 
such adventures always serve the music, asks Hannah Nepil
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string that was working – the lowest –  
so all I could do was play pizzicato on  
that string.’ Little about this craft is 
straightforward, he says. ‘As soon as the 
temperature goes up to zero degrees Celsius 
the cello starts to shrink and melt and the 
tuning goes flat. If you place your fingers 
on the metal strings your fingertips will 
start to freeze, so you have to wear a glove, 
which also affects the tuning. This means 
you can’t really play difficult pieces with 
double-stops; you have to perform simple 
things. I might be able to play the Bach  
G major Prelude, for example, but playing 
a Bach Sarabande would be impossible.’

So what keeps him coming back to the 
festival? ‘The chance to be around snow 
and mountains while making music,’  
he says. Matter-of-fact as this may sound, 
he is evidently attuned to the zeitgeist  
that has seen classical music concerts 
increasingly transported to unusual, 
far-flung locations – often in the name 
of regenerating the genre. Over the last 

two decades this practice has become 
increasingly widespread, but it didn’t 
spring from nowhere. The role of the 
concert venue has been a source of 
fascination to composers dating back at 
least as far as Palestrina, who exploited 
spatiality in more than 70 works. During 
the 20th century Charles Ives, Rued 
Langgaard, Edgard Varèse and Henryk 
Górecki all explored the interplay between 

‘We all felt cold and seasick. We could 
hardly stand and it started raining. We had 
to use different instruments from normal 

and they went completely out of tune’
Mandhira de Saram

sound and location. None set their sights 
as high as Karlheinz Stockhausen, when  
in 1993 he produced his Helicopter String 
Quartet, involving four helicopters, each 
carrying a member of the Arditti Quartet,  
a sound technician and television 
transmitter, from which the sound of 
the helicopter’s blades was transmitted 
to the audience via monitors. Since then 
the concept of music written expressly 
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for a particular non-traditional location 
has become a genre of its own – ‘site-
specific performance’ has seen composers 
writing music to be played in all manner 
of unconventional settings, from buses, 
beaches and boiler rooms to Ikea’s 
kitchen and bathroom department.

A t the other end of the spectrum 
from music written for unusual 
environments are performances 

of core classical works in settings other 
than that for which they were composed 
– namely the concert hall. The result, 
inevitably, appeals to our curiosity and 
sense of adventure, as evidenced last 
summer when British cellist Matthew 
Barley performed Shostakovich’s Cello 
Concerto in a multi-storey car park in 
Peckham Rye, South London. The 
concert provoked a buzz of expectation 
rarely generated by Shostakovich, and 
attracted an impressive audience that 
included many new to classical music.

But novelty for its own sake can only 
take us so far; some ambitious musicians 
will use a location to shed fresh light 
on the music itself. This is what the 
members of the Honeymead Ensemble 
discovered in 2012 when they performed 
on a theatre set at Kilburn’s Tricycle 
Theatre in the UK, as part of a series 
of plays curated around the theme of 
nuclear power. ‘The set was a nuclear 
bunker with a reactor in the background,’ 
says the ensemble’s founder, violinist 
Tamsin Waley-Cohen. ‘We played 
Shostakovich’s String Quartet no.8 
and a chamber version of Strauss’s 
Metamorphosen, Study for 23 Solo Strings. 
This is a depressing programme, which 
speaks of war, but ordinarily it wouldn’t 
make you think of nuclear devastation. 
Heard against the backdrop of the 
reactor, however, it encourages the 
audience to make a new connection: 
with total destruction.’

Within the context of such an 
unconventional setting, core repertoire 
has the advantage of being good enough 
to stand on its own feet without recourse 
to the novel surroundings, so long as those 
surroundings do not render the music 
inaudible – a complaint made by at least 
one music critic against Stockhausen’s 
Helicopter Quartet. New music, by 
contrast, is by definition untried, and 
being tailored to a novelty venue will not 
necessarily detract from any compositional 
shortcomings, as with Tom Lane’s 2009 
work Flatpack: An Opera in Ikea. Held in 
the Wembley-based furniture store in 
London, it featured a lone viola player 
who led spectators from room to room, 
Pied Piper-style, with music inspired by 

Matthew Barley 
performing 
Shostakovich’s Cello 
Concerto in a multi-
storey carpark. He 
attributes the appeal 
of such projects to ‘the 
joy of the ephemeral 
in a world of manic 
documentation’

the sounds of a food mixer – an original 
idea but not one that made for 
compelling listening.

O ccasionally, though, music and 
setting come together in a way  
that is both surprising and 

enlightening. Faustus – The Last Bus Home, 
a one-man show performed by the singer 
and cellist Matthew Sharp, is such an 
example. Part of Aberdeen’s Sound festival 
for new music in 2012, it involved a bus 
full of spectators and one dirty, dishevelled 
gent (Sharp) who clambered on board and 
stared at the passengers wildly. ‘Thank you 
for saving my life,’ he cried, before bursting 
into a frenzy of singing and cello playing. 
For a few miles he held his befuddled 
audience captive as the bus trundled 
through deepest Aberdeenshire, coming 
to an abrupt halt at a clearing in a forest. 
‘They’re coming for me!’ he bellowed,  
‘I must go,’ and with that he disembarked 
and wandered down a long, winding 
pathway and was gone. The music, by 
Stephen Deazley, was a stream of furious, 
incoherent bellowing, accompanied by 
pizzicato and quasi-improvisational 
scrubbing. You probably wouldn’t choose 
to listen to it on CD, but here it perfectly 
complemented the ludicrousness of the 
setting, to hilarious and mesmerising effect. 

Undoubtedly it is the difficulties,  
and in some cases the dangers, of staging 
concerts in extreme and imaginative 
settings that are a major part of what 
draws audiences to such projects, but it 
is also the thrill of seeking out the unique 
and unrepeatable, or as Barley puts it, 
‘the joy of the ephemeral in a world of 
manic documentation.’ It is not that M
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Braving the elements: the Ligeti 
Quartet performing a new work by 

William Frampton on board a 
fishing boat on the Thames Estuary
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uniqueness cannot exist in a concert hall; 
it is just harder to come by, or far more 
subtle. Sharp explains: ‘If you go to  
a performance space a number of times 
they might start to blur at one point. 
You think: “That concert in Wigmore 
Hall in 1972, was it that different from 
that concert I went to in 1982? I can’t 
remember because they happened in 
the same room.”’ What is needed to 
counteract this, he says, is a renewed 
sense of spontaneity, and playing in 
unusual venues can help to instil that. 
‘The street performer, who is used to 
grabbing the moment, will be well 
equipped to channel the sense of  
“for one night only” when coming  
back into a more traditional space.’

The audience, meanwhile, can also 
learn something: that the surrounding 
environment plays a key role in the 
listening experience; that the journey to 
and from the concert, even queuing for 
the loos in the interval, all contribute to 
the experience of the music-making itself. 
It is easy to forget this in a venue we take 
for granted, but harder to ignore in the 
confines of an ice cave, where the setting 
tends to outshine the music. ‘The purpose 
of this festival is not to create music that 
will change the world,’ says Swedish double 
bassist Anders Jormin of the Ice Music 
Festival. ‘It’s to create music as part of the 
whole homage to the Nordic winter. You 
could say that in a way the environment 
gets in the way of the music, but in another 
way it also enhances the music. Audiences 
who have been to a hundred classical 
concerts and jazz concerts will find this 
very refreshing. Also, the music is a cultural 
manifestation of this little Norwegian 
village, so it will appeal to those who are 
thrilled by the exoticism of Scandinavian 
culture. You have to view the music in 
this wider context.’

A udiences also have to alter their 
listening habits according to the 
wildly different performance 

spaces. ‘It’s a very specific kind of 
listening; you have to make a different 
kind of effort from normal,’ says 

Mandhira de Saram, first violinist of 
the Ligeti Quartet. ‘It’s not a matter 
of interpreting; it’s a matter of absorbing. 
You have to experience the performance 
in the moment and get immersed.’  
Last year the Ligeti’s four members 
boarded a fishing boat, armed with their 
instruments and a piece by William 
Frampton, which they performed while 
sailing down the Thames Estuary. Filmed 
to be screened at the Temporary Arts 
Project gallery in Southend-on-Sea, it 
was about as immersive an experience as 
any musician could wish for. ‘We all felt 
cold and seasick. We could hardly stand 
and it started raining. We had to use 
different instruments from normal – 
really terrible ones – and they went 
completely out of tune. Frampton’s 
piece was fantastic but the problem was 
that on the boat we could hardly hear 
it because our instruments were so wet, 
and the wetter they got the less we could 
hear it. We did wonder why four singers 
hadn’t been commissioned instead.’

There are many other instruments that 
might have been a wiser choice: a robust 
trumpet, for example, could have held 
its ground. Even a piccolo would have  
been more waterproof. But stringed 
instruments – so expensive, delicate  
and easily detuned – are no match for  
the great outdoors, and cold 
temperatures do not make for finger 
dexterity. A cello might project more 
forcefully than a violin, but no stringed 

instrument can compete with raging 
wind and rain. 

None of this comes as much of a 
surprise, so why did the Ligeti Quartet set 
foot on board? ‘Having to play all these 
crazy rhythms, without being able to 
balance properly, in the rain and the 
freezing cold, made the whole performance 
all the more impressive,’ says de Saram.

What is often sacrificed as a result of 
performers’ and audiences’ appetites for 
increasingly physical, involved experiences 
is, ironically, the music itself, as the Ligeti 
Quartet example shows. If any sacrificing 
is to be made, then, it should be made by 
the setting and not the music. This is the 
view of Waley-Cohen, who says quality 
of sound remains the priority. ‘What we 
do is really about sound, and if that is lost 
then it’s really difficult. The visual aspect is 
also important; it catches the imagination 
in a different way from music. I don’t 
think that visual and musical components 
should be separated; they can enrich 
each other, creating a whole sensory 
experience.’ Ultimately, however visually 
stimulating the setting, if the musicians 
fail to engage the audience – indeed, if 
the audience can’t actually hear the music 
– the performance will fail. ‘It’s all down 
to communication on the night,’ says 
Sharp. ‘That can take place at Wigmore 
Hall or on a bus in Aberdeenshire, as 
long as you, as a performer, remember 
your reasons for being a communicator, 
and who you do it for.’ 
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The Arditti Quartet gave the premiere of Stockhausen’s Helicopter Quartet in 1995, which involved the four 
players riding with cameramen in separate helicopters. ‘He said he thought he could write a quartet, but 
that it would have certain requirements,’ Irvine Arditti told The Strad in April 2014
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In an August 1937 interview with 
The Strad, Jascha Heifetz gave his views 
on the state of classical music: ‘Six or 
seven years ago many people thought 
that radio was going to make the artist 
as extinct as the cavalryman is said to be 
in another sphere [but] the greatest 
interest is being taken in the best music; 
it is coming to be looked upon as an 
essential part of education... An amateur 
can express his personality in his own 
way just as well as the creative artist.’



125 
YEARS
in pictures

itting alongside The Strad magazine archive is another cache lurking at 
the far end of our offices: photographs of string players, teachers and 
makers dating back to the mid-19th century and continuing into the 
1980s and 90s, when digital photography began to replace the prints 
and slides traditionally sent out by publicists and agents. Though not 
as extensive as the trove of journals (a mere ten floor-to-ceiling shelves 

compared to the magazine archive’s twenty-five), the task of selecting the images 
for this photographic feature proved exceptionally difficult – but fascinating. 

With so many images to choose from, the process of reduction began with the 
not-so-simple task of identifying favourites. Aside from the notable exception of 
the image of Jascha Heifetz opposite, and two very early photographs, we decided 
from the outset that posed studio photos should be eliminated in favour of in-situ 
shots that told a story: Albert Spalding playing his violin in New York’s Times 
Square among thronging crowds in around 1940; the great pianist Artur 
Rubinstein caught yawning while the members of the Guarneri Quartet look 
on in great amusement. Many of the best images are, unsurprisingly, of some 
of the most famous string players – names like Joachim, Stern, Kreisler, du Pré, 
Menuhin and Kennedy all feature, but so too do memorable images of workers 
at the Thibouville–Lamy workshop in Mirecourt c.1930, and another of a 
woman reaching for a violin at Wurlitzer’s shop in New York City in the 1950s.

There were some surprises – we found no fewer than three American presidents: 
Reagan and Eugene Fodor; Clinton and the Kalichstein–Laredo–Robinson Trio; 
and the Kennedys seen with Isaac Stern in 1962, which made the spread. In 
general we have tried to arrange the photographs in chronological order, beginning 
with an early photograph taken in the mid-19th century of Joseph Joachim and 
Johannes Brahms, and ending in 1984 with a youthful Nigel Kennedy. Excerpts 
from The Strad have been selected from issues published as close to the date of the 
photograph as possible (in some cases guessed at due to a lack of information) and 
were chosen to reflect the content of the image. It is interesting to note that all 
included images are black and white; even when colour photography became 
popular, the most striking archive images remained those taken in mono. 

Inevitably some favourite images missed out: cellist Alan Shulman perusing 
a score with the American actress Tallulah Bankhead in 1952; violinist Oscar 
Shumsky performing with the pianist Glenn Gould; cellist Tsuyoshi Tsutsumi 
in full flight with the Philharmonia and conductor Giuseppe Sinopoli during 
rehearsals at the Royal Festival Hall in 1986. Our selection is by no means an 
attempt to represent the ‘best’ or ‘most important’ figures in the history of string 
playing – although many of them are present – but simply to showcase some 
of the most striking and enduring photographs from our archive. We hope you 
enjoy the tour. 

Chloe Cutts magazine editor

S
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Top left Joseph Joachim graced the cover of The Strad’s first edition in May 1890 (see page 112). This image, taken around 1855, shows him 
with his friend Johannes Brahms, who composed his Violin Concerto in 1878 as a vehicle for Joachim to showcase his tremendous skill 
in concert throughout Europe. It was also through his friendship with Joachim that Brahms was introduced to Hungarian music, resulting 
in the composition of his Hungarian Dances from 1858–68.

Top right Musical luminaries of 1859. Standing: Alfredo Piatti, Henryk Wieniawski, Joseph Joachim, Arthur Chappell. Sitting: Heinrich Ernst.
‘Listening to Joachim, I was immensely struck with his wide knowledge of literature and history, and remarked that I wondered how he found 
time for so much reading. Holding up his left hand he replied, “This is necessary, but still more so is the brain; an artist who has worked 
merely with his hands is only half an artist. One can never know too much.”’ (The Strad, September 1907)

Above An early concert by the ‘Societé de Concerts des Instruments Anciens’, one of the first 20th-century ensembles to specialise in early music 
– or, as The Strad’s August 1908 issue called it, ‘the cult of the old viols and the charming music written for them.’ 
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Beatrice Harrison, seen here with Frederick Delius at 
the Harrison family home near Thames Ditton, Surrey. 
It was in this garden in 1920 that Delius began work 
on his Cello Concerto, completed in 1921. Harrison 
also gave the first performance of Delius’s Cello 
Sonata (Wigmore Hall, 1918) and of his Double 
Concerto, with her violinist sister May Harrison. 
Delius dedicated the concerto to the Harrison sisters. 
   From a profile in The Strad, October 1937: ‘Her 
intonation is perfect always, no matter what type 
of phrase lies in her path, and from point of execution 
alone you may sit back positive of nothing but a happy 
feeling. In her playing of f and ff passages, instrument 
and performer combine to build up massive tone 
which never becomes distorted. In fact you might 
almost say that Beatrice Harrison has really evolved  
a new technique for the cello.’

Three violin legends assemble for an informal portrait 
near Efrem Zimbalist’s beach house on Fishers Island, 
New York, in 1919. Right to left: Jascha Heifetz; 
Zimbalist and his wife, soprano Alma Gluck; Fritz 
Kreisler and his wife Harriet. During the vacation 
Zimbalist suggested that each soloist write an operetta; 
Kreisler’s opus Apple Blossoms debuted on Broadway 
that year, and Zimbalist’s Honeydew followed in 1920.
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In his heyday, violinist Mischa Elman 
(1981–1967) could easily sell out a 
2,000-seat concert hall. In 1988 his 
accompanist Joseph Seiger recalled:  
‘In search of the sound he imagined, 
Elman became a tireless experimenter. 
He found that the height of the bridge 
made either a quantitative or a 
qualitative difference. He used to 
change bridges all the time – one for 
Tchaikovsky, another for Wieniawski 
and still another for Bach. Once 
I remember him still dissatisfied after 
changing bridges about ten times. 
“I want to hear my sound!” he said.  
I was never able to hear how those 
different bridges changed anything.’ 

The workshop-cum-factory of Thibouville–Lamy in Mirecourt, France, c.1930, featured in the August 2014 First World War issue of The Strad. One of 
the most productive musical instrument manufacturers of its day, it had set up an apprenticeship scheme ten years earlier, which paid students from 
the Mirecourt region for the first time. It was also one of the first instrument centres to harness water power, using the flow of the nearby River 
Madon to drive its woodworking tools. At its peak in the early 1900s the factory was producing more than 150,000 instruments and bows per year.
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Isaac Stern meets the Kennedys at a White House 
dinner on 11 May 1962. The President and the First 
Lady had just heard Stern, Leonard Rose and Eugene 
Istomin performing the Schubert Trio in B flat major. 
At the end of the recital, Kennedy rose and said, 
‘I want to thank Isaac Stern and his two accompanists,’ 
which did little to endear him to Istomin and Rose.
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A 15-year-old Midori studying with Juilliard tutor Dorothy DeLay and pianist Denise Jensen in 1986. 
‘When she turned eight, a tape of her playing was sent to Dorothy DeLay. DeLay’s response was to say that 
Midori’s playing was “absolutely extraordinary”, and to arrange for a scholarship for her at the Aspen Festival. 
‘I love Miss DeLay very much,’ Midori says. ‘She is very, very special. She is not only a teacher, she is also  
a mother and an adviser. She is everything. All her students see her that way.’ (The Strad, May 1987)

Violinist Albert Spalding performs in 
Times Square, New York, at an outdoor 
fundraising rally for the recently formed 
March of Dimes charity, founded in 
1938 to combat polio. ‘The only time 
I ever remember feeling nervous was 
when I was to play with Saint-Saëns 
at the Pergola theatre in Florence. 
I had heard that he was sometimes 
a little abrupt with musicians who 
did not please him, and as I was to  
play his compositions I was naturally  
a little anxious. However, I found him 
perfectly charming and most kind.’ 
(Albert Spalding, The Strad, January 1907)

Mstislav Rostropovich observes fellow cellist Leonard Rose at the 1982 American Cello Congress. 
according to The Strad’s report in September 1982: ‘Rostropovich and Rose both emphasised the 
importance of memory in a solo career. “I memorise all accompaniment and each orchestral part,”  
said Rostropovich. “I study the orchestral parts at least three or four days before I even touch the  
cello part.” Rose agreed and went on to add that once a work is memorised, the tyranny of having the 
printed music in front was neutralised. He went on, “In the re-creation of master works is creation.”’
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Michel Schwalbé, Berlin Philharmonic 
concertmaster for 29 years, practises in  
a hotel room in 1984. A student of Georges 
Enescu and Pierre Monteux, Schwalbé was 
offered the BPO position by Herbert von 
Karajan in 1957. He said of his leadership 
style: ‘From my Polish ancestors I have 
inherited tremendous courage – the 
courage of the samurai, ready to die if 
necessary. I have tremendous, unswerving 
decision, which nobody can resist, and 
I always know exactly what I want. I have 
the French sense of humour, along with 
French fantasy and eroticism in its deepest, 
most poetical sense.’ (The Strad, March 1984)

Rembert Wurlitzer’s instrument shop in 
42nd Street, New York, c.1955. ‘The more  
I learn of violin making the more I see of 
hokum, bunk, swindling, cheating and 
ignorance. But it has been a great joy for 
me to find at the bottom an absorbingly 
interesting subject, truth. If you look hard 
enough, and some fine men. Most of the 
crooks in the business are not intentionally 
so, but just plain ignorant. Some of them 
realise this, but Lord, it is so easy to make 
money and fool the people that they don’t 
get out.’ (Wurlitzer, quoted in The Strad, 
December 1986)

Cremonese luthier Francesco Bissolotti 
(seated) introduced the actor Anthony 
Quinn to the art of lutherie, in preparation 
for Quinn’s starring role in the 1988 film 
Stradivarius. Along with Gio Batta Morassi 
and Simone Sacconi (see page 67), Bissolotti 
played a fundamental role in reviving the 
classical Cremonese violin making tradition 
and the fortunes of the International 
Violin Making School Antonio Stradivari. 
Anthony Quinn was a passionate painter 
and sculptor, and told Bissolotti it would 
have taken him just one week to learn 
how to make a violin. 
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Jacqueline du Pré and her teacher William Pleeth. ‘She was devoid of the all-too-common strivings for fame and success accompanied by the 
usual trimmings that sadly are nearly always an integral part of the development of the artist to maturity. She never became sophisticated or 
what I call “groomed”, but retained throughout her growing up a perfect balance of youth and maturity despite the phenomenal rate at which 
her career progressed. This quality was at the very centre of her music-making and was recognisable in the way in which she approached 
each new experience with spontaneous pleasure and enthusiasm.’ (William Pleeth in a February 1988 retrospective)

The four members of the Guarneri 
Quartet listen to a recording playback 
with pianist Artur Rubinstein (front,  
at desk) in 1967. Left to right: Arnold 
Steinhardt (first violin), Michael Tree 
(viola), David Soyer (cello), John Dalley 
(second violin). 
   ‘The recording process is different 
for quartets than for solo piano,’ Dalley 
reflected in The Strad, November 1987. 
‘You can’t get the perfect sound or the 
perfect balance because of the 
problems of the four instruments 
sitting in four different places being 
received by the microphones in four 
different ways. The minute you get  
a nice immediate balance – something 
that doesn’t sound too distant – you’re 
apt to get a lot of extraneous sounds 
and you can’t play with as much force  
as in a concert hall.’
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Yehudi Menuhin teaching an eleven-year-old Tasmin Little at his eponymous school in 1977.  
‘It’s such an exacting task to be a teacher. It requires a special attitude of humour, of lightness  
and seriousness, or sympathy. It isn’t necessarily true that those who can play can teach,  
and it needn’t be the other way around either. I started my own school to try to pass on  
some of the things I received from my great teachers – and also to say that I went to school, 
which I didn’t.’ (Menuhin, quoted in The Strad, April 1991)

Nigel Kennedy gave his first interview 
to The Strad in April 1984. On his time 
at the Menuhin School: ‘Jazz was 
fought against by a lot of the teachers 
and when they discovered I was 
playing jazz in my spare time, they 
complained to Yehudi Menuhin saying, 
“He’s got to stop playing this awful 
music!” Menuhin turned around and 
said, “Well, I think it is a good thing,” 
and introduced me to Stéphane 
Grappelli. I have always been 
grateful to Menuhin for that.’ 
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“…very rich 
and powerful 

sound…”
Alexander Mishnaevski, 

Principal Viola, Detroit Symphony Orchestra
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Believed to be the oldest surviving 
instrument of its kind, the Andrea 
Amati ‘King’ cello will go on display 
at New York’s Metropolitan Museum 
of Art this summer. In the first of two 
articles, Andrew Dipper examines 
the clues it offers to the evolution of 
Amati’s designs and working methods
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ndrea Amati is recognised as being the father of the violin in 
its present form, but this legacy should be reconsidered in the 
light of a far greater achievement: the invention of the string 
ensemble, and as a consequence the modern symphony 
orchestra. Th is was no small feat since it involved the creation 
of a new range of instruments, whose matched sizes and voices 
could create a concerto of perfectly balanced harmonic sound. 
Tools made of high-grade steel, resistant yet elastic varnish and 
strong tendon glue were necessary, but the process also involved 
an empirical understanding of geometry, and of the nature 
of sound itself, controlled and amplifi ed by the strength of 
materials and the correct relationship of all the instrument’s 
structural elements. In Amati’s design the forces of traction 
of the strings are perfectly balanced by the resistive forces of its 
surprisingly light and complex architecture. Th e whole structure 
sits balanced in perfect equilibrium until the moment that its 
voice is drawn out, and then vibrating in that zone somewhere 
between salvation and destruction, like the human soul itself, 
it sings sublimely. Th is invention, a monumental task which 
Amati followed to its successful conclusion, surpassed all the 
eff orts of his competitors. 

Th is was followed by Amati’s genius for applying mass 
production techniques to violin making, creating a new system 
of making that was based on interchangeable parts. Until the 
1530s this was principally used in the production of fi rearms 
in Brescia and elsewhere. A signifi cant factor was Amati’s ability 
to make his novel design on a scheme based on an internal rib 
form that allowed him to build consorts of instruments whose 
members were geometrically scaled – an impossible task with 
the bespoke techniques of his predecessors. Th e combination 
of all these innovations caused these new Cremonese 
instruments to be reliable, repeatable and unsurpassable 
compared with their Brescian and German competition.

One of the most interesting instruments made by Amati 
for the royal families of Europe is the cut-down bass violin 
now known as the ‘King’ cello, decorated with the fl eur-de-lis 
of French royalty and the device of the Valois king Charles IX. 
According to historian Olga Racster, a document once kept 
with the ‘King’ cello stated that it was part of a papal gift to 

a
Charles IX after the death of his father, Henry II, but the story 
is apocryphal. Th e fi rst 19th-century reference to the cello 
comes in 1812, when it was brought by one Mr Hollander 
to Arthur Betts’s shop at London’s Royal Exchange, and sold 
to William Curtis, a former Lord Mayor of London. On 3 May 
1827 it was listed in a sale, with an asking price of 500 guineas, 
as part of Curtis’s instrument collection; a piece of paper 
included in the sale contained the word ‘Duport’, suggesting 
a connection with Jean-Pierre or Jean-Louis Duport, both 
renowned French cellists of their day. Th is association is 
confi rmed somewhat by the existence of a letter from one 
of the Duports to Hollander confi rming arrangements for 
a bow purchase from the Tourte workshop.

Th e cello remained in London throughout the rest of the 
century: in 1872 it was listed as #183 at the South Kensington 
Special Exhibition, and in 1904 as #1071 at the Special Loan 
Exhibition at Fishmongers’ Hall, where it is listed as the 
property of the Rev Canon Alexander Henry Bridges. He 
purchased it either after the Curtis sale in 1827 or from 
William Curtis’s survivors. On the death of Canon Bridges 
in 1891, it became the property of his son, the cattle magnate 
John Henry Bridges of Ewell Court, Surrey. Later it became 
part of the cellist Carlos Prieto’s instrument collection, until 
in 1967 it was sold, via Rembert Wurlitzer’s fi rm, to the US 
collector Laurence Witten. It was fi nally sold again, as part of his 
exquisite collection of early Italian instruments, to the National 
Music Museum in Vermillion, South Dakota, where it remains 
on display to the public with other decorated Amati violins. 

LegeND SayS tHat tHe 
‘KINg’ WaS ONe OF tHe 

INStRuMeNtS OF tHe ROyaL 
baND KePt at VeRSaILLeS
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Top The f-holes are a typical example of the earliest extant Andrea Amati design
Gallery The purfling at the corners remains intact, showing the distinctive 
bee-stings; the figure of Justice carries a sword; the column to the right is 
surmounted by the Imperial closed crown; a detail of the jewel in the crown’s 
centre; the hand of Justice
Right The ‘King’ is the only decorated Amati cello to have retained its original scrollC
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D ating the early Amati instruments with any accuracy 
will always be controversial, because there are none with 
labels that can be proved beyond doubt to be original 

and untouched, save for one example where the date 1566 is 
painted on the pediment of the column of the Charles IX 
device. Dating of the wood on other members of the Charles IX 
set suggests a date of 1500 for the felling of the trees. However, 
the structure of the ‘King’ cello’s wood is very difficult to see, 
and the wood has suffered significant damage over the long life 
of the instrument. The usual combination of old-growth Italian 
maple and Alpine spruce was used in its construction, with the 
medium flame descending from the centre line of the back. 
Its figure is not very prominent under the varnish, as though 
Amati had intended to use a wood or a ground coat that would 
not be optically disruptive in viewing any subsequent painting. 
This look is inherent in all parts of the instrument, including 
the scroll and ribs. All the elements are well matched and do 
not appear to have been married together at a later date. 
Incidentally, the damage to the wood is not surprising,  
given the instrument’s long history at the turbulent French 
court; legend says that the ‘King’ was one of the instruments 
of the royal band kept at Versailles that were wrecked by 
a revolutionary mob in October 1789.

In its original format as a bass violin the ‘King’ cello would 
have had a body length of around 80–84cm – about the size 
of an American church bass. This medium format ensured 
that its musical use would have a time limit, and in 1801 the 
instrument was mended, adjusted or adapted – according to an 
internal inscription – by the Paris-based luthier Sébastien Renault 
(1765–1811). This vandalism compromised the dimensions and 
integrity of some of the painted decorations but probably also saved 
the instrument for posterity because it enabled it to be played. 
(See the next issue for a discussion of its transformation, and the 
project to reconstruct the instrument to its original dimensions.)

These alterations of size and outline have obliterated many 
of the details that are significant aspects of the Amati design, 
such as the traditional Amati border outline and the position 
of the back pins. A significant section has been removed from 
the centre of the back and the belly, the ribs may have been 
lowered, and the upper and lower bouts have had their profile 
changed in order to shorten the instrument’s body length. 
The f-holes remain substantially unchanged, though, and 
the purfling of the C-bouts and corners remains intact 
showing the distinctive bee-stings at the corners. 

t he ‘King’ is the only decorated Amati cello to have 
retained its original scroll. Like other Amati instruments 
of the period, it has the usual run-out of the two flutes 

into a single central channel under the throat of the scroll. 
The scroll also retains some of its original gold Limoges-style 
paintwork, where the lines spiral elegantly into the classically 
conceived volute. The origin of the floral decoration on the 
back of the pegbox can be seen in printers’ ornaments from  

Top a pin mark can 
be seen in the centre  
of the eye 
Right The scroll still  
shows traces of the  
original gold paintwork
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the Lyon and Paris publishers of the 1540s–70s. A barely 
perceptible pin mark at the centre of the eye indicates a point  
of reference for a measurement scheme that can be seen on 
many of these decorated Charles IX instruments. 

The early form of f-hole on the ‘King’ cello is what 
I perceive to be a typical example of the earliest extant 
Andrea Amati design. It embodies the transition between the 
medieval forms of soundhole and their modern counterparts. 
The early Amati designs, with equally large upper and lower 
eyes, and the smaller width in the lower f-hole wings, are quite 
unlike those of the later-dated Brothers Amati instruments. 
Over the course of the violin’s history there is a general movement 
away from the early Amati form to a more balanced and 
sophisticated design, with steadily increasing width in the lower 
f-hole wings and a substantial difference of size between the upper 
and lower eyes. The ‘King’ cello’s f-holes are very similar to those 
of both the ‘Stanley Solomon’ Andrea Amati viola (1537–77) 
and another decorated Amati, the c.1560 ‘Uvedale’ viola, a gift 
from Catherine de’ Medici to Queen Elizabeth I of England.

t he continuous metamorphosis of the form of f-holes 
over time can be used to date the Andrea Amati 
instruments in relation to those of the rest of the family. 

Strangely, though, this timeline does not completely agree with 
the dating of the armorials and devices of the monarchs with 
which they are decorated. This may indicate that individual 
instruments were decorated subsequent to their manufacture, 
since undecorated Amati instruments of similar design do exist. 
There is also evidence of existing instruments having been 
repurposed with new designs. However, there are notable 
differences in many of the decorated Amati instruments made 
for Charles IX, and it may be that a separate evolutionary 
timeline for the instruments’ decoration is necessary to achieve 
a full understanding of these early instruments. There are also 
details of the ‘King’ cello that suggest a period of manufacture 
preceding its decoration; for instance, the plugged pegholes 
in the pegbox indicate that it may have carried only three 
strings when it was first made, which is consistent with reports 
of early Amati violins by Federico Sacchi. If this is so, the 
paintings are representative of an instrument that has been 
repurposed for Charles rather than made especially for him.

The ‘King’ cello was, we have to remember, only one 
member of a set, a consort or a family of instruments whose 
members were of fixed measurements related one to another 
by simple yet profound mathematical, geometrical and 
acoustical relationships of size and tone. Thus the set allowed 
some of the first bowed string ensemble music in the world  
to be performed in unison. 

The ‘King’ cello will be on display at the Metropolitan Museum  
of Art, New York, from 8 June to 7 September. Subscribe to  
The Strad to receive a poster of the cello with the June 2015  
issue of the magazine: www.thestrad.com/subscribe 

One of the main themes of the decoration is that of 
Charles IX’s motto, Pietate et Iustitia (Piety and Justice). 
The words are embellished on the rib garland of the 
cello, although the spelling is unusual: ‘PIETATE ET 
iVStiCIA’. This change of spelling, which differs from 
the accepted form of the motto, could also indicate 
the date of the painting and the origin of its donor.

The motto is traced in Romanised capital letters in gold 
leaf, outlined with a thin dense black brush line in imitation 
of the Limoges techniques of Amati’s contemporary Leonard 
Limousin. The thick and uneven surface of the gold leaf has 
a red ground and adheres firmly to its gold size ground. There 
also seems to be a coating of varnish over the decorations. 
A slight smudging of the paintwork may indicate that the paint 
film was still soft when the newly decorated instrument was 
first used. The letters are beautifully placed, and the whole 
scheme is perfectly proportioned to the size of the instrument. 

Both the C-bouts of the cello carry a letter ‘K’ (figure 1), 
standing for both Katerina (Catherine) and Karolus (Charles). 
It is surmounted by a crown, and all of these are in a style 
altogether different from the lettering of the rest of the rib 
garland. The ‘K’ is flanked by a floral motif that is more Gothic 
in form, surmounted by an Imperial closed crown of a slightly 
different design from the crowns on the instrument back.

The painting on the back is divided into five separate 
motifs. In the centre, between the C-bouts, the arms of 
France are surmounted by the Imperial crown and surrounded 
by the chain and medallion of the order of St Michel. The 
arms have bearers: to the right is Justice (figure 2) and to 
the left is the figure of Piety. These two figures are flanked 
by single columns drawn in perspective, one gold and one 
silver, and each carrying banderols with the motto Pietate 
et Iustitia on them. Above each column flies a pair of putti 
(angels) in the act of placing the Imperial closed crown on the 
capital of the column (figure 3). The designs of the columns 
match those on a table centre made by the goldsmiths of 
Paris for Charles IX’s Paris entry and marriage in 1572. 

‘Piety and 
Justice’

the motto of  
Charles IX
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The painted decorati on, unlike some of the other painted 
Charles IX Amati  instruments, seems to be laid on a ground 
coat of varnish, since there is no appreciable bleed-in of the 
pigment colour or gold leaf ground into the wood. The paint 
layers are quite coarsely ground and each separate colour 
is thickly applied. There is evidence of coarse brush marks, 
probably hog hair, especially in the areas of white pigment. 
Smaller, very fi ne brushes were used in the sfumato technique 
of the shading of the garments and details of Justi ce. 

This iconography, the politi cal message and the propaganda 
they represent stay parti cularly within the lifeti me of Charles 
IX. What remains to be said, though, is that the ‘King’ 
cello – as its name implies – is in the opinion of some of 
the greatest experts on violins the best-sounding and most 
iconic example of all the instruments of the Amati  family.

The rib garland on the cello’s 
bass side has the lett ers 
‘IVSTI’ embellished on 
the lower bouts, and ‘CIA’ 
on the upper bouts, although 
the fi nal two lett ers are 
now hard to make outal
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david nadien 
1926–2014

The New York-based musician, who died in May last year,  
was a violinist’s violinist who, despite his exceptional ability,  

never had the solo career or public recognition that  
he deserved. Eric Wen explores the life of a remarkable talent

n 1965 John Corigliano Sr, concertmaster 
of the New York Philharmonic for  
almost a quarter of a century, announced 
his retirement, leaving open the most 

sought-after violin position in the United States.  
The prestige of this appointment was due in no 
small part to the orchestra’s musical director  
Leonard Bernstein, the dominant influence  
in American music at the time. 

The concertmaster opening drew a host of 
outstanding applicants, including experienced 
concertmasters from several major orchestras. At the 
urging of several members in the Philharmonic, the 
violinist David Nadien was strongly recommended for 
the position. Although he had had some experience as 
concertmaster of the National Orchestral Association, 
a training orchestra conducted by Léon Barzin, Nadien 
had never played in a professional symphony orchestra. 
But despite his relative inexperience, at the audition 
finals Bernstein was bowled over and Nadien was 
unanimously selected by the audition committee to 
lead one of the world’s most distinguished orchestras. 
Among musicians, this appointment came as little 
surprise, for within the fiddle community Nadien’s 
reputation was second to none. With his razor-sharp 
technique and infallible sightreading, he was the 
obvious choice. 

B orn in Brooklyn on 12 March 1926, David 
Nadien had a Dickensian childhood. His father 
George Nadien was a Russian immigrant  

with little education, but the spirit of an adventurer. 
After a series of menial jobs, he found a vocation as  
a bantamweight boxer, and eventually became the 
Middle Atlantic States boxing champion. But George 

had a secret, deep passion for classical music as well.  
He adored the violin, and without any formal lessons 
he taught himself to play. With the money made from 
his relatively successful boxing career, George founded 
a neighbourhood music school for children, adding  
to the proliferation of community music schools that 
sprung up in New York City in the 1920s. 

With the advent of the Great Depression in 1929, 
however, many of these schools closed down, and 
George Nadien’s was among them. With the demise 
of his dream, George floundered in a number of 
entrepreneurial ventures that always seemed doomed 
to fail. A disaster at a printing company left the  
family nearly destitute, and David remembered being 
evicted from their apartment homes five different 
times. He even recalled the family having to sleep 
overnight in Central Park, and being reduced at one 
point to wearing shoes made from cardboard. The 
impoverished conditions of these early years left  
a deep mark on the sensitive violinist; throughout his 
life, Nadien had an overwhelming desire for a secure 
and stable home, as well as a disdain for travelling. 

At the age of six, Nadien auditioned for the violinist 
David Mannes, who had founded the David Mannes 
School of Music on the Upper East Side of New York. 
Mannes was deeply impressed by the young violinist, 
and offered him a full scholarship to continue his 
music studies at his school. Making rapid progress 
in his playing, the young violinist garnered further 
monetary support from a number of patrons, and 
this money helped the family’s financial circumstances.

By the mid-1930s Nadien had been accepted 
as a student of Adolfo Betti at Mannes. Betti had 
been the first violinist of the Flonzaley Quartet, 
the premier chamber ensemble in the US until its 

I
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disbandment in 1929. He was more than 50 years older than 
Nadien, and became a second father to the young violinist. 
Dividing his time between New York and Italy, Betti invited his 
brilliant protégé to come and study with him at his villa in Bagni 
di Lucca. In May 1938 Nadien accompanied his teacher to Italy 
where he remained until Betti returned to New York at the end of 
October. Nadien joined Betti again the following summer, but the 
outbreak of World War II in September forced the young violinist 
to return to New York. Since Betti chose to remain in Italy, 
Nadien continued his lessons with Adolf Busch, the renowned 
leader of the Busch Quartet, who had himself just emigrated from 
Germany. After less than a year, owing to the Busch Quartet’s 
increasing concert activity, it was decided that Nadien should 
continue his studies with the renowned pedagogue Ivan Galamian. 

Nadien’s studies were interrupted, however, when he turned 18. 
With the US at the height of its involvement in the war, the 
young violinist was drafted and went for basic training in the 
infantry division of the US Army. Because of his keen sense of 
rhythm, Nadien worked initially as a radio operator translating 
Morse code, but he was soon transferred to Alabama for training 
in heavy artillery. Just before his division was designated to be 
sent to Europe to fight in what was to become the Battle of the 
Bulge, fate intervened. Sol Schoenbach, the principal bassoonist 
of the Philadelphia Orchestra, recognised Nadien and arranged 
for him to be transferred out of the infantry to join the music 
division of the Armed Services. Nadien became concertmaster 
of the Armed Services Orchestra based in Fort Hamilton, 
Brooklyn, near where he had grown up. 

At the end of the war Nadien resumed his studies with 
Galamian and became his teaching assistant at Meadowmount, 
Galamian’s summer school in upstate New York. There,  
in the summer of 1946, he met his future wife, Margot Ballon. 
A child prodigy pianist and composer, Ballon was studying  
at Meadowmount with Isabelle Vengerova. Later that year  

Nadien won the prestigious Leventritt Competition in  
New York, and on 22 December 1946 he made his debut  
at Carnegie Hall with the New York Philharmonic under 
George Szell in the Glazunov Violin Concerto. 

d espite his triumph in the Leventritt, the perfectionist 
Nadien felt that something was missing in his playing. 
Although he could play the instrument with great ease, 

he felt that he was unable to realise completely what he 
imagined in his inner ear. To address this, he took lessons with 
Demetrius Dounis. According to Abraham Appleman, one of 
Nadien’s students: ‘David repeatedly told me that people had 
no idea what a penetrating musician Dounis was. It was not his 
method, but Dounis’s musicianship that he learned most from.’ 
With the finishing touches acquired from Dounis, Nadien now 
felt he was fully equipped as an artist. 

Following his marriage to Margot in 1950, Nadien continued 
playing solo concerts, but also decided that he needed to make a 
steady income. He started his freelance career that year, playing in 
The Consul by Menotti, before becoming a staff violinist at several 
radio and TV stations. Through his distinctive sound and flawless 
technique, he gradually established himself as the premier freelance 
violinist in New York City. Notwithstanding the widespread 
veneration in the commercial world, Nadien wanted to secure 
more opportunities as a concert soloist. In the summer of 1960 
Galamian suggested that his protégé enter the Naumburg Violin 
Competition. With an age limit of 35, this represented a last 
opportunity for Nadien to participate in a major international 
competition. He dropped all commercial work and embarked 
on intensive preparations for the event. 

As expected, Nadien was shortlisted as one of three finalists.  
In a jury room with such dynamic personalities as Isaac Stern, 
Oscar Shumsky and Joseph Fuchs at loggerheads over the hotly 
contested decision, the result was close, with the 28-year-old  

Leonard Bernstein shakes  
Nadien’s hand at the conclusion  
of a 1968 New York Philharmonic 
concert in Berlin
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Joseph Silverstein narrowly edging ahead of Nadien in the fi nal 
reckoning. Even today Silverstein acknowledges the fi ne line 
between them: ‘Th e fact that we were both in the Naumburg 
Competition and I won shows you how unreliable the judges can 
be. David was the best pure fi ddler that I ever heard, and was very 
gracious about the Naumburg that I thought he should have won.’ 

d espite the disappointment of the Naumburg 
Competition, Nadien was able to forge a solo career 
alongside his highly successful commercial work. 

Furthermore, with a loan from the American Federation of 
Musicians, he succeeded in acquiring a 1744 Guarneri ‘del Gesù’ 
known as the ‘Prince of Orange, Wald, Hoff mann’. After his 
appointment to the New York Philharmonic, however, he sold 
his ‘del Gesù’ to buy an apartment on Central Park West, two 
blocks away from Lincoln Center, where the orchestra was 
based. Th is spacious residence with glorious views of Central 
Park was where Nadien lived with his wife Margot for the 
rest of his life. Far from his childhood days of poverty and 
uncertainty, he had fi nally achieved success and security.

During his fi ve seasons as New York Philharmonic 
concertmaster, Nadien performed regularly as soloist. Not only 
did Bernstein invite him to perform both the Tchaikovsky and 
Mendelssohn concertos in two subscription series, but also 
Nadien was featured in concertos by Beethoven, Bruch and 
Prokofi ev. With Bernstein’s retirement as music director in 1969 
and the appointment of Pierre Boulez as his successor, however, 
Nadien decided to leave the post after Bernstein’s fi nal season. 

Returning to the commercial fi eld, Nadien became the top 
freelance violinist in the New York area. Although the demand 
for his services kept him busy, he still gave solo concerts 
whenever the opportunity arose. In addition, he was frequently 
featured as soloist with the American Ballet Th eatre, performing 
the Chausson Poème and other works for solo violin and 
orchestra. Among violin cognoscenti, these performances 
were special occasions not to be missed. 

Nadien led the New York Philharmonic in all of their 
recordings from the late 1960s. Bernstein completed his 
legendary fi rst complete cycle of the Mahler symphonies 
with Nadien as his concertmaster. Among the dazzling solos 
featured in Bernstein’s Philharmonic recordings are those from 
Strauss’s Also Sprach Zarathustra and Don Quixote, Saint-Saëns’s 
Danse macabre and Off enbach’s Overture to Orpheus in the 
Underworld. But it is perhaps the two extended violin solos 
from Tchaikovsky’s Swan Lake recorded in 1969 that best 
showcase Nadien’s remarkable artistry. (Th e fi rst of these is 
also documented on fi lm as one of ‘Two Ballet Birds’ from 
Bernstein’s Young People’s Concerts.)

w hat were the special qualities of Nadien’s playing that 
spoke to so many violinists? Clearly evident is the 
infl uence of Kreisler and Heifetz, his two violin heroes. 

Nadien’s shimmering tone, with its beautifully focused vibrato, 
is unmistakable, and the parlando quality of his phrasing refl ects 
his love of the great singers. Moreover, his immaculate technique 
and dead-centre intonation – even in the most rapid passagework 

A master behind the microphone

Composer and violinist Richard 
Sortomme recalls a personal highlight 
of Nadien’s studio work 

I was extremely fortunate to have sat within 
fi ve feet of David nadien in the commercial 
studios for over 20 years. at every session he 
approached the music and played the violin 
with the same standard of technical excellence 
and arti sti c expression as he would have if 
he were in the concert hall performing the 
‘Kreutzer’ Sonata or the Glazunov Concerto. 

One of the most memorable occasions was 
when we were recording a duet album featuring 
Plácido Domingo and itzhak Perlman. Plácido 
was late arriving for one of the sessions, and 
David was asked to play the tenor part in 
Tchaikovsky’s None but the lonely heart. The 
previous two days had gone quite uneventf ully, 
with itzhak and Plácido performing beauti fully. 
When David started to play the fi rst statement 
of this soaring melody, however, everything 
changed. He sounded magnifi cent, his tone 
wonderfully nuanced, never pushing or forcing. 
We all noti ced that itzhak had snapped to 
att enti on and was looking at David as he 
played. By the ti me it was itzhak’s turn to play 
he jumped in ready to fl y, elevati ng his playing 
to new heights compared with the preceding 
two days. When David joined in again for the 
concluding duet, it was a musical display of 
great beauty and mastery. They spontaneously 
played off  against each other’s phrasing, 
portamentos and colours. at the end the enti re 
studio broke out into raucous applause.
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– is staggering. Yet beneath the virtuosic ease and elegant polish 
of his playing is an almost heart-wrenching intensity, not unlike 
that of Heifetz, as evidenced in his live recording of the 
Vieuxtemps Fifth Concerto.

Nadien’s made several solo recordings issued on LPs in the 
1950s and 60s, and these remain highly sought after among 
collectors. As for his recorded legacy in the commercial studios, 
Nadien’s uncredited contributions are too numerous to list.  
On an LP entitled In a Candlelit Café he is featured under the 
pseudonym Anton Firenz, playing such popular tunes as La vie 
en rose and Fascination, and he appears in numerous violin solos 
on albums by Barbra Streisand, Tony Bennett and many others. 
As evident in the extended violin solo during the end credits 
of the film Serpico, starring Al Pacino in the title role, Nadien 
could distil the most concentrated emotional feeling into just 
a few seconds of playing. Ultimately, he performed at the 
highest level of excellence, no matter what the repertoire.

N adien’s no-nonsense, practical approach is also reflected 
in his attitude towards the instruments he played. Nadien 
was never under any illusions about violins based on their 

monetary value. After he sold his ‘del Gesù’, he played a Panormo 
and Scarampella, but he also acquired contemporary violins made 
by Richard Oppelt and Luiz Bellini. In his later years Nadien was 
greatly intrigued by new violins made in China, and purchased 
a number of them based purely on their tonal qualities. 

Despite the almost legendary status Nadien has among 
musicians, he never had the solo career he so richly deserved, 
and remains unknown by the general music-loving public. His 
soft-spoken, gentle manner belied a sharp wit and devastatingly 
wicked sense of humour. But he was not a political manoeuvrer, 
and he loathed promoting himself to secure engagements. 
Fortunately for posterity, his few studio recordings and live 
broadcasts survive as a testament to his artistry for future 
generations. Yet how ironic that one of the greatest violinists 
of the 20th century should end his recording career playing 
pieces for the accompanying CDs of the Suzuki Violin School.

Among violinists, David Nadien is spoken of in reverential 
tones; among connoisseurs, he is placed in the violin pantheon 
of remarkable violinists of the 20th century who never got 
their due, along with such legends as Josef Hassid and Philippe 
Hirschhorn. As eloquently summarised by one of Nadien’s 
ardent admirers, the violinist Arnold Steinhardt: ‘David Nadien 
had a tone like silk, a vibrato that could warm the coldest heart, 
a jaw-dropping technique, and a suppleness and nobility 
of phrasing that was the essence of music making.’ 

In June a CD of Nadien’s work will be released on Biddulph 
Recordings. It will feature two previously unpublished recordings 
and highlights from his studio sessions, including some rarities 
from his work in the commercial studios. For more information, 
visit www.biddulphrecordings.co.uk

Top Nadien aged six, the year 
he auditioned for David Mannes
Right Nadien in 1946, the year  
he won New York’s prestigious 
Leventritt Competition
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MAKER 
SIMONE FERNANDO SACCONI

NATIONALITY
ITALIAN

BORN
1885

DIED
1974 

INSTRUMENT
VIOLA

DATE
1939INSTRUMENT

Th e viola is modelled on the Stradivari 
‘CV’ (contralto viola) form, though not 
– as far as can be seen – on a specifi c 
instrument in terms of the wood used, 
or the 1730 date on the facsimile 
Stradivari label. Th is date does not relate 
to any known Stradivari viola, but the 
instrument captures perfectly the form 
and presence of the ‘Paganini’ of 1731. 
Signifi cantly, Stradivari’s original 
dimensions have been enlarged all round; 
the whole instrument has been scaled 
up slightly, Sacconi adding 12mm to 
the overall length and width of the body. 

MATERIALS
Th e back is made of two matched pieces 
of beautifully fi gured close-grained maple, 
cut on the slab. Th e fi gure is regular and 
consistent across the whole back, sloping 
upwards from the centre joint. Th e ribs 
are of similar wood, and the fi gure is 
aligned at the same angle on both sides 
of the instrument. Th e scroll is made 
from slightly plainer maple. 

Th e front is of two matched pieces 
of spruce of very even, straight grain, 
broadening slightly towards the fl anks, 
and marked with hazel fi gure in the 
upper and lower bouts.

FORM AND CONSTRUCTION
Th e instrument is constructed, of course, 
in the Stradivarian manner: the interior 
of red willow, the linings mortised in the 
centre bouts, and Stradivari’s elegant 
purfl ing beautifully rendered. Th e head 
is magnifi cent, perfectly capturing the 
great strength of the Stradivari viola 
scroll, which often seems a little big 
in proportion to the body. Sacconi has 
carved it with such skill and grace that 
it is in perfect harmony with the slightly 
enlarged body. Th ere is bold treatment 
of the broad edges and the full arching, 
which has particular strength across the 
breast. Finely observed authentic detail 
abounds throughout the instrument, 
from the purfl ing mitres to the prick 
marks around the head.

VARNISH
Th e varnishing is a masterclass in tasteful 
ageing and subtle patination. Th e coloured 
top coat has the very slight pink tone that 
many Sacconi instruments seem to have, 
but it is full-bodied and lies beautifully 
on the golden ground, lightly broken and 
shaded to reveal the full range of tones 
in the wood and varnish. It is in a perfect 
state of preservation and has obviously 
been well maintained and cared for. 

B
orn 120 years ago this month, Simone Sacconi is the outstanding name in 
20th-century lutherie. All modern violin makers owe a debt to him. His 
book I ‘Segreti’ di Stradivari (‘Th e “Secrets” of Stradivari’) was a landmark 
that raised standards in the craft throughout the world. As a restorer, Sacconi 

was a great innovator and teacher, and the techniques and attitudes he developed have 
become the bedrock of most current workshop practices. Th e only insuffi  ciency in his 
legacy is the relatively small number of instruments he found time to make. 

Th is viola is one of the fi nest 20th-century instruments I can recall seeing. One of 
twelve violas Sacconi made in his lifetime, it is dated 1939 and was made in New York, 
where he was working for Emil Herrmann. It was fi rst owned by David Berkowitz, who 
sold it in 1959 to fellow violist Alexander Solomon, who kept it until his death in 2005. 
Solomon’s daughter Ellen has made it available to Robin Ashwell of the Sacconi Quartet.

WRiTTEn By JoHn DiLWoRTH

SIMoNE FErNANdo SAccoNI
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2 For bushing stock i like to use hard maple with 
very litt le fl ame, for dimensional stability. i make 

my bushings on a small anti que atlas metal lathe, which 
cuts a very precise taper and ensures a perfectly round 
bushing. Before i acquired my lathe, i used to make 
bushings by hand or with a shaper similar to a peg shaver.

Turning bushing stock on an Atlas lathe

1 This image shows materials and 
equipment i use in this process. From 

left  to right, they are: (back row) the willow 
lower block, cut to size; square maple bushing 
material; turned bushings; homemade shaper 
(see step 3a); (front row) endpin reamers, 
for both cello and double bass; block 
with diff erent-sized holes, for checking 
the taper and fi t of bushings.

Materials laid out

a 
great deal is asked of cello endpins, as they 
need to support the weight of the instrument 
while it is being played. If the fi t of the endpin 
to the lower block is not perfect, or the block 

wood is too soft, the endpin hole can become warped 
over time, causing the endpin to wiggle or buzz. If left 
long enough, the hole may need to be fi lled with a 
bushing, or the entire lower block might need replacing. 

As a cello maker, I am always trying to keep the 
instrument as light as possible. By reinforcing my 

lower blocks with a maple bushing before I glue on 
the ribs, I am able to use a traditional light willow 
block and still have the strength where I need it. 
Getting a clean hole and a perfectly fi tted endpin 
is much easier when you’re reaming maple, rather 
than unreinforced willow. Having a perfect fi t 
between the endpin and the block helps create 
a better transfer of sound.

Unlike a repair, I bush the hole before I glue 
on the ribs so that it is invisible.

a method for protecti ng the lower block – and keeping 
the instrument’s weight down – at the earliest stages

BY MICHAEL DORAN
Luthier based in seatt le, Washington, Us

Pre-bushing a cello endpin hole
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5 My endpins 
tend to 

be around 
22–25mm in 
diameter, so  
I make the hole 
about 31–33mm 
at the larger 
end. This leaves 
4–5mm of maple 
all around the 
finished endpin. 
The double bass 
reamer can make 
a hole of 36mm. 
If needed, the 
bushing could 
be completely 
removed by 
a restorer.Reaming the hole with a double bass reamer

4 After the bushing is made, i drill the hole in the lower 
block to receive it. Here I have marked the centre 

of the willow block and scribed a circle on both sides 
that is a few millimetres larger than the finished bushing. 
This allows me to check whether the hole is centred and 
straight in the block as i am reaming. The majority of the 
hole is drilled with a sharp Forstener bit, then reamed to 
its final size with the cello and bass endpin reamers.

Layout on the willow block

3 When making an endpin shaper, i ream a tapered hole in a block of hardwood and then cut 
a flat platform parallel with the hole. Here i have used beech, but any dry, reasonably hard 

wood will work. next, i clamp a jointer plane blade to the platform and adjust the cut by tapping 
the blade until i can take thin shavings off the entire bushing stock (left). The taper is tested by 
checking the fit of the bushing in a hardwood block drilled with several sizes of tapered hole (right).

Homemade endpin shaper Checking the fit of a test bushing
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NExT MONTH
Collin Gallahue’s method 
for colouring tuning pegs

8 once the ribs are glued to the block, 
the bushing is hidden and ready 

to support the endpin when it is fitted. 

Block glued to the mould, with one half of the lower rib attached

7 after the glue has dried, i trim the bushing flush with 
the block and glue it into the mould. i ensure the block 

is glued with the large side of the bushing facing out.

The bushing is trimmed

6 When the hole is the right size, i glue the bushing 
in with hot hide glue. The end-grain inside the hole 

tends to soak up glue more than the sides, so i am careful 
to add a little extra glue to those areas. Because the fit 
gets quite tight once the glue is applied, i cut the large 
end of the bushing, leaving a small tab of wood so i can 
grab it with locking pliers. This allows me to turn the 
bushing and make sure it is oriented correctly. sometimes 
a tap with a hammer can help with the final seating.

Preparing to glue the bushing
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This is a copy of the 1740 ‘ysaÿe’ guarneri ‘del gesù’ 
that i made in 1991. it needs retouching, which 
accounts for the palett e on the left , and there 
were a few openings that i had to close. 
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LUTHIER

SAMuEL ZYGMuNtoWIcZ
LOCATION

Brooklyn, New York

I
’ve been based in the same four-storey building 
for the past nine years. Th e fi rst two fl oors are 
where my family lives and I have the top two for 
my work. Th is workshop is on the top fl oor, where 

there is also a room for roughing out instruments and 
a private room where I usually do any fi nishing work. 
Th ese spaces see a lot of activity, as there are two other 
luthiers working here and musicians coming in, 
so I like to be able to balance that interaction with 
a place for solitary work when I need it. Downstairs is 
a room for clients, an offi  ce space where I also keep my 
wood, and a ventilated room for varnishing.

Th is workshop, which is about 33 sq m, is itself 
divided into several working spaces. Th e various surfaces 
around it are set at diff erent heights and some of them 
are positioned at unusual angles to the windows, which 
means that the light comes in over my shoulder in 
diff erent ways. Th e windows face south, but I think 
they’re more useful for keeping one’s spirits up than 
for giving ideal natural light. 

My own area is on the left of the picture, and the 
partition is there partly for holding tools and partly 
so that I can preserve the balance between interaction 
and solitude – I can’t see over it when I’m sitting down, 
but I can easily peer around it when I need to. Th ere’s 
a set of thumb planes in the window, then fi les, knives, 
hand planes and equipment for retouching varnish. 
Th e large notebook is where I keep notes of every 
instrument I’ve made, which I’m always referring to 
whenever an instrument comes back into the workshop 
for a check-up. 

On the bench in the foreground is a neck and scroll 
for the cello just visible on the far right. It’s modelled 
after the ‘Duport’ Stradivari cello of 1711. It will be 
completed in the white in two weeks, then it’ll need a 
month to cure, and maybe another month to varnish. 
inTerView by chrisTian lloyd

The corner of this bench is rounded and set 
at an angle, so it feels inviti ng. The studio 
has lots of diff erent workspaces and i’ve tried 
to make it so that you know what you’re meant 
to be doing when you walk into each one.

The corner of this bench is rounded and set 
at an angle, so it feels inviti ng. The studio 
has lots of diff erent workspaces and i’ve tried 
to make it so that you know what you’re meant 
to be doing when you walk into each one.

This is a copy of the 1740 ‘ysaÿe’ guarneri ‘del gesù’ 
that i made in 1991. it needs retouching, which 
accounts for the palett e on the left , and there 
were a few openings that i had to close. 
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Right on the fl oor below the workshop 
I have my ‘salon’ where customers can 

test their instruments. The rugs and 
upholstered furniture are there to give 
a realisti c acousti c, and there’s a piano 

behind the camera. I’ve had informal 
recitals here as well. 

i went through a short feng shui period and learnt that 
it was considered bad form to have sharp angles pointi ng 
towards an entrance, so i put a three-quarter round on 
this bench corner. i’m not very mysti cal, but i found that 
these rules are quite practi cal when you look at them. 

We all have whiteboards to write down schedules 
and shopping lists. Mine is a large one, off  to the left  
of the picture, which is used when we have informal 
seminars or in-depth discussions on a parti cular topic.

Each window has two sets of blinds: 
a slatt ed one to calm the light down, 
and blackout shades in case we 
really want to control the light. 

Each window has two sets of blinds: 
a slatt ed one to calm the light down, 
and blackout shades in case we 
really want to control the light. 

We all have whiteboards to write down schedules 
and shopping lists. Mine is a large one, off  to the left  
of the picture, which is used when we have informal 
seminars or in-depth discussions on a parti cular topic.

i went through a short feng shui period and learnt that 
it was considered bad form to have sharp angles pointi ng 
towards an entrance, so i put a three-quarter round on 
this bench corner. i’m not very mysti cal, but i found that 
these rules are quite practi cal when you look at them. 
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I have a young pupil with a very short left-hand fourth finger (around a quarter-inch  
shorter than the usual length). I haven’t wanted her to omit using it completely, but  
after a year of lessons there’s still a ‘hiccup’ between notes whenever she has to use it.

My suggestions have included shifting up a fraction before using it, or using 
her third finger instead where possible. I wonder if you could offer any further 
advice. I’d also be interested in your opinions as to how much you think this will 
hold her back if she wishes to take the violin more seriously in the future.

LIZZY BARMAK, LONDON, UK

Question

teaching

Many players with a short  
fourth finger have reached  
a professional playing level

weight towards the sounding finger. Therefore, it can be 
helpful to build up the hand from the fourth and third 
fingers and then spread downwards to the second and first. 
Opening the hand between the first and second fingers, 
and ‘unhooking’ the first finger (so that it touches a little 
more on the side of the finger pad) also helps to allow the 
fourth finger to keep the slightly round shape that gives 
the elastic strength needed in a balanced hand. The fourth 
finger will have to touch the string a little more on the 
finger side of the tip. This technique can greatly help 
in developing fluency.

Many players and teachers have noticed how much 
easier it is for people with a large hand and similarly sized 
fingers to play the violin. The strings form a straight line, 
and it is every violinist’s task to bend the fingers in such 
a way that the fingertips also follow that straight line. 
Awareness of the difference in distance from the string 
helps with finding the most efficient movement.

The base of the first finger almost always touches 
the neck of the violin slightly, and the base of the fourth 
should not be too far away from the fingerboard either. 

Last but not least, by searching for balance in the 
left hand, and also by gently stretching over the years, 
many players with a short fourth finger have reached 
a professional playing level. Even if some virtuoso music is 
playable only for the largest hands, there is more good music 
left to be played than anyone could learn in a lifetime.
Koen Rens is a Belgian violinist and teacher who has worked 
as a guest clinician in Europe, the US, Australia and Japan

Koen Rens

A very short fourth finger is a challenge in violin playing, 
especially in the very early stages when the correct angle  
of the hand with the neck of the violin needs to be found. 
If the hand is also not large, or if the base of the fourth 
finger starts considerably lower than the other fingers, 
there may be difficulties that players with larger 
hands rarely encounter. 

In the first place, it is important to allow the thumb 
to move. Large hands also benefit from a free (passively) 
moving thumb as a reaction to the shifting of the 

ASK THE EXPERTS
How can a string teacher help a student with a shorter fourth finger than is usual? 

Violin and cello tutors pass on tips for encouraging young players
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@ Do you have a question about string 
playing, teaching or making?  
Email us at thestrad@thestrad.com
Answers are also published at  
www.thestrad.com

elaine acKeRs

This question is of particular relevance to cellists, who have 
the added advantage of being able to use their thumbs. 
Players with shorter fingers, especially those with a short 
fourth finger, often have to develop an excellent thumb 
position out of sheer necessity. 

There are some inevitable disadvantages for players with 
short fingers. One is the difficulty of playing 5ths across 
two strings with the fourth finger. In these situations they 
might have to use a different finger, or be inventive by 
using two different fingers. There are also many situations 
when using a fourth finger high up would be convenient 
but no good if they can’t reach. However, this opens up the 
opportunity for a much more mature approach whereby 
they really have to think for themselves about fingerings.

These cellists need to play with a much more ‘square’ 
hand (at right angles to the fingerboard), which enables 
them to play without too much strain. It is imperative 
that they do not squeeze with their thumb, so that in first 
position, say, the thumb can move up a little as the cellist 
plays a scale. Playing scales in 3rds is also a great way 
to help establish this ‘square’ shape.

As far as the actual instrument is concerned, it is very 
important that the spacings in between the notes should 
not be too big for the player’s hand. The other important 
factor is where fourth position is, in relation to the groove 
of the neck – where the thumb usually sits. Even things 
like the height of the strings in relation to the fingerboard 
can make a big difference to someone with shorter fingers, 
so a cello must be set up well for the player.
Elaine Ackers is a freelance cellist and teacher at Birmingham 
Junior Conservatoire, Birmingham University and Rugby School

MiMi Zweig

It seems to me that you are doing everything right. 
The most important thing is to understand the balance 
of the left hand. Students ought to balance back from 
their fourth finger by placing the lower fingers into 
an extended back position. 

For beginners, I often draw a ‘magic X’ at the side 
of their left hand, at the bottom of their index finger. 
Keeping the X aligned with the neck, it is possible for 
them to slide up from the lower fingers with the old finger 
(probably first or second) still in contact with the string, 
until they are in the new position, then place the fourth 
finger down. This gives the effect of extending back, 
even though they are not lifting their lower fingers 
off the string. (The wrist comes in, not out.) 

In order not to place undue strain on the hand or  
arm, ensure that the fingers are very relaxed after being 
used. For those special expressive notes, I would  
suggest changing from the fourth finger to one of 
the other fingers.

Here are a few more ideas: 
 Is the violin a suitable size for the student?  

When choosing an instrument, it is usually better  
to err on the side of a smaller size.
 Make sure the neck of the violin is not too large,  

bulky or wide. The neck can always be made smaller. 
 The fingers should always be placed so as to generate 

the least amount of pressure on the strings. 
Mimi Zweig is professor of violin at the Jacobs School 
of Music and director of the Indiana University 
String Academy in Bloomington, IN, US
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Bach’s concerto in D minor for two violins
How to use Baroque style as a framework for your 
interpretati on of this iconic work

concERTMasTER oF THE LonDon syMPHony oRcHEsTRa

ROMAN SIMOVIĆ

But performers should be free from fear and idolatry 
while on stage. In the ‘Double’ Concerto, both players have 
to be fl exible musically and able to share ideas naturally and 
spontaneously – that is when the magic happens. Th e 
counterpoint between the parts is audible from the very 
beginning, and it contributes to the great pleasure of 
playing with the other soloist. 

Performing style
When interpreting this piece, we should use Baroque 
rules as a frame for our artistry and only implement our 
own musical ideas within that frame, or we will disturb 
the freedom and liveliness of our performance. 
Historical awareness should be a general principle of 
playing and not thought of as a burden for performers. 
Here are some general rules:

Use delicate vibrato
Th is concerto has a vocal character that justifi es the 
use of vibrato. We should apply this tastefully and 
in a measured manner, using the right hand in perfect 
coordination to aid the expression of each note. Vibrato 
was used in Bach’s time and is desirable: it adds colour, 
especially to longer notes. Bach even used it on the 
clavichord – in some of his manuscripts the marking is 
‘bebung’, instructing the keyboard player to do fi nger 
vibrato on the key, which was directly connected to the 
string. Interestingly, around 20 years after the concerto’s 
original creation he arranged it for two harpsichords, 
transposed into C minor (BWV1062).

Hold the bow with a light grip
Our bow hold should be relaxed, but we should also 
use plenty of arm weight to produce forte dynamics. It is 
very important to play without any pressure and to use 
a faster bow speed instead. We have to have a constant 
feeling of an air-light fl ow between the bow and strings, 

T
he fi rst time I heard Bach’s Concerto for 
two violins was as a young child – on a dusty 
vinyl record, performed by David and Igor 
Oistrakh. Although I was not then mature 

enough to comprehend the magnitude of Bach’s genius, 
or even to produce a scratching sound on a violin, 
I felt that this music was absolutely wonderful. I was 
thrilled by the way the two violinists played as though 
they were one – in the same style, with matching 
intonation, vibrato and butter-smooth bow changes. 
From that moment the concerto was always one that 
I wanted to perform, although now I realise I do not 
completely agree with the Oistrakhs’ playing style. 

Bach was a deeply religious man and one of the greatest 
geniuses in the history of music. His writing is glorious and 
pure and, as with his Sonatas and Partitas for solo violin, 
each phrase of the Bach ‘Double’ is written perfectly. 
His compositions are like a bible of music and, like 
any holy book, it can be diffi  cult to interpret. Th ey are 
hard to play because there is nowhere to hide, and as 
a consequence performers often approach them timidly, 
paralysing their own musical expression and giving 
academic, dull performances that are cautious and lifeless. 

Finding the right pulse and a perfect 
balance of pace in our rubato are 
two of the most important aspects 
of playing Bach’s music
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ExAMPLE 1 Play the string-crossings and semiquavers with minimal vibrato, being careful to shape the overall phrase

ExAMPLE 2 The first violin should remain active but play down in volume here, to let the second violin line come through

poco dim.

22

dim.
poco

26

to make the strings oscillate at their fullest and enable 
us to produce enough sound to fill a concert hall.

Bach was a gifted violinist who used a German arched 
bow. This had a softer stroke than our modern bows and 
enabled him to alter the tension of the hair with his 
thumb while playing, to help him perform his own highly 
polyphonic compositions. Although there is little double-
stopping in this concerto and we can comfortably play it 
using a modern bow, we should still bear in mind this  
soft German Baroque sound when we play his music. 
Also, try to use a down bow on the down-beats.

Use open strings and second position
Playing open strings whenever possible and using second 
position to reduce the need to shift will add purity to 
the performance. If we need to shift, we should try to do it 
on a semitone. That way it won’t be as audible as it would 
be on a whole tone or an even larger interval, and we can 
avoid the risk of playing any inappropriate glissandos.

First movement – Vivace
The beginning of the first movement is like the exposition 
of a fugue, played by the entire ensemble before the solo 
violins take centre stage. It is electrifyingly energetic. When 
we reach the passage shown in example 1, the solo violins 
separate themselves from the orchestra by playing a new 
theme, characterised mainly by leaps of 10ths and running 
passages of semiquavers (s). During the infamous string-
crossings shown in this example, it is important not 
to jump off each note before it finishes – we have to take 
our time, and release each one fully before moving on to 
the next. Be careful not to vibrate uncontrollably on the 
second of each semiquaver group – it’s better not to vibrate 
at all. Always think about the overall phrase, to prevent the 
music from losing momentum at every string-crossing. 

When the second fiddle takes the lead (example 2), 
the first violin has to remain active but should also 
reduce in volume to let the leading subject 
come through. 
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ExAMPLE 3 shape the phrases with the bow, using vibrato to complement the right hand

ExAMPLE 4 Take care to preserve and emphasise Bach’s contrapuntal lines

ExAMPLE 5 The second violin has to play out here, to balance with the higher first violin. Both should limit vibrato

ExAMPLE 6 Ensure that the higher first violin notes sound easy and elegant, with a diminuendo towards the end of the final bar

ExAMPLE 7 arpeggiate the chord at the end of the double-stops, to avoid an unwanted accent

espressivo

Solo

Largo ma non tanto

espressivo

Solo
1

Solo

Solo
Allegro

1

40

dim.

44

dim. dim.

dim.

128
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‘Always think about the overall phrase’
 – Roman Simović
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captivatingly virtuosic, full of imitations that follow 
and fall on one another in an extraordinarily 
tight and compact way (example 4). It is an 
inventive, contrapuntal duet, and we must be careful 
to preserve and emphasise Bach’s contrapuntal lines. 

For example 5, the second violin must play 
out to make sure that the lower notes are not 
lost against the higher tessitura of the fi rst violin 
– but we don’t need to use vibrato on every note. 
At the end of the double-stoppings (example 6), 
the fi rst violin part should sound easy and elegant, 
with a diminuendo to the end of the bar; and 
to end the double-stop line in example 7, 
be sure to arpeggiate the fi nal chord before the 
semiquavers to avoid an unwanted accent.

Bach balances the ritornello and concertino 
parts carefully throughout this piece, 
masking the divisions between the two. 

To preserve this continuity, the ritornellos 
should match the soloists’ styles in phrasing 
and articulation – but rather than play identically, 
as the Oistrakhs did, the two soloists can inspire 
and compete with each other, always trying 
to create a more beautiful phrase. 

Second movement – largo ma non tanto
Th e slow movement is a beautifully crafted 
cantilena. Th e two violins exchange musical lines 
in great poetic tranquillity, their thoughts religiously 
interwoven in phrases built on long notes (example 3). 
Th ese notes must always have a clear direction and should 
never be static. We have to use vibrato carefully to 
complement our phrasing, while making sure that each 
phrase is shaped by the right hand. Th ese passages are 
simple in their purity and can be thought of as 
examples of fi ne bel canto. 

When the fi rst violin enters in the third bar, the second 
violin should follow its harmony with intensity, 
remaining aware that the last three notes in each group of 
six are lighter and without accent – despite the tenuto 
marks. Our playing shouldn’t be strictly metronomic and 
robotic, but nor should it sound improvisational – 
both are extremes, and neither is a good option for this 
type of music. Rubato can be used, if done tastefully, 
to allow phrases to breathe and speak naturally. When 
we steal a bit of time in one place, we must remember 
to give a little back elsewhere. Finding the right pulse 
and a perfect balance of pace in our rubato are two of 
the most important aspects of playing Bach’s music.

Third movement – Allegro
Th e rhythmically incisive closing movement is 
a tempestuous showpiece for both the soloists 
and the ensemble. Th e solo violin writing is 

NExT MONTH
christi an Tetzlaff  on 
Beethoven’s Violin concerto
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s
hifting is an important element in playing any stringed instrument. Music 
consists of interconnections between notes, and shifting gives us a way to 
connect those notes even if they are far apart on the fi ngerboard. Th e biggest 
challenges are to do this in a musical way that fi ts the phrase and style of the 

material we are playing, and to do so with perfect intonation. We have to think about the 
position of the left arm, the angle and height of the elbow, and the position of the fi ngers. 

When you play in fi rst position on the cello, the axis of the left hand is 
approximately perpendicular to the strings. As you move up to the high register, the 
fi ngers point down towards the bridge and the angle becomes acute. Learning how 
each position feels physically on each string helps us to shift with more accuracy. 
János Starker urged cellists to shift to a ‘lower’ fi nger when moving to higher 
positions (4–3, 3–2, 2–1) because it suits the angle of the hand better in this 
part of the fi ngerboard. Th is isn’t always possible, but it can help.

 eXeRcises 

It is a good idea to practise the following 
exercises on all strings, not only on the string you 
will be using in the end; you can also vary the 
fi ngers that you use for each: 1–1, 1–2, 1–3, 1–4; 
2–1, 2–2, 2–3, 2–4; and so on.

‘feeling’ the note
Th e aim of this exercise is to develop a feeling 
for the position you need for each note. Avoid 
using ‘cheat’ harmonic notes such as an A or
a C sharp on the A string. Instead use a B or a 
C natural (exercise 1), with the fi rst note in 
fi rst position and the second in the treble, 
near the end of the fi ngerboard.

  Place your hands on your knees
  Without looking at your fi ngers, place your left 

hand in what you believe to be the correct position
  Bow the string to check whether or not 

the pitch is correct
  Now do the same for the target note 

of the shift

Do this several times, fi nding each note 
individually. You should be able to reach the 
more diffi  cult high note without looking at 
the fi ngerboard, and without moving your 
head or your chest. Just put your hand in 
place by feeling the position of your arm. 

BORN
Mulhouse, France

STUDIED WITH
Dominique Prete, André 
Navarra, Paul Tortelier

TEACHES
Conservatoire students 

aged 15 and up

Shifting
Improve the accuracy and pace of your left -hand shift s 

PHILIPPE MULLER
Cello professor at the Manhatt an School of Music in New York

ExERCISE 1

I
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When you feel comfortable with this, 
you can start practising the movement 
of the shift.

Shifting to the treble
When shifting to the treble end of the 
cello, begin by lifting the elbow slightly 
and pushing it back, making a little loop. 
Then slide the hand along the string 
gradually, opening the angle of the elbow 
as you move towards the bridge. During 
this movement it is important to reduce 
the pressure of the finger on the string, 
like releasing the handbrake on a car. 
When the destination has been reached, 
tighten the brake again.

It can be useful to think of gravity as 
you shift: on the cello the fingerboard 
is not horizontal when we play – it’s going 
downhill. Let your left hand slide down 
without any tension, as though it is skiing. 
Practise this movement using the notes 
from the first exercise.

The transition between neck position 
and thumb position can cause difficulties 
during shifting: in thumb position the 
elbow has to be even higher to accommodate 
the thumb as it moves on to the string. This is 
why I recommend initiating the movement of 
the shift by lifting the elbow slightly.

the bow
A shift can be done in a single length of 
the bow under a slur, or in two bows with 
a bow change at any point between the notes  
– before the left-hand movement, during it, 
or after it. Whichever you choose, your 
movement should relate to the effect you  
want to create as part of a musical phrase. 

It is important to feel that the motor of 
the shift is in the bow. In the case of a slurred 
shift, imagine that your two wrists are 

connected by an elastic cord. As your 
right arm moves, the elastic stretches until 
the left hand can no longer resist the tension 
and starts to slide down the string.

It can be useful to practise shifts in  
down–up and up–down patterns, 
inverting the movements and practising 
them on all four strings. It is essential to 
keep the bow moving because the slightest 
interruption will have a negative effect on 
the quality of the sound. You should be in 
complete control of the speed and pressure 
of the bow. 

t he best shifting exercise I know comes 
from Starker’s An Organised Method 
of Cello Playing (ed. Peer Music – 

exercise 2). It has a nice melody, and it requires 
you to shift up and down continuously. 
Starker has only written it in one tonality 
but it can easily be transposed and practised 
on all four strings, in every key. 

ExERCISE 2

Let your left hand slide down 
without any tension, as though 
it is skiing

1

Janos Starker ‘Control exercise for connecons of posions from the second posion’,

2 4
3 2 1

1 2 4
4 2 1 1 2

4
3 2 1 4 2 1 4 2

from An Organised Method of Cello Playing
II

´

etc
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StudieS

 RepeRtoiRe 

In the 18th and early 19th centuries, cellists 
didn’t shift very much. Instead they played almost 
everything in one position, which they explored 
on all the strings – a kind of horizontal technique, 
as in works by Boccherini and Romberg. It was 
only at the end of the 19th century that 
technique became more vertical on the cello, 
with composers such as Karl Davidov writing 
concertos that require many shifts. If you want  
to improve your shifting technique, Davidov’s 
concertos are an excellent place to start! You might 
find them difficult to begin with, but you should 
discover they are very satisfying to play when your 
shifting improves.

For students requiring less challenging 
repertoire, most slow, singing cello pieces 
contain a lot of shifts: try ‘The Swan’ from 
Saint-Saëns’s Carnival of the Animals, 
or transcriptions of songs, such as Fauré’s 
Après un rêve. 

It is important to determine the speed 
of your shift based on musical context. 
The success of a shift is largely dependent 
on good timing. Students are often afraid 
of missing the target note and so jump to it 
too quickly. Practise each shift with a slow 
movement at first, then accelerate as you try to 
find the speed most appropriate to the music.

 in youR pRactice 

The best way to improve your shifting is to be 
patient and to practise your exercises again and 
again, avoiding tension. To be good at shifting 
you need confidence, and you develop your 
confidence by practising. Practise arpeggios 
every day, and also scales on one string, as with 
the Flesch method (do these on all four strings). 
When you come to your music, isolate the shifts 
and play them out of context before putting 
them back into the musical phrase.

It is important to practise at different tempos, 
but when doing this it can be difficult to use 
the same part of the bow, and the same 
amount of bow, as when you’re playing up 
to speed. Practising slowly can be a bitter 
medication because the sound is not always 
satisfying when you’re using a very slow bow, 
but bitter medication can be useful! Don’t 
always look for pleasure in your practice. 
Satisfaction will come later.

 notes foR teacheRs 

It is very important to talk to your students 
about the speed of their movements when 
they are working on shifting. The player 
should always take time and consider how 
long is needed to get from one note to another, 
but often this idea is neglected. Music is all 
about time. Students often panic when they 
have to make a large shift, and then jump 
to the new note too quickly, so I urge them 

to begin by moving slowly and trying to get 
the right feeling in their left arm, hand and 
fingers. If they then overcompensate and 
move too slowly, it is the teacher’s role 
to explain to them that they have gone 
too far the other way and that they have 
to relate the speed of the shift to the 
music they are playing.  
inTERViEW BY PAuLinE HARDinG

Louis Feuillard Daily Exercises for Cello
Page 19 of this book (ed. Schott) has the title 
‘Exercises in the whole compass of the cello’. 
No.16 contains shifting exercises in all finger 
combinations on all strings that can be very useful 

– though less musically interesting than the Starker on page 83.

Otakar Ševčík Changes of Position and 
Preparatory Scale Studies op.8 
This book is a little boring because there 
isn’t much music in it. But it is important to 
devote time just to technique, and these 

exercises can be a valuable addition to your daily practice.
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GIDON KREMER (VIOLIN) 
DANIIL TRIFONOV (PIANO)
CARNEGIE HAll 23 JANUARY 2015

Given Gidon Kremer’s achievements, particularly 
in championing composers such as Mieczyslaw 
Weinberg, the violinist’s subdued sound in this recital 
with pianist Daniil Trifonov came as something of 
a disappointment. (I couldn’t help but wonder if 
a smaller venue might have been a wiser choice.) 
Kremer’s tone was lyrical and pristine in Mozart’s 
Violin Sonata in E fl at major K481 but there’s 
a diff erence between soft and ‘not projecting’. Despite 
a jaunty fi nal Allegretto, overall Trifonov seemed to 
be pulling back to avoid overpowering his colleague. 
Weinberg’s Fifth Violin Sonata op.53 fared better, 
with intense interaction between the two soloists. 

After the interval, Kremer’s tone bloomed 
noticeably for Weinberg’s Solo Violin Sonata 
no.3 (1979), a virtuoso caprice packed with 
dissonant double-stops (intervals often in major 
or minor 2nds) and heroic ascents on the E string. 
In Schubert’s Fantasy in C major D934, Kremer 

sang out over Trifonov’s lovely passagework, 
and the spirited, martial fi nale had many in the 
audience standing.

Th e best came last, in two encores: a brief fl ash 
of Mozart (from the Sonata in C major K404), 
followed by Rag-Gidon-Time, an amusing, 
stuttering waltz by Giya Kancheli, which had 
Kremer and Trifonov – and the audience – 
grinning with pleasure.
bruce hodGes

JENNIFER KOH (VIOLIN)
92 Y, KAUFMANN CoNCERT HAll 31 JANUARY 2015

It’s both brave and beautiful, lonely and strong 
to stand on a stage alone with one’s instrument. 
Violinist Jennifer Koh has mastered this art and 
made it her own. ‘Bach and Beyond’, a project in 
which Koh programmed Bach’s Sonatas and Partitas 
alongside modern works and new commissions, 
culminated this month at the 92 Y. Th is programme 
paired Bach’s A minor and C major sonatas with 

new york
Intense interacti on: 
Gidon Kremer and 
Daniil Trifonov
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Berio’s Sequenza VIII and John Harbison’s For Violin 
Alone, a world premiere. 

Koh’s Bach is not as nuanced as some, and toes 
a puzzling line between performance-practice purist 
and old-school romantic. She uses vibrato sparingly 
and chooses untempered intervals in her intonation. 
However, her playing is thoughtful and well 
structured, and her complete command of the 
score is impressive. Th e second half of the A minor 
Andante was exquisite and the C major Fuga was 
powerful and masterfully executed. 

Th e Berio was performed with conviction and 
magnifi cent technique, a thoughtful answer to the 
Bach. Koh’s performance of the acrobatic and 
ephemeral seven-movement For Violin Alone was 
captivating, honouring Harbison’s intent to create 
‘a rich harmonic palette through double-stopped 
strings, evocative voice-leading and supple 
polyphony’. Th e piece is brilliantly conceived, 
Koh’s interpretation equally so. Particularly moving 
was the Air, with its gentle pizzicato and lyrical 
phrases. Th e March was also highly enjoyable and, 
despite its technical challenges, Koh captured its 
playfulness, often with a slight smile. 
leah hollinGsworTh

roBert McDUFFIE & THE McdUffie 
CENTER FOR STRINGS
LE POISSON ROUGE 9 FEBRUARY 2015

While the atmosphere was festive and spirits were 
high at the Rome Chamber Music Benefi t Concert, 
featuring violinist Robert McDuffi  e and his string 
ensemble at Le Poisson Rouge, the performances 
themselves left something to be desired. 

McDuffi  e opened the programme playing John 
Adams’s Road Movies, tackling the piece with great 
energy and aplomb but little precision. His rhythm 
was questionable – sometimes rushing and sometimes 
dragging – and simply felt inconsistent rather than 
‘swung’ (as the fi nal movement indicates). Th e second 
movement calls for a scordatura tuning, the G string 
of the violin tuned down to an F, and McDuffi  e 
retuned between movements. However, an instrument 
needs time to settle and the F did not stick (a second 
instrument would have been preferable), creating 
intonation problems in a movement fi lled with 
double-stops that should have been sublime. Despite 
these shortcomings, McDuffi  e nonetheless played 
with laudable energy, eagerness and exuberance, 
and the crowd was more than appreciative. 

Th e second half of the performance featured 
McDuffi  e’s String Ensemble from Mercer University 
in Georgia. Elliot Goldenthal’s Lyric Suite: Floods 
of Avon (a world premiere, scored for string quartet, 
string orchestra and piano) was certainly worth 
hearing again, with fantastic solos by the 
concertmaster and principal cellist – most impressive 
given that they were students. Bartók’s Divertimento 
for strings closed the concert; after a lugubrious start 
it fi nished well, with energy and delight.
leah hollinGsworTh

DANISH QUARTET
ALICE TULLY HALL, 20 FEBRUARY 2015

Th e Danish Quartet gave an absolutely delightful 
performance of Haydn’s op.54 no.2 in C major. Th e 
sprightly fi rst movement was fi lled with joy and fi rst 
violinist Frederik Oland’s solos in the Adagio were 
imaginative and captivating. Th e Menuetto was 
appropriately tongue-in-cheek and the fi nale opened 
with a rich and unapologetic viola and cello unison, 
although later in the movement both fi rst violin and 
cello seemed a bit hesitant in higher registers. 

Nielsen’s Fourth Quartet in F major followed and 
the Danish – champions of and experts in this music 
– gave a compelling performance. Indeed, the 
performance was spectacular – fragments of phrases 
built on each other in a logical and ardent way, 
resulting in a lyrical and passionate interpretation. 

For Brahms’s incredible F minor Piano Quintet, 
which closed the concert, the quartet was joined by 
pianist Jon Kimura Parker. Although the interpretation 
lacked something in spontaneity and risk-taking, 
the quartet’s rich sound – especially present when 
highlighting darker harmonies – more than made 
up for any lack of whimsicality. 
leah hollinGsworTh

Energy and exuberance: 
Robert McDuffi  e
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ANTHONY MARWOOD (VIOLIN) 
ALEKSANDAR MADŽAR (PIANO)
WIGMORE HALL 5 FEBRUARY 2015

As a chamber music player, violinist Anthony 
Marwood has a well-honed command of delicacy 
and fi nesse. But he has muscularity as well and is 
not averse to allowing a few judicious rough edges 
into his playing, as he showed in this attractive 
programme. In Janáček’s Sonata he was forthright, 
with vivid contrasts, sophisticated elegance in the 
second-movement Balada and vehemence towards 
the end, over luminous playing from his ever-
excellent piano partner, Aleksandar Madžar. 
Beethoven’s C minor Sonata op.30 no.2 received 
a powerful, red-blooded performance, full of drive 
in the outer movements, balanced by beautifully 
turned, lyrical playing in the Adagio cantabile. 

Ravel’s early A minor sonata movement, although 
sometimes grandly referred to as his First Sonata, 
is far overshadowed by the later G major work and 
doesn’t get out much. Marwood showed why it 
should, with much fl exible, intimate playing marked 
by subtle use of vibrato; there was grandeur as well, 
with some big climaxes. Finally, Marwood put his 
strength and dynamism to full use in Prokofi ev’s 
Second Sonata. Th ere was gentle, coaxing playing, 
to be sure, at the opening and in the supple lines 
of the Andante; but there was visceral physicality in 
the scherzo, and the fi nale was a thrilling adrenalin 
rush, with some terrifi c excursions up the G string. 
Tim homfray

LEONIDAS KAVAKOS (VIOLIN) 
BERLIN PHILHARMONIC/SIMON RATTLE
BARBICAN HALL 11 FEBRUARY 2015

Th e Berlin Philharmonic’s performance of Sibelius’s 
Th ird and Fourth Symphonies was galvanised by 
an inexorable momentum, built from the ground 
of its famous bass section. In between came the 
composer’s Violin Concerto, with soloist Leonidas 
Kavakos giving an account no less remarkable for 
its relative sobriety, inwardness and steady unfolding 
of a quasi-symphonic narrative quite removed from 
the virtuoso-Romantic temperament which the 
work’s exigent demands usually excite. 

In a rendition spurning extremes of colour 
or dynamic, Kavakos opened the concerto as 
the protagonist of a novel, tragic from the outset. 
Th ere was much more Bach than Tchaikovsky 
about his approach to the solo writing – so much 
so that the Minuet from the Th ird Partita came as 
a perfectly natural encore, heard in perfect stillness 
and with evident appreciation from his colleagues 
in the Philharmonic. Th ey needed little coaxing 
from Rattle to keep down their accompaniment 
in the concerto so that Kavakos could bring out the 
pain of the second movement as much as its songful 
romance, resisting the temptation to surge into 
its climax. No mean soloists themselves, Albrecht 
Mayer and Emmanuel Pahud watched on within the 
orchestra, apparently as entranced as the rest of us. 

On another day, in other hands, the unrelenting 
pulse of the fi nale might seem simply stolid: this was 

Telling one larger story: 
Leonidas Kavakos and 
Simon Ratt le with the 
Berlin Philharmonic
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like a veritable bird, with marvellously honed 
ensemble and immaculate blending.

The material was varied, extending from Purcell 
to the ‘Bare Necessities’ of Walt Disney’s Jungle Book, 
with skilful arrangements designed to showcase 
all the cellists and offer opportunities to demonstrate 
certain technical features, be they false harmonics, 
pizzicato, double-stops or just dazzlingly 
fast passagework. 

Sarah Willis – the orchestra’s horn player – proved 
a wonderful presenter as she introduced the section, 
which includes the captain of the Philharmonic’s 
football team. Lo and behold, there was a football 
in his cello case! Of course this is exactly the kind 
of spectacle that appeals to kids. It was fun and really 
drew in the audience. Hot favourites such as 
Mancini’s Pink Panther theme and Jorge Ben’s Mas, 
que nada! went down a storm, as did Scotto’s Sous les 
ponts de Paris, with its stunning hurdy-gurdy effects. 
The Rondo and Gigue from Purcell’s Abdelazer was 
immaculate in terms of ensemble but the sizzling and 
dynamic Libertango by Piazzolla for me won the match. 
joanne TalboT

PHILIPPE GRAFFIN (VIOLIN) ENGLISH CHAMBER 
ORCHESTRA/JEAN-JACQUES KANTOROW
CADOGAN HALL 17 FEBRUARY 2015 

This concert was something of an Anglo–French 
affair. An English orchestra under a French 
conductor played Ravel and Saint-Saëns; even the 
opening Mozart symphony was his 31st, the ‘Paris’. 
After Mozart came the world premiere of Peter 
Fribbins’s Violin Concerto, performed by Philippe 
Graffin, who commissioned it after hearing the 
premiere of his Piano Concerto in 2011. Fribbins 
took inspiration from Purcell’s G minor Violin 
Sonata Z780, the Sarabande of which weaves 
through the concerto. It’s an attractive work, tonally 
based. Graffin tackled its virtuoso challenges with 
élan, rattling off double-stops, quicksilver runs and 
little cadenzas with playing of great personality. 
He and Kantorow (with the ECO in excellent form) 
couldn’t really hide the joins in the first movement 
but there was some beautiful, luminous playing in 
the second-movement Adagio contemplativo and 
many a mercurial character-change in the finale, 
with fine rhetorical playing from Graffin, by turns 
severe and playful. 

Graffin returned at the end of the concert for 
a barnstorming performance of Ravel’s Tzigane. 
The sheer panache of it all was slightly offset by 
his peering down at the low-set music stand but 
it was an invigorating tour de force nonetheless. 
Tim homfray

not a performance to dance or smile to. Even the 
finger-bending passage in harmonics was absorbed 
within a larger story whose closure arrived with 
appalling inevitability, like a coffin lid 
snapping shut. 
peTer quanTrill

LAWRENCE POWER (VIOLIN/VIOLA)  
SIMON CRAWFORD-PHILLIPS (PIANO)
WIGMORE HALL 12 FEBRUARY 2015

Fast becoming something of a national treasure – 
not only for his rounded solo and chamber career 
but for his fearless commitment to a huge variety 
of repertoire – Lawrence Power took on an especially 
challenging programme here. Apart from York 
Bowen’s Phantasy op.54 (1918) and Britten’s Suite 
for violin and piano (1934–5), all other works 
dated from the past nine years.

It’s fair to say Power’s violin playing in the Britten 
wasn’t as polished as on his main instrument, but this 
did not seem to be his aim. The skirling Moto perpetuo 
third movement took on an almost manic energy. 
Colin Matthews’s brilliantly conceived Four Moods 
exposed Power’s ability to create a fresh atmosphere for 
each: the double-stopped tremolos, plucked chords and 
closing threads of harmonics in the ‘Luminoso’ proved 
no problem, but most impressive was the mantra-like 
expression of the ‘Oscuro’.

If in Bowen’s Phantasy there was playing of 
beauty, nostalgia and ecstasy, after the interval 
Huw Watkins’s Fantasy brought irrepressible spirit 
and brittle rhythms. Esa-Pekka Salonen’s Pentatonic 
Etude and Mark-Anthony Turnage’s Power Play 
(the latter receiving its world premiere), extrovert 
in different ways, rounded off a programme in 
which Power appeared characteristically relaxed 
throughout. The audience may have been more 
exhausted than the soloist but the rewards were 
worth the effort. 
edward bhesania

TWELVE CELLISTS OF THE BERLIN 
PHILHARMONIC 
ROYAL FESTIVAL HALL 15 FEBRUARY 2015

Igniting the interest of children is essential 
for the future of classical music, and the 
Berlin Philharmonic cellists proved masters of 
communication and entertainment in a programme 
specially designed for a young audience. The 
Berliners are no ordinary cello section: each and 
every player is clearly not only a virtuoso but 
strongly defined as a soloist. Together they hum 
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physical e� ort behind his playing, 
too, is palpable, as Letzbor bravely 
allows every little imperfection to 
be shown up along with his sighs 
and groans: as he says, a recording 
isn’t a concert, where allowances 
would more naturally be made for 
a rogue string touched in passing or 
a lost note that is quickly forgotten. 

At home, you’re stuck for ever 
with the stretched note at the apex 
of each phrase in the B minor 
Partita’s Double and the cussedly 
plain double-stopping of its 
Sarabande. � e great bookends of 
the D minor Partita are approached 
as doorstop novels in their own right, 
as Letzbor breathes and mulls over 
a turn of phrase like an Ibsen character 
where the Strindbergian drive of 
a violinist such as Christoph Poppen 
cuts to the quick; but Letzbor’s 

ALBÉNIZ Tango op.165 no.2 (arr. Kreisler) 
BARTÓK Romanian Folk Dances 
(arr. Székeley) FALLA Siete canciones 
populares españolas (arr. Kochanski); 
Danse espagnole from La vida breve 
(arr. Kreisler) POULENC Violin Sonata 
op.119 RAVEL Tzigane, Pièce en 
forme de habanera (arr. Catherine) 
Emil Altschuler (violin) 
Keunyoung Sun (piano) 
EMILALTSCHULER.COM

Passion and portamento from 
a young American violinist

From the start this CD is let down by 
its recording quality, which, despite 
a seemingly close-in mic, often renders 
the violin metallic and thin; the piano 
sometimes sounds disconcertingly 
electronic. Emil Altschuler likes power, 
and occasionally notes disappear 
altogether when he bears down on the 
bow and renders whole phrases as an 
ugly scrunch. He has what might be 
called an old-fashioned style, with 
heavy vibrato and a lot of portamento, 
particularly in the Falla and Ravel 
arrangements. Perhaps he is aspiring 
to a Kreislerian warmth and melodic 
charm but Kreisler never sounded 
as if he was trying this hard. When 
Altschuler gets to some real Kreisler 
arrangements, there are elegant 
rhythmic touches; but where the 
going gets tough, his spiccato gets picky 
and his double-stopping aggressive. 

For Poulenc’s Sonata he uses 
a bigger palette, with impassioned 
melody in the � rst movement and 
� exible, expressive playing in the 
second; he scampers purposefully 
through the moto perpetuo sections 
of the � nale. In Ravel’s Tzigane 
Altschuler’s tendency to play as if 
intent on sawing the violin in half is 
much to the fore. He can cope with 

the technical demands well enough, 
although the double-stops are 
sometimes splashy, but there is more 
grim determination than gypsy � re. 
By the way, there is no booklet. 
TIM HOMFRAY

BACH Three Solo Parti tas in 
B minor BWV1002, D minor 
BWV1004 & E major BWV1006
Gunar Letzbor (Baroque violin)
PAN CLASSICS PC 10298

Solo masterpieces up close 
and personal, warts and all

‘Bach in private’, promises Gunar 
Letzbor’s apologium for a recording 
so close, dry and frankly airless 
that you feel you might be standing 
a metre or two away from him. � e 
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Gunar Letzbor: 
warts-and-all Bach
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recreative zeal harries the gigues into 
submission and he fairly tears into 
the E major’s Preludio, creating the 
unusual if anachronistic effect of 
guitar feedback (which I last 
encountered with Nigel Kennedy’s 
appropriations of Hendrix). 

This is warts-and-all Bach, and 
anyone attracted by the idea should 
also investigate Letzbor’s previous 
disc of the Sonatas. Others should 
approach with caution. 
peter quantrill

BEETHOVEN Piano Trio in D major 
op.70 no.1 ‘Ghost’ TCHAIKOVSKY 
Piano Trio in A minor op.50 
MENDELSSOHN Songs Without 
Words op.62 no.4, op.102 no.4 
& op.19b no.1 (arr. Kowalewski)
Petrof Piano Trio
niMBuS allianCe ni 6288 

Persuasive and well-proportioned 
playing with a rich tone

The Petrof players perform the outer 
movements of Beethoven’s ‘Ghost’ 
Trio with excitement and energy. 
In the first they sweep though 
the composer’s dialogue and 
counterpoint as if engaged in 
stimulating conversation; the finale 
balances exuberance with elegance 
and finesse. The great span of the 
central slow movement is nicely 
paced, with a potent mixture of flow 
and seeming stasis. The pulse and 
direction of its phrases are achieved 
with subtlety of vibrato as much 
as with bowing. 

In Tchaikovsky’s Trio the playing is 
warmer, with enriched tone and vivid 
rhythmic pointing. The players wisely 
exercise moderation where the 
composer constantly calls for emphasis 
and accent, and many of the high-
volume dynamics are toned down 
where the music might otherwise 
become relentless and hectoring. 

The Tempo giusto section of the first 
movement is played with a delicious 
creamy legato; and when the opening 
Adagio theme returns, violinist Jan 
Schulmeister, using his eloquent 
vibrato to good effect, plays it with 
an edge of tragedy. The second 
movement opens with beguiling 
drawing-room charm and the first 
variations have a winning 
insouciance. More hard-edged 
playing appears in the waltz variation 
and the strings begin to bite. This  
is a beautifully proportioned 
performance. The recorded sound  
is warm and well balanced. 
tiM hoMfray

BOCCHERINI Cello Sonatas no.1 in 
A minor; no.2 in C major; no.6 in A major 
CIRRI Cello Sonatas op.15: no.3 in 
F major; no.4 in A major; no.5 in G minor
Catherine Jones (cello) Giulia Nuti 
(harpsichord) Alison McGillivray (cello) 
William Carter (archlute/guitar)
Sony ClaSSiCal 88875 01318-2

Stylish sonatas from two 
quintessential Baroque composers

Boccherini’s richly decorated, galant 
melodic idiom is difficult to realise 
successfully, especially while 
contending with brilliant left-hand 
passagework in the upper register, 
double-stopping and other bravura 
challenges. Catherine Jones admirably 
captures the expressive tone, warm 
cantabile sonority and neat 
ornamentation characteristic 
of Boccherini’s playing style. She 
adopts light, fast bow strokes, phrases 
imaginatively and performs with 
taste and finesse, notably in the first 
movements of nos.1 and 2, and she 
is eloquent in the expressive slow 
movements, adding stylish cadenzas 
as appropriate. Intonation, though, 
is occasionally wayward and her 
accounts lack that last ounce of finish. 

She seems more at ease with the 
solo writing of the outer movements 
of Cirri’s sonatas, which emphasise 
melody over technical display and 
centre their exploitation of the 
higher registers and cross-string 
figurations on more stationary 
block hand positions. The genial 
rondo finales of op.15 nos.3 and 
4 and the variations of no.5 are 
especially well characterised and 
the central slow movements 
showcase her warm lyrical playing.

Jones is supported throughout 
by a sensitive continuo team, 
which offers a pleasing variety 
of instrumental colours. The 
resonant recording has fine body 
and presence, but there are some 
distracting external noises and 
the overall production includes 
typographical and track 
timing errors. 
roBin Stowell

BRAHMS Piano Trio no.3 in C minor 
op.101 SCHUBERT Piano Trio 
no.2 in E flat major D929
Sitkovetsky Trio
wiGMore hall liVe whliVe 0070

A worthwhile Wigmore recital coupling 
19th-century blockbuster trios

Named after its violinst, Alexander 
Sitkovetsky (a relative of violinist–
conductor Dmitry Sitkovetsky), 
this trio is captured in full flight 
at a Wigmore Hall concert, with 
scintillating playing with which it 
is hard to take issue. The recording 
quality is very fine, though the 
piano can tend to take centre stage, 
a matter that would be more 
troublesome were Wu Qian less 
brilliant in this role.

So the strings may not have the 
sustained quality they might have 
had in concert; but Sitkovetsky 
and cellist Leonard Elschenbroich  
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Norwegian as ‘Milkmaids’ Day Off’) 
is more rhapsodically phrased, and 
gently backed by both piano and 
chamber organ. 

Paying saucy homage to the title’s 
18th-century allusion to homosexual 
brothels, Molly House is a private little 
orgy of denatured Baroque gestures for 
violin, prepared keyboards and 
domestic appliances, which like other 
pieces here comes to an informal stop. 
With the composer’s useful booklet 
note to hand, it’s easy to hear how  
a generously Brahmsian dialectic lies 
behind the Violin Sonata (2007), 
which, despite its title, is no 
more abstract or less direct in 
communicative power than the 
previous pieces. Lines are cut up, 
phrases and ends cut short, and why 
isn’t often clear; but the questions soon 
lose force, and honour is obliquely paid 
to Brahms’s own complex relationship 
with his past masters. 

Recorded up close, the 
performances by Darragh Morgan 
and Mary Dullea want for nothing 
in technical address, commitment 
and exhilaration. Best of all, they 
find the fun in Finnissy. 
peTer quanTrill

THE FIRE THAT BREAKS FROM THEE
HOLST walt whitman overture 
MILFORD violin concerto in  
G minor, op.47 STANFORD violin 
concerto no.2 in G minor, op.162 
Rupert Marshall-Luck (violin) 
BBC Concert Orchestra/
Owain Arwel Hughes 
em records emr cd 023

Two rediscovered English concertos 
given ideal interpretative advocacy

Holst’s rarely heard early Walt 
Whitman Overture, with hints 
of ceremonial Wagner, is a fitting 
up-beat to his teacher Stanford’s 
Second Violin Concerto, which 

do play practically as one. The first 
movement of Brahms’s Third Piano 
Trio has a solid quality and a measured 
tempo that suits the rebarbative 
opening but makes other themes 
less likely to fly. The Presto non assai 
is conversely light, mercurial and 
luminescent, Qian’s shimmering 
touch complemented by nimble string 
playing that is notably light on vibrato.

The players turn in a neat 
performance of Schubert’s Second 
Piano Trio, its brilliance streaked 
by moments of darkness and its 
formal cohesion contrasted with 
nicely characterised dances, whether 
elegant or rustic. There’s no let-up 
in energy in the finale, which 
bursts with liveliness. These are 
fine, crystalline performances 
of which the audience is audibly – 
and understandably – appreciative. 
edward bhesania

FRENCH CELLO SONATAS II
FAURÉ romance in a major op.69; 
Berceuse in d major op.16; Élégie 
in c minor op.24; three romances 
without words op.17 FRANCK cello 
Sonata in a major SAINT-SAËNS 
cello Sonata no.2 in f major op.123 
Julian Steckel (cello) 
Paul Rivinius (piano) 
aVi music aVi 8553314

Warm-toned playing in a second 
instalment of French cello works

German duo Steckel and Rivinius 
follow up their well-received 2011 
French Cello Sonatas disc with an 
equally rewarding second instalment. 
Franck’s Sonata opens in delightfully 
laid-back style in their hands, 
followed by passionate crescendos 
of emotion in the second movement. 
Ensemble is impeccable – the music 
flows as if out of a single instrument. 
Steckel creates a caressingly warm 
tone in the third movement and his 

modern Urs Mächler cello finds  
a clear, singing resonance in the high 
passages of the joyful finale, notable 
for its clarity of sound and texture.

Saint-Saëns’s Second Sonata is 
conceived on a grand scale and these 
players wholeheartedly embrace its 
declamatory gestures and heart-on-
sleeve Romanticism. Rivinius plays 
the rapid notes of the scherzo and 
finale with a show-stopping 
virtuosity, showcased by a recorded 
balance that favours the piano more 
than some recordings, but not quite 
matched in precision by Steckel when 
the scalic runs pass to the cello. 

As in the duo’s previous disc, Fauré 
is represented by shorter pieces rather 
than his sonatas. A forward-moving 
tempo keeps the Élégie from 
becoming too ponderous and Steckel 
shows himself to be a master of tonal 
nuance, changing the mood even 
within a long note, and again finding 
that beautiful warmth of tone. 
janeT banks

FINNISSY Mississippi hornpipes; 
Seterjentens’ fridag; amphithéâtre 
des sciences mortes; Jive; 
Molly house; violin Sonata 
Darragh Morgan (violin)  
Mary Dullea (piano) Michael 
Finnissy (additional keyboards) 
mÉTier msV 28545

Demonstrating the playful side 
of Michael Finnissy’s complexity

In the first of this album’s radically 
inventive transformations of older 
material, Michael Finnissy shoots 
dissonance and violence into the veins 
of folk tunes from America’s Deep 
South. Mississippi Hornpipes (1982) 
is high on virtuosity, with the kind of 
double-stopping that says two things 
at the same time. The Hardanger 
fiddle history behind Seterjentens’ 
fridag (2003 – loosely translating from 
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receives its fi rst recording here in 
an orchestration by scholar Jeremy 
Dibble (the composer completed 
the work in short score but no 
orchestration has survived). Th e 
models are unapologetically Brahms 
and Mendelssohn, a fact that doesn’t 
preclude the concerto from being a 
work of skill and individuality. Rupert 
Marshall-Luck is an ideal interpreter: 
generously but not eff usively lyrical; 
agile and athletic (though just 
occasionally, in the very trickiest parts, 
becoming more mechanical). Th e 
warm, folksong-like slow movement 
is at times almost painfully beautiful, 
with a shimmering pastoral central 
section, transparently scored.

If this work is a worthy discovery, 
another premiere recording – of the 
Violin Concerto by Robin Milford 
(a pupil of Holst’s) – is even more 
of a surprise: attractive, unmistakably 
English, but with touches of darkness 
and chromatic harmony in the slow 
movement and some bold gestures 
in the fi nale, not least its sombre 
ending. Marshall-Luck is, again, 
indefatigable and keenly picks up on 
the work’s melancholy strain. Finely 
recorded and with comprehensive 
booklet notes, this is a must for fans 
of 20th-century English repertoire. 
edward bhesania

JONGEN violin concerto in B minor 
op.17; adagio symphonique in B major 
op.20; fantasia in e major op.12 
LAZZARI rapsodie in e minor
Philippe Graffi  n (violin) 
Royal Flemish Philharmonic 
Orchestra/Martyn Brabbins
hyperion cda 68005 

Graffi  n makes the best possible case 
for some long-neglected scores

Hyperion’s Romantic Violin 
Concerto series reaches volume 
18 with a heartwarming programme 

of unjustly neglected music, played 
by Philippe Graffi  n with a soaring 
intensity and tonal purity that fi ts 
hand-in-glove with its gentle, 
post-Wagnerian opulence. Th e 
chromatically infl ected sound world 
of Italian Sylvio Lazzari’s E minor 
Rapsodie suggests that he experienced 
its Germanic exemplar through the 
twin prisms of Chausson and the 
Russian post-Romantic generation. 
Th e result sounds remarkably, at 
times, like reined-in Delius, with 
the soloist subtly weaving in and 
out of the orchestral textures rather 
than continually swashing his 
virtuoso buckler. 

Although Joseph Jongen’s Concerto 
was composed shortly after a visit to 
Bayreuth at the turn of the last century, 
it sounds far closer to the Russian–
Polish tradition of Arensky, Glazunov, 
Conus and Wieniawski than the 
hothouse harmonic plasticity of the 
contemporaneous Franco–Belgian 
school. Graffi  n’s tonal transparency, 
ear-ringing intonation and phrasal 
intuitiveness – the lyrical episode from 
9’37” in the opening movement is 
particularly exquisite – are a constant 
source of pleasure, captured in 
alluringly tangible sound. Indeed, 
such is the captivating fl air and insight 
demonstrated by soloist, conductor 

Philippe Graffi  n: 
soaring intensity
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of the D minor (no.1) from any sense 
of drawing-room cosiness. 

Th e scherzos also sound more 
substantial than usual, especially 
the C minor, which becomes less 
a Midsummer Night’s Dream dance 
for gossamer fairies than a brooding 
Beethovenian drama. Th e Bachian 
cross-references in the same work – 
the opening pedal-pointed 
praeludium (one readily senses 
Saint-Saëns waiting in the wings) 
and the fi nale’s chorale theme – are 
also eff ortlessly absorbed into the 
music’s rolling textures. Th e fi nale 
of the D minor emphasises horizontal 
fl ow over vertical brilliance, allowing 
the music to segue seamlessly 
between textural hyperactivity and 
radiant cantabile without any sense 
of gear-crashing. In a perfect world, 
those potentially heart-stopping 
moments where Mendelssohn’s 
structural imagination and lyrical 
genius take full fl ight might have 
been indulged still more 
aff ectionately. Nevertheless, this is 
an enormously impressive coupling. 
julian haylock

MOZART violin concertos: no.1 in 
B fl at major K207; no.3 in G major K216; 
no.4 in d major, k218; adagio in 
e major k261; rondo in c major k373 
Frank Peter Zimmermann (violin) 
Chamber Orchestra of the 
Bavarian Radio Symphony 
Orchestra/Radoslaw Szulc
hÄnssler classic cd 98 039 

MOZART violin concertos: no.1 
in B fl at major K207; no.5 in A 
major k219, ‘turkish’; Sinfonia 
concertante in E fl at major K3641 

Vilde Frang (violin) Maxim Rysanov 
(viola)1 Arcangelo/Jonathan Cohen 
warner classics 2564 62767-7

Period practi ce meets modern manners 
on two Mozart concerto discs

and orchestra that it defi es belief these 
scores could have lain virtually 
forgotten for so long. First-rate 
annotations from Nigel Simeone 
provide the musical icing on the cake. 
julian haylock

MENDELSSOHN piano trios: no.1 
in d minor op.49; no.2 in c minor op.66 
Aquinas Piano Trio
aquinas Trio apT 2014

Power and symphonic sweep 
in Mendelssohn’s two trios

Captured in opulent sound of unusual 
depth that gently cushions the music’s 
semiquaver brilliance, the emotional 
kinship between Mendelssohn and 
the Schumann–Brahms tradition has 
rarely been so powerfully conveyed. 
In place of customary Mozart-in-
overdrive diamantine clarity and 
fastidiousness, the Aquinas Trio 
rejoices in these cherishable scores 
with a symphonic sweep and an 
insatiable forward momentum that 
imparts to the outer movements an 
elemental power, and rescues the 
‘song without words’ slow movement 
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Both of these discs reveal how 
‘historically informed’ performance 
has merged with ‘mainstream’ 
practice, although neither disc 
features soloists using period 
instruments and only one of the two 
accompanying orchestras uses them. 
This works well, for the most part, 
and avoids the galant concertos from 
falling into the trap of chocolate-box 
unctuousness. Frank Peter 
Zimmermann delivers tidy 
performances, with cheerful allegros 
and well-paced slow movements. 
Like most, he takes the opportunity 
to shade off nostalgically in the 
middle movement of K218 and, 
throughout, attempts a marriage of 
period-instrument sonorities with 
projective power and vibrato. For me, 
this doesn’t always work. The K261 
Adagio sounds a bit saccharine, while 
K207 includes some harsh tonal 
voicing in the cadenza of the first 
movement and intrusively wide 
vibrato in the second.

Vilde Frang also presents K207 and, 
given the praise heaped on her 2010 
CD by The Strad’s reviewer quoted  
on the back cover, I was initially 
disappointed. Certainly she provides 
a warm and clean sound but the first 
movement’s accented non-vibrato 
notes can sound a little peremptory and 
there is some challenging tuning. But 
then the disc really begins to warm up. 
The Fifth Concerto is exciting, the first 
movement polished off by a splendid 
Joachim cadenza. The slow movement 
balances warmth with clarity, and the 
finale is suitably rumbustious. Fine too 
is a lovely recording of the Sinfonia 
concertante. Frang is joined by Maxim 
Rysanov, whose viola playing has a lithe 
delicacy that counterpoises Frang’s 
transparent yet ardent sound.

Zimmermann’s disc is good in  
a conventional, modern way – and 
both are nicely recorded – but Frang’s  
is the one I am eager to hear again. 
Authorial reticence prevents quite so 

poetic an endorsement as that quoted 
on Frang’s disc cover (‘it feels as though 
the music’s inner soul is being revealed 
for the very first time’) but I must 
accord, ultimately, with its sentiment! 
daVid milsom

PAGANINI 24 caprices for Solo violin
Razvan Stoica (violin)
aliud acdbr 074-2 

A Romanian violinist proves his 
virtuoso mettle in solo Paganini

Paganini’s music is a proving ground 
for virtuosity and this, surely, is what 
ensures its enduring appeal. Razvan 
Stoica’s approach to the Caprices here 
suggests that virtuosity is his 
motivation, particularly when 
contextualised by hyperbolic booklet-
notes about this alumnus of the 
Enescu Conservatoire in Bucharest 
and former pupil of Ilya Grubert in 
Amsterdam. Indeed, there is much 
here that seems to make such 
comments justified. Stoica is a 
committed player with a fantastic 
command of up-bow staccato and 
ricochet bow strokes, as in Caprices 
nos.1 and 7, for example. There is 
some impressively fast playing – as 
in nos.4 and 16 – and the awkward 
no.17, which catches out the very 
best, is well managed here. Tone 
production throughout is strong 
and clean.

That said, I didn’t much enjoy the 
hectoring timbre throughout the disc, 
and feel that these works merit greater 
musical sensitivity and variation, 
interlacing outright virtuosity with 
Paganini’s early Romantic poignancy. 
Aliud’s recording sounds exciting but 
there are ‘noises off’ in no.18, and 
no.24 sounds as if it was recorded in 
a different session. There is undeniable 
merit here but this disc is not 
without shortcomings. 
daVid milsom

MOZART violin Sonatas: in e minor 
K304; in A major K305; in B flat major 
k454; in a major k526 
Ernő Kállai (violin) 
Zoltán Fejérvári (piano) 
hunGaroTon hcd 32740 

Violin sonatas from early and 
late in Mozart’s career

Though the booklet makes no 
reference to the use of period 
instruments, the tonal quality and 
style of performance would place 
this disc within that category. The 
joyful approach to K305 finds 
Zoltán Fejérvári’s staccato keyboard 
ideally complementing the sparing 
use of vibrato by the young 
Hungarian-born violinist Ernő 
Kállai. It is, together with K304, 
one of Mozart’s early two-movement 
sonatas, the duo adhering to the 
composer’s description as ‘sonatas 
for keyboard with violin 
accompaniment’, and Fejérvári’s 
tight trills coming close to the 
sound of a harpsichord. 

The remainder of the disc is given 
to the extended sonatas from 
Mozart’s later life, the instruments 
now sharing centre stage. Tempos 
in outer movements are brisk without 
being rushed, the central andantes 
flow with eloquent lyricism, and 
I particularly enjoy the mischievous 
approach to the opening movement 
of K454, a mood that carries over 
into the account of K526. Here we 
find the many scale passages, which 
can sound unduly hurried on so 
many discs, perfectly articulated. 

The engineers provide an 
admirable balance between 
instruments and, though the violin 
part presents few challenges in these 
four works, Kállai’s refined and 
elegant playing makes for a much 
recommended release. 
daVid denTon
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SHOSTAKOVICH preludes op.34 
(selection) RACHMANINOFF eleven 
romances (all transc. urasin) 
Boris Andrianov (cello) 
Rem Urasin (piano) 
quarTZ qTZ 2107

Eloquent, expressively 
performed transcriptions of 
piano preludes and songs

Enterprising, imaginative and 
brilliantly executed, this CD is almost 
faultless, even if the recorded sound 
is perhaps a bit too resonant for my 
taste. Rem Urasin has made some 
extremely adept arrangements of 15 
of Shostakovich’s Preludes for solo 
piano – so much so that one could 
envisage them being original works, 
surely the best accolade that could 
be attached to any transcription. 
Andrianov and Urasin encapsulate 
the energy and character of these 
striking miniatures with intensity 
and razor-sharp precision, providing 
a sequence that maximises diversity 
of character and emotion. They 
deliver a wonderfully lyrical 
performance of no.7 in the manner 
of the opening passage of the Cello 
Sonata, and are suitably whimsical in 
no.2. A veil of reflective melancholy 
graces their rendition of no.3; but 
when the so-called Velocity study of 
no.5 bounds on to the stage, dazzling 
with scales and brilliant figuration, 
that calm is instantly dispelled. 

Eleven Romances by Rachmaninoff 
– containing sumptuous melodic 
invention, often tinged with 
melancholy but always bedecked with 
a glorious array of richly chromatic 
golden harmonies – are just as 
attractive, particularly in Urasin’s 
idiomatic transcriptions. Among  
the most eloquent is the haunting  
‘Oh no, I beg you, do not leave’  
but there are so many here that are 
captivating, each one performed with 

sensitivity and expressive depth.  
A fantastic CD. 
joanne TalboT

TRE VOCI
TAKEMITSU and then i knew ’twas 
wind DEBUSSY Sonata for flute, viola 
and harp GUBAIDULINA Garten 
von freuden und traurigkeiten 
Kim Kashkashian (viola) Marina 
Piccinini (flute) Sivan Magen (harp)
ecm new series 481 0880

Three become one in works for 
Debussy’s classic combination

Many good things have come out of 
the Marlboro Music Festival over the 
years and the meeting of musical minds 
on this CD is up there with the best of 
them. These three performances have 
been allowed to season over several 
years before being recorded in 2013. 
Debussy’s Sonata, the iconic 
composition for this particular 
combination of instruments, receives a 
definitive interpretation that reflects its 
mercurial nature. Its uniquely personal 
amalgamation of old styles and forms 
– Pastorale, Tempo di menuetto – with 
a new harmonic language is realised by 
the three musicians with absolute 
conviction, bringing to life both the 
music’s nostalgia and its dancing joy.

Takemitsu’s work – its title taken 
from a poem by Emily Dickinson – 
references Debussy, even discreetly 
quoting its beginning, but goes much 
further in its timbral explorations, as 
does Sofia Gubaidulina’s similarly 
poetry-inspired work. Both composers 
require numerous and varied special 
playing techniques from all three 
instruments in their typically detailed 
scores. Their instructions and the 
musical reasons behind them have 
been scrupulously internalised by the 
players, who perform with wonderful 
clarity, aided by a close but warm 
recording which enables one to follow 

their every nuance. The CD’s  
sound quality and sophisticated 
presentation are typical of ECM’s 
fastidious standards. 
carlos maría solare

PRIMEROS PASOS
London Tango Orchestra/
Caroline Pearsall (violin) 
ThelondonTanGoorchesTra.com

London’s premiere tango ensemble 
takes its first steps on disc

With regular imported dance shows 
at Sadler’s Wells and the eight-piece 
London Tango Orchestra (LTO) 
performing gigs across the city, 
London clearly has a market for classic 
tango. This ensemble of Argentinian 
and British players describes itself as 
an orquesta típica, a large chamber 
ensemble typical of tango’s golden age 
a century ago. This simply presented 
debut album (Primeros pasos means 
‘first steps’) features some of the most 
famous classic tango pieces – Malena, 
Milonga sentimental – alongside nods 
to contemporary tango, chiefly 
Piazzolla’s sleazy Milonga del Ángel. 
The LTO plays with the rhythmic 
alacrity of an ensemble formed to 
perform with dancers. Singer 
Guillermo Rozenthuler has a velvety, 
fluid voice, and the bandoneón and 
piano add rhythmic bounce. But 
string playing is at the heart of the 
LTO sound, from the utterly 
distinctive vertical string scrapes to 
swooping glissando flourishes. The 
group string sound is a little thin at 
times – not helped by the dry, exposed 
recording – and there are ragged edges 
in tuning and ensemble playing. Yet 
there are fine string moments too: 
among them the tense build-up 
on La Yumba, the staccato riff on 
Pavadita and the commanding lead 
violin solo on La Cumparsita. 
Tim woodall
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The Strad Posters   
In response to public demand, brand new reprints of our six 
most-requested posters are now available. Four instruments 
by Antonio Stradivari and two by Giuseppe Guarneri ‘del 
Gesù’ are featured, with high-quality photographs of the 
front, back and scroll. The back of every poster includes exact 
measurements of the instrument, making each one an essential 
reference point for anyone planning to make their own copy.

‘Alard’ Guarneri ‘del Gesù’ violin 1742 P135
‘De Munck’ Stradivari cello 1730 P131
‘Kochanski’ Guarneri ‘del Gesù’ violin 1741 P120
‘Kruse’ Stradivari violin 1721 P145
‘Messiah’ Stradivari violin 1716 P214
‘Viotti’ Stradivari violin 1709 P144
£14.95 / €20.33 / $23.32

Tel +44 (0)1371 851 800 or visit
shop.thestrad.com

The Golden Age of Violin Making 
in Spain ed. Jorge Pozas  SL304
This beautifully produced 400-page volume 
contains more than 50 instruments from 
the so-called ‘classical’ age of Spanish violin 
making. Lasting roughly from 1740 to 1840, 
the period saw a flourishing of creativity, led 
by the ‘Spanish Stradivari’ José Contreras. 
The book features examples of his work 
alongside those of the Guillamí family, 
Assensio and Salvador Bofill among others.
£491.20 $726.97 €668

The Bows of Nikolai Kittel by 
Klaus Grünke, Josef P. Gabriel 
and Yung Chin   SL287
Three of today’s top bow specialists present 
a detailed overview of the work of one of 
Russia’s most highly regarded bow makers. 
With 751 detailed images, a biography of 
Kittel and information on the development 
of musical traditions in his home town of St 
Petersburg, this is a magnificent publication.
£350 $518 €476

The Best of Trade Secrets 3   SL305  

Written by luthiers for luthiers, this third compilation of articles 
from The Strad’s popular Trade Secrets section brings together over 30 
methods and parts of the making process, from casting an f-hole to 
antiquing. Tools, repair, set-up and bows are some of the many topics 
included in this volume, and John Dilworth, Joseph Curtin, Jan Špidlen 
and Francis Kuttner number among the contributors. With 120 pages 
full of clear, step-by-step instructions, this is another essential addition 
to any stringed instrument maker’s library. Available from 1 April.
£34.95 $53.82 €47.53

new



bOOKs

Listening Lab: alban Berg 
Violin Concerto
Eds. Constanze Wimmer, 
Helmut Schmidinger
68PP IsBN 9783702472221

uNIVERsAL EdITION €39.95

Alban Berg Violin Concerto is the fi rst 
in Universal Edition’s new Listening 
Lab series of communication tools 
for music educators, with future 
volumes featuring orchestral works 
by Ligeti and Berio. Among the 
violin concerto repertoire, there is 
perhaps no richer subject for such 
a treatment than Berg’s masterpiece. 
Th e twelve-tone row with tonality 
embedded in its construction, the 
portrait of the life and death of a 
beautiful young girl, the folk song 
and chorale tune as borrowed 
musical material – all provide ample 
opportunities for opening ears and 
hearts to this composition.

Constanze Wimmer and Helmut 
Schmidinger provide numerous 
suggestions for group activities 
relating to the concerto, which 
teachers can adapt for various ages 
and levels of musical profi ciency. 
Th e suggestions presented exemplify 
the best practices of teaching artistry 
as described in the defi nitive book 
on the topic, David Wallace’s 2007 
Reaching Out: A Musician’s Guide to 
Interactive Performance. Th eir many 
ideas for engaging the students or 
participants include singing and 
improvising, drawing, reciting poetry, 
creating a storyline, moving about 
the room, and describing oneself and 
others. Each activity can function 

DVD

aaron rosand: a Musical 
Memoir in Live Performance
417 mINs $49.95

smH musIC LLC (smHmusICLLC.COm)

Th is celebration of the 87-year-old 
Aaron Rosand’s life and career is 
divided into three DVDs plus one 
CD. Th e major part of the fi rst DVD 
is devoted to recollections by the 
violinist fi lmed in 2013. In these he 
explains his decision that a ‘memoir’ 
containing performances recorded 
live would be of more value than an 
autobiography. His reminiscences are 
interesting and sometimes amusing; 
Rosand does not suff er from false 
modesty and emerges as a likeable 
character with a stock of personality. 
Yet the end result is more or less 
a series of anecdotes related in 
piecemeal fashion. 

For instance, Rosand relates 
how in 1960 he played Barber’s 
Violin Concerto in New York, 
with the New York Philharmonic 
under Leonard Bernstein. After the 
performance, Isaac Stern allegedly 
threatened to pull out of several 
forthcoming CBS concerto recordings 
unless Bernstein allowed him to 
replace Rosand in the recording of 
the Barber – which he did. In fact, 
Rosand suggests that this particular 
incident had a seismic eff ect on the 
rest of his performing career.

A series of fi lmed appearances 
follow the reminiscences. Th e most 
substantial of these comprise French 
‘telerecordings’ of the Glazunov 
Violin Concerto and Saint-Saëns’s 
Th ird Concerto from 1964. 

As elsewhere in the set, Rosand’s 
beguilingly sweet tone quality is 
very much in evidence, as are his 
accurate intonation and generally 
immaculately clear technique. Th ere 
is a certain aristocratic quality in his 
delivery that suits these two concertos 
well. Similar qualities inform sonata 
performances on the second disc: 
some derive from videos apparently 
made at locations in South Korea, 
and are of variable sound and 
picture quality. 

Th e mostly encore pieces on disc 
three highlight some defi ciencies. 
In Kreisler’s Caprice viennois, for 
example, Rosand plays with his 
customary impeccable elegance but 
he lacks the fl air and imagination 
that truly great players bring to this 
little morsel. Th e disc ends, however, 
with a beautifully poised, warmly 
expressive Chausson Poème, alas 
with piano only.

Th e fourth disc is a CD that 
contains recordings of Hanover 
radio performances from 1970–1, 
including Bruch’s Schottische Fantasie 
and an amiably meandering concerto 
by Heinrich Wilhelm Ernst. 
Although Rosand plays very capably, 
he is hampered by strident recordings 
and rather stolid orchestral support. 
I haven’t mentioned the names of 
conductors or pianists, since all have 
retreated into the past without note: 
a lack of distinguished partners (and 
the fact that he made records for 
lesser labels) clearly aff ected 
Rosand’s stature as a performer.

Presentation and documentation 
are inadequate, but I believe this 
substantial set demonstrates that 
Rosand has been a fi ne artist over 
the course of his long career.
ALAN sANdERs
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on its own or in combination with 
others, with endless possibilities for 
mixing and matching. There are 
links to additional online materials 
on the publisher’s website.

Berg’s work is autobiographical 
and one of the first activities in  
the book is to write one’s own 
self-portrait. However, the 
autobiographical nature of Berg’s 
‘hidden programme’ could have been 
more fully explored. For example, 
Hanna Fuchs-Robettin (Berg’s lover, 
whose ‘special number’ was secretly 
featured in the composer’s last works) 
is mentioned in passing on page 22, 
but his love for her is not referenced 
until page 56. Also, near the end of 
the book, Berg’s teenage romance 
with a servant girl – which resulted 
in a daughter – is briefly referenced, 
but none of the discussions of the 
Carinthian folk tune explore its 
(generally accepted) link to 
that event.

I was surprised to find that the 
third movement is completely 
neglected, considering that it contains 
some of the concerto’s most dramatic 
music: the catastrophe, death march 
and fading cries for help. The book 
would also have benefited from some 
activities focusing on the concepts 
of Hauptstimme and Nebenstimme, 
which are so important for analysing 
works of the Second Viennese School. 
Despite these minor criticisms, 
Wimmer and Schmidinger’s effort 
is truly admirable.

Performers and educators enrich 
the lives of those with whom they 
share their love of music. Through 
interactive teaching, they also 
increase their own understanding 
of the music and therefore the 
effectiveness of their performances. 

If this book is any indication, 
Universal’s Listening Lab series  
will provide a valuable resource.

I hope this book will be used by 
performers, programme hosts and 
music teachers. I know I’ll have a copy 
with me at my next performance 
of the Berg Violin Concerto.
RACHEL BARTON PINE

Mini Violin: Part two
Lenneke Willems
166PP THImBLE PuBLIsHER £18.30

(TEACHERs’ guIdE 36PP £12.90)

This is the second volume in Dutch 
teacher Lenneke Willems’s Mini 
Violin series – a violin method aimed 
at group lessons for children aged five 
and six. The children’s book and 
informative teachers’ guide contain 
detailed plans for 33 lessons, taking 
children through many topics 
including double-stops and 
harmonics; practising using the first 
three fingers on all the strings; 
introducing the fourth finger and  
the low second finger; and the low 
first finger B flat on the A string. 

Willems’s approach is designed to 
be creative and engaging for young 
children, including lots of clapping, 
singing and plucking as well as 
bowing, and encouraging children  
to learn songs by heart. In the first 
part she advocated sitting on the 
floor in a semicircle to help children 
stay focused; in Part Two she advises 
switching between standing and 
sitting depending on whether you’re 
plucking or bowing. In the pupils’ 
book there are lively illustrations and 
pictures to colour in, and the stave 
size is appealingly large. Children 
will enjoy learning the songs (with 

titles such as ‘Boo, said Missy Moo’ 
and ‘Ice Cream Man’). Each double-
page spread represents a lesson, 
with the music on the right and the 
homework plan on the left.

As in the first part, the teacher’s 
notes for each lesson are incredibly 
detailed, even running to what 
might be called ‘stage directions’ – 
great for teachers who feel they need 
extra support, and others might like 
to cherry-pick bits and pieces of 
each lesson plan. In Lesson 51, for 
example, Willems instructs: ‘We put 
away our violin and bow and sit 
down on the floor with our book. 
We look at the song “The Hen 
House”. Ask what they see in this 
piece,’ and so on.

The method clearly demands 
parental involvement, and although 
Willems doesn’t encourage parents to 
sit in on lessons, their role in practice 
time is crucial. The homework plan 
for each lesson sets out detailed 
instructions on perhaps five or six 
different things to practise, which will 
certainly need a parent to decode and 
explain what should be tackled.

Mark Boon’s translation is 
nicely handled and definitely more 
idiomatic than that of the first part. 
The only thing that grates for me 
(and which is true of the series 
as a whole) is the ‘kitchen-table’ 
production quality – the page of 
photos of Willems and her class 
at the front of the book looks like 
a photocopy, for example, and 
the positioning of page numbers 
varies through the book. Apart 
from these gripes, though, this 
is a method that’s sure to engage 
very young children and make 
learning varied and fun.
CATHERINE NELsON
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The fame of the ‘Gibson’, 
ironically, is not primarily due to 
its use by Gibson or its other, more 
recent owners, but rather because 
it was stolen in 1936 and remained 
‘lost’ for some 50 years. In fact the 
violinist who stole the violin, Julian 
Altman, was an active musician, and 
used the violin continuously during 
most of those years. He is colourfully 
portrayed as a sleazy nightclub 
entertainer, but for a time he was 
also a first violinist in the Washington 
Symphony Orchestra and later the 
Danbury Symphony, and he 
performed at major political events 
and before presidents. The early 
history of Altman is marred by 
several inaccuracies, most notably 
that he attended Juilliard, as it was 
not in existence when he was of 
student age. (He more likely attended 
the Institute of Musical Art, which 
joined with another institution and 
became the Juilliard School of Music 
in 1946.) Nor did the Metropolitan 
Museum’s Grace Rainey Rogers 
Auditorium exist during Altman’s 
student years (it opened in 1954), 
though it is mentioned as a social-
climbing venue of his mother, who 
allegedly fantasised that her son 
would become a great virtuoso and 
play there. She is credited with 
hatching the plot to steal the violin 
and bribing a Carnegie Hall security 
guard with a cigar, which enabled 
her and her son to sneak backstage 
and abscond with the violin while 
Huberman performed on stage with 
his Guarneri ‘del Gesù’.

Altman died in prison; Chaudière 
states he was 64, while other sources 
give his age as 69. On his deathbed he 
supposedly informed his wife that his 
violin was stolen property. After his 

death she tried to verify his account 
and brought it to several experts, 
including Rachel Goodkind, the 
daughter of Herbert Goodkind, who 
had published a catalogue raisonné 
of Stradivari’s instruments. His 
Iconography of Antonio Stradivari 
lists but does not picture the 
‘Gibson’, which is odd as Charles 
Beare is said to have used Wurlitzer 
archive photos (which presumably 
would have been available to Herbert 
Goodkind when he compiled his 
illustrations) to identify the violin. 
After its identity was verified, the 
violin was then turned over to Lloyd’s 
of London, which had insured it for 
Huberman and therefore owned it 
because they had paid the insurance 
claim after its theft. Altman’s wife 
ultimately collected over $250,000 
as a finder’s reward. In 1989 Norbert 
Brainin purchased the violin from 
Lloyd’s for $1.2m and sold it in 2001 
to Joshua Bell for around $4m. In a 
recent video Bell states that the violin 
is worth $10m–15m.

Originally written in French, this 
English translation by Judith Landry 
is not likely to win any literary prizes, 
but it is fun to read and much briefer 
than Donna Tartt’s immensely 
successful The Goldfinch, a fictional 
story of the theft and recovery of  
a real painting by the 17th-century 
Dutch painter Carel Fabritius.  
(Her book’s popularity led to the 
mobbing of the Frick museum when 
this enigmatic little painting of  
a tethered goldfinch was on loan 
there.) Tartt’s book sold over half  
a million copies; perhaps Chaudiére’s 
will do as well, though I would advise 
readers to check the factual details 
in other sources.
sTEwART POLLENs

 
a strad out of the Blue: the Incredible 
Journey of the Gibson stradivarius
Frédéric Chaudière 
TRANsLATEd By JudITH LANdRy

199PP IsBN 9782954746807

FHC EdITIONs €9

Frédéric Chaudière’s A Strad Out 
of the Blue is a novelised account 
of the history of the 1713 ‘Gibson’ 
(otherwise known as the ‘Huberman’) 
Stradivari violin, which gained 
notoriety when it was stolen in 1936 
and again when it re-emerged and 
was formally identified in 1987. 
Chaudière writes that this 
fictionalised account is ‘based on 25 
years of professional life as a luthier, 
on information that was published 
in books and newspapers, and on 
details that were related to me 
directly. I picked among them freely 
to compose this story that doesn’t 
pretend to be an historical essay.’ 
With this caveat in mind, such a tale 
must still have an accurate historical 
framework if it is to be credible. 
Unfortunately, fact and fiction are 
often difficult to separate in the violin 
world, and Chaudière’s novel makes 
various unfounded assertions 
throughout the text: for instance, he 
claims that Count Cozio conducted 
research on Stradivari in the ducal 
archives in Milan (there is no evidence 
of this in his writings) and that 
Vuillaume pioneered the use of steel 
violin E strings (Collin-Mézin 
is believed to have been the first 
to experiment with them in 1876). 
Chaudière refers to Shirley Slocombe 
(the individual who painted the 
‘portraits’ of violins that illustrate 
the Hills’ 1902 study of Stradivari) 
as a woman, but in fact he was a man. 
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JOB ANNOUNCEMENTS

£32 per single column centimetre – rates start from 

£192 for the minimum size of 3x2 (30mm high x 90mm wide)

Advertising specification details available on request.

Online advertising is also available on www.thestrad.com/Jobs.asp

CONTACT: Gordana Jević  •  gordana.jevic@thestrad.com

Tel: +44 (0)20 7618 3474  •  Fax: +44 (0)20 7618 3400

LOCATION:  EC4, London, UK

SALARY:    Competitive 

BENEFITS: Contributory pension scheme, interest-free season 

  ticket loan, 33 days holidays (incl. Bank Holidays), 

  excellent training and development opportunities

Classifi eds

CONTACT
Tanya Virdy  •  classifi eds@thestrad.com
Tel: +44 (0)20 7618 3441  •  Fax: +44 (0)20 7618 3400

RATES & DIMENSIONS
6x2    (60mm high x 90mm wide) £285
3x2    (30mm high x 90mm wide) £150

ACCESSORIES

Musical Instrument Makers’ & Repairers’ Supplies
The best source for tonewoods - materials - bowhair - tools - parts  
Buy online on our website or order our catalogue. Callers welcome

www.touchstonetonewoods.co.uk
Albert Rd North, Reigate, RH2 9EZ Tel: 01737 221064

RECRUITMENT MONTHLY
Monthly email alert service for current jobs 
within the strings market worldwide

Contact The Strad sales team for more details:
e. adverti sing@thestrad.com   t. +44 (0)20 7618 3474
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violin titanium accessories
Titanium Tail Guts
Titanium Fine Tuners
Titanium Chinrest Clamps
                                 ......etc.

www.stradpet.com

ACCESSORIES

A broad range of fi ne bows 
for violin,viola and cello

Mob: +44 (0)7941 262 775 
peteroxer@yahoo.com

www.peteroxerbows.com

 Peter Oxer Bows
Professional Violinist

Peter Oxer 6x2_Sep13.indd   1 02/08/2013   15:18

DEALERS

CLASSIFIEDS
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FOR ADVERTISING 

OPPORTUNITIES IN 

PRINT AND ONLINE

CLASSIFIEDS

STRINGS

Cello Coaching
   

PROVENCE
Transform tension into flow — stage fright into stage presence

www.thebreathingbow.com

in

EDUCATION

MAKERS

Contact The Strad sales team now! 
t. +44 (0)20 7618 3474     e. advertising@thestrad.com
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ADVERTISERS’ INDEX

LINEAGE 
CONTACT
Tanya Virdy  •  classifi eds@thestrad.com
Tel: +44 (0)20 7618 3441  Fax: +44 (0)20 7618 3400   

RATES
Minimum charge £27 for 15 words  •  The Strad Box No. £7 
Extra words £1.30 each (maximum 50 words)
Prices exclude VAT for UK adverti sers

Post: The Strad Lineage, Newsquest Specialist Media Ltd, 2nd Floor, 30 Cannon Street, London, EC4M 6YJ, UK

FOR SALE
OVER 300+ VIOLIN BACKS 
also viola/cello, repair/fi tti  ngs 
wood for sale. Most 30-60 years old. 
Good provenance. Singly or bulk.
E: john.basford@w3z.co.uk
Tel: +44 (0)1629 630 044 

UNIQUE DICTIONARY OF VIOLINISTS             
worldwide biographical reference work        
Mr Marouchian, PO Box 860408
Munich 81631, Germany
E: Kevork.marouchian@icloud.com
Tel: +49 899 577 619

OFFERED
JAN SHELLEY VIOLINMAKER
Violins, violas and cellos by Jan Shelley. 
Tel: +44 (0)151 928 9698 
www.janshelleyviolins.inthepool.co.uk

PRACTICE/TRAVEL CELLOS
the most compact (carry-on!)
travel/practi ce instruments with 
subdued acousti c tone.
Tel: +1 (0)301 801 2948
htt p://travelcello.net

STEFFEN NOWAK, VIOLIN, VIOLA
and cello maker modern and
baroque. Collectable & rare violin
books – seasoned tonewood. 
Tel: +44 (0)117 977 7141
s@nowakviolins.co.uk
www.nowakviolins.co.uk

WANTED
FULL-TIME LUTHIER FOR VIOLIN SHOP
Arizona Fine Violins. Please send resumes 
to stevekos@earthlink.net
or call 001 480 785 5491
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In The Strad ’s very first issue, editor Eugene Polonaski explains the naming  
of the magazine and the editorial policies to which we still adhere.  

Plus a round-up of news about Messrs Brahms, Ysaÿe, Strauss, Sarasate et al

From the  
Archive

HE STRAD—a journal, exclusively devoted to 
the Violin—this is the short and unpretending 
title for a new journal, which we send forth into 
the world, hoping that it may be received with 
open arms by all the many lovers of our art! Is it 
not the desire of every enthusiast to possess a 
genuine Strad, made by the famous father of the 
Violin? and how many violinists are there, whose 
desire is gratified in that respect? In calling our 
new journal THE STRAD, we wish in the first 
place to do justice to the memory of a man, 

whose name will always remain a household word 
amongst all violinists, professionals or amateurs! 
Antonius Stradivarius, whose real name was 
Anthony Stradivari, had no rival during his 
lifetime and there is as yet no violin maker of  
the present time, who could take rank by the side 
of the great Cremonese master. Since his death,  
in 1736, violin making has practically speaking, 
come to a standstill. Improvements have been 
attempted over and over again, but with no very 
striking results. Stradivarius (according to the 
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greatest authority on the subject, F. Y. Fetis), 
was one of those few men who, in aiming 
at perfection, so far as it is possible for 
humanity to attain it, never swerve from 
the path which may conduct them thereto. 
To Stradivarius, the making of stringed 
instruments was the whole world; his entire 
self was concentrated thereon. No wonder 
then, that his labours were crowned with 
success and that as yet he stands alone in 
the world of violin making, surrounded by 
many, but surpasssed or equalled by none!

And now, dear reader, let us explain 
to you the course we intend to pursue in 
conducting this new venture, which, for 
the reasons just stated, we have elected 
to call THE STRAD. In the first place we 
are glad, for our readers sakes to be able to 
say, that we are not the mouthpiece of any 
publisher, dealer or concert agent, and that 
we intend to pursue a totally independent 
policy. In our criticisms we shall endeavour 
to be fair and square. We shall try to give 
as much interesting news to our readers as 
possible concerning the violin, its makers 
and its players and admirers. We shall be 
glad to give reviews of all violin music 
published at home and abroad, and in this 
respect publishers, who will favour us with 
their publications, will please understand, 
that we shall only select works of merit for 
further discussion in our columns; of 
compositions, of which we cannot approve, 
and for the publication of which we can 
find no excuse, instead of saying hard 
things, we shall prefer to say nothing! Our 
readers may in that respect thoroughly 
depend on our judgement and may safely 
order the compositions we recommend. 
Through the kindness and courtesy of the 
Editors of our established contemporary, 
The Musical Standard, we shall be in a 
position to give all the latest news that may 
be interesting to violinists, most of which 
will not be found in any musical journal 
published in England. And now, having 
given a brief outline of the course we intend 
to pursue, we hope our future labours may 
be rewarded with the kind approval of our 
readers. We shall be glad to advise them on 
any subject interesting to violin players, 
and we cordially invite and welcome their 
correspondence in our columns.
THE EDITOR.

VIOLINISTS AT HOME
Madame Néruda (Lady Hallé) and  
Dr. Joachim repeated Bach’s violin 
concerto in D minor on Saturday 
afternoon the 22nd March at the popular 
concert in St. James’ Hall. There was an 
overflowing audience and the two great 
artists were thrice recalled after their 
incomparable performance. The concert 
commenced with Schubert’s posthumous 
quartett in D minor.

Mr. Isaye, the Belgian violinist, 
made his re-appearance at the 
Philharmonic concert on March 27th; 
he was heard in Vieuxtemp’s Concerto 
in D minor, and critics are agreed, that 
this work was more suitable for a 
display of his extraordinary technique, 
than either the Mendelssohn or 
Beethoven Concertos, in which he  
was heard last year.

A veritable triumph was achieved  
by Mr. W. E. Whitehouse, by his truly 
magnificent rendering of Boccherini’s 
Violoncello Sonata in A, No. 6. 
Dvôrzàk’s Pianoforte and String Trio  
in B flat, Op. 20, was also included  
in the programme.

VIOLINISTS ABROAD
It seems, that Brahms has thoroughly 
re-written his Trio in G major, and it 
was, in its new form, produced at 
Pesth by Messrs. Hubay and Popper, as 
violinist and violoncellist respectively, 
with the composer at the piano.

Johann Strauss, the eminent 
composer and conductor of the Vienna 
orchestra, which was heard at one of 
the exhibitions held in London at the 
Albert Hall, is deploring the quick 
time in which the “Waltzer” is being 
danced at present, and declares that 
the “tempo” of the same ought to 
be taken considerably slower.

Senor Sarasate appeared, according 
to latest news, in San Francisco on 
March the 5th. The Grand Opera 
House is said to have been full, and a 
finer audience perhaps never assembled 
to listen to a concert. The programme 
included Beethoven’s Kreutzer Sonata, 
in which the great violinist was assisted 
by Madme. Bertha Marx, the pianist.

Reconstructing the ‘King’
In the second of two articles 
on the Andrea Amati cello, 
we report on a project to 
recreate the instrument to 
its original dimensions

+ Free POster FOR SUBSCRIBERS

Dramatic improvement
How acting techniques can 
improve your pacing, delivery, 
musical imagination, stage  
presence and more

Leopold Auer 1845–1930
The great Hungarian violinist 
and pedagogue, who counted 
Elman, Heifetz, Milstein and 
Zimbalist among his students

Shostakovich cycle
Why the Carducci Quartet plans 
to perform all 15 quartets in 
one day – then repeat the feat 
at venues around the world
 
PLUS
Masterclass
Christian Tetzlaff on 
Beethoven’s Violin Concerto

In Focus
Christopher Reuning examines 
a 1720 cello by Michele Platner

Practice Diary
Cellist Alisa Weilerstein  

in THE  
nExT issuE
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KIM 
KASHKASHIAN

For the US viola player, Berio’s Voci evokes memories of childhood with thoughts 
of her Armenian heritage – and reminiscences of working with the composer

I t was an honour to be able to work with Berio himself before 
we recorded Voci for ECM in 1999. He would stop me after 
every passage to give advice, and it would usually be something 

like, ‘Please try to sound less like a violist!’ He insisted on very 
speci� c types of ponticello and quasi ponticello – turning the bow 
to get an ‘ice’ quality to the sound that still allows you to hear the 
pitch. He wanted me to master a technique whereby the bow 
sweeps back and forth across the strings in a semicircle, rapidly 
going from sul tasto to ponticello, which made an entirely di� erent 
kind of sound with lots of overtones. One passage says ‘press 
consistently with no vibrato’, and it was very di�  cult for me, 
as a classically trained violist, not to add a little vibrato. He would 
say insistently: ‘No, no, it’s meant to sound the way I said!’ 

It’s hard to look at the score of Voci and tell what it sounds like 
– at � rst viewing it almost needs to be taken as a visual work of art. 
I’d recommend that a player try to get hold of Berio’s manuscript 
copy rather than the printed version, because so much comes from 
his individual notation, which can never be reproduced. � ere are 
particular challenges in the collecting of folk songs and their 
integration into contemporary music (Bartók and Komitas 
come to mind), as they cannot be precisely notated. Over the 
years, having performed Voci many times with di� erent ensembles 
and conductors, I think my interpretation has become a little more 
free as I’ve become more familiar with its language. 
INTERVIEW BY CHRISTIAN LLOYD

Luciano Berio has accompanied me, 
in one form or another, throughout my 
adult life, and his 1984 work Voci, for 
two chamber ensembles and solo viola, 
has a great deal of resonance for me 
personally. I have been lucky enough to 
perform it for the composer himself, as 

well as for the violist Aldo Bennici, who gave the � rst 
performance and collected the Sicilian folk songs that Berio 
used in the composition. For me, Voci has a number of parallels 
with my Armenian heritage, and indeed any piece of music with 
its origins in song has a special signi� cance for me.

Singing Armenian folk songs was an essential part of family 
life when I was growing up in Michigan, and I’ve always been 
interested in how vocal elements can be integrated with 
instrumental playing. My father had a beautiful baritone voice 
and my aunt also sang, although none of us were trained. I’ve 
always considered my father’s voice to be the basis of my own 
sound production; when my students are learning a new work 
I always advise them to sing through the piece before picking 
up their instrument, because with singing there are no 
restrictions to the sounds they can make. At that time, Berio’s 
music was fascinating to me, especially the works he composed 
for his wife, the Armenian mezzo-soprano Cathy Berberian. 
He wrote the song cycle Folk Songs for her in 1964 (Voci is 
subtitled Folk Songs II). By the time Voci was written I had 
become interested in how ‘art music’ had its origins in folk 
song, and in this piece it couldn’t be clearer. 

Bennici told me that Sicilian music was in� uenced by the 
deep contrast of sun and shadow that you see there. I’d go 
further and say that any folk expression is in� uenced by its 
geography: by the earth, stones and sounds of the trees – which 
is a feeling we’re in danger of losing today. In a way I think the 
landscape encapsulated in Voci is Sicilian and has a parallel in 
Armenia: in both areas there’s the opposition of fertile ground 
and rocky territory, which comes through in the music. Even 
though Sicily is surrounded by water and Armenia is landlocked, 
there are certain contrasts and parallels that help me understand 
the music’s roots more clearly.
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Kim Kashkashian 
and Luciano Berio 
at the recording 

in 1999
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Country index
8	 Argentina

8 Australia

10 Austria	

11 Belarus

11 Belgium

12	Brazil

12 Canada

15 China

15 Croatia

15 Czech	Republic

16 Denmark

16 Ecuador

16 Egypt

16 Estonia

16 Finland

17 France

20	Germany

23 Hungary

23 Iceland

23 India

23 Ireland

24 Israel

25 Italy	

25 Japan

26 Jordan
26 Latvia
26 Lithuania
26 Mexico
26 Montenegro
26 Netherlands
27 New	Zealand
29 Norway
29 Palestine
29 Peru
29 Poland
29 Portugal
30 Puerto	Rico
30 Qatar
30 Russia
30	Serbia
30 Singapore
31 Slovenia
31 South	Africa
31 Spain
33 Sweden
34 Switzerland
34 Turkey
34 UK
39 USA
58 Venezuela

5	 Checklist
 Get	your	search	under	way	
6	 Find	your	speciality	
 A	selection	of	available	specialist	courses

Course listings
inside stories
9	 The	University	of	Tasmania	has	

been	the	perfect	orchestral	training	ground	
for	Australian	cellist	Sophie Radke

10	 Russian-trained	violinist	Ekaterina 
Frolova	diversifies	her	playing	style	by	
studying	at	Austria’s	University	of	Music	
and	Performing	Arts,	Vienna

14 Chan Lee	enjoys	a	mixture	of	historical	
research	and	violin	performance	at	the	
Schulich	School	of	Music,	McGill	University,	
in	Canada

18	 Three-hour	lessons	feature	in	violinist	
Louise Salmo’s	busy	timetable	of	orchestral,	
chamber	and	solo	playing	at	the	Lyon	
Conservatoire	of	Music	&	Dance	in	France

37	 Cellist	and	pop-vocalist	Alex Marshall 
develops	her	two	loves	side	by	side	on	a	
‘combined	pathway’	course	at	Leeds	College	
of	Music	in	the	UK

56	 A	twist	of	fate	led	Eric Smith to the  
University	of	North	Texas,	where	he	has	 
now	been	studying	happily	for	several	years

Welcome	to	Degrees	2016	 
–	your	international	guide	to	further	education	for	
string	players,	published	by	The Strad.	Inside	are	
details	of	courses	in	50	countries	worldwide,	including	
the	main	string	teachers	on	each,	to	help	you	make	
an	informed	decision	about	where	to	study	next.
						At	this	crucial	stage	in	your	career	it	is	
essential	to	get	the	right	advice	from	the	right	
people,	and	you	can	get	a	head	start	by	reading	
the	interviews	throughout	the	supplement	
from	students	studying	at	institutions	in	North	
America,	Europe	and	Australia.	There	is	also	a	
checklist	on	page	5	to	get	you	started,	with	basic	
questions	to	ask	yourself	and	the	institution.
					If	you	are	looking	for	a	particular	specialism,	
you	will	find	a	selection	of	choices	on	page	6,	
this	year	focusing	on	jazz,	chamber	music	and	
music	&	dance.	You	can	find	more	information	
and	resources	on	degree	courses	worldwide	by	
visiting	The Strad’s	online	Degrees	hub	at
www.thestrad.com/degrees.
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To	ADVERTISERS
We	are	sure	you	will	find	this	supplement	to	be	of	great	benefit	to	your	college.	 

If	you	would	like	to	advertise	in any	future	publication	from	The	Strad	or	any	online	platform,	 
please	call	The Strad	sales	team	on	+44	20	7618	3474.	 

Alternatively,	please	fax	us	on +44	20	7618	3400	or	email	us	at	advertising@thestrad.com
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The Strad Posters   

In response to public demand, brand new reprints of 
our six most-requested posters are now available. Four 
instruments by Antonio Stradivari and two by Giuseppe 
Guarneri ‘del Gesù’ are featured, including high-quality 
photographs of the front, back and scroll. The back of 
every poster includes exact measurements of the featured 
instrument, making each one an essential reference 
point for anyone planning to make their own copy.

Tel +44 (0)1371 851 800 or visit
shop.thestrad.com

Masterclass Solo Violin  SL301 
Masterclass Solo Cello  SL302  

These two volumes, compiled from the past ten 
years of The Strad’s Masterclass section, bring 
together inspiring performance advice from 
some of the world’s top violinists and cellists. James Ehnes,  
Alban Gerhardt, Hilary Hahn, Gary Hoffman, Leonidas Kavakos, 
Jean-Guihen Queyras, Nikolaj Znaider, Maxim Vengerov and  
Jan Vogler are just a few of the top names giving their thoughts  
on playing the key works of the repertoire.
Solo Cello: £10.99 / €13.40 / $18.57 
Solo Violin: £14.99 / €18.17 / $24.88

SPECIAL OFFER
Get 25% off with 
this coupon code: 
MASTERCLASS

The posters are:
‘Alard’ Guarneri ‘del Gesù’ violin 1742 P135
‘De Munck’ Stradivari cello 1730 P131
‘Kochanski’ Guarneri ‘del Gesù’ violin 1741 P120
‘Kruse’ Stradivari violin 1721 P145
‘Messiah’ Stradivari violin 1716 P214
‘Viotti’ Stradivari violin 1709 P144
£14.95 / €18.69 / $25.42



CheCklist
Questions to help you find the right course and to prepare you for life as a student

Manage your own expeCtations 
   What are your goals? 

   What opportunities will you want 
to pursue after your degree? 
Many	people	assume	that	all	courses	are	
equal	and	do	not	consider	this	important	
issue.	Take	advice	where	it	is	offered	and	
discuss	options	with	your	teacher.	

get inforMed
   What type of institution 

would you prefer — a college, 
conservatoire or university? 

   Would you get more from a specialist 
music institution or a university 
with a broader curriculum? 

   Does it provide the right 
balance of specialities? 
Every	institution	offers	its	own	
collection	of	study	paths.	Some	of	them	 
will	allow	you	to	concentrate	on	one	 
specific	area,	such	as	performance	
or	composition,	and	others	will	
allow	you	to	balance	several.	

   What qualification do you want? 
Check	also	that	you	have	the	
right	qualifications	for	entry.

   Who would you like to study with? 

   Where would you like to study? 
Research	the	area:	investigate	the	
local	music	scene,	check	accommodation	
and	travel	options,	and	ensure	
that	your	course	is	conducted	in	a	
language	you	understand!

   Are there any open days 
that you can attend? 

   When is the deadline for applications? 

   When are the auditions?

   What are the audition requirements? 
Check	the	repertoire	options.

   What are the language requirements? 

prepare yourself for study 
   Do you need a visa? 
Many	places	require	travel	documents	to	be	
valid	for	a	year	after	the	end	of	a	course.

   Are any grants, bursaries or 
scholarships available? 
Check	for	possible	government	funding	
and	options	within	the	conservatoire	
and	private	funding	bodies.

   Can you support yourself? 
Plan	your	finances	ahead,	especially	if	you	
will	be	using	an	unfamiliar	currency.

   If studying abroad, do you need 
to register with a new bank? 
 

   Do you need to register with 
a doctor and dentist?

   Does your place of study 
require you to register with the 
police, or with your embassy?
 

   Will your place of study help 
you to find accommodation? 

Students	of	the	New	York	University	
music	department	
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find your
speCiality
Looking for a specific focus to your music course?  
Use our selection of specialist programmes to help you choose

Jazz

Berklee College of MusiC, us
Students	can	major	in	jazz	composition	
or	performance.	The	Berklee	Global	Jazz	
Institute	is	a	performance	programme	led	
by	pianist	and	composer	Danilo	Pérez,	
with	students	embarking	on	a	mix	of	
ensemble	workshops,	private	study	and	
interdisciplinary	seminars	(page 47).

ConservatoriuM van aMsterdaM, 
netherlands
The	undergraduate	jazz	course	covers	
many	different	styles	of	music,	including	
Brazilian,	Afro–Cuban,	R&B,	pop,	funk,	
fusion	and	crossover.	Ensemble	work	
is	an	important	component	and	there	
is	an	artist-in-residence	programme,	
under	which	acclaimed	guest	artists	
give	clinics,	workshops,	masterclasses	
and	private	lessons	for	one	week	
at	least	once	a	year	(page 27). 

guildhall sChool of MusiC 
& Drama, UK
At	undergraduate	level,	BMus	principal	
study	jazz	students	benefit	from	one-to-
one	jazz	tuition,	jazz	musical	awareness	
and	improvisation	workshops,	various	
performance	platforms	and	classes	in	

jazz	history	and	repertoire.	There	is	also	
a	postgraduate	jazz	course	for	15–20	
students	who	are	preparing	to	enter	
the	field	as	professionals	(page 35). 

longy sChool of MusiC, us
Longy	offers	both	a	masters	degree	and	a	
graduate	performance	diploma	in	modern	
American	music.	Students	on	both	courses	
will	develop	advanced	improvisational	
skills,	technical	proficiency	and	an	

understanding	of	contemporary	and	
traditional	repertoire	(page 47). 

university of auCkland, new zealand
The	BMus	major	in	jazz	performance	
includes	training	in	performance	techniques,	
musicianship,	arranging,	improvisation	
and	working	in	an	ensemble.	Students	
learn	from	some	of	New	Zealand’s	leading	
names	in	jazz,	with	regular	student	
and	staff	jazz	evenings	(page 27).

A	lesson	at	Longy	
School	of	Music	
in	the	US
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ChaMBer MusiC

hoChsChule für Musik  
hanns eisler Berlin, germany
Lessons	in	chamber	music	are	obligatory	
on	most	courses	and	the	school	runs	the	
Music	Forum	Gendarmenmarkt	concert	
series.	There	is	also	a	masters	programme	
in	chamber	music,	which	aims	to	equip	
ensembles	with	the	skills	and	knowledge	
needed	to	prepare	for	a	career	at	the	
highest	professional	level	(page 20).

Juilliard sChool, us
The	Artist	Diploma	in	String	Quartet	
Studies	enables	an	already-established	
string	quartet	to	move	from	serious	
study	of	the	repertoire	towards	a	
professional	career	as	a	teaching	and	
performing	quartet.	Performance	
opportunities	for	all	ensembles	come	
in	the	form	of	seminar	classes	and	
the	annual	ChamberFest	(page 49).

norwegian aCadeMy 
of mUsic, norway
Chamber	music	is	taught	by	a	team	
of	instructors	from	the	theory	
and	performance	departments,	
a	model	that	has	been	recognised	
with	a	National	Award	of	Teaching	
Excellence.	The	academy	runs	an	
annual	week-long	chamber	music	
festival	and	an	annual	chamber	music	
competition,	with	previous	winners	
invited	to	perform	at	the	oslo	
Chamber	Music	Festival	(page 29). 

royal northern College  
of MusiC, uk
The	RNCM	has	a	dedicated	team	of	
chamber	music	specialists	delivering	
regular	and	structured	tuition.	
Students	develop	their	ensemble	
skills	through	masterclasses,	coaching	

and	performance,	with	tutors	including	
former	and	current	members	of	the	
Lindsay,	Chilingirian,	Talich,	Takács	
and	Škampa	quartets	(page 57).

university of texas at austin, 
Butler sChool of MusiC, us
The	string	chamber	music	programme	
is	taught	by	the	Miró	Quartet.	Every	
group	receives	individual	coaching	with	
a	quartet	member,	as	well	as	masterclass	
opportunities	with	the	quartet	and	visiting	
artists.	Repertoire	is	wide-ranging,	from	
Baroque	to	Classical,	Romantic,	20th-	
and	21st-century	pieces	(page 57).

MusiC and danCe

Boyer College of MusiC and danCe, 
teMple university, us
Boyer	College	is	close	to	Philadelphia’s	
historic	cultural	institutions,	including	
the	Kimmel	Center,	Philadelphia	
orchestra	and	Pennsylvania	Ballet.	
The	college	also	works	closely	with	the	
Tyler	School	of	Art	and	the	Division	
of	Theater,	Film	and	Media	Arts,	
providing	many	opportunities	for	
interdisciplinary	collaboration	(page 53).

JerusaleM aCadeMy of  
mUsic & Dance, israel
Music	students	are	encouraged	to	take	part	
in	projects	that	involve	interaction	with	
other	disciplines,	and	can	also	attend	
workshops	on	jazz,	ethnic,	contemporary	
and	early	music,	and	opera	(page 24). 

trinity laBan Conservatoire 
of mUsic anD Dance, UK
Trinity	Laban’s	recent	CoLab	
initiative	resulted	in	projects	such	
as	a	‘moving	orchestra’,	in	which	
dancers	interacted	with	musicians	
during	a	performance	of	music	by	
Aaron	Copland;	a	collaboration	
between	harpists	and	dancers;	and	
a	hip	hop-inspired	reworking	of	
pieces	by	Thomas	Tallis	(page 37).

university of north Carolina 
at Greensboro, Us
The	School	of	Music,	Theatre	and	Dance	
was	formed	in	2010	after	a	merger	
between	the	previous	departments	
of	music,	theatre	and	dance.	one	aim	
of	the	new	school	is	to	encourage	

collaboration	between	the	performing	
arts	disciplines,	including	an	annual	
opera	and	musical	(page 41).

western australian aCadeMy 
of PerforminG arts, australia
The	Western	Australian	Academy	
claims	to	offer	a	greater	diversity	of	 
‘on-the-job’	theatrical	experiences	
than	any	other	Australasian	arts	
training	institution.	A	large	selection	
of	courses	and	disciplines	are	on	
offer	across	music	and	dance	study	
areas,	with	a	mixture	of	practical	
and	academic	training	(page 11). 
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argentina

taller escuela de Música y artes (teMa), 
Buenos aires
CONTACT	Ave	San	Juan	3886,	
BUENoS	AIRES,	Argentina

tel +54	11	4932	4237
fax +54	11	4932	4237
informes@escuelatema.com.ar

www.escuelatema.com.ar

australia

Australian Institute of Music
DEGREES B	Dip	M	•	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS vn Kerry	Martin,	

Daniel	Weltlinger,	Zhu	Wen,	olena	

Zaporozhets,	Lisa	Stewart	va Stefan	Duwe,	
Robert	Harris	vc Paul	Taylor	db Dorit	
Herskovits

CONTACT	Music	Department,	1-55	

Foveaux	St,	Surrey	Hills,	SYDNEY,	 

NSW	2010,	Australia

tel +61	2	9219	5444
enquiries@aim.edu.au

www.aim.edu.au

Australian International Conservatorium 
of Music (AICM)
DEGREES B	Dip	•	JM	ME	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS vn Bi	Li	Clarke
CONTACT	Katrina	Quintal,	114	Victoria	Rd,	
Rozelle,	SYDNEY,	NSW	2039,	Australia

tel +61	2	9637	0777
fax +61	2	9637	0222
admin@aicm.edu.au

www.aicm.edu.au

Australian National Academy of Music
DEGREES M	•	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS Head of 
strings William	Hennessy	vn	William	

Hennessy,	Adam	Chalabi,	Robin	Wilson	

va Caroline	Henbest	vc Howard	Penny	
db Damien	Eckersley

Course listings

CONTACT	210	Bank	St,	SoUTH	
MELBoURNE,	VIC	3205,	Australia

tel +61	9645	7911
fax +61	9645	7922
info@anam.com.au

www.anam.com.au

Australian National University, School 
of Music, National Institute of the Arts
DEGREES B	C	Dip	D	M	•	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS vn Andrew	
Baker,	Tor	Fromyhr,	John	Gould,	olga	

Haydon,	Andrew	Lorenz	va Tor	Fromyhr,	
John	Gould,	olga	Haydon,	Andrew	Lorenz	

vc David	Pereira	db James	Luke,	
Max	McBride

CONTACT	Admissions	Buildings	100	
and	121,	CANBERRA,	ACT	0200,	Australia

tel +61	2	6125	5594
fax +61	2	6125	0751
schoolofmusic@anu.edu.au

www.music.anu.edu.au

Elder Conservatorium of Music,  
University of Adelaide
DEGREES B	C	Dip	D	M	•	JM	ME	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS Head of 
strings Keith	Crellin	vn Minas	Berberyan,	

Wendy	Heiligenberg,	Elizabeth	Layton	

va Keith	Crellin	vc Janis	Laurs,	Ruth	Saffir	
db Young	Hee	Chan,	David	Schilling
CONTACT	Schulz	Building,	Level	2,	
North	Terrace	Campus,	ADELAIDE,	

SA	5005,	Australia

tel +61	8	8303	5995
music@adelaide.edu.au

www.music.adelaide.edu.au

Melbourne Conservatorium of Music, 
University of Melbourne
DEGREES B	Dip	D	M	•	EM	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS Head of 
strings Curt	Thompson	vn Curt	Thompson,	
Mark	Mogilevski,	Wilma	Smith,	Monica	

Curro,	Rachael	Beesley,	Isin	Cakmakcioglu,	

Sarah	Curro,	Michael	Loftus-Hills,	

Roy	Theaker,	Matthew	Tomkins,	Yi	Wang	

va Simon	oswell,	Fiona	Sargeant,	Trevor	
Jones vc Alvin	Wong,	Rachel	Atkinson,	

Rosie	Hunt,	Molly	Kadarauch,	Josie	Vains,	

David	Berlin,	Kalina	Krusteva	

db Damien	Eckersley,	Steve	Reeves,	
Sylvia	Hosking

CONTACT	Conservatorium	Building	
(Gate	12),	Royal	Parade,	PARKVILLE,	

Victoria,	VIC	3010,	Australia

tel +61	3	9035	5511
13melb@unimelb.edu.au

www.mcm.unimelb.edu.au

Queensland Conservatorium,  
Griffith University
DEGREES B	C	D	M	•	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS Head of 
strings Michele	Walsh	vn Michele	Walsh,	

Graeme	Jennings	db Michael	Morgan

CONTACT	Admissions,	Po	Box	3428,	
South	Bank,	BRISBANE,	QLD	4101,	 

Australia

tel +61	1800	677	728
griffith.edu.au/ask-us

www.griffith.edu.au/music

Sydney Conservatorium of Music
DEGREES B	C	Dip	M	•	EM	JM	ME	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS Head of 
strings Goetz	Richter	vn Goetz	Richter,	
Alice	Waten,	ole	Bohn,	Janet	Davies,	

Robin	Wilson,	Evgeny	Sorkin,	Marina	

Robinson	va Roger	Benedict,	Marina	
Robinson	vc Georg	Pedersen,	Umberto	
Clerici,	Julian	Smiles	db Alex	Henery,	
Maxime	Bibeau,	Kees	Boersma

CONTACT	Steven	Burns,	University	of	
Sydney,	Cnr	Bridge	and	Macquarie	Streets,	

SYDNEY,	NSW	2000,	Australia

tel +61	2	9351	1216
fax +61	2	9351	1200
con.info@sydney.edu.au

http://sydney.edu.au/music

University of Newcastle, 
Conservatorium
DEGREES B C D M 

MAIN STRING TEACHERS vn Christopher	
Bearman,	Julie	Bevan,	Sohyun	Eastham,	

Liesl	Scheman,	Peter	Watters-Cowan	

vc Anne Berry db Heather	Price
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australia

soPHie rAdKe cello
Alumnus of the bachelor of music (elite) with honours course  
at the University of Tasmania, Australia

I	have	just	completed	my	undergraduate	studies	at	the	University	of	Tasmania	(UTAS)	and	I	am	
going	on	to	do	a	masters	course	there,	so	that	I	can	continue	working	with	my	teacher,	Sue-Ellen	
Paulsen.	The	university	is	based	in	Hobart,	a	small	city	with	a	thriving	musical	community	and	
performance	opportunities	in	local	churches	–	someone	is	always	interested	if	you	want	to	put	
on	a	concert.	I	teach	privately	and	in	local	schools	as	well,	as	do	many	of	my	colleagues.

The	undergraduate	course	at	the	UTAS	was	very	performance-based	and	we	spent	a	lot	of	time	
in	the	recording	studio.	Some	students	decided	to	do	a	recording	project	for	their	final	assessment,	to	
create	recorded	materials	to	use	for	auditions	and	competitions,	but	I	decided	to	write	a	thesis	instead.

I	want	to	have	an	orchestral	career,	so	UTAS’s	close	links	with	the	Tasmanian	Symphony	orchestra	
(TSo)	have	been	invaluable	to	me.	A	lot	of	TSo	players	teach	at	UTAS	and	they	are	always	happy	to	
hear	us	play.	We	have	an	orchestral	repertoire	class	with	a	different	cellist	each	week,	so	we	hear	a	
wide	range	of	views	about	our	orchestral	excerpts.	More	advanced	students	often	work	with	the	TSo	
as	extra	players;	I	do	some	casual	work	with	them	myself.	There	are	also	scholarships	at	UTAS	that	
allow	students	to	sit	in	with	the	TSo	and	play	a	few	concerts	with	them	each	year.	

other	scholarship	opportunities	available	at	UTAS	include	the	McDonald	Scholarship	in	Music,	
which	funds	a	residency	of	up	to	ten	weeks	in	the	UK	for	string	students.	I	am	taking	advantage	of	
this	at	the	moment:	I’m	in	the	UK	studying	with	Louise	Hopkins	and	Rebecca	Gilliver	in	preparation	
for	my	masters.

CONTACT	Julie	Duncan,	Conservatorium	
office,	Auckland	St,	NEWCASTLE,	

NSW	2300,	Australia

tel +61	2	4921	8900
fax +61	2	4921	8958
julie.duncan@newcastle.edu.au

www.newcastle.edu.au

University of Queensland
DEGREES B	D	M	•	ME	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS 
vn Adam	Chalabi	va Particia	Pollett	
vc Patrick	Murphy	db Dushan	Walkowicz

CONTACT	School	of	Music,	 

University	of	Queensland,	 

BRISBANE,	QLD	4072,	Australia

tel +61	7	3365	4949
fax +61	7	3365	4488
music@uq.edu.au

www.uq.edu.au/music

University of Southern Queensland
DEGREES B	Dip	M	•	ME	P

CONTACT	Music	Department,	University	

of	Southern	Queensland,	TooWooMBA,	

Queensland,	QLD	4350,	Australia

tel +61	7	4631	2100	
fax +61	7	4635	9225
study@usq.edu.au

www.usq.edu.au

University of Tasmania, Tasmanian College 
of the Arts – Conservatorium of Music
DEGREES B	C	Dip	D	JD	M	•	AS	EM	Jz	

JM ME P 

MAIN STRING TEACHERS Head of 
strings Susan	Collins	vn Susan	Collins,	
Peter	Tanfield,	Christopher	Kimber,	

Lucy	Carrig	va Josephine	St	Leon	
vc Sue-Ellen	Paulsen	db Stuart	Thomson
CONTACT	Mel	Kennedy,	 

Private	Bag	63,	HoBART,	Tasmania,	 

TAS	7001,	Australia

tel +61	3	6226	7314
fax +61	3	6226	7333
conservatorium.admin@utas.edu.au

www.utas.edu.au/music

University of Western Australia,  
School of Music
DEGREES B	D	JD	M	•	EM	JM	ME	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS Head of 
strings Paul	Wright	vn Paul	Wright,	

Semyon	Kobets,	Semra	Lee,	Shaun	

Lee-Chen,	Alan	Bonds,	Tatiana	Kobets	

va Tzvi	Friedl	vc Suzanne	Wijsman,	Michael	

Goldschlager	db Joan	Wright,	Mark	Tooby	

ch Paul	Wright,	Suzanne	Wijsman

CONTACT	Pip	White,	UWA	School	

of	Music,	M413,	35	Stirling	Highway,	

CRAWLEY,	WA	6009,	Australia

tel +61	8	6488	2051
fax +61	8	6488	1076
music@uwa.edu.au

www.music.uwa.edu.au

Western Australian Academy 
of Performing Arts
DEGREES B	C	Dip	M	•	Jz	ME	P

CONTACT	2	Bradford	St,	MoUNT	

LAWLEY,	WA	6050,	Australia

tel +61	8	9370	6845
fax +61	8	9370	6665
futurestudy@ecu.edu.au

www.waapa.ecu.edu.au
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austria

Anton Bruckner Privatuniversität
CONTACT	Wildbergstr	18,	LINZ,	 

4040,	Austria

tel +43	732	70	1000	0
fax +43	732	70	1000	30
information@bruckneruni.at

www.bruckneruni.at

Konservatorium Wien University
DEGREES B	M	•	EM	ME	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS Heads of 
strings Georg	Baich,	Hartmut	Pascher	
vn Lidia	Baich,	Thomas	Christian,	
Dominika	Falger,	Nicolas	Koeckert,	

Boris	Kuschnir,	Dalibor	Karvay,	Julian	Rachlin,	

Pavel	Vernikov,	Gernot	Winischhofer,	

Florian	Zwiauer	va Herbert	Müller,	

austria

eKAterinA FroLoVA violin
Performance masters student at the University of Music and Performing Arts  
in Vienna (MDW), Austria

I	did	my	undergraduate	violin	studies	at	the	Rimsky-Korsakov	Conservatoire	in	St	Petersburg,	
Russia,	with	Antonina	Kazarina	–	a	former	concertmaster	at	the	Mariinsky	Theatre.	After	that	I	wanted	
to	immerse	myself	in	a	different	musical	tradition,	so	I	decided	to	study	in	Austria.	I	wanted	to	keep	my	
Russian	technique	and	musical	expression,	but	also	to	refine	my	taste	with	Viennese	finesse.	

My	teacher	Michael	Frischenschlager,	the	members	of	the	Vienna	Philharmonic	orchestra	who	teach	
here,	and	chamber	music	sessions	at	MDW	have	had	an	enormous	influence	on	me:	they	have	taught	
me	about	the	brilliance	and	clarity	of	thought	in	Viennese	classical	music.	The	group	dynamics	are	very	
different	from	what	I	was	used	to	in	Russia:	now	I	feel	I	am	playing	not	with	a	group	of	soloists	but	with	
a	team.	Recently	my	quartet	at	MDW	performed	Shostakovich’s	Piano	Quintet	on	Austrian	classical	
station	Radio	Ö1,	which	gave	us	a	lot	of	motivation	to	work	efficiently	as	a	group.	

MDW	has	a	fairly	flexible	schedule	–	you	quickly	learn	to	choose	what	you	do,	to	organise	your	time	
and	colleagues,	and	to	focus	your	attention	where	it	is	needed	most.	In	particular	I	have	enjoyed	being	
concertmaster	of	the	university’s	Webern	Symphony	orchestra.	Performing	Rimsky-Korsakov’s	
Scheherazade,	Shostakovich’s	Fifth	Symphony	and	other	titanic	works	with	such	a	great	ensemble	
has	been	wonderful,	and	has	had	a	strong	impact	on	my	life.	At	the	moment	I	am	auditioning	for	
concertmaster	positions	across	Europe,	the	US	and	Asia,	mostly	inspired	by	the	musical	culture	and	
life	at	MDW.	I	even	met	my	husband	and	colleague	Tymur	Melnyk	here,	on	a	sunny	autumn	day	in	
the	classroom	of	our	mutual	violin	teacher.

Gertrud	Weinmeister,	Alexander	Zemtsov	

vc Georg	Baich,	Cecilia	ottensamer,	
Lilia	Schulz-Bayrova,	Christoph	Stradner,	

Natalia	Gutman	db Botond	Kostyak,	
Jan	Georg	Leser

CONTACT	Gabriele	Fieder,	Johannesgasse	
4a,	VIENNA,	1010,	Austria

tel +43	1	512	77	47	x89331
fax +43	1	512	77	47	99	x89331
office@konswien.at

www.konservatorium-wien.ac.at

Universität für Musik und  
darstellende Kunst
CONTACT	Administrator,	Anton-von-
Webern-Platz	1,	VIENNA,	1030,	Austria

tel +43	1	71155	6910
rektorsbuero@mdw.ac.at

www.mdw.ac.at/str

Universität für Musik und Darstellende 
Kunst Graz
DEGREES B	D	M	•	Jz	ME	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS vn Ida	Bieler,	
Andrej	Bielow,	Regina	Brandstätter,	

Eszter	Haffner,	Yair	Kless,	Boris	Kuschnir,	

Silvia	Marcovici,	Maighread	Mc	Crann,	

Priya	Mitchell,	Anke	Schittenhelm,	

Vesna	Stankovic-Moffatt,	Sylvia-Elisabeth	

Viertel,	Susanne	Scholz	(EM)	

va Matthias	Maurer,	Christian	Euler	

vc Julian	Arp,	Kerstin	Feltz,	Florian	Kitt,	
Rudolf	Leopold,	Tobias	Stosiek	

db Timothy	Dunin,	Ernst	Weissensteiner,	

Denton	Roberts,	Morten	Ramsbøl	

ch Christian	Euler,	Sylvia-Elisabeth	Viertel
CONTACT	Leonhardstr	15,	GRAZ,	
8010,	Austria

tel +43	316	389	0
info@kug.ac.at

www.kug.ac.at/en

Universität Mozarteum Salzburg
DEGREES B	D	M	•	ME	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS Head of 
strings	Harald	Herzl	vn Pierre	Amoyal,	
Klara	Flieder-Pantillon,	Michaela	Girardi,	

Lukas	Hagen,	Harald	Herzl,	Esther	Hoppe,	

Martin	Mumelter,	Igor	ozim,	Paul	Roczek,	

Rainer	Schmidt,	Lavard	Skou-Larsen	

va Veronika	Hagen-Di	Ronza,	
Peter	Langgartner,	Milan	Radic,	Thomas	

Riebl,	Vittorio	Ghielmi	vc Enrico	Bronzi,	
Giovanni	Gnocchi,	Clemens	Hagen,	

Marco	Testori	(EM)	db Christine	Hoock
CONTACT	Angelica	Herzig,	Mirabellplatz	1,	

SALZBURG,	5020,	Austria

tel +43	662	6198	3127
fax +43	662	6198	3177
angelica.herzig@moz.ac.at

www.uni-mozarteum.at
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Belarus

Belarussian State Academy  
of Music, Minsk
CONTACT	Internatsionalnaya	str	30,	 
MINSK,	220030,	Belarus

tel +375	17	227	49	42
fax +375	17	328	55	01
international@tut.by

www.bgam.edu.by

BelgiuM

Conservatoire Royal de Bruxelles
DEGREES B	M	•	EM	Jz	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS vn Véronique	
Bogaerts,	Léonid	Kerbil,	Endre	Kleve,	

Shirly	Laub,	Pascal	Crismer,	Elisabeth	

Deletaille,	Frédéric	d’Ursel,	Vincent	Hepp,	

Kerstin	Hoelen,	Claire	Lagasse,	 

Jean-Frédéric	Molard,	Françoise	Derissen,	

Benoît	Douchy	(EM),	Mira	Glodeanu	(EM)	

va Thérèse-Marie	Gilissen	

vc Marie	Hallynck,	Didier	Poskin,	

Albert	Brunello,	Marinella	Doko,	Guy	Danel,	

Sarah	Dupriez,	Hervé	Douchy	(EM)	

db Christian	Vander	Borght
CONTACT	30	rue	de	la	Régence,	
BRUSSELS,	1000,	Belgium

tel +32	2	500	87	17
fax +32	2	512	69	79
secretariat@conservatoire.be

www.conservatoire.be

Conservatoire Royal de Mons
CONTACT	7	rue	de	Nimy,	MoNS,	 

7000,	Belgium

tel +32	6	534	73	77
fax +32	6	534	99	06
info@artsaucarre.be

www.conservatoire-mons.be

Gent Conservatoire
DEGREES B	M	•	JM	ME	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS Head of 
strings Judith	Ermert	vn olga	Zolotareva,	
Alessandro	Moccia	va Nathan	Braude,	
Michael	Kugel	vc Judith	Ermert	
db Frank	Coppieters
CONTACT	Admissions,	Conservatorium	
Hogeschool	Gent,	Hoogpoort	64,	 

GENT,	9000,	Belgium

tel +32	9267	0187
fax +32	9	269	2008
www.cons.hogent.be

Koninklijk Conservatorium Brussel
DEGREES B	C	M	•	EM	JM	ME	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS vn Katalin	
Sebastyen	va Katalin	Sebastyen	
vc Viviane	Spanoghe	db Viviane	Spanoghe
CONTACT	Annie	Goeman,	Regentschapsstr	
30,	BRUSSELS,	B-1000,	Belgium

tel +32	2	513	45	87
fax +32	2	513	22	53
kcb@ehb.be

www.kcb.be

Lemmens Institute
DEGREES B	M	•	Jz	ME	P

CONTACT	Lemmens	Campus,	
Lemmensberg	3,	LEUVEN,	3000,	Belgium

tel +32	1	623	39	67
info.lemmens@luca-arts.be

www.lemmens.wenk.be

Queen Elisabeth Music Chapel
DEGREES C	Dip	JD	•	P	
MAIN STRING TEACHERS Head of 
strings Anne-Lise	Parotte	
vn Augustin	Dumay,	Tatiana	Samouil	
va Miguel	da	Silva	vc Gary	Hoffman,	
Jereon	Reuling	ch Artemis	Quartet
CONTACT	Anne-Lise	Parotte,	 
Chaussée	Tervuren	445,	WATERLoo,	 

1410,	Belgium

tel +32	2	352	01	10
audition@musicchapel.org

www.musicchapel.org

Royal Conservatoire of Antwerp
DEGREES B	Dip	D	M	•	Jz	ME	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS Head of 
strings Justus	Grimm	vn Guido	De	Neve,	
Tatiana	Samouil,	Alissa	Margulis	

va Leo	De	Neve	vc France	Springuel,	
Justus	Grimm,	olsi	Leka	db Lode	Leire,	
Nicolas	Thys,	Piet	Verbist	ch Justus	Grimm,	
Francis	Reusens,	Guido	De	Neve,	France	

Springuel,	Leo	De	Neve

CONTACT	Yannicke	Belis,	Desguinlei	25,	
ANTWERP,	2018,	Belgium

A	rehearsal	at	
the	Konservatorium	
Wien	University	
in	Vienna
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tel +32	3	244	18	00
fax +32	3	238	90	17
yannicke.belis@ap.be

www.ap.be/koninklijk-conservatorium/

royal-conservatoire-antwerp/401

Brazil

Conservatório Brasileiro di Música,  
rio de Janeiro
CONTACT	Rua	Padre	Elias	Gorayeb	15,	 
8th	floor,	Saens	Pena	Square,	Tijuca,	 

RIo	DE	JANEIRo,	CEP	20520-140,	Brazil

tel +55	21	2268	5020
cbm@cbm-musica.org.br

www.cbm-tijuca.com

Canada

Brandon University
DEGREES B	M	•	JM	ME	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS Head of 
strings Kerry DuWors vn Kerry	DuWors,	

James	Ehnes	va Robert	Richardson	Jr	
vc Leanne	Zacharias,	Desiree	Abbey	
db Crystal	Tait
CONTACT	Joyce	Burba,	Queen	Elizabeth	II	
Building,	270	18th	St,	BRANDoN,	 

MA	R7A	6A9,	Canada

tel +1	204	727	9631
fax +1	204	728	6839
music@brandonu.ca

www.brandonu.ca/music

Glenn Gould School
DEGREES B	Dip	•	P	
MAIN STRING TEACHERS Head of 
strings Barry	Shiffman	vn Atis	Bankas,	
Marie	Bérard,	Victor	Danchenko,	

Paul	Kantor,	Erika	Raum,	Mayumi	Seiler,	

Barry	Shiffman,	Kathleen	Kajioka	

va Steven	Dann,	Katharine	Rapoport,	
Patrick	Jordan,	Kathleen	Kajioka	vc Andrés	
Díaz,	Desmond	Hoebig,	David	

Hetherington,	Paul	Widner,	Bryan	Epperson	

db Jeffrey	Beecher
CONTACT	273	Bloor	Street	West,	

ToRoNTo,	oN	M5S	1W2,	Canada

tel +1	416	408	2824
glenngouldschool@rcmusic.ca

www.rcmusic.ca/glenn-gould-school

McMaster University
DEGREES B	Dip	•	JM
CONTACT	Andrew	Mitchell,	 

1280	Main	Street	West,	HAMILToN,	 

oN	L8S	4L8,	Canada

tel +1	905	525	9140	x27671
sota@mcmaster.ca

www.mcmaster.ca

Memorial University of Newfoundland, 
School of Music
DEGREES B	D	M	•	JM	ME	P

CONTACT	Admissions	Director,	ST	JoHN’S,	
NL	A1C	5S7,	Canada

tel +1	709	737	7486
fax +1	709	737	2666
music@mun.ca

www.mun.ca/music

School of Creative and Performing Arts 
at the University of Calgary
DEGREES B	D	M	•	JM	ME	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS Head of 
strings Edmond	Agopian	vn Edmond	
Agopian,	Bill	van	der	Sloot	va Dean	o’Brien,	
Joan	Barrett	vc John	Kadz,	Beth	Root	
Sandvoss,	Joanne	Perron	db Charles	Garrett
CONTACT	Edmond	Agopian,	School	of	
Creative	and	Performing	Arts	–	Music,	

Craigie	Hall	D100,	2500	University	Dr	NW,	

CALGARY,	AB	T2N	1N4,	Canada

tel +1	403	220	5379
fax +1	403	284	0973
music@ucalgary.ca

scpa.ucalgary.ca

Schulich School of Music  
of McGill University
DEGREES B	Dip	D	M	•	EM	Jz	JM	ME	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS Head of 
strings Axel	Strauss	vn Felicia	Moye,	

Axel	Strauss,	Marcelle	Malette,	Richard	

Roberts,	Andrew	Wan,	Hélène	Plouffe	(EM)	

va André	Roy,	Douglas	McNabney,	

Hélène	Plouffe	vc Elizabeth	Dolin,	Yegor	
Dyachkov,	Matt	Haimovitz,	Brian	Manker,	

Susia	Napper	(EM)	db Brian	Robinson,	
Ali	Yazdanfar,	Eric	Chappell,	Scott	Feltham

CONTACT	Melanie	Collins,	555	Sherbrooke	

St	W,	MoNTRÉAL,	QC	H3A	1E3,	Canada

tel +1	514	398	4991
melanie.collings@mcgill.ca

www.mcgill.ca/music

University of Alberta
DEGREES B	D	M	•	JM	ME	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS Head of 
strings Guillaume	Tardif	vn Guillaume	Tardif,	
Yue	Deng	va Guillaume	Tardif	vc Colin	
Ryan	db Jan	Urke
CONTACT	Guillaume	Tardif,	Music	

Department,	3-82	Fine	Arts	Building,	

EDMoNToN,	AB	T6G	2C9,	Canada

tel +1	780	492	8112
gtardif@ualberta.ca

www.music.ualberta.ca

University of British Columbia,  
School of Music
DEGREES B	Dip	D	M	•	JM	ME	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS Head of 
strings Eric	Wilson	vn Jasper	Wood,	

David	Gillham	va David	Harding	
vc Eric	Wilson	db Kenneth	Friedman
CONTACT	Rayne	Graham,	6361	Memorial	

Rd,	VANCoUVER,	BC	V6T	1Z2,	Canada

tel +1	604	822	5502
music.advisor@ubc.ca

www.music.ubc.ca

University of Manitoba, 
Marcel A Desautels Faculty of Music
DEGREES B	Dip	M	•	EM	JM	ME	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS Head of 
strings oleg	Pokhanovski	vn oleg	
Pokhanovski	vc Minna	Rose	Chung	 

db Steve	Kirby
CONTACT	Shelley	o’Leary,	65	Dafoe	Rd,	
WINNIPEG,	MA	R3T	2N2,	Canada

tel +1	204	474	6728
fax +1	204	474	7546
olearysa@cc.umanitoba.ca

www.umanitoba.ca/music

University of Montréal, Faculty of Music
DEGREES B	Dip	D	M	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS Head of 
strings Claude	Richard	vn Vladimir	Landsman,	
Claude	Richard,	Laurence	Kayaleh,	

Uliana	Drugova,	Anne	Robert	

va Jutta	Puchhammer-Sédillot,	Neal	Gripp,	
Karine	Rousseau	vc Johanne	Perron,	
Yegor	Dyachkov,	Carole	Sirois	db Marc	Denis	
ch Jean-Eudes	Vaillancourt
CONTACT	Po	Box	6128,	Succursale	
Centre-ville,	MoNTRÉAL,	 

QC	H3C	3J7,	Canada

tel +1	514	343	6111
fax +1	514	343	5727
admissions@sar.umontreal.ca

www.musique.umontreal.ca
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Impasse du Griffaut, 26400 ALLEX, FRANCE
Phone: 00 33 475 626 281
E-mail: info@harmonie.net
Web: www.harmonie.net

30 years of prestigious fi ttings

Since 1985, Bois d’Harmonie provides the best fi ttings for prestigious 
instruments. Our accessories are set on more than 30 Stradivarius 
violins and widely used by professional and amateur players around 
the world. Bois d’Harmonie brings together tradition and modernity, 
combining wooden accessories with nowadays most interesting 
materials and techniques to improve the sound of your instrument. 
We also perpetuate tradition of fi ttings-making by producing replicas 
of ancient fi ittings on demand. All our accessories are made in France 

with selected quality wood.
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University of Ottawa School of Music
DEGREES B	C	M	•	JM	ME	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS Head of strings 
Yehonatan	Berick	vn Yehonatan	Berick,	
Yosuke	Kawasaki,	Jessica	Linnebach	

va Rennie	Regehr	vc Paul	Marleyn	
db David	Currie,	Joel	Quarrington	
ch Yehonatan	Berick,	Paul	Marleyn,	
Rennie	Regehr,	David	Currie

CONTACT	Director	of	Performance	Studies,	
Pérez	Hall,	Room	103,	50	University,	

oTTAWA,	oN	K1N	6N5,	Canada

tel +1	613	562	5733
fax +1	613	562	5140
music@uottawa.ca

www.arts.uottawa.ca/music

Canada

CHAn Lee violin
Undergraduate student on the bachelor of music – major performance  
(orchestral instruments) programme at the Schulich School of Music, McGill University,  
in Montreal, Canada 

I	chose	McGill	University	principally	because	of	my	teachers,	Denise	Lupien	and	André	Roy,	and	for	
the	great	environment	the	school	provides	for	performance.	I	love	studying	with	Denise	because	she	
has	such	a	passion	for	music	and	treats	her	students	with	great	kindness	and	support,	and	I	always	feel	
I	can	try	out	new	ideas	with	her.	Working	with	André,	who	is	actually	a	viola	professor,	has	changed	
my	view	of	music	and	how	I	approach	technique.	We	work	a	lot	on	posture,	set-up	and	breathing,	
and	other	general	concepts	common	to	both	instruments.

Another	thing	that	attracted	me	to	McGill	was	the	academic	side	of	the	course.	This	term,	for	example,	
I	am	doing	a	project	on	the	Paganini	Caprices,	researching	their	historical	context	as	well	as	looking	
at	the	pieces	from	a	performer’s	standpoint.	I	enjoy	researching	the	context	of	works	I’m	playing	and	
then	working	with	my	teachers	to	make	the	music	come	alive.	

Montreal	is	a	wonderful	place	to	live	and	study.	People	have	a	great	appreciation	for	music	here	
and	audiences	make	us	feel	really	welcome	whenever	we	give	concerts.	I	love	going	to	the	Montreal	
Symphony	House	to	listen	to	the	Montreal	Symphony	orchestra	–	it’s	a	new	concert	hall	and	it’s	
inspiring	to	listen	to	the	orchestra	in	such	a	great	acoustic.	

I	have	had	the	opportunity	to	play	in	several	masterclasses	while	at	McGill,	including	with	James	Ehnes	
and	Martin	Chalifour,	and	I	have	also	played	to	members	of	the	Guarneri	and	Alban	Berg	quartets	at	the	
McGill	International	String	Quartet	Academy	(MISQA).	After	a	break	last	term	to	focus	on	other	studies,	
I	have	just	started	playing	quartets	again	with	three	wonderful	musicians,	and	am	hoping	to	attend	
MISQA	with	them	again	this	year.

University of Regina
DEGREES B	•	ME	P

CONTACT	Sharon	Hamilton,	 
Department	of	Music,	RC	257,	 

Riddell	Centre,	University	of	Regina,	 

REGINA,	SK	S4S	0A2,	Canada

tel +1	306	585	5532
fax +1	306	585	5549
music.dept@uregina.ca

www.uregina.ca/finearts

University of Toronto
DEGREES B	C	Dip	D	M	•	EM	Jz	ME	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS Head of 
strings Shauna	Rolston	vn Etsuko	Kimura,	
Annalee	Patipatanakoon,	Erika	Raum,	

Mark	Skazinetsky,	Jonathan	Crow,	

Hyung-Sun	Paik,	Timothy	Ying,	Jeanne	

Lamon,	Jaques	Israelievitch	va Eric	Nowlin,	
Katharine	Rapoport,	Teng	Li	vc Shauna	
Rolston,	Roman	Borys,	Paul	Widner,	

Mary-Katherine	Finch,	Joseph	Johnson	

db Edward	Tait,	Tim	Dawson,	Paul	Rogers,	
David	Young,	Jeffrey	Beecher

CONTACT	Faculty	of	Music,	Edward	

Johnson	Building,	80	Queen’s	Pk,	

ToRoNTo,	oN	M5S	2C5,	Canada

tel +1	416	978	3740
undergrad.music@utoronto.ca

www.music.utoronto.ca

University of Victoria School of Music
DEGREES B	M	•	AS	JM	ME	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS Head of 
strings Lafayette	Quartet	vn Ann	Elliott-
Goldschmid,	Sharon	Stanis	va Joanna	Hood	
vc Pamela	Highbaugh	Aloni	db Alex	olsen	
ch Lafayette	Quartet
CONTACT	Jill	Michalski,	Po	Box	1700,	

STN	CSC,	VICToRIA,	 

BC	V8W	2Y2,	Canada

tel +1	250	721	7904
fax +1	250	721	6597
michalsk@uvic.ca

http://finearts.uvic.ca/music

University of Western Ontario,  
Don Wright Faculty of Music
DEGREES B	Dip	D	M	•	EM	JM	ME	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS Head of 
strings Annette-Barbara	Vogel	
vn Joseph	Lanza,	Mel	Martin,	
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Irene	Tandberg,	Annette-Barbara	Vogel	

va Sharon	Wei	vc Thomas	Wiebe	

db Jeffrey	Stokes,	Joseph	Phillips
CONTACT	Sasha	Gorbasew,	Talbot	College,	
Rm	210,	1151	Richmond	St,	LoNDoN,	 

oN	N6A	3K7,	Canada

tel +1	519	661	2043
fax +1	519	661	3531
agorbase@uwo.ca

www.music.uwo.ca

Vancouver Academy of Music,  
SK Lee College
DEGREES B	Dip	•	P	
MAIN STRING TEACHERS  
vn Nicholas	Wright,	Edward	Top,	 

Marcus	Takizawa,	Andrew	Dawes,	 

Dale	Barltrop	va Isabelle	Roland	 
vc Joseph	Elworthy,	Lee	Duckles,	 
Ariel	Barnes	db Leanna	Wong,	Dylan	Palmer,	

Kenneth	Friedman	ch Andrew	Dawes
CONTACT	1270	Chestnut	St,	 
VANCoUVER,	BC	V6J	4R9,	Canada

tel +1	604	734	2301
fax +1	604	731	1920
admin@vam.bc.ca

www.vam.bc.ca

Victoria Conservatory of Music
DEGREES C	Dip	•	P	
MAIN STRING TEACHERS  
Head of strings Michael	van	der	Sloot	

vn Stacy	Boal,	Müge	Büyükçelen,	Allyn	

Chard,	Mary	Clarke,	Raya	Fridman,	

Catheryn	Kennedy,	Tatiana	Kostour,	

Guyonne	Le	Louarn,	Christine	Prince,	 

Maria	Sandor,	Margaret	Dzbit	va Stacey	
Boal,	Kenji	Fuse,	Guyonne	Le	Louarn,	

Christine	Prince	vc Laura	Backstrom,	 
Martin	Bonham,	Paula	Kiffner,	Karen	

Whyte,	Silvina	Samuel	db Darren	Buhr
CONTACT	Fuchsia	Shier,	 
900	Johnson	St,	VICToRIA,	 

BC	V8V	3N4,	Canada

tel +1	250	386	5311
fax +1	250	386	6602
info@vcm.bc.ca

www.vcm.bc.ca

Wilfrid Laurier University
DEGREES B	Dip	M	•	JM	ME	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS Head of 
strings Jerzy	Kaplanek	vn Jeremy	Bell,	
Jerzy	Kaplanek,	Julie	Baumgartel	

va Christine	Vljak	vc Paul	Pulford	
db George Greer

CONTACT	Admissions,	 
75	University	Ave	W,	WATERLoo,	 

oN	N2L	3C5,	Canada

tel +1	519	884	0710	x3385
fax +1	519	884	5285
skuruvil@wlu.ca

www.wlu.ca/music	

China

Central Conservatory of Music, Beijing
CONTACT	43	Baojia	St,	Xicheng	District,	
BEIJING,	100031,	China

tel +86	10	6642	5597
fao@ccom.edu.cn

www.ccom.edu.cn

Chinese University of Hong Kong
DEGREES B	Dip	D	M	•	P

CONTACT	Dept	of	Music,	2/F,	Hui	Yeung	

Shing,	SHATIN,	NT,	Hong	Kong,	China

tel +852	3943	6510
fax +852	2603	5273
music@cuhk.edu.hk

www.cuhk.edu.hk

Hong Kong Academy for Performing Arts
DEGREES B	Dip	M	•	ME	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS Head of strings 
Michael	Ma	vn Albert	Yue	Cheng,	Ting	Fan,	
Hong-ying	Ho,	Hoai	Nam	Le,	Kin-fung	

Leung,	Chu-tung	Lo,	Elizabeth	Ka-yi	Lo,	

Jia-yang	Wang,	Ka	Wong,	Wai-ming	Wong	

va Wai-ming	Wong,	Cui	Kin-fung,	

David	Hong-wai,	Gilbert	Sak	Ka-fong	,	 

Ray	Tsoi,	Jia-yang	Wang	vc Wing	Dora	Lam,	

Letty	Poon,	Dora	Chien-fang,	Monica	Su,	

Karey	Ho	db Rong	Feng,	Xiao-qian	Zong
CONTACT	School	of	Music,	1	Gloucester	

Rd,	WANCHAI,	Hong	Kong,	China

tel +852	25	84	85	00
hkac@hkac.edu

www.hkapa.edu

Shanghai Conservatory of Music
DEGREES B	M	•	P

CONTACT	Tang	Lixia,	International	
Students	office,	20	Fenyang	Rd,	Xuhui	

District,	SHANGHAI,	200031,	China

tel +86	21	6431	6745
fax +86	21	6431	0305
shcmfso@yahoo.com

www.shcmusic.edu.cn

Shenyang Conservatory of Music
DEGREES B	M	•	P

CONTACT	61	Sanhao	St,	Heping	District,	
SHENYANG,	110003,	China

tel +86	24	2390	3761
sycmwsb@sina.com.cn

www.sycm.com.cn/web_english.asp

Croatia

University of Zagreb, Academy of Music
DEGREES B M 

CONTACT	Renata	Kovačić,	Ulica	Petra	
Berislavica	16,	ZAGREB,	10000,	Croatia

tel +385	1	48	10	200	x106
fax +385	1	48	72	380
referada@muza.hr

www.muza.hr

CzeCh repuBliC

Academy of Performing Arts in Prague
CONTACT	Admissions	officer,	
Malostranské	námestí		12,	PRAGUE	1,	

11801,	Czech	Republic

tel +420	234	344	514
fax +420	234	244	515
info@amu.cz

www.amu.cz

Janáček Academy of Music 
and Performing Arts
DEGREES B D M 

MAIN STRING TEACHERS Head of 
strings Miloslav	Jelínek	vn Peter	Michalica,	

František	Novotný,	Miloš	Vacek,	

Pavel	Wallinger,	Bohuslav	Matousek	

va Jan	Řezníček	vc Jozef	Podhoranský,	
Miroslav	Zicha	db Miloslav	Jelínek

CONTACT	Petra	Konárková,	Komenského	
námestí	6,	BRNo,	66215,	Czech	Republic

tel +420	542	591	630
fax +420	542	591	632
konarkova@jamu.cz

www.jamu.cz

Prague Conservatoire
MAIN STRING TEACHERS Head of 
strings Pavel	Kudelásek	vn Jaroslav	Foltýn,	
Jiří	Fišer,	Radim	Kresta,	Pavel	Kudelásek,	

Henry	Pazdera,	František	Soucek,	Dana	

Vlachová	va Karel	Doležal,	Petr	Holman,	
George	Rajniš	vc Michal	Kanka,	Jaroslav	

Kulhan,	Libor	Masek,	Miroslav	Petráš,	

Thomas	Strašil,	Renata	Strašrybková,	

Pavel	Verner	db Jiří	Valenta,	Tomás	Vybí	ral
CONTACT	Emilie	Kratochvilova,	Prazska	
Konzervator,	Na	Rejdišti	1,	PRAGUE	1,	

11000,	Czech	Republic

tel +420	222	320	967
fax +420	222	326	406
conserv@prgcons.cz

www.prgcons.cz
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denMark

Academy of Music and Dramatic Arts, 
Southern Denmark
DEGREES B	Dip	M	•	AS	EM	ME	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS Head of 
strings Niels	Ullner	vn Arne	Balk-Møller,	

Marta	Libalova	va Claus	Myrup,	

Marta	Libalova	vc Niels	Ullner	
db Kristine	Hanskov
CONTACT	String	department,	
Islandsgade	2,	oDENSE, 

5000	C,	Denmark

tel +45	63119900
fax +45	63119920
info@smks.dk

www.smks.dk

Royal Academy of Music, Aarhus/Aalborg
DEGREES B	D	M	•	JM	ME	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS vn Mo	Yi,	

Tue	Lautrup,	Alexandre	Zapolski,	January	

Matthiesen	va olga	Goija,	Claus	Myrup	

vc Henrik	Brendstrup	db Frank	Arenholt	
Christensen	ch Niels-ole	Bo	Johansen
CONTACT	Claus	olesen,	Skovgaardsgade	
2C,	AARHUS,	8000	C,	Denmark

tel +45	72	26	74	00

clol@musikkons.dk

www.musikkons.dk

Royal Danish Academy of Music
DEGREES B	Dip	M	•	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS Head of 
strings Tim	Frederiksen	vn Serguei	Azizian,	
Eszter	Haffner	va Tim	Frederiksen	
vc Morten Zeuthen db Michal	Stadnicki

CONTACT	International	office,	
Rosenørns	Allé	22,	FREDERIKSBERG,	

1970	C,	Denmark

tel +45	72	26	72	26
fax +45	72	26	72	72
dkdm@dkdm.dk

www.dkdm.dk

eCuador

Conservatorio Rimsky-Korsakov
CONTACT	Calles	Cedros,	107	y	Victor	
Emilio	Estrada,	GUAYAQUIL,	Ecuador

fax +	593	881	324	593	4
musica_conservatorio@yahoo.com

http://rimsky-korsakov.8m.com

egypt

Cairo Conservatoire
CONTACT	Shari’a	Gamal	Eddin	al-Afghani,	
Khalf	Qa’it	Sayed	Darwish,	GIZA,	Egypt

tel +20	2	853	451
egyconservatoire@hotmail.com

estonia

Eesti Muusikaakadeemia
DEGREES B D M 

MAIN STRING TEACHERS Head of 
strings Peeter	Paemurru	vn Tõnu	Reimann,	
Mari	Tampere-Bezrodny,	Mare	Teearu,	

Urmas	Vulp,	Kristina	Kriit,	Sigrid	Kuulmann-

Martin	va Tõnu	Reimann,	Rain	Vilu	
vc Peeter	Paemurru,	Toomas	Velmet	
db Kaupo	olt,	Mati	Lukk
CONTACT	Lilian	Rajavee-Salundo,	
Strings	Department,	Tatari	13,	TALLINN,	

10116,	Estonia

tel +372	6675	708
fax +372	6	6675	807
lilian@ema.edu.ee

www.ema.edu.ee

finland

Helsinki Conservatory
MAIN STRING TEACHERS vn Mari	

Kortelainen,	Teemu	Kupiainen,	Erkki	Palola,	

Discussing	the	score	
at	the	Queen	Elisabeth	
Music	Chapel	
in	Brussels
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Minna	Pensola,	Klaara	Pyrhönen,	

Maaret	Repo-Pohjonen,	Araik	Resjan,	

Seppo	Tukiainen,	Tapio	Tuovila,	

Päivi	Valjakka-Salminen	va Sari	Aalto,	
Helge	Valtonen,	Timo	Juntura,	Louna	Hosia	

(EM)	vc Timo	Juntura,	Leila	Kurkikangas,	
Sami	Mäkelä	db Marko	Mikkola,	

Taru	Tiusanen

CONTACT	Rea	Warme,	Ruoholahdentori	6,	

HELSINKI,	180,	Finland

tel +358	9	5860	5812
fax +358	9	5860	5868
conservatory@konservatorio.fi

www.konservatorio.net

Jakobstad Conservatoire
CONTACT	Masaholmsvägen	1,	 

JAKoBSTAD,	68600,	Finland

tel +358	6	785	1394
fax +358	6	785	1394
info@musikhuset.fi

www.musikhuset.fi

Kuopio Konservatorio
DEGREES B	•	P
CONTACT	Kuopionlahdenkatu	23c,	 
KUoPIo,	70100,	Finland

tel +358	17	182381
fax +358	17	262	3617
ritva.miettinen@kuopionkonservatorio.fi

www.kuopionkonservatorio.fi

Sibelius Academy
DEGREES B	D	M	•	ME	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS vn Mi-Kyung	

Lee,	Leif	Segerstam,	Lajos	Garam,	Jaakko	

Ilves,	Erkki	Kantola,	Mirja	Klemi,	Sirpa	

Lannes-Tukiainen,	Merit	Palas,	Henriette	

Rantalaiho,	Seija	Salmiala,	Seppo	Tuiainen	

va Teemu	Kupiainen,	Jouko	Mansnerus	
vc Arto	Noras,	Risto	Fredriksson,	Raimo	
Sarila	db Lasse	Lagercrantz
CONTACT	Admissions,	Po	Box	86,	
Uniarts,	HELSINKI,	97,	Finland

tel +358	9	7258	0000
fax +358	20	753	9600
info@siba.fi

www.siba.fi

Tampere Conservatoire/ 
University of Applied Sciences
CONTACT	Sanna-Mari	Mertaniemi,	

FE	Sillanpään	katu	9,	TAMPERE,	 

33230,	Finland

tel +358	50	3119580
fax +358	3	225	55859
info@tampereenmusiikkiakatemia.fi

www.tampereenmusiikkiakatemia.fi

franCe

Cefedem Rhône-Alpes
DEGREES Dip	•	P
CONTACT	14	rue	Palais	Grillet,	 
LYoN	cedex	02,	69226,	France

tel +33	4	78	38	40	00
cefedem@cefedem-rhonealpes.org

www.cefedem-rhonealpes.org

CNR de Nantes
DEGREES Dip	
CONTACT	4	rue	Gaëtan	Rondeau,	 
NANTES,	44000,	France

tel +33	2	51	25	00	20
conservatoire@mairie-nantes.fr

www.conservatoire.nantes.fr

CNR de Rennes
CONTACT	26	rue	Hoche,	 
RENNES,	35000,	France

tel +33	2	23	62	22	50
fax +33	2	23	62	22	59
s.thibault@ville-rennes.fr

www.cnr-rennes.fr

CNR de Strasbourg
DEGREES C	Dip	•	P	
MAIN STRING TEACHERS vn Évelyne	
Alliaume,	Ana	Haas-Reverdito,	Élisabeth	

Brégeot,	Philippe	Lindecker,	Stéphanie	

Pfister-Reymann	(EM),	Catherine	Stoffel,	

Aline	Zeller,	Serge	Lamberger	va Denis	
Dercourt,	Franziska	Finckh	vc Lisa	Erbès,	
Frank	van	Lamsweerde,	Michael	Timisoara,	

Véronique	Fuchs	db Christophe	Bereau,	Jean-	
Christophe	Dassonville,	Jean-Daniel	Hégé

CONTACT	Laurent	Szymoniak,	Cité	de	la	
musique	et	de	la	danse,	1	place	Dauphine,	

STRASBoURG	cedex,	67076,	France

tel +33	3	68	98	60	80
fax +33	3	88	43	68	01
laurent.szymoniak@strasbourg.eu

www.conservatoire-strasbourg.fr

CNR de Toulouse
MAIN STRING TEACHERS vn Clara	Cernat,	
Nathalie	Descamps,	Blagoya	Dimcevski,	

Nina	Likht,	Irina	Medvedeva,	Michel	Truchi,	

Lucile	Duran,	Cécile	Moreau,	Vadim	Tchijik	

va Valérie	Apparailly,	Louis	Merlet,	Domingo	
Mujica	vc Blandine	Boyer-Terrieux,	Antoine	
Foucher	db Laurène	Durantel,	Renaud	Gruss	
ch Renaud	Gruss,	Damien-Loup	Vergne
CONTACT	17	rue	Larrey,	ToULoUSE,	
31000,	France

tel +33	5	61	22	28	61
fax +33	5	61	22	31	18
www.conservatoire.mairie-toulouse.fr

CNR Pierre Barbizet
DEGREES ME P

CONTACT	1	place	Carli,	MARSEILLES,	

13001,	France

tel +33	4	91	55	35	74
fax +33	4	91	55	31	48
bit.ly/1CV8NrB

CNSMD de Lyon (Conservatoire 
National Supérieur de Musique 
et de danse de Lyon)
DEGREES B	D	M	•	EM	ME	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS Head of 
strings Marie	Charvet	vn Marie	Charvet,	

Marianne	Piketty,	Vladimir	Nemtanu,	 

Marc	Danel	va Françoise	Gnéri,	Christophe	
Dejardins	vc Yvan	Chiffoleau,	Anne	Gastinel	
db Cédric	Carlier
CONTACT	3	quai	Chauveau,	 
LYoN	cedex	09,	69266,	France

tel +33	4	72	19	26	26
fax +33	4	72	19	26	00
scolarite@conservatoire-lyon.fr

www.cnsmd-lyon.fr

CNSMD de Paris (Paris Conservatoire)
DEGREES Dip
MAIN STRING TEACHERS vn José	Alvarez,	
Constantin	Bogdanas,	olivier	Charlier,	Eric	

Crambes,	Roland	Daugareil,	Ami	Flammer,	

Alexis	Galperine,	Elena	Garlitsky,	Boris	

Garlitsky,	Daniel	Garlitsky,	Sylvie	Gazeau,	

Julien	Gernay,	Suzanne	Gessner,	Michaël	

Hentz,	Pierres-Yves	Hodique	va Nicolas	
Bône,	Marc	Desmons,	Louis	Fima,	David	

Gaillard,	Christophe	Gaugue,	Isabelle	

Lequien,	Dominique	Plancade,	Geneviève	

Strosser,	Jean	Sulem,	Antoine	Tamestit,	

Sabine	Toutain	Desveaux,	Pierre-Henri	

Xuereb	vc Pauline	Bartissol-Duran,	Philippe	
Bary,	Marc	Coppey,	Cyrille	Lacrouts,	

Véronique	Marin-Queyras,	Guilliaume	

Paoletti,	Jérôme	Pernoo,	Antoine	Peyre	de	

Grolee-Virville,	Raphaël	Pidoux,	Véronique	

Roux-Bary,	Karine	Selo,	Michel	Strauss,	

Isabelle	Vigneau	db Jean-Edmond	Bacquet,	
Thierry	Barbé,	Jean-Paul	Celea,	Sylvaine	

Carlier-Vallespir,	Angelina	Pondepeyre,	

Eckhard	Rudolph

CONTACT	Anne	Sylvie	Faivre,	 
209	ave	Jean	Jaurès,	PARIS,	75019,	France

tel +33	1	40	40	45	45
scolarite@cnsmdp.fr

www.cnsmdp.fr

to Add or uPdAte A Listing, eMAiL 
thEStrAD@thEStrAD.CoM
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Conservatoire à Rayonnement Régional 
de Boulogne-Billancourt
DEGREES Dip	•	EM
CONTACT	22	rue	de	la	Belle	Feuille,	
BoULoGNE-BILLANCoURT,	92100,	France

tel +33	1	41	31	83	44
fax +33	1	41	31	83	24
caroline.heyraud-kuzma@agglo-gpso.fr

www.bb-cnr.com

Conservatoire à Rayonnement 
Régional de Paris
DEGREES Dip	
MAIN STRING TEACHERS Head of 
strings Luc	Hery	vn Luc	Hery	va Anne-
Aurore	Anstett,	Laurent	Verney	vc Daniel	
Raclot	db Dominique	Guerouet

franCe

Louise sALMo violin
Artist diploma student at the Lyon Conservatoire  
of Music and Dance, France 

I	chose	to	study	violin	at	the	Lyon	Conservatoire	because	I	wanted	to	study	with	Marianne	Piketty.	
We	met	for	the	first	time	when	I	played	to	her	in	a	masterclass	and	I	knew	I	wanted	to	have	lessons	
with	her	straight	away.	I’ve	been	studying	with	her	for	several	years	now.	She	is	so	passionate	about	
music	and	teaching	that	sometimes	our	one-hour	lessons	go	on	for	nearly	three	hours.

Each	student	has	one	lesson	every	week	with	their	professor,	and	another	with	one	of	the	professor’s	
assistants.	For	Marianne,	these	are	Dominique	Lonca	and	Manuel	Solans.	There	are	also	masterclasses	from	
visitors	such	as	Michael	Frischenschlager	and	Christian	Altenburger,	so	we	have	a	lot	of	one-to-one	tuition.	

Chamber	music	is	very	important	at	our	conservatoire;	it’s	compulsory	for	everyone	and	we	have	
chamber	music	lessons.	We	are	encouraged	to	try	different	kinds	of	chamber	groups	–	not	just	string	
quartets	and	piano	trios,	but	also	music	with	wind	players.	If	you	want	to	perform	with	your	group	 
you	can	apply	to	the	conservatoire	for	concerts,	which	can	take	place	in	the	conservatoire	or	outside.	
Every	year	there	is	the	opportunity	to	play	in	the	Salle	Molière	in	Lyon,	which	is	a	beautiful	venue	
and	one	of	my	favourites	for	chamber	music.	We	normally	complete	around	six	orchestral	projects	 
per	year	as	well,	and	so	far	I	have	particularly	enjoyed	playing	Ligeti’s	Piano	Concerto	with	Atelier	2021,	
the	conservatoire’s	contemporary	music	group.	

Lyon	is	a	fantastic	city	to	live	in:	it	is	beautiful	and	sunny,	and	the	perfect	place	to	study.	
The	conservatoire	is	in	an	old	building	with	a	pretty	garden,	and	it	provides	an	inspiring	environment	
in	which	to	prepare	for	auditions	and	competitions.	

CONTACT	14	rue	de	Madrid,	PARIS,	

75008,	France

tel +33	1	44	90	78	72
fax +33	1	43	87	82	01
viviane.loriaut@paris.fr

www.crr.paris.fr/musique

Conservatoire à Rayonnement  
Régional de Poitiers
CONTACT	5	rue	Franklin,	PoITIERS,	
86000,	France

tel +33	5	49	30	20	20
crr@mairie-poitiers.fr

www.conservatoire-poitiers.com

Conservatoire à Rayonnement  
Régional de Reims
DEGREES B	Dip	M	•	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS vn Philippe	
Jegoux,	Elsa	Grether,	Marion	Larigaudrie-

Loevenbruck,	Catherine	Perlot,	

Cécile	Taillandier,	Valerie	Robert,	Bénédicte	

Pernet	(EM)	va Philippe	Jegoux,	Roberto	
Aronica,	Nathalie	Perlot	vc Sophie	Delcourt,	
Marc-Didier	Thirault,	Leslie	Vidal,	

Pauline	Warnier	(EM)	db Sébastien	Beliah
CONTACT	20	rue	Gambetta,	
REIMS,	51100,	France

tel +33	3	26	35	61	35
crr-servicescolarite@mairie-reims.fr

www.crr-reims.fr

Conservatoire à Rayonnement Régional 
Jean-Philippe Rameau de Dijon
CONTACT	24	blvd	Georges	Clemenceau,	
DIJoN,	21000,	France

tel +33	03	80	48	83	40
fax +33	03	80	48	83	51
crr@ville-dijon.fr

www.dijon.fr/conservatoire-a-

rayonnement-regional-de-dijon

Conservatoire Régional du Grand Nancy
CONTACT	3	rue	Michel	Ney,	

NANCY	cedex,	54035,	France

tel +33	3	83	35	27	95
fax +33	3	83	36	47	85
marie.domine@grand-nancy.org

www.grand-nancy.org/sports-culture-

loisirs/conservatoire-regional
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www.ram.ac.uk
Marylebone Road, 
London NW1 5HT

“So alive and very 
musical, it was a 
wonderful experience”

  Murray Perahia 

Find out about our events 
(we have over 500 every year) 
at www.ram.ac.uk
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École Normale de Musique de Paris
DEGREES B	Dip	•	P	
MAIN STRING TEACHERS vn Solange	
Dessane,	Devy	Erlih,	Ching-Yun	Tu,	

Malgorzata	Goldman,	Antoine	Goulard,	

Koichiro	Harada,	Michiko	Kamiya,	Jean	

Mouillère,	Marie-Claude	Theuveny	

va Claude	Lelong,	Pierre-Henri	Xuereb	
vc Jean	Barthe,	Paul	Julien,	Geneviève	
Teulieres	db F.	Canales
CONTACT	14	bis	blvd	Malesherbes,	 

PARIS,	75017,	France

tel +33	1	47	63	85	72
fax +33	1	47	54	02	73
info@ecolenormalecortot.com

www.ecolenormalecortot.com

Pôle Supérieur Nord–Pas de Calais/ 
Lille Conservatoire
DEGREES B	Dip	•	EM	ME	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS vn Nicolas	
Desmalines,	Caroline	Dooghe,	

Claire	Eeckeman,	Yasmine	Hammami,	

Fernand	Iaciu,	Yolande	Leroy,	

Sandrine	Naudy,	Catherine	Reboul	

va Juliette	Danel,	Fanny	Droulez,	
Marielle	Gaglio,	Valerie	Girbal	 

vc Anne-Sabine	Desferet,	William	Lafeuille,	

Jean-Christophe	Lannoy,	olivier	Libert	

db Catherine	Rey
CONTACT	Pascale	Pic,	rue	Alphonse	Colas,	
LILLE,	59800,	France

tel +33	03	28	36	67	94
ppic@polesupnorpa.fr

www.polesupnorpa.fr

Université Paris – Sorbonne (Paris IV)
DEGREES B	C	Dip	D	M	

CONTACT	Music	Secretary,	1	rue	Victor	

Cousin,	PARIS,	75005,	France

tel +33	1	40	46	26	06
fax +33	1	40	46	26	05
sorbonne.musique@paris-sorbonne.fr

www.paris-sorbonne.fr

gerMany

Berlin University of the Arts  
– College of Music
DEGREES B	Dip	D	•	Jz	ME	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS vn Thomas	
Berg,	Marianne	Boettcher,	Nora	Chastain,	

Rainer	Fournes,	Axel	Gerhardt,	

Mark	Gothoni,	Viviane	Hagner,	

Martin	Haiberg,	Bernhard	Hartog,	

Latica	Honda-Rosenberg,	Rainer	Kimstedt,	

Catherina	Lendle,	Anne	Kathrin	Meier,	

Yi	Mo,	Bela	Papp	va Sascha	Frömbling,	
Joachim	Greiner,	Ulrich	Knörzer,	

Marion	Leleu,	Martin	von	der	Nahmer,	

Yuta	Nishiyama,	Hartmut	Rohde,	

Regine	Schultz-Greiner,	Wilfried	Strehle	

vc Dávid	Adorján,	Wolfgang	Boettcher,	

Hannah	Suhyoung	Eichberg,	Konstantin	

Heidrich,	Christian	Höppner,	Catalin	Ilea,	

Katharina	Maechler,	Jens	Peter	Maintz,	

Alexandra	Müller,	Markus	Nyikos,	

Matias	oliveira	Pinto,	Wolfgang	Emanuel	

Schmidt	db Maximilian	Hughes,	okhee	Lee,	
Michael	Wolf

CONTACT	Student	Advisory	Service,	
Einsteinufer	43–53,	BERLIN,	

10587,	Germany

tel +49	30	3185	2204
fax +49	30	3185	2687
beratung@udk-berlin.de

www.udk-berlin.de

Folkwang Universität der Künste 
DEGREES B	Dip	M	•	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS vn Pieter	Daniel,	
Nana	Jashvili,	Jacek	Klimkiewicz,	

Mintcho	Mintchev,	Nikolai	Mintchev,	

Boris	Garlitsky,	Roeland	Gehlen,	

Vesselin	Paraschkevov,	Erik	Schumann,	

Daniel	Smit	va Sebastian	Bürger,	
Emile	Cantor,	Iris	Dehmel,	Gareth	Lubbe	

vc Young-Chang	Cho,	Matthias	Diener,	

Friedemann	Pardall,	Christoph	Richter	

db Niek	De	Groot
CONTACT	Postfach	174428,	
ESSEN,	45224,	Germany

tel +49	201	490	30
fax +49	201	490	32	88
info@folkwang-hochschule.de

www.folkwang-hochschule.de

Hamburger Konservatorium
DEGREES C	Dip	•	JM	ME	P

CONTACT	Gabriela	Great,	Sülldorfer	
Landstr	196,	HAMBURG,	22589,	Germany

tel +49	40	870	877	21
akademie@hamburger-konservatorium.de

www.hamburger-konservatorium.de

Hochschule für Musik  
Carl Maria von Weber
DEGREES B	Dip	•	ME	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS vn Anett	
Baumann,	Volker	Dietzsch,	Andrea	Eckoldt,	

Jörg	Fassmann,	Uta-Maria	Frenzel,	

Wolfgang	Hentrich,	Annette	Unger,	

Maria	Berge,	Annedore	Haasemann,	Kristina	

Kato,	Yura	Lee,	Igor	Malinowsky,	

Sae	Shimabara,	Anselm	Telle,	Christiane	Thiele	

va Christina	Biwank,	Vladimír	Bukac,	
Stephan	Pätzold,	Cornelia	Schumann,	

Sebastian	Dietrich,	Ralf	Dietze,	Pauline	

Sachse,	Piotr	Szumiel	vc Matthias	Bräutigam,	
Gunda	Altmann,	Ramon	Jaffé,	Emil	Rovner,	

Juliane	Gilbert,	Danjulo	Ishizaka,	Simon	

Kalbhenn	db Torsten	Hoppe,	Benedikt	
Hübner,	Reimond	Püschel

CONTACT	Sebastian	Bauer,	Box	120039,	
DRESDEN,	1001,	Germany

tel +49	351	4923	617
fax +49	351	492	36	57
studsek@hfmdd.de

www.hfmdd.de

Hochschule für Musik Franz Liszt
DEGREES B	M	•	ME	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS Head of 
strings Dominik	Gereger	vn Friedemann	
Eichhorn,	Andreas	Lehmann,	Anne-Kathrin	

Lindig,	Ursula	Dehler,	Andreas	Hartmann,	

Marius	Sima,	Matthias	Wollong,	Christin	

Blumenstein,	Doralice	Borosz,	Sönke	Reger,	

Donata	Sailer,	olaf	Adler	va Erich	Wolfgang	

Krüger,	Frank	Strauch,	Ditte	Leser	

vc Tim	Stolzenburg,	Wolfgang	Emanuel	

Schmidt,	Maria-Luise	Leihenseder-Ewald	

db Dominik	Greger	ch Beate	Hartmann,	
Annegret	Klenke,	Natascha	Prishepenko

CONTACT	Julia	Rott,	Platz	der	Demokratie	
2/3,	WEIMAR,	99423,	Germany

tel +49	3643	555	184
study@hfm-weimar.de

www.hfm-weimar.de

Hochschule für Musik Freiburg
CONTACT	Schwarzwaldstr	141,	 
FREIBURG	IM	BREISGAU, 

79095,	Germany

tel +49	761	319	15	49
fax +49	761	319	15	42
info@mh-freiburg.de

www.mh-freiburg.de

Hochschule für Musik Hanns Eisler Berlin
DEGREES B M 

MAIN STRING TEACHERS Head of strings 
Ulf	Wallin	vn Kolja	Blacher,	Stephan	Picard,	
Ulf	Wallin,	Antje	Weithaas,	Michael	Erxleben,	
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Saschko	Gawriloff,	Johannes	Kittel,	

Feng	Ning,	Eva-Christina	Schönweiss	

va Tabea	Zimmermann,	Walter	Küssner,	

Pauline	Sachse,	Volker	Sprenger	

vc Stephan	Forck,	Sabine	Andert,	Julian	Arp,	
Claudio	Bohórquez,	Kleif	Carnarius,	

Hans-Jakob	Eschenburg,	Stefan	Giglberger,	

Andreas	Greger,	Frans	Helmerson,	

Claudius	Popp,	Josef	Schwab,	Troels	Svane,	

Damien	Ventula	db Matthew	McDonald,	
Janne	Saksala,	Axel	Scherka	ch Jonathan	Aner
CONTACT	Ilona	Tornauer,	Charlottenstr	55,	
BERLIN,	10117,	Germany

tel +49	30	68	830	5209
fax +49	30	68	830	5298
ilona.tornauer@hfm.in-berlin.de

www.hfm-berlin.de

Hochschule für Musik Karlsruhe
DEGREES B	D	M	•	ME	P

CONTACT	Hartmut	Höll,	Postfach	6040,	
KARLSRUHE,	76040,	Germany

tel +49	721	66	29	0
fax +49	721	66	29	0
hartmut.hoell@hfm-karlsruhe.de

www.hfm-karlsruhe.de

Hochschule für Musik Köln
DEGREES B	M	•	ME	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS vn Zakhar	Bron,	
Ariadne	Daskalakis,	Dagmar	Engel,	Michael	

Gustorff,	Susanna	Yoko	Henkel,	Susanne	

Imhof,	Torsten	Janicke,	Kanade	Joho,	Géza	

Kapás,	Rose	Kaufmann,	Barnabás	Kelemen,	

Skerdjano	Keraj,	Sunhee	Kim,	Mihaela	Martin,	

Ulrike	Nahmmacher	va Matthias	Buchholz,	
Werner	Dickel,	Gerhard	Dierig,	Michael	

Gustorff,	Richard	Gwilt,	Géza	Kapás,	

Massimo	Paris,	Ben	Ramirez,	Rainer	Zipperling	

vc Nicolas	Altstaedt,	Christian	Brunnert,	
Katharina	Deserno,	Michael	Gustorff,	

Michael	Hablitzel,	Maria	Kliegel,	Walter	

Mengler,	Johannes	Moser,	Susanne	

Müller-Hornbach,	Laurentiu	Sbarcea,	

Thomas	Schmitz	db Gottfried	Engels,	

Sunhee	Kim,	Detmar	Kurig

CONTACT	Claudia	Barteck,	Unter	
Krahnenbäumen	87,	CoLoGNE,	 

50668,	Germany

tel +49	221	912	818	143
fax +49	221	912	818	242
claudia.barteck@hfmt-koeln.de

www.mhs-koeln.de

Hochschule für Musik und Darstellende 
Kunst, Frankfurt am Main
CONTACT	Manfred	Gerhardt,	

Eschersheimer	Landstr	29-39,	 

FRANKFURT	AM	MAIN,	60322,	Germany

tel +49	615	400	70
fax +49	69	15	400	7180
martina.koehler@hfmdk-frankfurt.de

www.hfmdk-frankfurt.de

Hochschule für Musik und Theater  
Felix Mendelssohn Bartholdy
DEGREES B	Dip	M	

CONTACT	Postfach	100809,	
LEIPZIG,	4008,	Germany

tel +49	341	2144	55
fax +49	341	2144	503
studienangelegenheiten@hmt-leipzig.de

www.hmt-leipzig.de

Hochschule für Musik und  
Theater Hamburg
DEGREES B	C	M	•	Jz	ME	P

CONTACT	Renate	Griese,	Harvestehuder	
Weg	12,	HAMBURG,	20148,	Germany

tel +49	40	428	482	593
fax +49	40	42848	2666
renate.griese@hfmt.hamburg.de

www.hfmt-hamburg.de

Hochschule für Musik und  
Theater Hannover
DEGREES B	M	•	ME	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS vn Meike	

Bertram,	Hans-Christian	Euler,	MinJung	

Kang,	Ina	Kertscher,	Adam	Kostecki,	

Elisabeth	Kufferath,	Anne	Röhrig,	Jutta	

Rübenacker,	Ulf	Schneider,	Elfriede	

Stahmer,	Krzysztof	Wegrzyn,	Kana	

Sugimura	va Michael	Brockhaus,	Volker	

Jacobsen,	Christian	Pohl	vc Christiane	
Aydintan,	Karsten	Dehning,	Leonid	

Gorokhov,	Tilmann	Wick,	Sven-Holger	

Philippsen	db Ekkehard	Beringer
CONTACT	Emmichplatz	1,	HANNoVER,	
30175,	Germany

tel +49	511	3100	1
fax +49	511	3100	310
hmtm@hmtm-hannover.de

www.hmtm-hannover.de

Hochschule für Musik und 
Theater München
DEGREES B	M	•	EM	ME	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS vn Ana	
Chumachenco,	Julia	Fischer,	Julia	Galic,	

Sonja	Korkeala,	Mi-kjung	Lee,	Christoph	

Poppen,	Gottfried	Schneider,	Ingolf	Turban,	

Mary	Utiger	va Nils	Mönkemeyer,	Hariolf	

Schlichtig	vc Reiner	Ginzel,	Kristin	von	der	
Goltz,	Wen-Sinn	Yang	db Heinrich	Braun,	
Nabil	Shehata

CONTACT	Yvonne	Klein,	Arcisstr	12,	
MUNICH,	80333,	Germany

tel +49	89	289	274	28
fax +49	89	289	274	04
verwaltung@hmtm.de

www.musikhochschule-muenchen.de

Hochschule für Musik und 
Theater Rostock
DEGREES B	Dip	M	•	ME	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS Head of 
strings Stefan	Hempel	vn Stefan	Hampel,	
Christiane	Hutcap,	Axel	Wilczok,	Ulrike	

Bals,	Sylvio	Krause	va Felix	Schwartz,	
Karin	Wolf	vc Josef	Schwab,	Thomas	
Kaufmann	(EM),	Julian	Steckel	 

db Silvio	Dalla	Torre,	Frank	Thoenes	ch 

Klaus	Peters

CONTACT	Hanka	Paschedag,	 
Beim	St-Katharinenstift	8,	RoSToCK,	 

18055,	Germany

tel +49	381	510	8222
hanka.paschedag@hmt-rostock.de

www.hmt-rostock.de

Internationale Bachakademie Stuttgart
CONTACT	Johann-Sebastian-Bach-Platz,	
STUTTGART,	70178,	Germany

tel +49	711	6	19	21	0
fax +49	711	6	19	21	23
office@bachakademie.de

www.bachakademie.de

Johannes Gutenberg University  
School of Music
CONTACT	Simone	Schinz,	Jakob-Welder-

Weg	28,	MAINZ,	5099,	Germany

tel +49	6131	39	28003
fax +49	6131	39	28004
schinz@zww.uni-mainz.de

www.hfm-mainz.de

Kronberg Academy
DEGREES B	M	•	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS 
vn Ana	Chumachenco,	Christian	Tetzlaff,	
Mihaela	Martin	va Nobuko	Imai	
vc Frans	Helmerson
CONTACT	Friedemann	Eichhorn,	 
Friedrich-Ebert-Str	6,	KRoNBERG,	 

61476,	Germany

tel +49	6173	78	33	88
fax +49	6173	78	33	89
masters@kronbergacademy.de

www.kronbergacademy.de

Leopold Mozart Zentrum 
– Augsburg University
DEGREES B	D	M	•	ME	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS  
vn Senta	Zacher,	Linus	Roth,	 
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Petru	Munteanu	va Ludwig	Schmalhofer	
vc Julius	Berger,	Hyun-Jung	Berger,	 
Hartmut	Trondle	db Franz	Mayr-Musiol

CONTACT	Angelika	Euler,	Maximilianstr	59,	

AUGSBURG,	86150,	Germany

tel +49	821	450	41	633
fax +49	082	145	04	1621
angelika.euler@phil.uni-augsburg.de

www.leopold-mozart-zentrum.de

Musikhochschule Lübeck
DEGREES B	M	•	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS vn Edda	Aldag,	
Hovhannes	Baghdasaryan,	Maria	Egelhof,	

Sophie	Heinrich,	Carlos	Johnson,	Heime	

Müller,	Feng	Ning,	Elisabeth	Weber,	

Thomas	Brandis	va Barbara	Westphal	

vc Hans-Christian	Schwarz,	Klaus	Stoppel,	
Troels	Svane,	Ulf	Tischbirek,	Peter	Philipp	

Staemmler	db Jörg	Linowitzki	
ch Sophie	Heinrich,	Heime	Müller,	

Ulf	Tischbirek,	Barbara	Westphal

CONTACT	Grosse	Petersgrube	21,	 
LÜBECK,	23552,	Germany

tel +49	451	15	05	0
fax +49	451	15	05	30	0
info@mh-luebeck.de

www.mh-luebeck.de

Musikhochschule Münster in der 
Westfälischen Wilhelms-Universität
DEGREES B	C	Dip	M	•	EM	ME	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS 
vn Martin	Dehning,	Midori	Goto,	 

Seran	Lim,	Helge	Slaatto	va Hartmut	
Lindemann	vc Elisabeth	Furniss,	Frieder	
Lenz,	Matias	oliveira	Pinto,	Susanne	

Wahmhoff	db Michael	Peus

CONTACT	Hartwig	Maag,	Ludgeriplatz	1,	

MÜNSTER,	48151,	Germany

tel +49	251	83	27410
fax +49	251	83	27460
info.mhs@uni-muenster.de

www.uni-muenster.de/musikhochschule

Robert-Schumann-Hochschule
DEGREES B D M 

MAIN STRING TEACHERS vn Ida	Bieler,	
Rosa	Fain,	Michael	Gaiser,	Noé	Inui,	

Shin	Kyung	Kim,	Alexander	Kramarov,	

Andreas	Krecher,	Wolfgang	Rausch,	

Yamei	Yu	va Jürgen	Kussmaul,	Bernhard	oll	
vc Armin	Fromm,	Gregor	Horsch,	
Gotthard	Popp,	Nikolaus	Trieb,	

Mechthild	van	der	Linde	 

db Detmar	Kurig,	Jürgen	Michel,	 

Joachim	Tirler,	Vlado	Zatko

CONTACT	Fischerstr	110,	 
DÜSSELDoRF,	40476,	Germany

tel +49	211	491	80
fax +49	211	491	16	18
kontakt@rsh-duesseldorf.de

www.rsh-duesseldorf.de

Staatliche Hochschule für  
Musik Trossingen
DEGREES B	M	•	EM	ME	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS Head of 
strings James	Creitz	vn Stefan	Bornscheuer,	
Marina	Chiche,	Izumi	Fujii,	Mirijam	Main,	

Christian	ostertag,	Winfried	Rademacher,	

Rudolf	Rampf,	Dominic	Schneider,	

Martina	Trumpp,	Anton	Steck	(EM)	

va James	Creitz,	Mirijam	Main	

vc Fionn	Bockemuehl,	Francis	Gouton,	
Michael	Huber,	Ulrich	Schneider,	

Mario	de	Secondi	db Detmar	Kurig
CONTACT	Elisabeth	Gutjahr,	 
Schultheiss-Koch-Platz	3,	 

TRoSSINGEN,	78647,	Germany

tel +49	7425	94	91	0
fax +49	7425	94	91	48
rektorat@mh-trossingen.de

www.mh-trossingen.de

Staatliche Hochschule für Musik und 
Darstellende Kunst, Mannheim
DEGREES Dip	•	JM	ME	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS Head 
of strings Susanne	Rabenschlag	
vn Susanne	Rabenschlag,	

Cellists	on	stage	at	
Rome’s	Accademia	
Nazionale	di	
Santa	Cecilia
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Mechthild	Böckheler,	Dora	Bratchkova,	

Waleri	Gradow,	Roman	Nodel,	Marco	Rizzi,	

Zakhar	Bron,	Sebastian	Schmidt,	Yamei	Yu	

va Mechthild	Böckheler,	Hideko	Kobayashi,	
Franziska	Dürr	vc Michael	Flaksman,	
Reimund	Korupp,	Jelena	ocic,	Roland	Kuntze	

db Heinrich	Braun,	Thomas	Acker,	
Christoph	Schmidt

CONTACT	P.	Schmidt,	Staatliche	Hochschule	
für	Musik	und	Darstellende	Kunst	Mannheim,	

N7	18,	MANNHEIM,	68161,	Germany

tel +49	621	292	3512
fax +49	621	292	2072
studienbuero@muho-mannheim.de

www.muho-mannheim.de

Staatliche Hochschule für Musik 
und Darstellende Kunst, Stuttgart
DEGREES B	D	M	•	ME	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS 
vn Christine	Busch,	Anke	Dill,	
Judith	Ingolfsson,	Holger	Koch,	

Sabine	Kraut,	Kolja	Lessing,	

Christian	Sikorski,	Isabelle	Farr	

va Andra	Darzins,	Christoph	Klein,	
Paul	Pesthy,	Ingrid	Philippi-Seyffer,	

Gunter	Teuffel	vc Claudio	Bohórquez,	
Peter	Buck,	Conradin	Brotbek,	

Hélène	Godefroy,	Joachim	Hess,	

Jonathan	Elia	Pesek	db Song	Choi,	
Nina	Valcheva,	Matthias	Weber	

ch Stefan	Fehlandt,	Gerhard	Schulz
CONTACT	Urbanstr	25,	STUTTGART,	
70182,	Germany

tel +49	711	212	46	31
fax +49	711	212	46	32
rektor@mh-stuttgart.de

www.mh-stuttgart.de

hungary

Franz Liszt Academy of Music
DEGREES B	C	Dip	D	JD	M	•	EM	Jz	ME	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS Head of 
strings Miklós	Szenthelyi	vn István	Kertész,	
Márta	Ábrahám,	Ádám	Banda,	Lajos	Földesi,	

Zsófia	Járdányi,	Géza	Kapás,	Katalin	Kokas,	

Zsófia	Környei,	Eszter	Perényi,	Dávid	Pintér,	

Péter	Somogyi,	Natasa	Sós,	Vilmos	Szabadi,	

Miklós	Szenthelyi	(EM),	László	Paulik	va István	
Kertész,	László	Bársony,	Péter	Bársony,	János	

Láposi,	Ágnes	Nagy	vc György	Déri,	ottó	
Kertész,	László	Mező,	Csaba	onczay,	Miklós	

Perényi	db Péter	Kubina,	Zsolt	Fejérvári	
ch Levente	Gyöngyösi,	István	Kertész,	
Tamás	Rónaszéki,	György	Vashegyi

CONTACT	Lilla	Sugó,	Liszt	Ferenc	tér	8,	
BUDAPEST,	1061,	Hungary

tel +36	1	462	4617
fax +36	1	462	4610
lilla.sugo@lisztacademy.hu

www.lisztacademy.hu

Károly Eszterházy College
DEGREES B 

CONTACT	Eszterházy	tér	1,	 
EGER,	3300,	Hungary

tel +36	36	52	04	77
fax +36	36	52	04	89
dir@ektf.hu

www.ektf.hu

University of Pécs, Faculty of Music 
and Visual Arts
DEGREES M	•	ME	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS Head of 
strings Tamás	Lakner	vn László	Gergely,	
Tamás	Keszthelyi,	Emil	Ludmány,	

Gábor	Papp	vc Ildikó	Erdélyi	Zoltánné
CONTACT	Henriett	Bódis,	Zsolnay	Vilmos	
út	16,	PÉCS,	7630,	Hungary

tel +36	72	501	540	or	+36	72	501	539
bodis.heni@art.pte.hu

http://art.pte.hu

Zoltán Kodály Pedagogical Institute 
of Music, Kecskemét
DEGREES ME

CONTACT	Laura	Kéri,	Po	Box	188,	
KÉTTEMPLoM,	köz	1,	Hungary

tel +36	76	481	518
fax +36	76	320	160

office@kodaly.hu

www.kodaly.hu

iCeland

Iceland Academy of the Arts
DEGREES B	Dip	M	•	ME	P

CONTACT	Sóley	Björt	Guðmundsdóttir,	

Sölvholsgata	13,	101	REYKJAVÍK,	Iceland

tel +354	552	22	83
fax +354	562	36	29
soleybjort@lhi.is

www.lhi.is

Tónlistarskólinn í  Reykjavík (Reykjavík 
College of Music)
CONTACT	Skipholt	33,	 
REYKJAVÍK,	105,	Iceland

tel +354	553	06	25
fax +354	553	92	40
tono@tono.is

www.tono.is

india

Calcutta School of Music
DEGREES C	•	ME	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS vn Ranjan	
Ghosh,	Sanjib	Mondal,	Sanjib	Halder,	

Subhashis	Dey,	Joseph	Rozario	

vc Sanjib	Mondol

CONTACT	6B,	Sunny	Pk,	 
KoLKATA,	700019,	India

tel +91	33	2461	5375
fax +91	33	2461	5294
calsmus@gmail.com

www.calmusic.org

ireland

Cork School of Music
DEGREES B	D	JD	M	•	AS	EM	Jz	ME	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS Head of 
strings Joan	Scannell	vn Adrian	Petcu,	
Cornelia	Zanidache,	Ruxandra	Petcu-Colan,	

Gregory	Ellis,	Leslie-Gail	Ellis,	Mary	Bollard,	

Patsy	Kelleher,	Mary	MacMahon,	

Máire	Ní	Cheallacháin,	Colette	o’Brien,	

Eithne	Willis,	Elizabeth	Charleson,	

Marja	Gaynor,	Katherine	Hunka,	

Tomas	McCarthy	va Constantin	Zanidache,	

to Add or uPdAte A Listing, eMAiL 
thEStrAD@thEStrAD.CoM
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Hilda	Leader-Galvin,	Tomas	McCarthy,	

Simon	Aspell,	Joachim	Roewer	

vc Christopher	Marwood,	Joan	Scannell,	
Ursula	Willis,	Phil	Buckley,	Karen	o’Halloran,	

Sharon	Nye,	Carol	o’Connor,	Aoife	

Nic	Athlaoich	(EM)	db David	Whitla	

ch Gregory	Ellis,	Christopher	Marwood,	
Adrian	Petcu,	Constantin	Zanidache,	

Colette	o’Brien

CONTACT	Noranne	Elliot,	Cork	School	
of	Music,	Union	Quay,	CoRK	CITY,	Ireland

tel +353	21	4807310
noranne.elliott@cit.ie

www.cit.ie/csm

DIT Conservatory of Music and Drama
DEGREES B	Dip	D	JD	M	•	AS	EM	Jz	ME	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS Head of 
strings Cliona	Doris	vn Gregory	Ellis,	
Sebastian	Liebig,	Lisa	McLoughlin-Gnemmi,	

orla	Mulrey,	odhran	o’Casaide,	

David	o’Doherty,	Keith	Pascoe,	

Gillian	Williams	va Simon	Aspell,	
David	o’Doherty	vc Christopher	Marwood,	

Arun	Rao	db Waldemar	Kozak	

ch Vanbrugh	Quartet
CONTACT	Cliona	Doris,	DIT	Conservatory	
of	Music	and	Drama,	163–7	Rathmines	Rd,	

DUBLIN,	6,	Ireland

tel +353	1	402	3597
Conservatory@dit.ie

www.dit.ie/conservatory

Irish World Academy of Music and 
Dance, University of Limerick
DEGREES C	D	M	•	AS	EM	JM	ME	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS Head of 
strings Ferenc	Szucs	vc Ferenc	Szucs
CONTACT 
tel +353	61	202918
fax +353	61	202589
ferenc.szucs@ul.ie

www.ul.ie

Royal Irish Academy of Music
DEGREES B	Dip	M	•	JM	ME	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS Head of 
strings Miriam	Roycroft	vn Maeve	

Broderick,	Mia	Cooper,	Elizabeth	Csibi,	

Michael	d’Arcy,	Yvonne	Donnelly,	

Fionnuala	Hunt,	Sebastian	Liebig,	

Joanne	Quigley,	Elena	Quinn,	Karl	Sweeney	

va Elizabeth	Csibi	vc William	Butt,	

Annette	Cleary,	Aisling	Drury-Byrne,	

Christopher	Marwood,	Ailbhe	McDonagh,	

Miriam	Roycroft	db Dominic	Dudley,	
Mark	Jenkins

CONTACT	Frances	Hogan,	36–38	
Westland	Row,	DUBLIN,	2,	Ireland

tel +353	1	676	4412
fax +353	1	662	2798
info@riam.ie

www.riam.ie

Trinity College Dublin
DEGREES B	M	•	P

CONTACT	Trinity	College	Dublin,	 
House	5,	DUBLIN,	2,	Ireland

tel +353	1	896	1120
fax +353	1	670	9509
musicsec@tcd.ie

www.tcd.ie/music

University College Cork
DEGREES B	D	M	•	JM	ME	P

CONTACT	Paul	Everett,	 
Department	of	Music,	CoRK,	Ireland

tel +353	21	490	4530
music@ucc.ie

www.ucc.ie

israel

Buchmann–Mehta School of Music, 
University of Tel Aviv
DEGREES B	Dip	M	•	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS  
Head of strings Hillel	Zori
CONTACT	Tova	Zur,	The	David	and	Yolanda	
Katz	Faculty	of	the	Arts	Mexico	Building,	

Rooms	111	and	112,	TEL	AVIV,	69978,	Israel

tel +972	3640	8415
fax +972	3640	9174
tovazu@tauex.tau.ac.il

www.tau.ac.il/arts/academy_music

Jerusalem Academy of Music & Dance
MAIN STRING TEACHERS Head of 
strings Motti	Schmidt	vn Avi	Abramovich,	
Lihay	Bendayan,	Michael	Gaisler,	Ludmila	

Feldman,	Alexander	Pavlovsky,	Yevgenia	

Pikovsky,	Roi	Shiloah,	Moti	Shmitt	va Zvi	
Carmeli,	Michael	Gaisler,	Ludmila	Feldman	

vc Zvi	Plesser,	David	Sella,	Shmuel	Magen	
db Michael	Klinghoffer,	Merav	Reuel-Moyal

CONTACT	Admissions	Director,	 
Givat	Ram	Campus,	JERUSALEM,	 

91904,	Israel

tel +972	2	675	9911
fax +972	2	6527713
michal@jamd.ac.il

www.jamd.ac.il/english

University of Haifa
CONTACT	Tal	Landeshut,	Department	
of	Music,	199	Abba	Hushi	Blvd,	Mount	

Carmel,	HAIFA,	3498838,	Israel

tel +972	4	8249242
tlandeshut@univ.haifa.ac.il

www.haifa.ac.il

italy

Academia Montis Regalis
CONTACT	via	Francesco	Gallo	3,	
MoNDoVI,	Cuneo,	12084,	Italy

tel +39	0174	46351
segreteria@academiamontisregalis.it

www.academiamontisregalis.it

Accademia Nazionale di Santa Cecilia
DEGREES Dip	M	•	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS  
vn Sonig	Thackerian	vc Giovanni	Sollima	 
ch Carlo	Fabiano
CONTACT	Angelica	Suanno,	 
Viale	Pietro	de	Coubertin,	 

RoME,	10-00196,	Italy

tel +39	06	80242	681/682/683
fax +39	06	80242	300
didattica@santacecilia.it

www.santacecilia.it

Accademia Perosi
DEGREES M	•	EM	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS vn Roberto	
Ranfaldi,	Pavel	Berman,	Marco	Rizzi	

va Ana	Serova	vc Daniel	Grosgurin	
db Antonio	Sciancalepore
CONTACT	Barbara	Giacomelli,	Palazzo	
Gromo	Losa,	Corso	del	Piazzo	24,	BIELLA,	

13900,	Italy

tel +39	015	29040
fax +39	015	352828
segreteria@accademiaperosi.org

www.accademiaperosi.org

Conservatorio di Musica  
Benedetto Marcello, Venice
MAIN STRING TEACHERS vn Bruna	
Barutti,	Paolo	De	Rossi,	Maurizio	

Valmarana,	Stefano	Zanchetta,	

Roberto	Zedda,	Luciano	Bolzon	
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va Marco	Albano,	Giancarlo	Di	Vacri	

vc Andrea	Amadio,	Angelo	Zanin	
db Fabio	Serafini
CONTACT	San	Marco	2810,	 

VENICE,	30124,	Italy

tel +39	041	522	56	04
fax +39	041	523	92	68
conservatorio.venezia@conseve.it

www.conservatoriovenezia.net

Conservatorio di Musica di Stato 
Francesco Cilea Reggio di Calabria
CONTACT	via	Aschenez	prolungamento	1,	
REGGIo	DI	CALABRIA,	89123,	Italy

tel +39	096	581	2223
fax +39	096	549	9417
conservatoriocilea@genie.it

http://cilea.altervista.org

Conservatorio di Musica  
Giuseppe Tartini, Trieste
CONTACT	via	Carlo	Ghega	12,	 
TRIESTE,	34132,	Italy

tel +39	040	672	4911
fax +39	040	6724969
erasmus@conservatorio.trieste.it

www.conservatorio.trieste.it

Conservatorio di Musica  
Giuseppe Verdi di Como
DEGREES B M 

CONTACT	Domenico	Innominato,	 
via	Cadorna	4,	CoMo,	22100,	Italy

tel +39	031	279	827
fax +39	027	60	14	817
d.innominato@conservatoriocomo.it

www.conservatoriocomo.it

Conservatorio di Musica  
Giuseppe Verdi di Milano
CONTACT	Registrar,	via	Conservatorio	12,	
MILAN,	20122,	Italy

tel +39	02	76	21	10
fax +39	02	76	02	02	59
paola.cavedon@consmilano.it

www.consmilano.it

Conservatorio di Musica  
Lucio Campiani, Mantova
DEGREES B M 
MAIN STRING TEACHERS vn Fabiana	
Fabiano,	Giordana	Fermi,	Giacomo	

Invernizzi,	Maria	Antonietta	Micheli,	

Giuseppe	Sarcuni	va Grazia	Colombini	
vc Marco	Zante	db Salvatore	Maiore,	

Stefano	Pratissoli	ch Luca	Bertazzi,	 
Paolo	Ghidoni

CONTACT	via	della	Conciliazione	33,	
MANToVA,	46100,	Italy

tel +39	0376	324636
fax +39	0376	223202
segreteria@conservatoriomantova.com

www.conservatoriomantova.com/en

Conservatorio di Musica –  
Perugia, Istituzione di Alta Cultura
DEGREES Dip	•	P	
MAIN STRING TEACHERS vn Massimo	

Bacci,	Paolo	Franceschini,	Fabrizio	

Salterini,	Patrizio	Scarponi,	Maria	Gabriella	

Innamorati,	Paolo	Riccardo	Perri,	Luca	

Ranieri	va Lorenzo	Massotti	vc Nadia	
Rossetti	db Gianpietro	Zampella
CONTACT	Piazza	Mariotti	2,	 

PERUGIA,	6100,	Italy

tel +39	075	573	3844
diramm@conservatorioperugia.it

www.conservatorioperugia.it

Conservatorio di Musica Santa Cecilia
MAIN STRING TEACHERS vn Giovanni	
Antonioni,	Mario	Buffa,	Fabio	Cammarota,	

Marcello	Canci,	Claudio	Cornoldi,	Camillo	

Grasso,	Fulvio	Leofreddi,	Marcello	Manari,	

Pasquale	Pellegrino,	Maurizio	Pepe,	orieta	

Sartori,	Fabio	Cammarota,	Marcello	Canci,	

Giuseppe	Crosta,	Antonio	D’Andrea	

va Margot	Burton,	Luca	Sanzò	 

vc Maurizio	Gambini,	Maria	Mastromatteo	

db Massimo	Giorgi

CONTACT	via	dei	Greci	18,	RoME,	187,	Italy

tel +39	06	36	09	6720
direzione@conservatoriosantacecilia.it

www.conservatoriosantacecilia.it

Fondazione Accademia 
Musicale Chigiana
DEGREES Dip	•	EM
CONTACT	Student	Secretariat,	 
via	di	Città	89,	SIENA,	53100,	Italy

tel +39	0577	22091
fax +39	0577	288124
accademia.chigiana@chigiana.it

www.chigiana.it

scuola di Musica di Fiesole
DEGREES B	C	Dip	D	M	•	EM	JM	ME	P 
MAIN STRING TEACHERS vn Felice	
Cusano,	Pavel	Vernikov,	Lorenza	Borrani,	

Paolo	Lambardi,	Andrea	Cappelletti,	

Alina	Company,	Lyubov	Kuzma,	

Leonardo	Matucci,	Boriana	Nakeva,	

Eva	Szabo	va Antonello	Farulli,	
Martina	Chiarugi,	Debora	

Giacomelli,	Stefano	Zanobini	

vc Natalia	Gutman,	Sandra	Bacci,	
Valeria	Brunelli,	Filippo	Burchietti,	

Alice	Gabbiani	db Alberto	Bocin	
ch Andrea	Nannoni
CONTACT	Admissions,	via	delle	 
Fontanelle	24,	S	DoMENICo	DI	FIESoLE,	

50014,	Italy

tel +39	055	597851
info@scuolamusica.fiesole.fi.it

www.scuolamusica.fiesole.fi.it

Japan

Aichi University of the Arts
DEGREES B	C	D	M	•	ME	P

CONTACT	1–114	Sagamine,	Yazako,	
Nagakute-shi,	AICHI,	480–1194,	Japan

tel +81	561	62	1180
fax +81	561	62	0083

Elisabeth University of Music
DEGREES B D M 
CONTACT	4–15	Nobori-cho,	Naka-ku,	
HIRoSHIMA,	730–0016,	Japan

tel +81	82	221	0918
fax +81	82	221	0947
www.eum.ac.jp/cms/site_en.nsf

Nagoya School of Music
DEGREES B M • ME P
CONTACT 
tel +81	52	411	1115
www.nua.ac.jp/english/new/

undergraduate/music/index.html

Okinawa Prefectural University of Arts
DEGREES B	D	M	•	P

CONTACT	1–4	Tonokura	Shuri,	Naha	City,	
oKINAWA,	903-8602,	Japan

tel +81	098	882	5000
fax +81	098	882	5033
kigaku2@okigei.ac.jp

www.okigei.ac.jp/english

Osaka University of Arts
DEGREES B	M	•	P

CONTACT	Kanan-cho,	Minamikawachi-cho,	

Higashiyama	469,	oSAKA,	Japan

tel +81	585	8555
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nyusi@osaka-geidai.ac.jp

www.osaka-geidai.ac.jp/geidai/english

Seitoku University
DEGREES B	M	•	AS

CONTACT	Iwase	550,	Chiba	Prefecture,	
MATSUDo	CITY,	Japan

tel +81	47	365	1111
music@seitoku.ac.jp

Senzoku Gakuen College of Music
DEGREES B M • AS JM P
CONTACT	Admissions,	2–3–Hisamoto	
Takatsu-ku,	Kawasaki-shi,	KANAGAWA,	

213–8580,	Japan

tel +81	44	856	2727
fax +81	44	856	2710
entry@senzoku.ac.jp

Showa University of Music
DEGREES B D M • Jz P
CONTACT	1-11-1	Kamiasao,	Asao-ku,	
Kawasaki-shi,	KANAGAWA,	 

215–8558,	Japan

tel +81	44	953	1121
info@tosei-showa-music.ac.jp

www.tosei-showa-music.ac.jp/english

Toho Gakuen School of Music
DEGREES Dip • EM P
CONTACT	1-41-1	Wakaba-cho,	Chofu-shi,	

ToKYo,	182–8510,	Japan

tel +81	33	307	4101
www.tohomusic.ac.jp/english

Tokyo College of Music
DEGREES B	M	•	ME	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS Head of 
strings Masaharu	Kanda	vn Eiji	Arai,	
Yasuko	otani,	Masayuki	Kino,	

Hiroyuki	Yamaguchi,	Takaya	Urakawa,	

Yoshio	Unno,	Yoko	Seto,	Hamao	Fujiwara,	

Machie	oguri,	Kouichiro	Harada	

va Mazumi	Tanamura	vc Masaharu	Kanda,	

Dmitry	Feygin,	Ryosuke	Hori	

db Shu	Yoshida	ch Aiko	Mizushima

CONTACT	Minami-Ikebukuro,	 

Toshima-ku	3-4-5,	ToKYo,	 

171–8540,	Japan

tel +81	3	3982	3186
fax +81	3	3982	2883
daigakuin@tokyo-ondai.ac.jp

www.tokyo-ondai.ac.jp/en

Tokyo University of the Arts
DEGREES B	C	D	M	•	EM	ME	P

CONTACT	12-8	Ueno	Pk,	Taito	Ward,	

ToKYo	110–8714,	Japan

tel +81	50	5525	2013
fax +81	3	5685	7763
toiawase@ml.geidai.ac.jp

www.geidai.ac.jp/english/index.html

Jordan

Jordan Academy of Music
CONTACT	Sayed	Qutob	St	24,	 
AMMAN,	11196,	Jordan

tel +962	6560	6234
fax +962	6560	4172
info@jam.edu.jo

www.jam.edu.jo

National Music Conservatory
DEGREES B	•	ME	P

CONTACT	Po	Box	9276687,	 
AMMAN,	11110,	Jordan

tel +962	6	476	7221/2
fax +962	6	473	7147
nmc@go.com.jo

www.kinghusseinfoundation.org

latvia

Jazeps Vitols Latvian Academy of Music
DEGREES B	D	M	•	ME	P

CONTACT	1	Kr	Barona	St,	 
RIGA,	1050,	Latvia

tel +371	7	22	86	84
fax +371	7	82	02	71
academy@jvlma.lv

www.jvlma.lv/english

lithuania

Lietuvos Muzikos ir Teatro Akademija
DEGREES B	Dip	M	•	ME	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS Head of 
strings Petras	Radzevičius	vn Petras	
Radzevičius,	Jurgis	Dvarionas,	Ingrida	

Armonaitė-Galinienė,	Undinė	Jagėlaitė,	

Rusné	Mataitytė,	Jonas	Tankevičius,	 

Rūta	Lipinaitytė,	Eugenijus	Urbonas	

va Petras	Radzevičius	vc Levas	Seidelis,	

Rimantas	Armonas,	Edmundas	Kulikauskas	

db Vytautas	Jacunskas
CONTACT	Admissions,	Str	42,	VILNIUS,	
01110,	Lithuania

tel +370	5	261	26	91
fax +370	5	261	26	82
rektoratas@lmta.lt

www.lmta.lt

MexiCo

Conservatorio Nacional de Música
CONTACT	av	Presidente	Masarik	#582,	

CoL	PoLANCo,	Delegación	Miguel	

Hidalgo,	DF,	CP	11560,	Mexico

tel +52	86	47	53	90
cnm@inba.gob.mx

www.sgeia.bellasartes.gob.mx

escuela Nacional de Música
CONTACT	Xicoténcatl	#126,	Col	Del	
Carmen,	Coyoacán,	MEXICo	CITY,	

CP04100,	Mexico

inf.enm@gmail.com

www.fam.unam.mx

Montenegro

University of Montenegro,  
Music Academy
DEGREES B	M	•	ME	P

CONTACT	Njegoševa	bb,	CETINJE,	 
81	250,	Montenegro

tel +382	86	232	604
fax +382	81	232	104
ma@ac.me

www.ucg.ac.me/eng

netherlands

ArtEZ Conservatorium
DEGREES B M • Jz ME P 
MAIN STRING TEACHERS vn Annechien	
van	Blom,	Aimée	Broeders,	Sylvia	van	der	

Grinten,	Sarah	Kapustin,	Adriaan	Stoet	

va Julia	Dinnerstein	vc Jeroen	Reuling,	René	
Berman,	Karlien	Bartels	db Hans	Roelofsen
CONTACT	Aan	de	Stadsmuur	88,	 
ZWoLLE,	8011	VD,	Netherlands

tel +31	38	427	0500
fax +31	38	427	0565
conservatorium.zwolle@artez.nl

www.artez-conservatorium.nl

Codarts, Hogeschool voor de Kunsten
DEGREES B	M	•	ME	P	
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MAIN STRING TEACHERS Head of 
strings Gordan	Nikolić	vn Andras	Czifra,	
Misha	Furman,	Goran	Gribajcevic,	 

Igor	Gruppman,	Vesna	Gruppman,	 

olga	Martinova,	Natasja	Morozova,	 

Gordan	Nikolić	va Gisella	Bergman,	 
Karin	Dolman,	Ron	Ephrat,	Gijs	Kramers	

vc Jeroen	den	Herder,	Herre-Jan	Stegenga	
db Peter	Leerdam,	Matthew	Midgley	
ch Nancy	Braithwaite,	Henk	Guittart,	 
Jeroen	den	Herder,	Bart	van	de	Roer,	 

Bram	van	Sambeek,	Sander	Sittig,	 

Tomi	Shimon

CONTACT	Kruisplein	26,	 
RoTTERDAM,	3012	CC,	Netherlands

tel +31	10	217	11	00
fax +31	10	217	11	01
codarts@codarts.nl

www.codarts.nl

Conservatorium Hogeschool 
IndianaHolland Alkmaar
DEGREES B	M	•	ME	P

CONTACT	Postbus	403,	ALKMAAR,	 

1800	AK,	Netherlands

tel +31	72	518	34	56
fax +31	72	518	34	56
post@alkmaar.nl

www.inholland.nl

Conservatorium Maastricht
DEGREES B	M	•	P 
MAIN STRING TEACHERS vn Boris	Belkin,	
Piotr	Jasiurkowski,	Robert	Szreder,	 

Kyoko	Yonemoto	va Julia	Dinerchtein,	
Michaël	Kugel,	Marc	Tooten	vc Mirel	

Iancovici,	Gustav	Rivinius,	Ursula	Smith,	

Marc	Vossen	db Carol	Harte,	Detmar	Kurig
CONTACT	Bonnefantenstr	15,	
MAASTRICHT,	6211	KL,	Netherlands

tel +31	43	346	66	80
fax +31	43	346	66	89
info.conservatorium@zuyd.nl

www.conservatoriummaastricht.nl

Conservatorium van Amsterdam
DEGREES B	JD	M	•	EM	Jz	ME	P 
MAIN STRING TEACHERS vn Vera	Beths,	
Peter	Brunt,	Ilya	Grubert,	Kees	Koelmans,	

Lex	Korff	de	Gidts,	Johannes	Leertouwer,	

Liviu	Prunaru,	Maria	Milstein	 

va Sven	Arne	Tepl,	Marjolein	Dispa,	 

Nobuko	Imai,	Francien	Schatborn,	 

Richard	Wolfe	vc Maarten	Mostert,	

Monique	Bartels,	Dmitri	Ferschtman,	 

Jeroen	Den	Herder,	Floris	Mijnders,	 

Jelena	očić,	Michael	Stirling	db Rick	Stotijn,	
Peter	Leerdam,	oliver	Thiery

CONTACT	Admissions,	Conservatorium	
van	Amsterdam,	oosterdokskade	151,	

AMSTERDAM,	1011	DL,	Netherlands

tel +31	20	527	75	50
cva-studadmin@ahk.nl

www.conservatoriumvanamsterdam.nl

Fontys Conservatorium
DEGREES	M	•	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS vn Annemieke	
Corstens,	Chris	Duindam,	Thijs	Kramer,	

Jenny	Spanoghe,	Wouter	Vossen	va Gisella	
Bergman,	Jan	Schoonenberg	vc Mirel	

Iancovici,	Paul	Uyterlinde,	Monique	Heidem	

db Rob	Dirksen,	Marc	van	Rooij

CONTACT	Nico	Vis,	Postbus	90907,	
TILBURG,	5000	GJ,	Netherlands

tel +31	885	074	963	or	+31	885	078	166
n.vis@fontys.nl	or	masterofmusic@fontys.nl

www.fontys.nl/bc

HKU University of the Arts Utrecht
DEGREES B	JD	M	•	EM	Jz	ME	P

CONTACT	HKU	Utrechts	Conservatorium,	
Mariaplaats	28,	UTRECHT,	3511	LL,	

Netherlands

tel +31	30	231	40	44
communicatie@muziek.hku.nl

www.hku.nl

Koninklijk Conservatorium
DEGREES B M  
MAIN STRING TEACHERS vn Vera	Beths,	
Peter	Brunt,	Theodora	Geraets,	Philippe	

Graffin,	Ilona	Sie	Dhian	Ho,	Janet	Krause,	

Jaring	Walta,	Frederieke	Saeijs,	Koosje	van	

Haeringen	va Liesbeth	Steffens,	Mikhail	

Zemstov,	Ásdís	Valdimarsdottir,	Vladimir	

Mendelssohn	vc Michel	Strauss,	Lucia	

Swarts,	Roger	Regter,	Larissa	Groeneveld,	

Jan	Ype	Nota,	Harro	Ruijsenaars	db Quirijn	
van	Regteren	Altena,	Jean	Paul	Everts

CONTACT	Susanne	van	Els,	Juliana	van	
Stolberglaan	1,	THE	HAGUE,	2595	CA,	

Netherlands

tel +31	70	315	1515
s.vanels@koncon.nl

www.koncon.nl

Prins Claus Conservatorium,  
Hanze University Groningen
DEGREES B	JD	M	•	Jz	ME	P 
MAIN STRING TEACHERS vn Sonja	van	
Beek,	Veselina	Manikova,	Kati	Sebestyén,	

Ilona	Sie	Dhian	Ho	va Esther	van	Stralen	
vc Jan	Ype	Nota	db Sorin	orcinschi
CONTACT	Palmslag	20,	GRoNINGEN,	
9724	CS,	Netherlands

tel +31	50	595	13	01
fax +31	50	595	13	99
prinsclausconservatorium@org.hanze.nl

www.hanze.nl/prinsclausconservatorium

new zealand

School of Music,  
Victoria University of Wellington
DEGREES B	C	Dip	D	M	•	EM	JM	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS Head of 
strings Martin	Riseley	vn Martin	Riseley,	

Donald	Armstrong,	Douglas	Beilman,	

Yury	Gezentsvey,	Vesa-Matti	Leppanen,	

Helene	Pohl	va Gillian	Ansell,	Donald	Maurice	
vc David	Chickering,	Rolf	Gjelsten,	
Inbal	Megiddo	db Joan	Perarnau	Garriga	
ch New	Zealand	Quartet
CONTACT	Martin	Riseley,	Po	Box	600,	

WELLINGToN,	6140,	New	Zealand

tel +64	4	463	5742
fax +64	4	495	5157
martin.riseley@nzsm.ac.nz

www.nzsm.ac.nz

University of Auckland, School of Music
DEGREES	B	Dip	D	M	

CONTACT	Building	250,	6	Symonds	St,	
AUCKLAND,	New	Zealand

tel +64	9	373	7599	x87409
info-creative@auckland.ac.nz

www.arts.auckland.ac.nz

University of Canterbury
DEGREES B	D	M	•	AS	EM	Jz	JM	ME	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS Head of 
strings Serenity	Thurlow	va Serenity	
Thurlow	vc Galyna	Zelinska	
db Ross	Radford
CONTACT	Susan	Gilmour,	Private	Bag	
4800,	CHRISTCHURCH,	8140,	

New	Zealand

tel +64	3	364	2183
fax +64	3	364	2728
music@canterbury.ac.nz

www.arts.canterbury.ac.nz/musi

University of Otago, Department of Music
DEGREES B	Dip	D	M	•	AS	JM	ME	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS Head of 
strings Tessa	Petersen	vn/va/db Tessa	
Petersen vc/db Heleen	du	Plessis
CONTACT	Department	of	Music,	

Te	Tari	Pūoro,	Po	Box	56,	 

DUNEDIN,	9054,	New	Zealand

tel +64	3	479	8885
fax +64	3	479	8885
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The Strad Posters   
In response to public demand, brand new reprints of our six 
most-requested posters are now available. Four instruments 
by Antonio Stradivari and two by Giuseppe Guarneri ‘del 
Gesù’ are featured, with high-quality photographs of the 
front, back and scroll. The back of every poster includes exact 
measurements of the instrument, making each one an essential 
reference point for anyone planning to make their own copy.

‘Alard’ Guarneri ‘del Gesù’ violin 1742 P135
‘De Munck’ Stradivari cello 1730 P131
‘Kochanski’ Guarneri ‘del Gesù’ violin 1741 P120
‘Kruse’ Stradivari violin 1721 P145
‘Messiah’ Stradivari violin 1716 P214
‘Viotti’ Stradivari violin 1709 P144
£14.95 / €20.33 / $23.32

Tel +44 (0)1371 851 800 or visit
shop.thestrad.com

The Golden Age of Violin Making 
in Spain ed. Jorge Pozas  SL304
This beautifully produced 400-page volume 
contains more than 50 instruments from 
the so-called ‘classical’ age of Spanish violin 
making. Lasting roughly from 1740 to 1840, 
the period saw a flourishing of creativity, led 
by the ‘Spanish Stradivari’ José Contreras. 
The book features examples of his work 
alongside those of the Guillamí family, 
Assensio and Salvador Bofill among others.
£491.20 $726.97 €668

The Bows of Nikolai Kittel by 
Klaus Grünke, Josef P. Gabriel 
and Yung Chin   SL287
Three of today’s top bow specialists present 
a detailed overview of the work of one of 
Russia’s most highly regarded bow makers. 
With 751 detailed images, a biography of 
Kittel and information on the development 
of musical traditions in his home town of St 
Petersburg, this is a magnificent publication.
£350 $518 €476

The Best of Trade Secrets 3   SL305  

Written by luthiers for luthiers, this third compilation of articles 
from The Strad’s popular Trade Secrets section brings together over 30 
methods and parts of the making process, from casting an f-hole to 
antiquing. Tools, repair, set-up and bows are some of the many topics 
included in this volume, and John Dilworth, Joseph Curtin, Jan Špidlen 
and Francis Kuttner number among the contributors. With 120 pages 
full of clear, step-by-step instructions, this is another essential addition 
to any stringed instrument maker’s library. Available from 1 April.
£34.95 $53.82 €47.53

new



music@otago.ac.nz

www.otago.ac.nz/music

norway

Agder University College,  
Conservatoire of Music at Kristiansand
DEGREES B	D	M	•	ME	P

CONTACT	Per	Kjetil	Farstad,	Kongensgate	
54,	KRISTIANSAND,	4610,	Norway

tel +47	38	14	1905
per.k.farstad@uia.no

www.uia.no

Grieg Academy, University of Bergen
DEGREES B	D	M	•	EM	ME	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS Head 
of strings Ricardo	odriozola	
vn Dag	Anders	Eriksen,	Ricardo	odriozola	
va Hans	Gunnar	Hagen
CONTACT	Bjørn	Einar	Halvorsen,	
Lars	Hillesgat	3,	BERGEN,	5015,	Norway

tel +47	55	58	69	50
fax +47	55	58	69	60
post@grieg.uib.no

www.uib.no/en/grieg

Norwegian Academy of Music
DEGREES B	Dip	D	M	•	AS	ME	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS Head of 
strings Isabelle	Perrin	vn Harald	Bertin	
Aadland,	Detlef	Hahn,	Peter	Herresthal,	

Kolbjørn	Holthe,	Terje	Moe	Hansen,	

Vilde	Frang,	Elise	Båtnes	va Morten	Carlsen,	

Lars	Anders	Tomter,	Are	Sandbakken	

vc Aage	Kvalbein,	Geir	Tore	Larsen,	
Truls	Mørk,	Audun	Sandvik	db Dan	Styffe,	
Hakon	Thelin	ch Are	Sandbakken
CONTACT	Director	of	Academic	
Affairs,	Po	Box	5190,	Majorstuen,	

oSLo,	302,	Norway

tel +47	23	36	70	00
post@nmh.no

www.nmh.no

Norwegian University of Science 
and Technology, Department of Music
DEGREES B	M	•	Jz	ME	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS Head of 
strings Øyvind	Gimse	vn Marianne	 

Thorsen va ole	Wuttudal	vc Øyvind	Gimse	
db Göran	Sjölin	ch Sigmund	Tvete	Vik
CONTACT	Karen	Riis,	NTNU	Department	
of	Music,	TRoNDHEIM,	7491,	Norway

tel +47	73	59	73	00
music@ntnu.no

www.ntnu.no/music

University of Tromsø
DEGREES B	M	•	ME	P

CONTACT	Po	Box	6050,	Langnes,	
TRoMSØ,	9037,	Norway

tel +47	77	66	03	04
fax +47	77	61	88	99
postmottak@kunstfak.uit.no

www2.uit.no

palestine

Edward Said National  
Conservatory of Music
DEGREES C 
CONTACT	Suhail	Khoury,	Po	Box	66676,	
11	Azzahra	St,	Shihabi	Building,	

JERUSALEM,	91666,	Palestine

tel +972	2	627	1711
fax +972	2	627	1710
info@ncm.birzeit.edu

http://ncm.birzeit.edu

peru

Conservatorio Nacional de Música Peru
CONTACT	Jr	Carabaya	421–429,	
LIMA,	Peru

tel +51	426	9677
fax +51	426	5658
informes@cnm.edu.pe

www.cnm.edu.pe

poland

Academy of Music Kraków
DEGREES B	D	M	•	EM	ME

CONTACT	Anna	Fichtel,	Ul	Sw	Tomasza	43,	
KRAKÓW,	31-027,	Poland

tel +48	12	422	43	22
fax +48	12	422	44	55
anna.fichtel@amuz.krakow.pl

www.amuz.krakow.pl

Fryderyk Chopin Academy of Music, 
Warsaw
DEGREES B D M  

MAIN STRING TEACHERS Head of 
strings Konstanty	Andrzej	Kulka	
vn Krzysztof	Bakowski,	Tadeusz	Gadzina,	
Konstanty	Andrzej	Kulka,	Roman	Lasocki,	

Krzysztof	Podejko,	Magdalena	

Szczepanowska,	Jan	Stanienda	

va Marek	Marczyk,	Blazej	Sroczyński	

vc Tomasz	Strahl,	Andrzej	Wróbel,	

Andrzej	Zieliński,	Andrzej	Bauer	

db Andrzej	Mysiński

CONTACT	The	Rector,	okólnik	2	St,	
WARSAW,	00–368,	Poland

tel +48	22	827	72	41	x255
fax +48	22	827	83	10
rektor@chopin.edu.pl

www.chopin.edu.pl/en

portugal

escola de Música  
do Conservatório Nacional
MAIN STRING TEACHERS vn José	Sá	
Machado,	Luis	Cunha,	Marilyn	Correia,	

Raquel	Cravino,	Rosa	Sá,	Luis	Cunha,	

Pedro	Lopes,	António	Martelo,	

Joana	Cipriano	va Isabel	Pimentel,	
André	Araújo	vc Andrzej	Michalczyk,	

Catherine	Strynckx,	Luis	Sá	Pessoa,	

Marilia	Peixoto,	Miguel	Ivo	Cruz,	

Cristina	Coelho,	Luis	André	Ferreira	

db Romeu	Santos,	Miguel	Leiria	Pereira

CONTACT	Rua	dos	Caetanos	29,	 
LISBoN,	1249-115,	Portugal

tel +21	342	59	22
fax +21	342	36	05
secalunos@emcn.edu.pt

www.emcn.edu.pt

National Superior Orchestral Academy
DEGREES B	M	•	ME	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS vn Ana	Pereira,	
Anibal	Lima,	Carlos	Damas,	Liviu	Scripcaru	

va Paul	Wakabayashi	vc Paulo	Gaio	Lima	
db Ercole	de	Conca,	Vladimir	Kouznetsov	
ch Diana	Tzonkova,	Paul	Wakabayashi

CONTACT	Travessa	da	Galé,	LISBoA,	
36	1349–028,	Portugal

tel +351	21	361	73	24/25/27
fax +351	213	623	833
secretaria@metropolitana.pt

www.metropolitana.pt
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puerto riCo

Conservatorio de Música de Puerto Rico
DEGREES B	C	M	•	JM	ME

CONTACT	350	calle	Rafael	Lamar,	
SAN	JUAN,	918,	Puerto	Rico

tel +1	787	751	0160	x275
fax +1	787	758	8268
admisiones@cmpr.edu

www.cmpr.edu

Qatar

Qatar Music Academy
MAIN STRING TEACHERS vn Katalin	Varro,	
Maias	Alyamani,	Alie	Bekirova,	

Lilya	Bekirova,	Islam	El	Hefnawy,	

Lisa	Hesse,	Taehyun	Kim,	Aniko	Kovacs,	

Lorena	Manescu,	Mohamad	Sharara,	

Dmitri	Torchinsky,	Georges	Yammine	

va Victor	Sumenkov	vc Kirill	Bogatrev,	
Hassan	Moataz	El	Molla

CONTACT	Po	Box	34051,	DoHA,	Qatar
tel +974	44548163
fax +974	44548179

russia

Gnessin State Musical College
CONTACT	Admissions	office,	 
MoSCoW,	121069,	Russia

tel +7	495	690	69	63
mailbox@gnesin-academy.ru

www.gnesin-academy.ru

Moscow Tchaikovsky Conservatoire
DEGREES B	D	M	•	ME	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS Head of 
strings Vladimir	Ivanov	vn Irina	Bochkova,	
Sergey	Girshenko,	Maya	Glezarova,	

Alexander	Melnikov,	Yulia	Krasko,	

Graf	Murzha,	Alexander	Trostiansky,	

Stepan	Yakovich,	Eduard	Grach,	Maxim	

Fedotov,	Vladimir	Ivanov,	Mikhail	Gotsdiner,	

Alexander	Kirov,	Viktor	Pikayzen,	

Alexander	Vinnitsky	va Yuri	Bashmet,	
Alexander	Bobrovskiy,	Yury	Tkanov,	

Roman	Balashov,	Lyudmila	Shubina,	

Vladimir	Yarovoy,	Igor	Naydin,	

Anna	Sazonkina	vc Natalia	Shakhovskaya,	

Galina	Brykina,	Dmitry	Miller,	Alexey	

Seleznyov,	olga	Galochkina,	Kirill	Rodin	

db Rustem	Gabdullin,	Mikhail	Kekshoev	

ch Tigran	Alikhanov,	Marina	Neklyudova,	

Alexander	Bonduryansky,	Alexander	

Galkovsky,	Dmitry	Galynin,	Irina	

Kandinskaya,	Nina	Kogan,	Alexander	

Korchaghin,	Alexander	Melnikov,	Mikhail	

olenev,	Sergey	Pishchughin,	Alexander	

Rudin,	Galina	Shirinskaya,	Andrey	Shishlov

CONTACT	Rector,	Bolshaya	Nikitskaya	Str	
13/6,	MoSCoW,	125009,	Russia

tel +7	495	629	96	59
fax +7	495	690	22	73
rectorat@mosconsv.ru,	international@

mosconsv.ru	or	foreign@mosconsv.ru

www.mosconsv.ru

Petrozavodsk State Conservatoire  
A. Glazunov
DEGREES B	C	Dip
CONTACT	Victor	Portnoy,	Leningradskaya	
St	16,	PETRoZAVoDSK,	185031,	Russia

tel +7	8142	672	367
victor.portnoy@glazunovcons.ru

www.glazunovcons.ru/en

St Petersburg State Conservatoire 
N. Rimsky-Korsakov
DEGREES B	C	Dip	D	M 
CONTACT	Rector,	Teatralnaya	Sq	3,	
ST	PETERSBURG,	190000,	Russia

tel +7	812	314	9693
fax +7	812	571	8288
info@conservatory.ru

www.conservatory.ru

Ural State Conservatory  
M.P. Mussorgsky
CONTACT	Prospekt	Lenina	26,	
Yekaterinburg,	SVERDLoVSK	oBLAST,	

620014,	Russia

tel +7	343	371	21	80
fax +7	343	371	67	61
mail@uralcons.org

www.uralconsv.org

serBia

University of Arts in Belgrade,  
Faculty of Music
DEGREES B	D	M	•	ME	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS Head of 
strings Slobodan	Gerić	
vn Gordana	Matijević,	Marija	Jokanović,	
Jasna	Maksimović,	Tatjana	olujić,	

Ivana	Aćimmovski,	Ljubomir	Mihaillović,	

Marija	Špengler,	Marija	Misita,	Madlen	Stokić	

Vasiljević	va Dejan	Mlađenović,	Ljubomir	

Milanović,	Panta	Veličković,	Nemanja	

Marjanović	vc Sandra	Belić,	Dejan	Božić,	
Dragan	Đorđević,	Srđan	Sretenović	

db Slobodan	Gerić,	Nebojša	Ignjatović
CONTACT	Faculty	of	Music,	Kralja	Milana	

50,	BELGRADE,	11000,	Serbia

tel +381	11	2659	466
fax +381	11	2643	598
fmuinfo@fmu.bg.ac.rs

www.fmu.bg.ac.rs

University of Novi Sad, Academy of Arts
DEGREES B	M	•	ME	P

CONTACT	Djure	Jakšića,	NoVI	SAD,	
21000,	Serbia

tel +381	21	422	177
fax +381	21	420	187
aofarts@uns.ac.rs

www.akademija.uns.ac.rs

singapore

Nanyang Academy of Fine Arts
DEGREES B	Dip	•	EM	ME	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS Head of 
strings Say	Ming	Foo	vn Lik	Wuk	Chua,	

Say	Ming	Foo,	Nikolai	Koval,	Marietta	Ku,	

Hai	Won	Kwok,	Lynette	Lim,	Matthias	

oestringer	va Marietta	Ku,	Hao	Yu	Liu,	
Janice		Tsai	vc Hao	Guo,	Juan	Lin,	Yu	Er	Zhao	
db Jacek	Mirucki,	Xu	Wang

CONTACT	Eleanor	Tan,	School	of	Music,	 

151	Bencoolen	St,	SINGAPoRE,	

189656,	Singapore

tel +65	6512	4189
fax +65	6336	8021
music@nafa.edu.sg

www.nafa.edu.sg

Yong Siew Toh Conservatory of Music, 
National University of Singapore
DEGREES B	M	•	JM	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS Head of strings 
Qian	Zhou	vn Qian	Zhou,	Zuo	Jun,	
Alexander	Souptel,	Ng	Yu-Ying,	Ang	Chek	

Meng,	Igor	Yuzefovich	va Zhang	Manchin,	

Lionel	Tan	vc Qin	Li-Wei,	Ng	Pei-Sian,	

Leslie	Tan	db Guennadi	Mouzyka	

ch T’ang	Quartet
CONTACT	Admissions,	3	Conservatory	Dr,	
SINGAPoRE,	117376,	Singapore
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tel +65	6516	1191
musadmissions@nus.edu.sg

www.music.nus.edu.sg

slovenia

University of Ljubljana, 
Academy of Music
DEGREES B	M	•	ME	P

CONTACT	Akademija	za	glasbo,	 
Stari	trg	34,	LJUBLJANA,	1000,	Slovenia

tel +386	1	242	7301
fax +386	1	425	48	57
intern.office@uni-lj.si

www.uni-lj.si

south afriCa

Nelson Mandela 
Metropolitan University
DEGREES B	Dip	D	M	•	ME	P 
MAIN STRING TEACHERS vn Pierre	Malan	

va Pierre	Malan

CONTACT	Nicky	Bosman,	Music	

Department,	Po	Box	77000,	 

PoRT	ELIZABETH,	6031,	South	Africa

tel +27	41	504	4235
nicky.bosman@nmmu.ac.za

www.nmmu.ac.za

North-West University – Potchefstroom
DEGREES B	Dip	D	M	•	JM	ME	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS Head of 
strings Piet	Koornhof	vn Piet	Koornhof	
va Piet	Koornhof	vc Human	Coetzee
CONTACT	School	of	Music,	Private	Bag	

X6001,	PoTCHEFSTRooM,	2520,	

South	Africa

tel +27	18	299	1692/1680
music@nwu.ac.za

www.nwu.ac.za/music

University of Cape Town,  
South African College of Music
DEGREES B	Dip	D	M	•	Jz	ME	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS Head of strings 
Farida	Bacharova

CONTACT	Private	Bag,	 
RoNDEBoSCH,	7701,	South	Africa

tel +27	21	650	2626
fax +27	21	650	2627
sheila.taylor@uct.ac.za

http://web.uct.ac.za/depts.sacm

University of Pretoria
DEGREES B	D	M	•	EM	JM	ME	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS 
vn Zanta	Hofmeyr,	Johanna	Roos,	
Lara	Babenko,	Irene	Tsoniff	

vc Anzelle	Gerber
CONTACT	Dorothy	Brown,	Musaion,	

Hatfield	Campus,	Music	Dept,	Private	Bag	

X20,	PREToRIA,	28,	South	Africa

tel +27	12	420	3747
fax +27	12	420	2248
dorothy.brown@up.ac.za

www.up.ac.za/music

University of South Africa
DEGREES B M • Jz JM
CONTACT	Po	Box	392,	Unisa,	 
PREToRIA,	3,	South	Africa

tel +27	12	429	2535
fax +27	12	429	3644
heymav@unisa.ac.za

www.unisa.ac.za/music

University of Stellenbosch, 
Konservatorium & Department of Music
DEGREES B	C	Dip	D	M	•	JM	ME	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS Head of 
strings Louis	van	der	Watt	vc Anzél	Gerber
CONTACT	Karen	Valentine,	Music	

Department,	Private	Bag	X1,	 

MATIELAND,	7602,	South	Africa

tel +27	21	808	2345
kmv@sun.ac.za

www.sun.ac.za/music

spain

Conservatori Superior Liceu
DEGREES B	M	•	Jz	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS Head of 
strings Corrado	Bolsi	vn olga	Aleshinsky,	

Tasmania	
University’s	strings	
in	performance
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Corrado	Bolsi,	Gisela	Curtolo,	

Kai	Gleusteen,	Manel	Porta	va Paul	Cortese,	
Ashan	Pillai,	Josie	Fitzpatrick	

vc Mark	Friedhoff,	Amparo	Lacruz,	

Peter	Thiemann,	Angel	Luis	Quintana	

db Christoph	Rahn
CONTACT	C	Nou	de	La	Rambla	88,	
BARCELoNA,	8001,	Spain

tel +34	93	327	12	00
conservatori@conservatori-liceu.es

www.conservatoriliceu.es

CSM de Aragón (Conservatorio  
Superio de Música de Aragón)
DEGREES B	Dip	•	ME	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS vn Juan	Luis	
Gallego	Cruz,	Elvira	López	Sobaler,	

Lina	Tur	Bonet,	Josep	Colome	Lozano,	

Pablo	Suarez	Calero	va Alejandro	Garrido	
Porras,	Alvaro	Gallego	Chiquero	vc David	
Apellániz	Martinez,	Fernando	Arias	Fernandez	

db Diego	Tejedor	Santamaria,	
Héctor	Sapiña	Lledo

CONTACT	via	Hispanidad	22,	 
ZARAGoZA,	50009,	Spain

tel +34	976	716	980
fax +34	976	71	69	81
informacion@csma.es

www.csma.es

CSM de Música de Valencia  
Joaquin Rodrigo
DEGREES	B	•	ME	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS  
db Emilio	Maravella	Sese

CONTACT	Calle	Cinesta	Ricardo,	 
Munoz	Suay,	VALENCIA,	46013,	Spain

tel +34	96	120	6970
fax +34	96	120	6971
info@csmvalencia.es

www.csmvalencia.es

CSM de Salamanca
MAIN STRING TEACHERS Head of strings 
Jaime	Catalá	Peris	vn Patricio	Gutiérrez	
Pérez,	Marc	oliu,	Karolina	Michalska,	

Carole	Petitdemange	va Néstor	Pou,	
Ivan	Martin	vc Marius	Díaz,	

Aldo	Mata	Payero	db Joaquín	Clemente
CONTACT	c/Lazarillo	de	Tormes	54–70,	
SALAMANCA,	37005,	Spain

tel +34	923	282	115
fax +34	923	282	878
info@consuperiorsal.com

www.coscyl.com

CSM Manuel Massotti
MAIN STRING TEACHERS Head of 
strings Joaquín	Palomares	vn Emilio	José,	

Fenoy	López,	Joaquín	Palomares	

va Katarzyna	Maria,	Grenda	Mitrega	

vc Mariano	Melguizo	Gómez	

db David	Monrabal	Garcia

CONTACT	Calle	Alcalde	Gaspar	de	la	
Peña,	9,	MURCIA,	30004,	Spain

tel +34	968	29	47	58
fax +34	968	29	47	56
info@csmmurcia.com

www.csmmurcia.com

CSM Rafael Orozco
MAIN STRING TEACHERS  
vn Francisco	Montalvo	Garcia,	Luis	Ruben	

Lorenzo	Gallardo,	Antonio	Fernández	

Moreno,	Encarnación	Almansa	Pérez	

va Candido	Pino	Herrador	vc Alvaro	Pablo	
Campos	Blanco,	José	Antonio	Camargo	

Robles	db Ángel	Santafé	Casanueva
CONTACT	Ángel	Saavedra	1,	CÓRDoBA,	
14003,	Spain

tel +34	957	379	647
fax +34	957	379	648
oficina@csmcordoba.com

www.csmcordoba.com

Musikene – Higher School of Music 
of the Basque Country
DEGREES B M 
CONTACT	Palacio	Miramar,	Mirakontxa,	

48,	DoNoSTIA-SAN	SEBASTIAN,	

20007,	Spain

tel +34	943	316	778
fax +34	943	316	916
info@musikene.net

www.musikene.net

Real Conservatorio Superior  
de Música de Madrid
MAIN STRING TEACHERS  
Head of strings Ana	Comesaña	 
Kortliaskaya	vn Pedro	León	Medina,	 

Juan	Bautista	Llinares	Llicer,	 

José	Antonio	Campos	Blanco,	 

Ana	Comesaña	Kortliaskaya,	Manuel	Guillén	

Navarro,	Joaquín	Torre	Gutiérrez,	Carole	

Petitdemange	va Luis	Llácer	Artigues,	
Alano	Kovacs	Liau,	Thuan	Do	Minh	Dao	

vc Iagoba	Fanlo	Gómez,	Ángel	García	
Jermann,	José	Luis	obregón	Fernández	

db Andrej	Karasiuk
CONTACT	Secretary,	c/Doctor	Mata	2,	

MADRID,	28012,	Spain

tel +34	91	539	2901
fax +34	91	527	5822
infosecre@rcsmm.eu

www.rcsmm.eu

Real CSM Victoria Eugenia
DEGREES P
CONTACT	San	Jerónimo	46,	 
GRANADA,	18001,	Spain

tel +34	958	89	31	80
fax +34	958	89	31	81
oficinaconservatorio@gmail.com

www.conservatoriosuperiorgranada.com

sweden

Academy of Music and Drama,  
University of Gothenburg
DEGREES	B	D	M	•	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS vn Øyvor	Volle,	
Tobias	Granmo,	Marja	Inkinen	Engström	

va Per	Hogberg,	Johanna	Persson	
vc Johan	Stern,	Claes	Gunnarsson	
db Hans	Adler,	Jan	Alm
CONTACT	Student	Affairs	office,	Box	210,	
GoTHENBURG,	40530,	Sweden

tel +46	31	786	4020
fax +46	31	786	4030
information@hsm.gu.se

www.hsm.gu.se

Malmö Academy of Music,  
University of Lund
DEGREES EM P 

MAIN STRING TEACHERS vn Dan	Almgren,	
Alexander	Fischer,	Marika	Fältskog

Terje	Moe	Hansen,	Erik	Heide,	Lars	Jöneteg,	

Patrik	Kimmerud,	Wieslawa	Szymczynska,	

Jennifer	Wolf	va Gert	Inge	Andersson,	
Markus	Falkbring,	Henrik	Frendin,	Stanislav	

Popov	vc Judith-Maria	Becker,	John	Ehde,	
Mats	Gustafsson,	Alexander	Iberer,	Mats	

Rondin,	Johan	Theorin,	Hege	Waldeland-

Lörstad	db olle	Davidsson,	Harry	Ellström
CONTACT	Box	8203,	MALMÖ,	

20041,	Sweden

tel +46	40	32	54	50
fax +46	40	32	54	60
info@mhm.lu.se

www.mhm.lu.se
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Musikhögskolan Ingesund
CONTACT	ARVIKA,	67191,	Sweden
tel +46	57	038	500
info@imh.kau.se

www.imh.kau.se

Royal College of Music in Stockholm
DEGREES B	Dip	M	•	EM	Jz	ME	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS Head of strings 
ola	Karlsson	vn Bartosz	Cajler,	Henryk	
Kowalski,	Cecilia	Zilliacus,	Semmy	

Stahlhamme,	Joakim	Svenheden	va Göran	
Fröst,	James	opie,	Pascal	Siffert,	Steven	

Svensson	vc ola	Karlsson,	Elemér	Lavotha	
ch Michael	Karlsson,	Mats	Nilsson

CONTACT	Johan	Falk,	Box	27711,	
SToCKHoLM,	115	91,	Sweden

tel +46	8	16	32	00
fax +46	8	664	14	24
antagning@kmh.se

www.kmh.se

Stockholms Musikpedagogiska Institut
DEGREES B	Dip	•	ME

CONTACT	Cattis	Eriksson,	 

Box	26	164,	SToCKHoLM,	 

10041,	Sweden

tel +46	8	611	05	02
fax +46	8	611	52	61
info@smpi.se

www.smpi.se

switzerland

Basel Academy of Music
DEGREES B	M	•	JM	ME	P 
MAIN STRING TEACHERS vn Raphaël	oleg,	
Adelina	oprean,	Rainer	Schmidt,	Barbara	

Doll	va Silvia	Simionescu,	Geneviève	Strosser	
vc Thomas	Demenga,	Ivan	Monighetti,	

Rafael	Rosenfeld	db Roman	Patkoló
CONTACT	Ruth	Stieber,	Leonhardsstr	6,	
BASEL,	4003,	Switzerland

tel +41	61	264	57	32
hsm.mab@fhnw.ch

www.fhnw.ch

Conservatoire de Musique de Genève
CONTACT	Rue	de	l’Arquebuse	12,	CP	
5155,	GENEVA	11,	1211,	Switzerland

tel +41	22	319	60	60
fax +41	22	319	60	62

cmg@cmg.ch

www.cmusge.ch

Conservatorio della Svizzera Italiana
DEGREES B	M	•	ME	P 
MAIN STRING TEACHERS vn Pavel	
Berman,	Carlo	Chiarappa,	Sergej	Krylov,	

Massimo	Quarta,	Klaidi	Sahatci	

va Bruno	Giuranna,	Yuval	Gotlibovich,	
Danilo	Rossi	vc Christina	Bellu,	Enrico	
Dindo,	Johannes	Goritzki,	Moniker	

Leskovar,	Taisuke	Yamashita,	Mattia	Zappa	

db Andreas	Cincera,	Enrico	Fagone
CONTACT	Segreteria	Didattica,	 

via	Soldino	9,	LUGANo,	6900,	Switzerland

tel +41	91	960	30	40
fax +41	91	960	30	41
info@conservatorio.ch

www.conservatorio.ch

Haute École de Musique de Genève  
Site de Neuchâtel
DEGREES B	M	•	EM	ME	P

CONTACT	Campus	Arc	1,	Espace	de	
l’Europe	21,	NEUCHATEL,	2000,	

Switzerland

tel +41	22	327	31	00
info.hem@hesge.ch

www.hemge.ch

HEMU, University of Music Lausanne
DEGREES B	M	•	ME	P

CONTACT	Bureau	des	Études,	 
CP	5700,	rue	de	la	Grotte	2,	 

LAUSANNE,	1002,	Switzerland

tel +	41	21	321	35	20
fax +41	21	321	35	25
info@hemu-cl.ch

www.hemu.ch

Hochschule der Künste Bern
DEGREES B	M	•	Jz	ME	P 
MAIN STRING TEACHERS  
vn Barbara	Doll,	Monika	Urbaniak,	

Benjamin	Schmid	va Patrick	Jüdt,	Gertrud	
Weinmeister	db Ruslan	Lutzyk,	David	
Sinclair,	Patrice	Moret,	Thomas	Dürst,	

Stefan	Rademacher

CONTACT	Fachbereich	Musik,	

Papiermühlestr	13a,	BERNE,	3014,	

Switzerland

tel +41	31	848	39	99
fax +41	31	848	39	98

musik@hkb.bfh.ch

www.hkb.bfh.ch

Hochschule Luzern Musik
DEGREES B M 

CONTACT	Zentralstr	18,	LUCERNE,	
6003,	Switzerland

tel +41	41	249	26	00
music@hslu.ch

www.hslu.ch/musik

Schola Cantorum Basiliensis
DEGREES B	M	•	EM	P 
MAIN STRING TEACHERS vn Amandine	
Beyer,	Leila	Schayegh	va Amandine	Beyer,	
Leila	Schayegh	vc Christophe	Coin,	David	
Skalka	db David	Sinclair
CONTACT	Claudia	Waldmeier,	Postfach	

257,	BASEL,	4009,	Switzerland

tel +41	61	26	45	757
fax +41	61	26	45	713
schola@mab-bs.ch

www.scb-basel.ch

Zürcher Hochschule der Künste
DEGREES B	M	•	ME	P

CONTACT	Toni	Areal,	Departement	Musik,	

Pfingstweidstr	96,	ZÜRICH,	 

8031,	Switzerland

tel +41	43	446	51	41
fax +41	43	446	45	87
empfang.musik@zhdk.ch

www.zhdk.ch

turkey

Mimar Sinan Fine Arts University  
State Conservatory
DEGREES B M • JM ME P
CONTACT	Dolmabahçe	St,	Akaretler	
Station,	Besiktas,	ISTANBUL,	34357,	Turkey

tel +90	212	260	10	50/51
fax +90	212	261	00	41
kons@msu.edu.tr

www.msgsu.edu.tr

uk

Anglia Ruskin University
DEGREES B	M	•	JM	ME	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS vn Mifune	

Tsuji	va John	Rogers	vc Simon	Hall 
db Daphna	Sadeh-Neu
CONTACT	Enquiries,	Department	of	Music	

and	Performing	Arts,	East	Rd,	CAMBRIDGE	

CB1	1PT,	UK

tel +44	845	271	3333
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heidi.fetula@anglia.ac.uk

www.anglia.ac.uk/mpa

Bath Spa University
DEGREES B	C	Dip	M	•	JM

CONTACT	Admissions,	Newton	St	Loe,	 
BATH	BA2	9BN,	UK

tel +44	1225	876	180
admissions@bathspa.ac.uk

www.bathspa.ac.uk

Birmingham Conservatoire
DEGREES B	C	Dip	JD	M	•	AS	EM	Jz	ME	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS Head of strings 
Louise	Lansdown	vn Nathaniel	Vallois,	
Ulla	Benz,	Zoe	Beyers,	Jiafeng	Chen,	

Nic	Fallowfield,	Pavel	Fischer,	Devorina	

Gamalova,	Katherine	Gittings,	Sebastian	

Mueller,	Daniel	Roberts,	Simon	Smith,	

Susanne	Stanzeleit,	Rimma	Sushanskaya,	

oliver	Wille,	Jan	Repko,	Margaret	Faultless	

va Robin	Ireland,	Devorina	Gamalova,	
Louise	Lansdown,	Rose	Redgrave,	

Christopher	Yates,	Adam	Römer,	Kate	

Fawcett,	Diane	Terry	vc Catherine	
Ardagh-Walter,	Lionel	Handy,	Ulrich	

Heinen,	Richard	Lester,	Jane	Salmon,	

Eduardo	Vassallo,	Imogen	Seth-Smith,	

Alexander	Baillie	db Richard	Lewis,	
Tom	Millar,	Thomas	Martin	 

ch David	Angel,	Robin	Ireland,	Jane	Salmon,	
Eblana	Trio

CONTACT	Deronie	Pettifer,	Birmingham	

City	University,	Paradise	Place,	

BIRMINGHAM	B3	3HG,	UK

tel +44	121	331	5903
deronie.pettifer@bcu.ac.uk

www.bcu.ac.uk/conservatoire

Birmingham University
DEGREES B	M	•	JM

CONTACT	Sue	Miles,	Arts	Building,	

Edgbaston,	BIRMINGHAM	B15	2TT,	UK

tel +44	121	414	5782
s.miles@bham.ac.uk

www.birmingham.ac.uk/schools/lcahm/

departments/music/index.aspx

Cardiff University
DEGREES B	D	M	•	AS	JM	P

CONTACT	Keith	Chapin/David	Beard,	
Cardiff	School	of	Music,	33	Corbett	Rd,	

CARDIFF	CF10	3EB,	UK

tel +44	29	2087	4816
fax +44	29	2087	4379
musicschool@cardiff.ac.uk

www.cardiff.ac.uk/music

City University London
DEGREES B M 
CONTACT	Michelle	Parker,	Music	

Department,	Northampton	Sq,	LoNDoN	

EC1V	0HB,	UK

tel +44	20	7040	8284
music@city.ac.uk

www.city.ac.uk/music

Colchester Institute – Centre for Music 
and Performing Arts
DEGREES B	C	Dip	M	•	ME	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS Head of strings 
Stephen	Bingham	vn Beth	Spendlove,	
Stephen	Bingham	va Stephen	Bingham,	
Jonathan	Hallett	vc Harriet	Bennett	
db Tony	Hougham
CONTACT	Chris	Mills,	Centre	for	Music	

&	Performing	Arts,	Sheepen	Rd,	

CoLCHESTER	Co3	3LL,	UK

tel +44	1206	518766
fax +44	1206	763041
info@colchester.ac.uk

www.colchester.ac.uk

Coventry University
DEGREES B	•	JM
CONTACT	Admissions,	 
Coventry	School	of	Art	&	Design,	 

Priory	St,	CoVENTRY	CV1	5FB,	UK

tel +44	24	7688	7688
afuture.ad@coventry.ac.uk

www.coventry.ac.uk/csad

Durham University
DEGREES B	•	P
CONTACT	Joyce	Dent,	Music	Department,	

Durham	University,	Palace	Green,	

DURHAM	DH1	3RL,	UK

tel +44	191	334	3140
joyce.dent@durham.ac.uk

www.dur.ac.uk/music

Falmouth University
DEGREES B	•	AS	ME	P

CONTACT	Admissions,	Falmouth	Campus,	
FALMoUTH,	Cornwall,	TR11	4RH,	UK

tel +44	1326	213730
fax +44	1326	213730
admissions@falmouth.ac.uk

www.falmouth.ac.uk

Goldsmiths College,  
University of London
DEGREES B C Dip D M • JM P 
MAIN STRING TEACHERS  
vn Devorina	Gamalova	va Devorina	
Gamalova	vc Natalia	Pavlutskaya,	 

Léonie	Adams,	Rebecca	Turner,	 

Val	Welbanks	db Tony	Hougham
CONTACT	Music	Department,	New	Cross,	

LoNDoN	SE14	6NW,	UK

tel +44	20	7919	7640
fax +44	20	7919	7644
music@gold.ac.uk

www.gold.ac.uk/music

Guildhall School of Music & Drama
DEGREES B	Dip	D	M	•	EM	JM	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS Head of strings 
Louise	Hopkins	vn Pavlo	Beznosiuk,	Boris	
Brovtsyn,	Levon	Chilingirian,	ofer	Falk,	

Simon	Fischer,	Arisa	Fujita,	Stephanie	

Gonley,	Roberto	González-Monjas,	Janice	

Graham,	oliver	Heath,	Alexander	Janiczek,	

Cerys	Jones,	Krysia	osostowicz,	Laurent	

Quenelle,	Jacqueline	Ross	va Krzysztof	
Chorzelski,	Germán	Clavijo,	Matthew	Jones,	

Mark	Knight,	Gary	Pomeroy,	Rachel	Roberts,	

David	Takeno,	Alexander	Zemtsov	vc Adrian	
Brendel,	Pierre	Doumenge,	Tim	Gill,	Leonid	

Gorokhov,	Louise	Hopkins,	oleg	Kogan,	

Richard	Lester,	Tim	Lowe,	Christopher	

Murray,	Stefan	Popov,	Ursula	Smith,	Joseph	

Crouch	(EM)	db Luis	Cabrera,	Tim	Gibbs,	
Rinat	Ibragimov,	Colin	Paris,	Kevin	Rundell,	

Cecelia	Bruggemeyer	(EM)	ch Takács	
Quartet,	Endellion	Quartet,	Belcea	Quartet

CONTACT	Ed	Siebert,	Music	Department,	

Barbican,	Silk	St,	LoNDoN	EC2Y	8DT,	UK

tel +44	20	7628	2571
fax +44	20	7256	9438
ed.siebert@gsmd.ac.uk

www.gsmd.ac.uk

King’s College London
DEGREES B	D	M	•	EM	JM	P

CONTACT	Music	Department,	Strand,	

LoNDoN	WC2R	2LS,	UK

tel +44	20	7848	1952
fax +44	020	7848	2326
music@kcl.ac.uk

www.kcl.ac.uk

Kingston University
DEGREES B D M • AS Jz ME P
CONTACT	Alex	Evans,	Music	Department,	

Coombehurst	House,	Kingston	Univeristy,	

Kingston	Hill,	KINGSToN	UPoN	THAMES	

KT2	7LB,	UK

tel +44	20	8417	5149
fax +44	20	8417	5349

to Add or uPdAte A Listing, eMAiL 
thEStrAD@thEStrAD.CoM
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music.administrator@kingston.ac.uk

www.kingston.ac.uk

Leeds College of Music
DEGREES B	M	•	ME	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS  
vn Sebastian	Müller	vc Alfia	Nakipbekova	
db Jennifer	Nicks
CONTACT	Rachael	Sutcliffe,	3	Quarry	Hill,	
LEEDS	LS2	7PD,	UK

tel +44	113	222	3407
fax +44	113	243	8798
hello@lcm.ac.uk

www.lcm.ac.uk

Newcastle University
DEGREES B	D	M	•	AS	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS Head of strings 
Tristan	Gurney	vn Iona	Brown,	Tristan	
Gurney,	Sasha	Raikhlina	va Christine	Slater,	
Mike	Gerrard	vc Gabriel	Waite,	Louisa	Tuck	

db Sian	Hicks,	Tony	Abbell
CONTACT	International	Centre	for	Music	

Studies,	School	of	Arts	and	Cultures,	

Armstrong	Building,	NEWCASTLE-UPoN-

TYNE	NE1	7RU,	UK

tel +44	191	208	6736
fax +44	191	208	5242
music@ncl.ac.uk

www.ncl.ac.uk/sacs/music

Oxford Brookes University
DEGREES B	M	•	JM	P

CONTACT	Richard	Hamilton	Building,	
Gipsy	Lane,	oXFoRD	oX3	0BP,	UK

tel +44	1865	484995
fax +44	1865	484952
music@brookes.ac.uk

www.brookes.ac.uk/music

Queen’s University of Belfast
DEGREES B D M 

CONTACT	Kirk	Shilliday,	Music	

Department,	BELFAST	BT7	1NN,	UK

tel +44	28	9097	4843
k.shilliday@qub.ac.uk

www.music.qub.ac.uk

Roehampton University
DEGREES M	•	JM	ME	P

CONTACT	Admissions	office,	
Erasmus	House,	Roehampton	Lane,	

LoNDoN	SW15	5PU,	UK

tel +44	20	8392	3314
fax +44	20	8392	3212
admissions@roehampton.ac.uk

www.roehampton.ac.uk

Royal Academy of Music
DEGREES B	Dip	D	M	•	EM	JM	ME	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS Head of strings 
Jo	Cole	vn Remus	Azoitei,	Diana	Cummings,	
Richard	Deakin,	Joshua	Fisher,	Mayumi	

Fujikawa,	Clio	Gould,	Erich	Gruenberg,	

Giovanni	Guzzo,	Maurice	Hasson,	Philippe	

Honoré,	Daniel	Hope,	Richard	Ireland,	So-ock	

Kim,	Hu	Kun,	Sophie	Langdon,	Jack	Liebeck,	

Tasmin	Little	va Philip	Dukes,	Yuko	Inoue,	
Garfield	Jackson,	Garth	Knox,	Martin	

outram,	Jane	Rogers,	Hartmut	Rohde,	Paul	

Silverthorne,	James	Sleigh,	Matthew	Souter,	

Jon	Thorne,	Su	Zhen,	Jane	Rogers	(EM)	

vc Colin	Carr,	Robert	Cohen,	Jo	Cole,	
Steven	Doane,	Lionel	Handy,	Guy	Johnston,	

Josephine	Knight,	Mats	Lidström,	Felix	

Schmidt,	David	Smith,	David	Strange,	

Sung-Won	Yang,	Christopher	Richter,	

Jonathan	Manson	(EM)	db Matthew	

McDonald,	Graham	Mitchell,	Dominic	

Seldis,	Paul	Sherman,	Rodney	Stewart,	

Chi-chi	Nwanoku	(EM)	ch Jon Thorne

CONTACT	Emily	Good,	Marylebone	Rd,	

LoNDoN	NW1	5HT,	UK

tel +44	20	7873	7395
e.good@ram.ac.uk

www.ram.ac.uk/strings

Royal College of Music
DEGREES B	Dip	D	JD	M	•	EM	JM	ME	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS Head of strings 
Mark	Messenger	vn Felix	Andrievsky,	
Radu	Blidar,	Natalia	Boyarsky,	Michal	

Cwizewicz,	Christian	Garrick,	Detlef	Hahn,	

Lutsia	Ibragimova,	Peter	Herresthal,	Lewis	

Kaplan,	Leonid	Kerbel,	Berent	Korfker,	

Gabrielle	Lester,	Adrian	Levine,	Natalia	

Lomeiko,	Mark	Messenger,	Susie	Mészáros	

va Jonathan	Barritt,	Ida	Bryhn,	Ian	Jewel,	
Susie	Mészáros,	Simon	Rowland-Jones,	

Jennifer	Stumm,	Andriy	Viytovych	

vc Johannes	Goritzki,	Alastair	Blayden,	
Alexander	Boyarsky,	Thomas	Carroll,	

Alexander	Chaushian,	Natalie	Clein,	 

Hélène	Dautry,	Richard	Lester,	Alice	Neary,	

Melissa	Phelps,	Amanda	Truelove	db Peter 

Buckoke,	Paul	Ellison,	Caroline	Emery,	

Anthony	Hougham,	Gabriele	Ragghianti,	

Enno	Senft,	Neil	Tarlton	ch Sacconi	Quartet
CONTACT	Prince	Consort	Rd,	 
LoNDoN	SW7	2BS,	UK

tel +44	20	7591	4300
strings@rcm.ac.uk

www.rcm.ac.uk

Royal Conservatoire of Scotland
DEGREES B	M	•	ME	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS Head of strings 
David	Watkin	vn William	Chandler,	Ruth	

Crouch,	Francis	Cummings,	Tamás	Fejes,	

Andrea	Gajic,	Chris	George,	Katie	Hull,	Gina	

McCormack,	Angus	Ramsay,	Justine	Watts,	

Leland	Chen,	Ilya	Gringolts	va Lev	Atlas,	
Andrew	Berridge,	Scott	Dickinson,	Duncan	

Ferguson,	Steve	Tees	vc Robert	Irvine,	Rudi	
de	Groote,	Aleksei	Kiseliov,	Martin	Storey,	

David	Watkin,	Alison	McGillivray	(EM)	

db Nicholas	Bayley,	Tom	Berry,	Iain	
Crawford,	John	van	Lierop	ch Robert	Irvine,	
Bernard	Docherty,	Alison	McGillivray

CONTACT	100	Renfrew	St,	 
GLASGoW	G2	3DB,	UK

tel +44	141	332	4101
fax +44	141	332	8901
musicadmissions@rcs.ac.uk

www.rcs.ac.uk

Royal Holloway, University of London
DEGREES	B	Dip	M	•	EM	JM	P 
MAIN STRING TEACHERS vn Anna	Cashell	
va Shiry	Rashkovsky	vc Ben	Davies	
ch Chroma	Ensemble
CONTACT	Music	Department,	Egham	Hill,	
EGHAM	TW20	0EX,	UK

tel +44	1784	443	540
fax +44	1784	414	490
music@rhul.ac.uk

www.rhul.ac.uk/music

Royal Northern College of Music
DEGREES B	Dip	JD	M	•	EM	Jz	ME	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS Head of strings 
Chris	Hoyle	vn Renaud	Capuçon,	Leland	
Chen,	Levon	Chilingirian,	Pavel	Fischer,	

Thelma	Handy,	Benedict	Holland,	Thomas	

Kemp,	Yair	Kless,	Mark	Knight,	Pauline	

Nobes,	Miranda	Playfair,	Gérard	Poulet,	

Maciej	Rakowski,	Jan	Repko,	Yuri	Torchinsky,	

Steven	Wilkie,	Catherine	Yates	va David	
Aspin,	Henk	Guittart,	Annette	Isserlis,	Mark	

Knight,	Garth	Knox,	Alex	Robertson,	Simon	

Rowland-Jones,	Thomas	Riebl,	Asdis	

Valdimarsdottir,	Nobuko	Imai,	Susie	

Mészáros,	Vicci	Wardman	vc Peter	Dixon,	
Emma	Ferrand,	Karine	Georgian,	Philip	

Higham,	Chris	Hoyle,	Nicholas	Jones,	
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uk

ALex MArsHALL cello and pop vocals
Alumnus of a ‘combined pathway’ bachelor of arts degree in classical cello  
and pop vocals at Leeds College of Music, UK

Leeds	is	a	vibrant,	musically	diverse	city	and	I	was	attracted	to	it	from	the	moment	I	went	to	my	
audition.	Growing	up	I	loved	musical	theatre	as	well	as	playing	the	cello,	so	the	Leeds	College	of	Music	
(LCoM)	‘combined	pathway’	course	suited	me	perfectly:	it	was	the	best	way	for	me	to	develop	my	cello	
playing	while	also	studying	pop	vocals.	

The	course’s	main	strengths	are	flexibility	and	versatility.	My	principal	‘pathway’	was	in	classical	
cello,	which	I	studied	with	Alfia	Nekipbekova	as	well	as	having	classical	theory	classes.	There	were	lots	
of	opportunities	for	me	to	perform	as	a	soloist,	with	my	string	quartet	and	also	in	the	college	orchestras.	
A	particular	highlight	for	me	was	performing	Vivaldi’s	Concerto	for	two	cellos	in	G	minor	with	the	LCoM	
chamber	orchestra	in	our	college	gala	concert.

As	my	second	pathway	I	had	lessons	and	classes	in	pop	vocals	and	I	could	attend	any	pop	classes	
I	wanted.	In	my	final	year	my	band	was	encouraged	to	develop	and	project	a	personality	when	on	stage,	
and	this	is	a	skill	I	have	found	valuable	for	my	classical	playing	as	well.	Through	my	work	as	a	vocalist	
I	have	had	the	chance	to	meet	producers	and	songwriters	who	have	since	booked	me	for	sessions	as	
a	cellist.	Having	the	two	skills	makes	me	all	the	more	employable.

I	finished	the	course	in	the	summer	of	2014,	and	have	chosen	to	stay	on	at	LCoM	as	Student	Union	
President	to	help	make	sure	that	current	students	have	as	positive	and	as	fruitful	an	experience	as	I	did.

Hannah	Roberts,	Susan	Sheppard,	 

Gillian	Thoday,	Nicholas	Trygstad,	 

Eduardo	Vassallo,	Raphael	Wallfisch,	 

Miklós	Perényi	db Roberto	Carillo,	 
Jiří	Hudec,	Božo	Paradžik	 

ch Finzi	Quartet,	Navarra	Quartet,	 
Gould	Piano	Trio,	Henk	Guittart

CONTACT	Admissions,	124	oxford	Rd,	
MANCHESTER	M13	9RD,	UK

tel +44	161	907	5260
fax +44	161	273	7611
admissions@rncm.ac.uk

www.rncm.ac.uk

Royal Welsh College of Music & Drama
DEGREES B	Dip	D	M	•	EM	ME	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS Head of strings 
Simon	Jones	vn David	Adams,	Marius	

Bedeschi,	Lucy	Gould,	Lesley	Hatfield,	

Darragh	Morgan,	Gabrielle	Painter,	

John	Stein,	Andre	Swanpoel,	Nick	Whiting,	

Yu	Yasuraoka	va Richard	Crabtree,	Alex	
Thorndike,	Louise	Williams	vc Rosie	Biss,	
Penny	Driver,	Richard	May,	Alice	Neary,	

Nicola	Thomas	db Mary	Condliffe,	Chris	

Wescott,	Tyler	Shepherd	ch Gould	Piano	Trio
CONTACT	Admissions,	Castle	Grounds,	
Cathays	Pk,	CARDIFF	CF10	3ER,	UK

tel +44	29	2039	1361
admissions@rwcmd.ac.uk

www.rwcmd.ac.uk

Trinity Laban Conservatoire  
of Music and Dance
DEGREES B	Dip	JD	M	•	EM	ME	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS Head of strings 
Nic	Pendlebury	vn Michael	Bochmann,	 

Boris	Brovtsyn,	John	Crawford,	Diana	

Cummings,	ofer	Falk,	Gillian	Findlay,	Mayumi	

Fujikawa,	Pieter	Schoeman,	Andrew	

Sherwood,	Clare	Thompson,	Vasko	Vasiliev,	

Walter	Reiter	(EM)	va Sarah-Jane	Bradley,	
Roger	Chase,	Richard	Crabtree,	Aleksandar	

Milosev,	Nic	Pendlebury,	Rivka	Golani,	

Emmanuella	Reiter	vc Derek	Aviss,	Naomi	
Butterworth,	Natalie	Clein,	David	Cohen,	

David	Kenedy,	Joely	Koos,	Richard	Markson,	

Natalia	Pavlutskaya,	Susan	Sheppard	

db Leon	Bosch,	Chris	West,	Neil	Tarlton	

ch David	Kenedy,	David	Cohen,	Naomi	
Butterworth,	Rivka	Golani,	Emmanuella	

Reiter,	Graham	Devine

CONTACT	Claire	Jones,	King	Charles	Court,	
old	Royal	Naval	College,	Greenwich,	

LoNDoN	SE10	9JF,	UK

tel +44	20	8305	4402
c.jones@trinitylaban.ac.uk

www.trinitylaban.ac.uk

University of Bristol
DEGREES B	D	M	•	JM	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS vn Roger	
Huckle,	Karin	Leishman	va Richard	
Crabtree,	Lucy	Robinson	(EM)	 

vc Ioan	Davies	db David	Daly
CONTACT	Margaret	Peirson,	Music	

Department,	Victoria	Rooms,	Queens	Rd,	 

BRISToL	BS8	1SA,	UK

tel +44	117	331	4044
music-resources@bristol.ac.uk

www.bris.ac.uk/music

University of Cambridge
DEGREES B	D	M	•	AS	EM	P

CONTACT Music	Faculty,	11	West	Rd,	

CAMBRIDGE	CB3	9DP,	UK

tel +44	1223	768	927
outreach@mus.cam.ac.uk

www.mus.cam.ac.uk

University of Edinburgh
DEGREES B	M	•	EM	JM

CONTACT Music	Department,	 

Alison	House,	12	Nicolson	Sqare,	

EDINBURGH	EH8	9DF,	UK

tel +44	131	650	2427
fax +44	131	650	2425
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music@ed.ac.uk

www.music.ed.ac.uk

University of Glasgow
DEGREES B	C	Dip	M	•	JM	P

CONTACT Sarah	McNulty,	 

Music	Department,	14	University	Gardens,	

GLASGoW	G12	8QH,	UK

tel +44	141	330	4093
music-enquiries@glasgow.ac.uk

www.gla.ac.uk/music

University of Huddersfield
DEGREES B	Dip	D	M	•	EM	JM	P

CONTACT Lisa	Colton,	Music	Department,	

Queensgate,	HUDDERSFIELD	HD1	3DH,	UK

tel +44	1484	472003
fax +44	1484	472656
lisa.colton@hud.ac.uk

www.hud.ac.uk/courses/supporting/mus

University of Hull
DEGREES B	D	M	•	EM	Jz	JM	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS Head of strings 
Elaine	King

CONTACT	Mark	Slater,	Music	office,	

Cottingham	Rd,	HULL	HU6	7RX,	UK

tel +44	1482	465	604
admissions-music@hull.ac.uk

www.hull.ac.uk/music

University of Liverpool
DEGREES B	D	M	•	JM	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS Head of strings 
Anthony	Shorrocks

CONTACT	School	of	Music,	80–82	Bedford	

Street	South,	LIVERPooL,	L69	7WW,	UK

tel +44	151	794	2959
sscarts@liverpool.ac.uk

www.liv.ac.uk/music

University of Manchester
DEGREES B	D	M	•	JM	ME	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS Heads of strings 
Kevin	Malone,	Philip	Grange

CONTACT	Martin	Harris	Centre	for	Music	

and	Drama,	Bridgeford	St,	MANCHESTER	

M13	9PL,	UK

tel +44	161	275	4987	(ug)	or	 
+44	161	306	1250	(pg)

ug.music@manchester.ac.uk	or	 

pg.music@manchester.ac.uk

www.manchester.ac.uk/music

University of Nottingham
DEGREES B D M • EM P 
MAIN STRING TEACHERS vn Janet	Hall	 
va Isobel	Adams	vc David	Powell	
ch Galitzin	Quartet
CONTACT	Department	of	Music,	Lakeside	

Arts	Centre,	University	Pk,	NoTTINGHAM	 

NG7	2RD,	UK

tel +44	115	951	4755
fax +44	115	951	4756
music-enquiries@nottingham.ac.uk

www.nottingham.ac.uk/music

University of Oxford
DEGREES B D M 

CONTACT	Alec	Sims,	Faculty	of	Music, 

St	Aldate’s,	oXFoRD	oX1	1DB,	UK

tel +44	1865	286	264
academic.admin@music.ox.ac.uk

www.music.ox.ac.uk

University of Sheffield
DEGREES B	M	•	EM	JM	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS Head of 
strings Mary	Dullea

CONTACT	Alison	York,	Music	Department,	

Jessop	Building,	34	Leavygreave	Rd,	

SHEFFIELD	S3	7RD,	UK

tel +44	114	222	0488
music@sheffield.ac.uk

www.shef.ac.uk/music

University of Southampton
DEGREES B D M 

MAIN STRING TEACHERS Head of strings 
Paul	Cox	vn David	Roth,	Caroline	Balding	
va Steve	Wright	vc Paul	Cox	
db Mark	Frampton,	Andy	Baker

CONTACT	Building	2,	Highfield,	
SoUTHAMPToN	So17	1BJ,	UK

tel +44	23	80	59	3425
fax +44	23	8059	3197
musicbox@southampton.ac.uk

www.southampton.ac.uk/music

University of Sussex
DEGREES B	D	M	•	P

CONTACT	Terry	Bryan,	Silverstone	
Building,	Falmer,	BRIGHToN	BN1	9RG,	UK

tel +44	1273	872621
fax +44	1273	877219
mfm@sussex.ac.uk

www.sussex.ac.uk/music

University of Ulster
DEGREES B	C	Dip	M	•	JM	ME	P

CONTACT	Administrative	Centre,	Music	

Department,	Cromore	Rd,	CoLERAINE,	 

Co	Derry,	BT52	1SA,	UK

tel +44	28	7167	5373
gp.moore@ulster.ac.uk

www.ulster.ac.uk

University of Wales, Bangor
DEGREES B	D	M	•	EM	Jz	JM	ME	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS Head of strings 
Rosie	Skelton	vn Rosie	Skelton	
va Tim	Wallace	vc Nicky	Pierce	
db Nicky	Pierce	ch Rosie	Skelton
CONTACT	Wyn	Thomas,	School	of	Music,	

Bangor	University,	BANGoR,	Gwynedd,	

LL57	2DG,	UK

tel +44	1248	382181
fax +44	1248	370297
music@bangor.ac.uk

www.bangor.ac.uk/music

University of West London, London 
College of Music Faculty of the Arts
DEGREES B	D	M	•	EM	JM	P

CONTACT	Course	Information	Centre,	 
St	Mary’s	Rd,	Ealing,	LoNDoN	

W5	5RF,	UK

tel +44	20	8579	5000
fax +44	20	8566	1353
courses@uwl.ac.uk

www.uwl.ac.uk

University of York
DEGREES B	D	M	•	EM	ME	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS vn Lucy	Baker	
Stockdale,	Daniel	Edgar	(EM),	William	Leary,	

Nia	Lewis	va Victoria	Bernath	vc Tim	
Smedley	db Pietro	Lusvardi,	Paul	Baxter	
ch John	Stringer
CONTACT	Helen	Gillie,	Music	Department,	

Heslington,	YoRK	Yo10	5DD,	UK

tel +44	1904	322	446
fax +44	1904	432	450
music@york.ac.uk

www.york.ac.uk/music

York St John University
DEGREES B M 

CONTACT	David	Lancaster,	 
Lord	Mayor’s	Walk,	YoRK	Yo31	7EX,	UK

tel +44	1904	624624
fax +44	1904	612512
d.lancaster@yorksj.ac.uk

www.yorksj.ac.uk
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usa – alaBaMa

Samford University
DEGREES B	M	•	JM	ME	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS Head of strings 
Jeffrey	Flaniken	vn Jeffrey	Flaniken,	
Caroline	Nordlund	va Angela	Flaniken	
vc Samuel	Nordlund
CONTACT	Lauren	McKenzie,	

800	Lakeshore	Dr,	BIRMINGHAM,	

AL	35229,	USA

tel +1	205	726	4524
fax +1	205	726	2165
arts@samford.edu

http://arts.samford.edu/music

usa – arizona

Arizona State University School of Music
DEGREES B	D	M	•	JM	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS Head of 
strings Jonathan	Swartz	vn Katherine	
McLin,	Jonathan	Swartz,	Danwen	Jiang	

va Nancy	Buck	vc Thomas	Landschoot	
db Catalin	Rotaru
CONTACT	Admissions,	Po	Box	870405,	
TEMPE,	AZ	85287-0405,	USA

tel +1	480	965	6113
grad-ges@asu.edu

http://music.asu.edu

Northern Arizona University
DEGREES B	C	M	•	JM	ME	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS Head of 
strings Jacquelyn	Schwandt	vn Louise	Scott,	
Karin	Hallberg,	Kimberly	Sullivan,	Shelley	

Rich	va Jacquelyn	Schwandt	vc Mary	Ann	

Ramos	db Christopher	Finet
CONTACT	Jacquelyn	Schwandt,	School	
of	Music,	Box	6040,	NAU,	FLAGSTAFF,	

AZ	86011,	USA

tel +1	928	523	3731
music@nau.edu

www.nau.edu

usa – arkansas

Henderson State University
DEGREES B	•	ME	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS Head of 
strings Rick	Dimond	vn Algimantas	
Staskevicius	va Algimantas	Staskevicius
CONTACT	Department	of	Music,	Russell	

Fine	Arts	Center,	Box	7733,	1100	

Henderson	St,	ARKADELPHIA,	 

AR	71999-0001,	USA

tel +1	870	230	5036

music@hsu.edu

www.hendersonstatemusic.com

University of Arkansas – Fayetteville
DEGREES B	M	•	JM	ME	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS Head of 
strings Er-Gene	Kahng	vn Er-Gene	Kahng	
va Paulo	Eskitch	vc Stephen	Gates	
db Michael	Montgomery

CONTACT	Music	Department,	 

University	of	Arkansas,	Fayetteville	Music	

Building	201,	FAYETTEVILLE,	 

AR	72701,	USA

tel +1	479	575	4701
fax +1	479	575	5409
music@uark.edu

http://music.uark.edu

University of Central Arkansas
DEGREES B	C	M	•	JM	ME	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS Head of 
strings Linda	Hsu	vn Linda	Hsu	
vc Stephen	Feldman	db Barron	Weir

CONTACT	Admissions,	 
Music	Department,	UCA,	 

201	Donaghey	Ave,	CoNWAY,	 

AR	72035,	USA

tel +1	501	450	3128
fax +1	501	450	5228
lstandokes@uca.edu

www.uca.edu/music

usa – California

Azusa Pacific University
DEGREES B	C	M	•	JM	ME	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS Head of 
strings Alex	Russell	vn Alex	Russell,	
Lorenz	Gamma,	Ingrid	Chun,	

Armine	Nerkararyan,	Jeff	Williams	

va Jonathan	Moerschel	vc Marek	

Szpakiewicz,	Jonathan	Thomson	

db Timothy	Eckert,	Nico	Abondolo	
ch Marek	Szpakiewicz,	Alex	Russell,	

Lorenz	Gamma,	Ingrid	Chun,	

Jonathan	Moerschel,	Jonathan	Thomson

CONTACT	Colleen	Kuhns,	School	of	Music,	

Azusa	Pacific	Univ,	Po	Box	7000,	AZUSA,	

CA	91702-7000,	USA

tel +1	626	815	3848
fax +1	626	969	7419
schoolofmusic@apu.edu

www.apu.edu/music

Berkeley, University of California
DEGREES B	D	M	•	AS	EM	JM	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS 
vn Hrabba	Atladottir,	Mariko	Smiley,	

Dan	Flanagan,	Wei	He,	Carla	Moore	(EM)	

va Ruth	Kahn,	Ellen	Ruth	Rose,	Benjamin	
Simon,	Don	Ehrlich	vc Leighton	Fong,	
Jonathan	Koh,	Irene	Sharp,	Elisabeth	

Reed	(EM)	db Richard	Worn,	Glenn	Richman

CONTACT	Department	of	Music,	

104	Morrison	Hall	1200,	BERKELEY,	

CA	94720-1200,	USA

tel +1	510	642	2678
fax +1	510	642	8480
music@berkeley.edu

http://music.berkeley.edu

Biola University Conservatory of Music
DEGREES B • JM ME P 
MAIN STRING TEACHERS 
vn Elizabeth	Larson	va Andrew	Duckles	
vc Marlin	owen	db David	Black	
ch Elizabeth	Larson
CONTACT	Anna	Glenn,	 
13800	Biola	Ave,	LA	MIRADA,	 

CA	90639,	USA

tel +1	562	903	4892
music@biola.edu

www.biola.edu/music

California Institute of the Arts (CalArts)
DEGREES B	C	Dip	D	M	•	EM	JM	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS Head of 
strings Mark	Menzies	vn Mark	Menzies,	

Lorenz	Gamma	va Mark	Menzies,	

Nancy	Uscher	vc Erika	Duke-Kirkpatrick	
db Peter	Rofe
CONTACT	24700	McBean	Pkwy,	

VALENCIA,	CA	91355,	 

USA

tel +1	661	255	1050
fax +1	661	253	0938
admissions@calarts.edu

www.music.calarts.edu

California State Polytechnic University, 
Pomona
DEGREES B
MAIN STRING TEACHERS vn Christine	Lee	
va Kira	Blumberg	vc Ana	Maria	Maldonado	

ch New	Century	Players
CONTACT	Iris	S	Levine,	Music	Department,	

3801	W	Temple	Ave,	PoMoNA,	 

CA	91768,	USA

tel +1	909	869	4566
kaguenette@cpp.edu

www.cpp.edu/class/music

California State University,  
Dominguez Hills
DEGREES B	•	JM	ME	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS Head of 
strings Sylvia	Mann	vn Sylvia	Mann	
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va Sylvia	Mann	vc Frances	Steiner	
db Kevin	o’Neal	ch Sylvia	Mann,	 

Mary	Au

CONTACT	Sally	Etcheto,	1000	E	Victoria,	
CARSoN,	CA	90747,	USA

tel +1	310	243	3954
fax +1	310	516	4268
setcheto@csudh.edu

www.csudh.edu

California State University, Fresno
DEGREES B	M	•	JM	ME	P

MAIN STRING TEACHERS  
vn Limor	Toren-Immerman	 
va Limor	Toren-Immerman	
vc Thomas	Loewenheim
CONTACT	Sindi	McGuire,	 

Department	of	Music,	2380	East	Keats	Ave,	

M/S	MB	77,	FRESNo,	CA	93740,	USA

tel +1	559	278	2654
fax +1	559	278	6800
smcguire@csufresno.edu

www.csufresno.edu/music

California State University, Fullerton
DEGREES B	Dip	M	•	Jz	JM	ME	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS  
Head of strings Ernest	Salem	 

vn Ernest	Salem	va Che-Yen	Chen	
vc Bongshin	Ko	db Brian	Johnson	 
ch Ernest	Salem,	Bongshin	Ko
CONTACT	Ernest	Salem,	School	of	Music,	

800	North	State	College	Boulevard,	

FULLERToN,	CA	92835,	USA

tel +1	714	278	3511
fax +1	714	278	5956
musicinfo@fullerton.edu

www.fullerton.edu/arts/music

Colburn Conservatory of Music
DEGREES B	C	Dip	M	•	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS 
vn Robert	Lipsett,	Martin	Beaver,	

Arnold	Steinhardt	va Paul	Coletti	

vc Ronald	Leonard,	Clive	Greensmith	
db Peter	Lloyd
CONTACT	Admissions,	200	S	Grand	Ave,	
LoS	ANGELES,	CA	90012,	USA

tel +1	213	621	4534
admissions@colburnschool.edu

www.colburnschool.edu

Community Music Center
DEGREES C 

MAIN STRING TEACHERS 
vn Abraham	Becker,	Kristan	Cassady,	

Sin-Tung	Chiu,	India	Cooke,	Maiani	Da	Silva,	

Paul	Espinosa,	Alise	Ewan,	Josepha	Fath,	

Monica	Gruber-Gibbons,	oscar	Hasbun,	

Ann	Lam,	olga	Mandrigina,	Tregar	otton,	

Alina	Polonskaya,	Loretta	Taylor,	

Katrina	Wreede	va Abraham	Becker,	
Kristan	Cassady,	India	Cooke,	

Maiani	Da	Silva,	Paul	Espinosa,	

oscar	Hasbun,	olga	Mandrigina,	

Katrina	Wreede	vc Poppea	Dorsam,	
Jessica	Ivry,	Alex	Keitel,	Beth	Snellings,	

Anne	Suda,	Samsun	van	Loon	

db Mark	Kennedy,	Alan	Lochhead,	

Richard	Saunders

CONTACT	Registrar,	544	Capp	St,	 
SAN	FRANCISCo,	CA	94110,	USA

tel +1	415	647	6015
fax +1	415	647	3890
info@sfcmc.org

www.sfcmc.org

Fresno Pacific University
DEGREES B	•	JM	ME	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS Head of 
strings Dieter	Wulfhorst	vn Susan	Doering	
va Susan	Doering	vc Dieter	Wulfhorst	

db Dieter	Wulfhorst	ch Dieter	Wulfhorst

CONTACT	Music	Department,	 

1717	South	Chestnut	Ave,	FRESNo,	 

CA	93702–4709,	USA

tel +1	559	453	2267
music@fresno.edu

www.fresno.edu

Performing	sonatas	
at	Birmingham	
Conservatoire	
in	the	UK
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Mills College
DEGREES B	M	•	P 
MAIN STRING TEACHERS 
vn India	Cooke,	Daniel	Kobialka,	
Gloria	Justen	va India	Cooke,	
Hank	Dutt	vc Gianna	Abondolo,	
Joan	Jeanrenaud	db David	Belove,	
Stephen	Tramontozzi

CONTACT	Kathleen	Baumgardner,	 
5000	MacArthur	Blvd,	oAKLAND,	 

CA	94613,	USA

tel +1	510	430	2171
music@mills.edu

www.mills.edu/music

San Francisco Conservatory of Music
DEGREES B	C	Dip	M	•	EM	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS Head of strings 
Jodi	Levitz	vn Alexander	Barantschik,	
Wei	He,	Bettina	Mussumeli,	Ian	Swensen	

va Paul	Hersh,	Jodi	Levitz,	Madeline	Prager,	
Jay	Liu,	Jonathan	Vinocour	vc Jennifer	Culp,	
Jean-Michel	Fonteneau	db Scott	Pingel,	
Stephen	Tramontozzi	ch Jennifer	Culp,	
Jean-Michel	Fonteneau,	Bonnie	Hampton,	

Paul	Hersh,	Jodi	Levitz,	Mack	McCray,	

Bettina	Mussumeli,	Mark	Sokol,	Ian	Swensen

CONTACT	Melissa	Cocco-Mitten,	50	oak	St,	
SAN	FRANCISCo,	CA	94102,	USA

tel +1	415	503	6207
admit@sfcm.edu

www.sfcm.edu

Stanford University
DEGREES B 

MAIN STRING TEACHERS 
vn Tony	Doheny,	Debra	Fong,	Dawn	Harms,	
Anthony	Martin,	Geoff	Nuttall,	Robin	Sharp,	

Livia	Sohn,	Mark	Fewer	va Lesley	Robertson	
vc Christopher	Costanza,	Stephen	Harrison
CONTACT	Rowen	Leigh,	Department	of	
Music,	541	Lasuen	Mall,	STANFoRD,	 

CA	94305–3076,	USA

tel +1	650	725	1932
rleigh@stanford.edu

http://music.stanford.edu/Home/index.html

University of California, Santa Barbara
DEGREES B D M 

MAIN STRING TEACHERS Head of strings 
Yuval	Yaron	vn Yuval	Yaron	va Helen	Callus	
vc Jacob	Braun	db Neil	Garber
CONTACT	Music	Department,	University	

of	California,	SANTA	BARBARA,	 

CA	93106-6070,	USA

tel +1	805	893	3261
fax +1	805	893	7194
hcallus@music.ucsb.edu

www.music.ucsb.edu

University of Redlands
DEGREES B	Dip	M	•	JM	ME	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS Head of 
strings Jeanne	Skrocki	vn Jeanne	Skrocki,	
Karen	Thurman-Palmer	va Kiri	Blumberg	
vc Kyle	Champion	db Timothy	Emmons
CONTACT	Director	of	Music	Admissions,	

School	of	Music,	1200	E	Colton	Ave,	

REDLANDS,	CA	92373,	USA

tel +1	909	748	8014
brad_andrews@redlands.edu

www.redlands.edu/music

University of San Diego
DEGREES B	•	JM	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS  
Head of strings Angela	Yeung	 
vn Edmund	Stein,	Alyze	Dreiling-Hammer	
va Ramon	Negron	vc Angela	Yeung	
db Margaret	Johnston

CONTACT	Angela	Yeung,	Music,	Camino	

Hall	161,	5998	Alcala	Pk,	SAN	DIEGo,	

CA	92110,	USA

tel +1	619	260	4106
fax +1	619	849	8139
ayeung@sandiego.edu

www.sandiego.edu/cas/music

University of Southern California, 
Thornton School of Music
DEGREES B	C	Dip	D	M	•	EM	JM	ME	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS  
Head of strings Midori	Goto	 

vn Margaret	Batjer,	Martin	Chalfour,	 

Glenn	Dicterow,	Midori	Goto,	Alice	

Schoenfeld,	Suli	Xue,	Henry	Gronnier,	 

Bing	Wang	va Brian	Chen,	Karen	Dreyfus,	
Donald	McInnes	vc Ralph	Kirshbaum,	
Andrew	Shulman	db David	Allen	Moore,	 
Paul	Ellison

CONTACT	PJ	Woolston,	University	Park	

Campus,	TMC	200,	LoS	ANGELES,	

CA	90089,	USA

tel +1	213	740	8986
fax +1	213	740	8995
uscmusic@usc.edu

www.usc.edu/music

usa – Colorado

Colorado State University
DEGREES B	C	M	•	JM	ME	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS Head of 
strings Ronald	François	vn Ronald	François,	
Leslie	Stewart	va Margaret	Miller	
vc Barbara	Thiem	db Forest Greenough 

ch Ronald	François,	Barbara	Thiem,	
Margaret	Miller,	Leslie	Stewart

CONTACT	Ronald	François,	 
Department	of	Music,	Theatre	&	Dance,	

1778	Campus	Delivery,	FoRT	CoLLINS,	

Co	80523,	Colorado,	USA

tel +1	970	491	5529
ron.francois@colostate.edu

www.music.colostate.edu/index.asp

University of Colorado Boulder,  
College of Music
DEGREES B	C	Dip	D	M	•	EM	JM	ME	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS Head of 
strings Judith	Glyde	vn Lina	Bahn,	
Charles	Wetherbee	va Erika	Eckert	
vc Judith	Glyde	db Paul	Erhard	
ch Takács	Quartet
CONTACT	James	Austin,	301	UCB,	
BoULDER,	Co	80309-0301,	 

Colorado,	USA

tel +1	303	492	6352
fax +1	303	492	4724
ugradmus@colorado.edu

www.colorado.edu/music

University of Northern Colorado
DEGREES B	D	M	•	ME	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS Head of 
strings Russell	Guyver	vn Jubal	Fulks,	
Margaret	Soper	Gutierrez	va Christopher	
Luther vc Gal	Faganel	db Nicholas	Recuber
CONTACT	Jennifer	Soderborg,	Campus	Box	
28,	GREELEY,	Co	80639,	Colorado,	USA

tel +1	970	351	2993
jennifer.soderborg@unco.edu

www.arts.unco.edu/music

usa – ConneCtiCut

Hartt School, University of Hartford
DEGREES B	C	Dip	D	M	•	EM	Jz	JM	ME	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS Head of strings 
Robert	Black	vn Katie	Lansdale,	
Anton	Miller,	Emlyn	Ngai,	Mickey	Reisman	

va Steve	Larson,	Rita	Porfiris	vc Terry	King,	
Mihai	Tetel	db Robert	Black
CONTACT	Megan	Abernathy,	200	

Bloomfield	Ave,	WEST	HARTFoRD,	

CT	06117,	USA

tel +1	860	768	4465
fax +1	860	768	4441
harttadm@hartford.edu

http://harttweb.hartford.edu

to Add or uPdAte A Listing, eMAiL 
thEStrAD@thEStrAD.CoM
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Siena Music Performance Institute
DEGREES C	Dip	•	JM	ME	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS 
vn Darius	Campo	vc Martina	Mellesi

CONTACT	US	office	595,	Prospect	Rd,	
WATERBURY,	CT	06706,	USA

tel +1	203	754	5741
fax +1	203	754	5741
siena@sienamusic.org

www.sienamusic.org

Yale School of Music
DEGREES C	Dip	D	M	•	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS Head of 
strings Syoko	Aki	vn Syoko	Aki,	Hyo	Kang,	
Ani	Kavafian,	Robert	Mealy,	Wendy	Sharp,	

Kyung	Hak	Yu	va Ettore	Causa	
vc ole	Akahoshi,	Aldo	Parisot	
db Donald	Palma
CONTACT	Lily	Sutton,	Yale	School	of	Music,	

Po	Box	208246,	NEW	HAVEN,	 

CT	06520–8246,	USA

tel +1	203	432	4155
fax +1	203	432	7448
lily.sutton@yale.edu

www.music.yale.edu

usa – delaware

University of Delaware
DEGREES B	M	•	JM	ME	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS Head of 
strings Xiang	Gao	vn Xiang	Gao,	 
Lisa	Vaupel	va Esme	Allen-Creighton	
vc Lawrence	Stomberg	db Craig	Thomas	
ch Esme	Allen-Creighton,	
Lawrence	Stomberg

CONTACT	Shari	Feldman,	Amy	E	du	Pont	
Music	Building,	100	orchard	Rd,	NEWARK,	

DE	19716,	USA

tel +1	302	831	8426
fax +1	302	831	3589
ud-music@udel.edu

www.music.udel.edu

usa – florida

Lynn University Conservatory of Music
DEGREES B	C	M	•	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS Head of 
strings David	Cole	vn Elmar	oliveira,	

Carol	Cole,	Guillermo	Figueroa	

va Ralph	Fielding	vc David	Cole	
db Tim	Cobb
CONTACT	Marc	Reese,	3601	North	

Military	Trail,	BoCA	RAToN,	FL	33431,	USA

tel +1	561	237	7831
fax +1	561	237	7100
mreese@lynn.edu

www.lynn.edu/music

New World School of the Arts
DEGREES B 

MAIN STRING TEACHERS  
va Richard	Fleischman
CONTACT	Rafael	Rodriguez,	
300	NE	Second	Ave,	MIAMI,	 

FL	33132-2297,	USA

tel +1	305	237	3609
rrodri21@mdc.edu

nwsa.mdc.edu

Stetson University
DEGREES B	•	JM	ME	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS Head of 
strings Anthony Hose vn Routa	Kroumovitch	
va Jesus	Alfonzo	vc David	Bjella	
db Michael	Hill

CONTACT	Camille	Tolley,	School	of	Music,	

421	N	Wodoland	Blvd,	DELAND,	 

FL	32723,	USA

tel +1	386	822	8975
music@stetson.edu

www.stetson.edu/music

University of Miami, 
Frost School of Music
DEGREES B	Dip	D	M	•	JM	ME	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS Head of strings 
Ross	Harbaugh	vn Charles	Castleman,	Glen	
Basham,	Mark	o’Connor,	Scott	Flavin	

va Pamela	McConnell	vc Ross	Harbaugh	
db Brian	Powell	ch Bergonzi	Quartet
CONTACT	Karen	Kerr,	Po	Box	248165,	
CoRAL	GABLES,	FL	33124-7610,	USA

tel +1	305	284	2247
fax +1	305	284	6475
kmkerr@miami.edu

www.music.miami.edu

usa – georgia

Agnes Scott College
DEGREES B • EM P
CONTACT	Lee	Ann	Afton,	office	of	
Admission,	141	E	College	Ave,	DECATUR,	 

GA	30030,	USA

tel +1	404	471	6000/800	868	8602
admission@agnesscott.edu

www.agnesscott.edu

Georgia State University School of Music
DEGREES B	D	M	•	ME	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS Head of 
strings Christos	Galileas	vn Christos	
Galileas,	Tania	Maxwell	Clements	

va Tania	Maxwell	Clements	

vc Christopher	Rex	db Emory	Clements	
ch Nancy	Elton
CONTACT	Po	Box	4097,	ATLANTA,	 
GA	30302-4097,	USA

tel +1	404	413	5900
fax +1	404	413	5910
music@gsu.edu

www.music.gsu.edu

Robert McDuffie Center for Strings, 
Mercer University
DEGREES B	Dip	•	JM	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS Head of strings 
Amy	Schwartz	Moretti	vn Amy	Schwartz	
Moretti,	David	Halen	va Rebecca	Albers,	
Lawrence	Dutton	vc Julie	Albers,	
Hans	Jorgen	Jensen	db Rachel	Calin,	
Kurt	Muroki

CONTACT	Patty	Crowe,	 
School	of	Music,	1400	Coleman	Ave,	

MACoN,	GA	31207,	USA

crowe_pa@mercer.edu

www.mercer.edu/mcduffie

Schwob School of Music,  
Columbus State University
DEGREES B	Dip	JD	M	•	Jz	JM	ME	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS Head of 
strings Sergiu	Schwartz	vn Sergiu	Schwartz,	
Boris	Abramov	va Zoran	Jakovcic	
vc Wendy	Warner	db Jacqueline	Pickett	
ch Sergiu	Schwartz,	Boris	Abramov,	
Zoran	Jakovcic,	Wendy	Warner

CONTACT	Debra	Tommey,	900	Broadway,	
River	Center	for	the	Performing	Arts,	

CoLUMBUS,	GA	31901,	USA

tel +1	706	649	7224
fax +1	706	649	7369
tommy_debra@columbusstate.edu

www.music.columbusstate.edu
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usa – hawaii

University of Hawaii – Manoa
DEGREES B	D	M	•	JM	ME	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS Head of 
strings I-Bei	Lin	vn Ignace	Jang	
va Anna	Womack	vc I-Bei	Lin	
db John	Gallagher
CONTACT	Kathy	Kamiya,	
Music	Department,	2411	Dole	St,	 

MANoA,	HI	96822,	USA

tel +1	808	956	7756
uhmmusic@hawaii.edu

www.hawaii.edu/music

usa – idaho

Brigham Young University
DEGREES B	•	JM	ME	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS Head of strings 
Dallin	Hansen	vn Ted	Ashton,	Dallin	Hansen	
va Lisa	McNiven,	Kevin	Call	

vc Robert	Tueller	db Aaron	Miller

CONTACT	Department	of	Music,	 

246	Snow	Building,	REXBURG,	 

ID	83460-1210,	USA

tel +1	208	496	4950
fax +1	208	496	4953
music@byui.edu

www.byui.edu/music

College of Idaho
DEGREES B	•	JM	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS Head of strings 
Samuel	Smith	vn Geoffrey	Trabichoff	
va David	Johnson	vc Samuel	Smith
CONTACT	Lorna	Hunter,	
2112	Cleveland	Bvd,	CALDWELL,	

ID	83605–4432,	USA

tel +1	208	459	5305
fax +1	208	459	5885
admission@collegeofidaho.edu

www.collegeofidaho.edu

Idaho State University
DEGREES B	M	•	JM	ME	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS Head of 
strings Keum	Hwa	Cha	
vn Keum	Hwa	Cha	va Keum	Hwa	Cha	
vc Eleanor	Christman	Cox	db Donald	Colby
CONTACT	Department	of	Music,	School	

of	Performing	Arts,,	921	South	8th	Ave,	

Stop	8099,	PoCATELLo,	ID	83209,	USA

tel +1	208	282	3636
fax +1	208	282	4884
music@isu.edu

www.isu.edu/sopa/music

University of Idaho Lionel Hampton 
School of Music
DEGREES B	M	•	JM	ME	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS Head of 
strings Ferenc	Cseszko	vn Ferenc	Cseszko	
va Ferenc	Cseszko	vc Miranda	Wilson	

db Miranda	Wilson

CONTACT	875	Perimeter	Dr,	MS	4015,	

MoSCoW,	ID	83844-4015,	USA

tel +1	208	885	6326
fax +1	208	885	7254
music@uidaho.edu

http://music.uidaho.edu

usa – illinois

Augustana College
DEGREES B	•	JM
MAIN STRING TEACHERS Head of strings 
Susan	Stone	vn Susan	Stone	
va Deborah	Dakin	vc Janina	Ehrlich	
db Patricia	Silva
CONTACT	Margaret	Ellis,	Music	

Department,	639	38th	St,	 

RoCK	ISLAND,	IL	61201-2296,	 

Illinois,	USA

tel +1	309	794	7333
fax +1	309	794	7433
margaretellis@augustana.edu

www.augustana.edu

Chicago College of Performing Arts, 
Roosevelt University
DEGREES B	Dip	M	•	Jz	JM	ME	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS Head of 
strings Richard	Hirschl	vn Frank	Almond,	
Cornelius	Chiu,	Vadim	Gluzman,	

Stefan	Hersh,	Mark	Lakirovich,	 

Jasmine	Lin,	David	Taylor,	MingHuan	Xu,	

Yuan-Qing	Yu,	Roland	Vamos,	Almita	Vamos	

va Roger	Chase,	Igor	Fedotov,	Lawrence	
Neuman,	Yukiko	ogura	vc Karen	Basrak,	
Tanya	Carey,	Richard	Hirschl,	 

John	Sharp	db Andrew	Anderson,	 
Zachary	Cohen,	John	Floeter,	 

Scott	Mason,	Marlene	Rosenberg

CONTACT	Patrick	Zylka,	 
430	S	Michigan	Ave,	CHICAGo,	 

IL	60605,	USA

tel +1	312	341	6735
fax +1	312	341	6358
ccpaadmissions@roosevelt.edu

www.roosevelt.edu/ccpa

DePaul University School of Music
DEGREES B	C	M	•	JM	ME	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS Head of 
strings Janet	Sung	vn Ilya	Kaler,	olga	Kaler,	
Janet	Sung	va Rami	Solomonow,	Karen	
Dirks	vc Stephen	Balderston,	Brant	Taylor	
db Alexander	Hanna,	Robert	Kassinger,	
Jason	Heath,	Denns	Carroll	ch Janet	Sung,	
Stephen	Balderston,	Rami	Solomonow

CONTACT	Ross	Beacraft,	804	West	Belden	

Ave,	CHICAGo,	IL	60614,	USA

tel +1	773	325	7444
fax +1	773	325	7429
musicadmissions@depaul.edu

http://music.depaul.edu

Richard	Hughey	
conducts	the	strings	
at	West	Illinois	School	
of	Music
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Orchestral basses at the New 
England Conservatory of 
Music, Boston
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Judson University
DEGREES B	C	•	P	
MAIN STRING TEACHERS Head of 
strings Robert	Kania	vn Tara	Hayes,	
Joanna	Newby	va Tara	Hayes,	Joanna	
Newby	vc Robert	Weber	db Tim	Shaffer	
ch Tara	Hayes,	Joanna	Newby,	
Robert	Weber

CONTACT	Robert	Kania,	Judson	University	
Christian	College,	Music	Department,	

1151	N	State	St,	ELGIN,	IL	60123–1498,	USA

tel +1	847	628	2500	x1115
rkania@judsonu.edu

www.judsonu.edu

Northern Illinois University, 
School of Music
DEGREES B C M • EM JM ME P 
MAIN STRING TEACHERS 
vn Blaise	Magniere,	Mathias	Tacke,	

Marie	Wang,	Anne	Montzka-Smelser	

va Anthony	Devroye,	Anne	Montzka-

Smelser	vc Cheng-Hou	Lee	db John	Floeter
CONTACT	Lynn	Slater,	School	of	Music,	

DEKALB,	IL	60115,	USA

tel +1	815	753	1546
fax +1	815	753	1759
lslater@niu.edu

www.niu.edu/music

Northwestern University –  
Bienen School of Music
DEGREES B	D	M	•	Jz	JM	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS vn Blair	Milton,	

Gerardo	Ribeiro,	Almita	Vamos,	

Robert	Hanford	va Roland	Vamos,	
Charles	Pikler	vc Hans	Jørgen	Jensen	
db Andrew	Raciti
CONTACT	Admissions,	711	Elgin	Rd,	
EVANSToN,	IL	60208–1200,	USA

tel +1	847	491	3141
fax +1	847	467	5260
musiclife@northwestern.edu

www.music.northwestern.edu

Southern Illinois University 
at Edwardsville (SIUE)
DEGREES B	M	•	EM	Jz	JM	ME	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS Head of strings 
Lenora-Marya	Anop	vn Lenora-Marya	Anop	

va Eliana	Haig	vc Marta	Simidtchieva	

db Fred	Devaney
CONTACT	Music	Department,	 

Box	1771,	SIUE,	Dunham	Hall,	

EDWARDSVILLE,	IL	62026–1771,	USA

tel +1	618	650	3900
kkraets@siue.edu

www.siue.edu

University of Illinois at Urbana – 
Champaign
DEGREES B	Dip	D	M	•	Jz	JM	ME	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS Head of 
strings Stefan	Milenkovich	

vn Stefan	Milenkovich,	Nelson	Lee,	 

Megan	Freivogel	McDonough	 

va Rudolf	Haken,	Liz	Freivogel	 
vc Dmitry	Kouzov,	Daniel	McDonough	

db Michael	Cameron	ch Jupiter	Quartet
CONTACT	Music	Admissions,	

School	of	Music,	1114	W	Nevada	St,	

URBANA,	IL	61801,	USA

tel +1	217244	7899
musicadmissions@illinois.edu

www.music.illinois.edu

Western Illinois University
DEGREES B	M	•	JM	ME	P

MAIN STRING TEACHERS Head of strings 
Richard	Hughey	vn Julieta	Mihai	

va István	Szabó	vc Moisés	Molina	
db Matthew	Hughes	ch Julstrom	Quartet,	
International	Quartet

CONTACT	Yvonne	oliver,	School	of	Music,	

College	of	Fine	Arts	and	Communication,	

122	Browne	Hall,	1	University	Circle,	

MACoMB,	IL	61455–1390,	USA

tel +1	309	298	1544
fax +1	309	298	1968
music@wiu.edu

www.wiu.edu/music

usa – indiana

Ball State University
DEGREES B	Dip	D	M	•	ME	P

MAIN STRING TEACHERS Head of strings 
Peter	opie	vn Anna	Vayman,	Mary	Kothman	

va Katrin	Meidell	vc Peter	opie	db Joel	
Braun	ch American	Piano	Trio
CONTACT	Ryan	Hourigan,	School	of	Music,	

2000	W	University	Ave,	MUNCIE,	

IN	47306,	USA

tel +1	765	285	5501
fax +1	765	285	5401
rmhourigan@bsu.edu

www.bsu.edu/music

DePauw University
DEGREES B	•	JM	ME	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS Head of 
strings Eric	Edberg	vn Erica	Dicker	
va Nicole	Brockmann	vc Eric	Edberg	
db Gregory	Dugan

key
Degrees   B Bachelor   M Master   D doctor   Dip diploma   C Certificate   JD Junior department

OPTIONs   P Performing    ME Music education   JM Joint Major   EM early Music   Jz Jazz   AS Alternative styles 

Students enjoying
a	rehearsal	at	New	
York	University’s	
music	department
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CONTACT	605	S	College	Ave,	
GREENCASTLE,	IN	46135,	USA

tel +1	765	658	4380
fax +1	765	658	4042
schoolofmusic@depauw.edu

www.depauw.edu/music

Indiana State University
DEGREES B	C	M	•	JM	ME	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS Head of strings 
Eric	Rohde	vn Eric	Rohde,	Sharilyn	Spicknall	
va Sharilyn	Spicknall	vc Kurt	Fowler	
db Todd	Gallagher
CONTACT	300	North	7th	St,	 
TERRE	HAUTE,	IN	47809,	USA

tel +1	812	237	2771
fax +1	812	237	3009
isu-music@mail.indstate.edu

www.indstate.edu/music

Indiana University Jacobs School of Music
DEGREES B	C	Dip	D	M	•	EM	JM	ME 
MAIN STRING TEACHERS vn Joshua	Bell,	
Sigurbjorn	Bernharsson,	Jorja	Fleezanis,	

Mauricio	Fuks,	Simin	Ganatra,	 

Grigory	Kalinovsky,	Mark	Kaplan,	 

Alexander	Kerr,	Kevork	Mardirossian,	

Stanley	Ritchie,	Joseph	Swensen,	Mimi	

Zweig	va Atar	Arad,	Edward	Gazouleas,	
Wendy	Gillespie,	Masumi	Per	Rostad,	

Stephen	Wyrczynski,	Mimi	Zweig	 

vc Emilio	Colón,	Eric	Kim,	Peter	Stumpf,	

Brandon	Vamos	db Bruce	Bransby,	 
Kurt	Muroki

CONTACT	Music	Admissions,	1201	East	

Third	St,	JS	100,	BLooMINGToN,	

IN	47405,	USA

tel +1	812	855	7998
fax +1	812	856	6086
musicadm@indiana.edu

www.music.indiana.edu

University of Evansville
DEGREES C	•	JM	ME	P

MAIN STRING TEACHERS Head of 
strings Carol	Dallinger	vn Carol	Dallinger	
va Carol	Dallinger	vc Jennifer	Wingert	

ch Eykamp	Quartet
CONTACT	Eva	Key,	1800	Lincoln	Ave,	
EVANSVILLE,	IN	47722,	USA

tel +1	812	488	2754
fax +1	812	488	2101
music@evansville.edu

http://music.evansville.edu

usa – kansas

Kansas State University
DEGREES B	M	•	EM	JM	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS Head of 
strings David	Littrell	vn Cora	Cooper	
va Cora	Cooper	vc David	Littrell	
db David	Littrell

CONTACT	David	Littrell,	K-State	Department	
of	Music,	109	McCain	Auditorium,	

MANHATTAN,	KS	66506,	USA

tel +1	785	532	3804
fax +1	785	532	6899
dlitmus@ksu.edu

www.ksu.edu/music

Wichita State University
DEGREES B	M	•	Jz	JM	ME	P 
MAIN STRING TEACHERS 
vn Alla	Aranovskaya,	Selim	Giray	
va Catherine	Consiglio,	Boris	Vayner,	
Tracy	Hoover	vc Leonid	Schukaev	
db Mark	Foley

CONTACT	School	of	Music,	

1845	Fairmount,	Box	53,	WICHITA,	

KS	67260,	USA

tel +1	316	978	3085
admissions@wichita.edu

http://finearts.wichita.edu/music

usa – louisiana

Louisiana State University
DEGREES B	D	M	•	ME	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS Head of 
strings Dennis	Parker	vn Lin	He,	Espen	
Lilleslatten	va Elias	Goldstein	
vc Dennis	Parker	db Yung-Chiao	Wei

CONTACT	102	New	Music	Building,	

BAToN	RoUGE,	LA	70803,	USA

tel +1	225	578	3261
cmda@lsu.edu

www.music.lsu.edu

Pizzicato	practice	at	
the	New	England	
Conservatory	of	Music	
in	Boston
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Loyola University College of Music
DEGREES B M • Jz JM P 
MAIN STRING TEACHERS  
vn Amy	Thiaville	va Bruce	owen	 
vc Allen	Nisbet	db Allen	Nisbet
CONTACT	6363	St	Charles	Ave,	Box	8,	
NEW	oRLEANS,	LA	70118,	USA

tel +1	504	865	3037
fax +1	504	865	2852
cmfa@loyno.edu

www.cmfa.loyno.edu

Southeastern Louisiana University
DEGREES B	C	Dip	M	•	JM	ME	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS  
Head of strings Yakov	Voldman	 
vn Yakov	Voldman	va Zorica	Dimova	
vc Daniel	Cassin	db John	Madere	 

ch David	Rossen
CONTACT	Yakov	Voldman,	
Department	of	Fine	and	Performing	Arts,	

SLU	10815,	HAMMoND,	LA	70402–

0815,	USA

tel +1	985	549	5182
fax +1	985	549	2892
yvoldman@southeastern.edu

www.southeastern.edu/acad_research/

depts/mus

University of Louisiana – Lafayette
DEGREES B	M	•	JM	ME	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS Head of strings 
Michael	Blaney	vn Michael	Blaney	
va Jennifer	Cassin	vc Susan	Morton	
db Robert	Nash
CONTACT	School	of	Music,	Po	Box	41207,	

LAFAYETTE,	LA	70504,	USA

tel +1	337	482	6012
fax +1	337	482	5017
music@louisiana.edu

http://music.louisiana.edu

usa – Maryland

Peabody Conservatory of The Johns 
Hopkins University
DEGREES B	C	Dip	D	M	•	EM	JM	ME	P

MAIN STRING TEACHERS Head of strings 
Paul	Johnson	vn Victor	Danchenko,	
Herbert	Greenberg,	Violaine	Melançon,	

Keng-Yuen	Tseng	va Victoria	Chiang,	
Richard	Field,	Choong-Jin	Chang	

vc David	Hardy,	Amit	Peled,	Alan	Stepansky	
db Ira	Gold,	Paul	Johnson,	Jeffrey	Weisner

CONTACT	Admissions,	1	East	Mount	

Vernon	Place,	BALTIMoRE,	 

MD	21202,	USA

tel +1	410	234	4848	or	800	368	2521
fax +1	410	234	0161
admissions@peabody.jhu.edu

www.peabody.jhu.edu

usa – 
MassaChusetts

Berklee College of Music
DEGREES B	Dip	•	Jz	JM	ME	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS Head of strings 
Matt	Glaser	vn Sandra	Kott,	Julianne	Lee,	
Jason	Anick,	Darol	Anger,	Mimi	Rabson,	David	

Wallace	va Julianne	Lee	vc Patrice	Jackson,	
Eugene	Friesen,	Mike	Block,	owen	Young

CONTACT	office	of	Admissions,	
1140	Boylston	St,	BoSToN,	 

MA	02215,	USA

tel +1	617	747	2221
fax +1	617	747	2047
admissions@berklee.edu

www.berklee.edu

Boston Conservatory
DEGREES B	C	Dip	M	•	ME	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS Head of strings 
Andrew	Mark	vn Lynn	Chang,	Judith	
Eissenberg,	Sharan	Leventhal,	Ronan	

Lefkowitz,	Irina	Muresanu,	Rictor	Noren,	

Markus	Placci,	Joseph	Silverstein	 

va Carol	Rodland,	Lila	Brown,	Leonard	
Matczynski,	Rictor	Noren	vc Sato	Knudsen,	
Andrew	Mark,	Rhonda	Rider	 

db Susan	Hagen,	Joseph	Holt,	 
Benjamin	Levy,	Thomas	Van	Dyck,	 

Lawrence	Wolfe

CONTACT	8	The	Fenway,	BoSToN,	 
MA	02215,	USA

tel +1	617	912	9153
fax +1	617	247	9217
admissions@bostonconservatory.edu

www.bostonconservatory.edu

Boston University School of Music
DEGREES B	Dip	D	M	•	JM	ME	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS  
Head of strings Michelle	LaCourse	 

vn Lynn	Chang,	Bayla	Keyes,	Lucia	Lin,	
Malcolm	Lowe,	Dana	Mazurkevich,	 

Yuri	Mazurkevich,	Peter	Zazofsky,	 

Ikuko	Mizuno	va Steven	Ansell,	 
Michael	Zaretsky,	Michelle	LaCourse,	 

Karen	Ritscher	vc Rhonda	Rider,	Michael	

Reynolds,	Leslie	Parnas,	Marc	Johnson,	

Alexandre	Lecarme	db Lawrence	Wolfe,	

Todd	Seeber,	James	orleans,	Edwin	Barker,	

Carolyn	Davis	Fryer,	Benjamin	Levy

CONTACT	Shaun	Ramsay,	College	of	Fine	
Arts,	855	Commonwealth	Ave,	BoSToN,	

MA	02215,	USA

tel +1	617	353	3341
fax +1	617	353	7455
cfamusic@bu.edu

www.bu.edu/cfa/music

Harvard University
DEGREES B D M • AS EM JM P
CONTACT	Lesley	Bannatyne,	
Department	of	Music,	Music	Building,	

CAMBRIDGE,	MA	02138,	USA

tel +1	617	495	2791
fax +1	617	496	8081
musicdpt@fas.harvard.edu

www.fas.harvard.edu/~musicdpt

Longy School of Music
DEGREES B	C	Dip	M	•	EM	Jz	ME	P

MAIN STRING TEACHERS vn Laura	
Bossert,	Solomiya	Ivakhiv,	Mark	Lakirovich,	

Paula	Majerfeld,	Jesse	Mills,	Sean	Wang	

va Laura	Bossert,	Mark	Lakirovich,	

Paula	Majerfeld,	Daniel	Panner	

vc Mihail	Jojatu,	Terry	King	

db Pascale	Delache-Feldman
CONTACT	Katherine	Drago,	 
27	Garden	St,	CAMBRIDGE,	 

MA	02138,	USA

tel +1	617	831	1790
katherine.drago@longy.edu

www.longy.edu

New England Conservatory
DEGREES B	C	Dip	D	JD	M	•	EM	ME	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS Head of strings 
Lucy	Chapman	vn Paul	Biss,	Lucy	Chapman,	
Miriam	Fried,	Soovin	Kim,	Nicholas	Kitchen,	

Malcolm	Lowe,	Kristopher	Tong,	Valeria	

Vilker-Kuchment,	Donald	Weilerstein	

va Cathy	Basrak,	Kim	Kashkashian,	Martha	

Strongin	Katz,	Mai	Motobuchi,	Dimitri	

Murrath,	Roger	Tapping,	Marcus	Thompson	

vc Natasha	Brofsky,	Paul	Katz,	Yeesun	Kim,	
Laurence	Lesser	db James	orleans,	Donald	
Palma,	Todd	Seeber,	Lawrence	Wolfe

CONTACT	Emily	Tweedy,	290	Huntington	
Ave,	BoSToN,	MA	02115,	USA

tel +1	617	585	1104
fax +1	617	585	1115
emily.tweedy@necmusic.edu

www.necmusic.edu
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usa – MiChigan

Alma College
DEGREES	B	•	JM	ME	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS vn Takeshi	Abo	
va Takeshi	Abo	vc James	Fiste	db Ed	Fedewa
CONTACT	Music	Department,	
614	W	Superior	St,	ALMA,	MI	48801,	USA

tel +1	989	463	7111
fax +1	989	463	7094
admissions@alma.edu

www.alma.edu/music

Michigan State University 
School of Music
DEGREES B	Dip	D	M	•	JM	ME	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS Head of 
strings Jack	Budrow,	Suren	Bagratuni	
vn Dmitri	Berlinsky,	Walter	Verdehr,	

I-Fu	Wang	va Yuri	Gandelsman	
vc Suren	Bagratuni	db Jack	Budrow
CONTACT	Music	Building,	333	W	Circle	Dr,	

Room	253,	EAST	LANSING,	MI	48824,	USA

tel +1	517	355	2140
fax +1	517	432	8209
admissions@music.msu.edu

www.music.msu.edu

University of Michigan, School of Music, 
Theatre and Dance
DEGREES B	D	M	•	EM	JM	ME	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS Head of 
strings Andrew	Jennings	vn Danielle	Belen,	
Aaron	Berofsky,	David	Halen,	

Andrew	Jennings,	Stephen	Shipps	

va Caroline	Coade,	Yizhak	Schotten	
vc Richard	Aaron,	Anthony	Elliott	
db Diana	Gannett
CONTACT	Francea	Goodridge,	
2290	Moore	Building,	1100	Baits	Dr,	

ANN	ARBoR,	MI	48109-2085,	USA

tel +1	734	763	7558
fax +1	734	763	5097
music.admissions@umich.edu

www.music.umich.edu

usa – Minnesota

Concordia College
DEGREES B	•	EM	JM	ME	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS Head of 
strings Joanna	Cohen	vn Jane	Capistran,	

Sonja	Harasim	va Kate	Hamilton	
vc Gregory	Hamilton	db Gregory	Hamilton	
ch Concordia	Trio
CONTACT	Admissions,	Music	Department,	

901	8th	Street	South,	MooRHEAD,	

MN	56562,	USA

tel +1	218	299	3004
fax +1	218	299	4720
admissions@cord.edu

www.cord.edu

St Olaf College
DEGREES B	•	EM	Jz	JM	ME	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS Head of 
strings Charles	Gray	vn Charles	Gray,	
Ray	Shows,	Francesca	Anderegg,	

Becky	Weis	vc David	Carter,	Anna	Clift	
db Paul	ousley,	Connie	Martin	

ch Charles	Gray,	David	Carter,	
Francesca	Anderegg

CONTACT	Music	Admissions,	

1520	St	olaf	Ave,	NoRTHFIELD,	

MN	55057,	USA

tel +1	507	786	3297
fax +1	507	786	3125
music@stolaf.edu

www.stolaf.edu/music

University of Minnesota – Twin Cities
DEGREES B	D	M	•	JM	ME	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS Head of strings 
Young-Nam	Kim	vn Mark	Bjork,	Young-Nam	

Kim,	Sally	o’Reilly	va Korey	Konkol	 
vc Tanya	Remenikova	db Chris	Brown
CONTACT	100	Ferguson	Hall,	2106	4th	
Street	S,	MINNEAPoLIS,	MN	55455,	USA

tel +1	612	624	5740
fax +1	612	624	8001
mnmusic@umn.edu

www.music.umn.edu

usa – Mississippi

Belhaven College
DEGREES B	•	JM	ME	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS Head of strings 
Song	Xie	vn Song	Xie	vc Nancy	Bateman	
db Richard	Brown
CONTACT	Music	Department,	 

Campus	Box	320,	1500	Peachtree	St,	

JACKSoN,	MS	39202,	USA

tel +1	601	974	6494

music@belhaven.edu

http://arts.belhaven.edu/music

University of Southern Mississippi
DEGREES	B	M	•	JM	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS 
vn Stephen	Redfield	va Hsiaopei	Lee	
vc Alexander	Russakovsky	
db Marcos	Machado

CONTACT	Mamie	Walters,	Music	School,	

Box	5166,	HATTIESBURG,	 

MS	39406–5166,	USA

tel +1	601	266	5543
music@usm.edu

www.usm.edu/music

usa – Missouri

Missouri Western State University
DEGREES B	•	JM	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS 
vn Rico	McNeela	va Rico	McNeela

CONTACT	4525	Downs	Dr,	ST	JoSEPH,	
Mo	64507,	USA

tel +1	816	271	4420
music@missouriwestern.edu

www.missouriwestern.edu/music

usa – Montana

University of Montana, School of Music
DEGREES B	M	•	ME	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS Head of 
strings Margaret	Nichols	Baldridge	

vn Margaret	Nichols	Baldridge	

va Margaret	Nichols	Baldridge	

vc Fern	Glass-Boyd
CONTACT	32	Campus	Dr,	 
Music	Building	101,	MISSoULA,	 

MT	59812–7992,	USA

tel +1	406	243	6880
fax +1	406	243	2441
griz.music@umontana.edu

www.umt.edu/music

usa – nevada

University of Nevada, Las Vegas
DEGREES B	D	M	•	Jz	JM	ME	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS Head of strings 
Andrew	Smith	vn Wei-Wei	Le	

vc Andrew	Smith
CONTACT	Alfonse	Anderson,	
Department	of	Music,	Box	455025,	

4505	S	Maryland	Pkwy,	LAS	VEGAS,	

NV	89154–5925,	USA
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tel +1	702	895	3332
fax +1	702	895	4239
music@unlv.edu

http://music.unlv.edu

usa –  
new haMpshire

University of New Hampshire
DEGREES B	M	•	JM	ME	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS  
vn Robert	Eshbach	va Mimi	Bravar	 

vc Larry	Veal	db John Hunter

CONTACT	Alexis	Zaricki,	Paul	Creative	
Arts	Center,	30	Academic	Way,	DURHAM,	

NH	03824,	USA

tel +1	603	862	2404
fax +1	603	862	3155
music.info@unh.edu

www.unh.edu/music

usa – new Jersey

College of New Jersey (TC New Jersey)
DEGREES B	•	ME	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS  
vn Ruotao	Mao	va Harold	Levin	 
vc Alistair	MacRae	db Christopher	Clark	
ch Shanghai	Quartet
CONTACT	Music	Department,	Po	Box	7718,	

EWING,	NJ	08628–0718,	USA

tel +1	609	771	2551
fax +1	609	637	5172
mymusic@tcnj.edu

http://music.pages.tcnj.edu

Montclair State University,  
John J. Cali School of Music
DEGREES B	C	Dip	M	•	JM	ME	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS Head of 
strings Nicholas	Tzavaras	vn Weigang	Li,	

Yi-Wen	Jiang,	Elizabeth	Faidley,	Lilit	Gambel,	

Mary	Ann	Mumm	va Honggang	Li	
vc Nicholas	Tzavaras,	Frances	Rowell	
db Linda	McKnight,	Kevin	Brown
CONTACT	JaNeen	Vinson,	1	Normal	Ave,	
MoNTCLAIR,	NJ	7043,	USA

tel +1	973	655	7212
fax +1	973	655	5279
music@mail.montclair.edu

www.montclair.edu/music

Princeton University
DEGREES	B	M	•	AS	EM	P

CONTACT	Department	of	Music,	

PRINCEToN,	NJ	08544,	USA

tel +1	609	258	4241
fax +1	609	258	6793
gsmith@princeton.edu

www.princeton.edu/music

Rowan University
DEGREES B	M	•	ME	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS vn Lenuta	Ciulei	
va Lenuta	Ciulei	vc George	Atanasiu	
db Douglas	Mapp

CONTACT	Michele	Trush,	

Music	Department,	201	Mullica	Hill	Rd,	

GLASSBoRo,	NJ	08028,	USA

tel +1	856	256	4651
music@rowan.edu

www.rowan.edu/fpa/music

Rutgers, The State University of New 
Jersey, Mason Gross School of the Arts 
DEGREES B	C	Dip	D	M	•	Jz	JM	ME	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS Head of strings 
Kynan	Johns	vn Lenuta	Ciulei,	
Todd	Phillips,	Elena	Chernova	Davis,	

Yoon	Kwon,	Yen	Yu,	Carmit	Rinehart-Zori	 

va Choong	Jin	Chang,	Craig	Mumm	

vc Jonathan	Spitz	db Tim	Cobb
CONTACT	Admissions,	Music	Department,	

81	George	St,	NEW	BRUNSWICK,	

NJ	08901–1411,	USA

tel +1	848	932	5269
admissions@masongross.rutgers.edu

www.masongross.rutgers.edu

usa – new york

Bard College Conservatory of Music
DEGREES	B	C	Dip	JD	M	•	EM	JM	P 
MAIN STRING TEACHERS 
vn Shmuel	Ashkenasi,	Eugene	Drucker,	
Yi-Wen	Jiang,	Ida	Kavafian,	Erica	

Kiesewetter,	Weigang	Li,	Daniel	Phillips,	

Laurie	Smukler	va Steven	Tenenbom,	
Ira	Weller,	Michael	Tree	vc Sophie	Shao,	
Peter	Wiley	db Leigh	Mesh

CONTACT	Frank	Corliss,	 
30	Campus	Rd,	ANNANDALE-oN-

HUDSoN,	NY	12504,	USA

tel +1	845	758	2409
conservatoryadmission@bard.edu

www.bard.edu/conservatory

Eastman School of Music
DEGREES B	Dip	D	M	•	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS Heads of 
strings Federico	Agostini,	James	
VanDemark	vn Federico	Agostini,	
Juliana	Athayde,	Lynn	Blakeslee,	

Charles	Castleman,	Renée	Jolles,	Mikhail	

Kopelman,	oleh	Krysa,	Ayano	Ninomiya	

va John	Graham,	Melissa	Matson,	Carol	

Rodland,	George	Taylor	vc Steve	Doane,	
Rosemary	Elliot,	Alan	Harris,	

Kathleen	Kemp,	David	Ying	

db James	VanDemark	ch Ying	Quartet
CONTACT	Admissions	office,	
Eastman	School	of	Music,	26	Gibbs	St,	

RoCHESTER,	NY	14604,	USA

tel +1	585	274	1060/800	388	9695
fax +1	585	232	8601
admissions@esm.rochester.edu

www.esm.rochester.edu

Ithaca College School of Music
DEGREES	B	M	•	Jz	JM	ME	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS vn Susan	
Waterbury,	Peter	Rovit,	Kirsten	Marshall,	

Carrie	Reuning-Hummel	va David	Quiggle	
vc Elizabeth	Simkin,	Heidi	Hoffman	
db Nicholas	Walker

CONTACT	Music	Admissions,	3322	Whalen	

Center	for	Music,	Ithaca	College,	ITHACA,	

NY	14850,	USA

tel +1	607	274	3366
music@ithaca.edu

www.ithaca.edu/music

Juilliard School
DEGREES B	C	Dip	D	M	•	EM	JM	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS vn David	Chan,	
Catherine	Cho,	Kyung-Wha	Chung,	

Ronald	Copes,	Glenn	Dicterow,	

Monica	Huggett,	Ray	Iwazumi,	Hyo	Kang,	

Lewis	Kaplan,	Ida	Kavafian,	Masao	

Kawasaki,	Cho-Liang	Lin,	Itzhak	Perlman,	

Cynthia	Roberts,	Sylvia	Rosenberg,	

Naoko	Tanaka,	Sally	Thomas	va Misha	

Amory,	Toby	Appel,	Heidi	Castleman,	

Hsin-Yun	Huang,	Masao	Kawasaki,	Paul	

Neubauer,	Daniel	Panner,	Samuel	Rhodes,	

Roger	Tapping,	Steven	Tenenbom,	Michael	

Tree,	Karen	Dreyfus,	Cynthia	Phelps,	

Robert	Vernon	vc Richard	Aaron,	
Darrett	Adkins,	Natasha	Brofsky,	

Timothy	Eddy,	André	Emelianoff,	

David	Finckel,	Joel	Krosnick,	Fred	Sherry	

db Harold	Robinson,	Timothy	Cobb,	
Albert	Laszlo,	Eugene	Levinson,	

orin	o’Brien,	Ben	Wolfe	

ch Juilliard	Quartet,	Afiara	Quartet
CONTACT	Lee	Cioppa,	60	Lincoln	Center	
Plaza,	NEW	YoRK,	NY	10023,	USA

tel +1	212	799	5000	x223
fax +1	212	769	6420
musicadmissions@juilliard.edu

www.juilliard.edu
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Manhattan School of Music
DEGREES	B	C	Dip	D	M	•	Jz	JM	ME	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS Head of strings 

David	Geber	vn Daniel	Avshalomov,	Laurie	
Carney,	Sara	Caswell,	Glenn	Dicterow,	

Koichiro	Harada,	Burton	Kaplan,	Lisa	Kim,	

Patinka	Kopec,	Curtis	Macomber,	

Isaac	Malkin,	Nicholas	Mann,	Robert	Mann,	

Albert	Markov,	Maria	Radicheva,	

Lucie	Robert,	Sylvia	Rosenberg,	

Laurie	Smukl	va Irene	Breslaw,	
Karen	Dreyfus,	Burton	Kaplan,	

Patinka	Kopec,	Isaac	Malkin,	

Samuel	Rhodes,	Robert	Rinehart,	

Karen	Ritscher,	Nadia	Sirota,	Michael	Tree,	

Pinchas	Zukerman	vc Marion	Feldman,	

David	Geber,	Wolfram	Koessel,	

Julia	Lichten,	Philippe	Muller,	Fred	Sherry,	

Alan	Stepansky,	Frederick	Zlotkin	

db Linda	McKnight	ch American	Quartet
CONTACT	Amy	Anderson,	120	Claremont	
Ave,	NEW	YoRK,	NY	10027,	USA

tel +1	212	749	2802
admission@msmnyc.edu

www.msmnyc.edu

Mannes College of Music
DEGREES B	Dip	M	•	JM	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS Head of 
strings Hiroko	Yajima	vn Nina	Beilina-
Chudnovsky,	Todd	Phillips,	Miranda	

Cuckson,	Todd	Reynolds,	Shirley	Givens,	

Lucie	Robert,	Lewis	Kaplan,	Aaron	Rosand,	

Christina	Khimm,	Ann	Setzer,	Chin	Kim,	

Laurie	Smukler,	Michelle	Kim,	

Mark	Steinberg,	Curtis	Macomber,	

Sally	Thomas	va Karen	Dreyfus,	
Paul	Neubauer,	Daniel	Panner,	

Cynthia	Phelps,	Ira	Weller	vc Timothy	Eddy,	
Irene	Sharp,	Barbara	Mallow,	Fred	Sherry,	

Marcy	Rosen,	Ronald	Thomas,	Jeff	Zeigler	

db Marji	Danilow,	orin	o’Brien,	

Jordan	Frazier,	Max	Zeugner

CONTACT	Jonathan	Engle,	150	W	85th	St,	

NEW	YoRK,	NY	10024,	USA

tel +1	212	229	5150
mannesadmissions@newschool.edu

www.newschool.edu/mannes

New York University
DEGREES B	C	D	M	•	JM	ME	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS Head of strings 
Stephanie	Baer	vn Stephanie	Chase,	 

Gregory	Fulkerson,	Laura	Hamilton,	

Kikuei	Ikeda,	Shmuel	Katz,	Anton	Miller,	

Ann	Setzer,	Naoko	Tanaka,	Cyrus	Beroukhim,	

Michelle	Kim,	Jesse	Mills	va Stephanie	Baer,	
Shmuel	Katz,	Anne	Lanzilotti,	Karen	Ritscher	

vc Edward	Arron,	Marion	Feldman,	 

Eileen	Moon	db Joseph	Bongiorno,	
Gail	Kruvand

CONTACT	Stephanie	Baer,	NYU	Steinhardt	
–	Music	and	Performing	Arts	Professions,	

35	West	4th	St,	Suite	1077,	NEW	YoRK,	

NY	10012,	USA

tel +1	212	992	9447
fax +1	212	995	4043
stephanie.baer@nyu.edu

steinhardt.nyu.edu/music/strings

Purchase College Conservatory of Music
DEGREES B	C	Dip	M
MAIN STRING TEACHERS Head of 
strings Julia	Lichten	vn Calvin	Wiersma,	

Deborah	Buck,	Carmit	Rinehart-Zori	

va Danielle	Farina	vc Julia	Lichten	
db Timothy	Cobb
CONTACT	office	of	Admissions,	
State	University	of	New	York,	

735	Anderson	Hill	Rd,	PURCHASE,	

NY	10577–1400,	USA

tel +1	914	251	6300
fax +1	914	251	6314
musicadmissions@purchase.edu

www.purchase.edu

Sarah Lawrence College
DEGREES	B	•	JM	ME	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS vn Sungrai	Sohn	
va Daniel	Panner	vc Susannah	Chapman,	
Brian	Snow	db Mark	Helias

CONTACT	Admissions,	 
Music	Department,	1	Mead	Way,	

BRoNXVILLE,	NY	10708,	USA

tel +1	914	395	2510/800	888	2858
fax +1	914	395	2515
slcadmit@sarahlawrence.edu

www.slc.edu

Stony Brook University
DEGREES B D M 

MAIN STRING TEACHERS vn Philip	Setzer,	
Hagai	Shaham,	Arnaud	Sussman,	

Jennifer	Frautschi	va Lawrence	Dutton,	
Nicholas	Cords	vc Colin	Carr	
db Kurt	Muroki

CONTACT	Monica	Gentile	or	

Germaine	Berry,	SUNY	at	Stony	Brook	

University,	Department	of	Music,	

SToNY	BRooK,	 

NY	11794-5475,	USA

tel +1	631	632	7330
germaine.berry@stonybrook.edu

www.sunysb.edu/music

Syracuse University,  
Setnor School of Music
DEGREES B	M	•	JM	ME	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS Head of 
strings Harumi	Rhodes	 
vn Karen	Veverka,	Harumi	Rhodes	 
va Eric	Gustafson	vc Gregory	Wood	

db Edward	Castilano,	Darryl	Pugh	
ch Jonathan	Bagg
CONTACT	office	of	Recruitment	and	
Admissions,	202	Crouse	College,	

SYRACUSE,	NY	13244–1010,	USA

tel +1	315	443	2769
fax +1	315	443	1935
admissu@syr.edu	or	admissg@syr.edu

http://vpa.syr.edu

usa –  
north Carolina

Duke University
DEGREES B M • JM P 
MAIN STRING TEACHERS 
vn Andrew	Bonner,	Hsiao-Mei	Ku,	

Eric	Pritchard,	Mary	Robinson	

va Jonathan	Bagg	vc Frederic	Raimi,	
Robbie	Link	db Michael	Ashton

CONTACT	UG	Admissions,	105	Mary	Duke	

Biddle	Music	Building,	Po	Box	90665,	

DURHAM,	NC	27708,	USA

tel +1	919	660	3300
fax +1	919	660	3301
duke-music@duke.edu

www.music.duke.edu

East Carolina University 
DEGREES B	C	M	•	EM	Jz	JM	ME	P

MAIN STRING TEACHERS Head of strings 
Jorge	Richter	vn Ara	Gregorian,	Hye-Jin	Kim	
va Jorge	Richter,	Ara	Gregorian,	Hye-Jin	
Kim	vc Emanuel	Gruber	db Leonid	
Finkelshteyn	ch Jorge	Richter,	
Ara	Gregorian,	Hye-Jin	Kim,	

Emanuel	Gruber,	Leonid	Finkelshteyn

CONTACT	Jeffrey	Ward,	 

East	Carolina	University,	 

102	AJ	Fletcher	Music	Center,	

GREENVILLE,	NC	27858-4353,	

North	Carolina,	USA
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tel +1	252	328	4281
fax +1	252	328	3258
wardj@ecu.edu

www.ecu.edu/music

Mariam Cannon Hayes School of Music, 
Appalachian State University
DEGREES B	C	M	•	EM	Jz	JM	ME	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS Head of 
strings Eric	Koontz	vn Nancy	Bargerstock,	
Eric	Koontz	vc Kenneth	Lurie	
db John	Spuller
CONTACT	Janet	Seatz,	Hayes	School	
of	Music,	Broyhill	Music	Center,	

Appalachian	State	University,	813	Rivers	St,	

BooNE,	NC	28608,	USA

tel +1	828	262	3020
fax +1	828	262	3021
seatzja@appstate.edu	or	 

music@appstate.edu

www.music.appstate.edu

UNCSA (University of North Carolina 
School of the Arts)
DEGREES B C JD M 

MAIN STRING TEACHERS Head of 
strings Kevin	Lawrence	vn Kevin	Lawrence,	
Janet	orenstein,	Ida	Bieler	va Sheila	Browne	
vc Brooks	Whitehouse	db Paul	Sharpe
CONTACT	office	of	Admissions,	
1533	S	Main	St,	WINSToN-SALEM,	

NC	27127,	USA

tel +1	336	770	3290
admissions@uncsa.edu

www.uncsa.edu

University of North Carolina  
at Greensboro
DEGREES B	D	M	•	AS	Jz	JM	ME	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS Head of 
strings Marjorie	Bagley	vn Marjorie	Bagley,	

Fabián	López	va Scott	Rawls	
vc Alexander	Ezerman	db Craig	Brown
CONTACT	UNCG	School	of	Music,	

Theatre	and	Dance,	Po	Box	26170,	

GREENSBoRo,	NC	27402,	

North	Carolina,	USA

tel +1	336	334	5789
fax +1	336	334	5497
music@uncg.edu

http://performingarts.uncg.edu

usa – ohio

Bowling Green State University
DEGREES B	C	M	•	ME	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS 
vn Penny	Thompson	Kruse	va Matthew	

McBride-Daline,	Jeffrey	Showell	

vc Alan	Smith	db Robert	Rohwer,	
Jeff	Halsey

CONTACT	Sherri	White,	110	McFall	Center,	

BoWLING	GREEN,	oH	43403-0085,	 

ohio,	USA

tel +1	419	372	2182
skwhite@bgsu.edu

www.bgsu.edu

Cedarville University
DEGREES B	•	JM	ME	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS Head of 
strings Jun	Kim	vn Carlos	Elias	
va Jane	Jaquith	db Tony	Neumayr
CONTACT	Steve	Winteregg,	251	N	Main	St,	

CEDARVILLE,	oH	45314,	USA

tel +1	937	766	7728
fax +1	937	766	7661
winteregg@cedarville.edu

www.cedarville.edu

Cleveland Institute of Music
DEGREES B	C	Dip	D	M	•	EM	JM	ME	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS vn Joan	Kwuon,	
Kimberly	Meier-Sims,	William	Preucil,	

Stephen	Rose,	Joel	Smirnoff,	

David	Updegraff,	Ivan	Ženatý,	Jaime	Laredo	

va Robert	Vernon,	Kirsten	Docter,	
Jeffrey	Irvine,	Mark	Jackobs,	Stanley	

Konopka,	Lynne	Ramsey	vc Stephen	Geber,	
Mark	Kosower,	Melissa	Kraut,	

Merry	Peckham,	Sharon	Robinson,	

Richard	Weiss,	Alisa	Weilerstein	

db Maximilian	Dimoff,	Scott	Dixon,	

Derek	Zadinsky	ch Cavani	Quartet
CONTACT	Admissions,	11021	East	Blvd,	
CLEVELAND,	oH	44106,	USA

tel +1	216	791	5000
admission@cim.edu

www.cim.edu

Cleveland State University
DEGREES B	C	M	•	JM	ME	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS Head of 
strings Victor	Liva	vn Victor	Liva,	Ken	
Johnston,	Takako	Masame,	Peter	otto	

va Arthur	Klima,	Joanna	Patterson	
vc Bryan	Dumm,	Alan	Harrell,	
Erica	Snowden	db Charles	Carleton,	
Glenn	Holmes,	Derek	Zadinsky

CONTACT	Kate	Bill,	College	of	Liberal	 
Arts	&	Social	Sciences,	Department	of	

Music,	212	Euclid	Ave,	CLEVELAND,	 

oH	44115,	USA

tel +1	216	687	2033
fax +1	216	687	9279
m.c.bill@csuohio.edu

www.csuohio.edu

College of Wooster
DEGREES B	•	JM	ME	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS 
vn Thomas	Wood	va Thomas	Wood	

vc Jeff	Millen	db Jack	Steward
CONTACT	Nancy	Ditmer,	Music	

Department,	Scheide	Music	Center,	

525	E	University	St,	WooSTER,	 

oH	44691,	USA

tel +1	330	263	2419
fax +1	330	263	2051
nditmer@wooster.edu

www.wooster.edu/music

Miami University
DEGREES B	M	•	JM	ME	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS Head of 
strings Mary	Harris	vn Harvey	Thurmer,	
Amy	Kiradjieff,	Tze	Yean	Lim	va Mary	Harris	

vc Pansy	Chang	db Steve	Ullery
CONTACT	Bruce	Murray,	 
Music	Department,	109	Presser	Hall,	

oXFoRD,	oH	45056,	USA

tel +1	513	529	3014
music@miamioh.edu

www.arts.miamioh.edu/music

Oberlin College Conservatory of Music
DEGREES B	Dip	M	•	EM	JM	ME	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS Head of 
strings Peter	Slowik	vn David	Bowlin,	
Gregory	Fulkerson,	Marilyn	McDonald,	

Milan	Vitek	va Peter	Slowik,	Michael	Isaac	

Strauss	vc Darrett	Adkins,	Amir	Elden,	
Catharina	Meints	db Scott	Dixon,	
Peter	Dominguez,	Tracy	Rowell	

ch Calder	Quartet
CONTACT	Michael	Manderen,	

39	West	College	St,	oBERLIN,	 

oH	44074–1588,	USA

tel +1	440	775	8413
conservatory.admissions@oberlin.edu

www.oberlin.edu/con

Ohio Northern University
DEGREES B	•	EM	JM	
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MAIN STRING TEACHERS 
vn Florin	Simioanca	va Florin	Simioanca	
vc Rachel	Pinkney
CONTACT	525	South	Main	St,	 

ADA,	oH	45810,	USA

tel +1	419	772	2150
music@onu.edu

www.onu.edu/music

Ohio Wesleyan University
DEGREES B	•	JM	ME	P 
MAIN STRING TEACHERS  
vn David	Niwa	va Karl	Pedersen	 
vc Mary	Fetherston	 

db Gary	Wasserman

CONTACT	Timothy	Roden,	Music	

Department,	61	S	Sandusky	St,	

DELAWARE,	oH	43015,	USA

tel +1	740	368	3700
fax +1	740	368	3723
musicd@owu.edu

http://music.owu.edu

Otterbein University
DEGREES B 

MAIN STRING TEACHERS vn David	Edge,	
Erin	Gilliland,	Douglas	Locke,	Susan	Locke	 

va Steven	Wedell	vc Wendy	Morton

CONTACT	Claire	Brock,	1	South	Grove	St,	
Westerville,	WESTERVILLE,	oH	43081,	 

ohio,	USA

tel +1	614	823	1504
cbrock@otterbein.edu

www.otterbein.edu/music

Wittenberg University
DEGREES B	•	JM	ME	P 
MAIN STRING TEACHERS vn/va Betsey 

Hofeldt	vc Daniel	Kazez	db Daniel	Kazez
CONTACT	Melanie	Gillaugh,	Music	

Department,	Krieg	Hall,	Box	720,	

SPRINGFIELD,	oH	45501,	USA

tel +1	800	677	7558
kernm1@wittenberg.edu

www.wittenberg.edu/academics/music

usa – oregon

Marylhurst University
DEGREES B	M	•	EM	JM	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS Head of 
strings Jeanette	Wood	vn Lajos	Balogh
CONTACT	Lacey	Hughes,	Marylhurst	

University	Music	Department,	Po	Box	261,	

MARYLHURST,	oR	97036-0261,	USA

tel +1	503	699	6268
music@marylhurst.edu

www.marylhurst.edu/music

usa – 
pennsylvania

Allegheny College Music Department
DEGREES B 

MAIN STRING TEACHERS 
vn Vincent	Scacchetti	va Vincent	Scacchetti	 
vc Susanna	Reilly

CONTACT	Lowell	Hepler,	Box	31,	
520	N	Main	St,	MEADVILLE,	PA	16335,	

USA

tel +1	814	332	3304
lhepler@allegheny.edu

www.allegheny.edu/academies/music

Boyer College of Music and Dance,  
Temple University
DEGREES B	C	Dip	D	M	•	EM	ME	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS Head of 
strings Eduard	Schmieder	vn Milie	Bai,	

Vladimir	Dyo,	Kimberly	Fisher,	Helen	

Kwalwasser,	Meichen	Liao	Barnes,	

Diane	Monroe,	Dara	Morales,	Hirono	oka,	

Marc	Rovetti,	Eduard	Schmieder,	

Barbara	Sonies,	Valissa	Willwerth	

va Daniel	Avshalomov,	Che-Hung	Chen,	
Luise	Evelyn	Jacobs,	Kerri	Ryan,	Ana	

Tsinadze,	Xiao-Fu	Zhou	vc ohad	Bar-David,	
John	Koen,	Jesus	Morales,	Kathryn	

Picht-Read,	Jeffrey	Solow	db Joseph	
Conyers,	John	Hood,	Robert	Kesselman,	

Anne Peterson ch Vladimir	Dyo,	
Meichen	Barnes,	Che-Hung	Chen,	

Joseph	Conyers,	Yevgeniy	Dyo,	

Alexander	Fiorillo,	Elizabeth	Hainen,	

John	Koen,	Allen	Krantz,	Helen	Kwalwasser,	

Joyce	Lindorff,	Mark	Livshits,	

Svetlana	Smolina,	Jeffrey	Solow,	

Ana	Tsinadze,	Mikhail	Yanovitsky

CONTACT	Kristi	Morgridge,	Boyer	College	

of	Music,	Presser	Hall,	PHILADELPHIA,	

PA	19122,	USA

Getting	behind	the	
basses	at	St	olaf	
College’s	orchestra		
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tel +1	215	204	6810
fax +1	215	204	4957
music@temple.edu

www.temple.edu/music

Carnegie Mellon University  
School of Music
DEGREES B	C	M	•	JM	ME	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS Head of 
strings Denis	Colwell	vn Andrés	Cárdenes,	
Cyrus	Forough,	Christopher	Wu	

va David	Harding,	Isaias	Zelkowicz	
vc Anne	Martindale	Williams,	David	

Premo	db Micah	Howard,	Peter	Guild	

ch David	Harding,	Meng	Wang,	

James	Whipple

CONTACT	W	Colby	Carson,	500	Forbes	

Ave,	PITTSBURGH,	PA	15213,	USA

tel +1	412	268	4118
fax +1	412	268	1431
wccarson@cmu.edu

http://music.cmu.edu

Curtis Institute of Music
DEGREES B	C	Dip	M	•	JM	ME	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS 
vn Shmuel	Ashkenasi,	Pamela	Frank,	
Ida	Kavafian,	Aaron	Rosand,	Yumi	Ninomiya	

Scott,	Joseph	Silverstein,	Arnold	Steinhardt	

va Misha	Amory,	Joseph	de	Pasquale,	

Roberto	Díaz,	Hsin-Yun	Huang,	Michael	Tree	

vc Carter	Brey,	Peter	Wiley	db Harold	Hall	
Robinson,	Edgar	Meyer

CONTACT	Admissions,	Curtis	Institute	
of	Music,	1726	Locust	St,	PHILADELPHIA,	 

PA	19103,	USA

tel +1	215	893	5262
admissions@curtis.edu

www.curtis.edu

Marywood University
DEGREES B	M	•	Jz	JM	ME	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS Head of 
strings Sophie	Till	vn Sophie	Till	
va Sophie	Till	vc Christiane	 
Appenheimer-Vaida	db Joe	Cole
CONTACT	David	Romines,	2300	
Adams	Ave,	SCRANToN,	PA	18509,	USA

tel +1	570	348	6268
dromines@maryu.marywood.edu

www.marywood.edu/music

Pennsylvania State University  
School of Music
DEGREES B	C	D	M	•	EM	JM	ME	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS Head of strings 
Max	Zorin	vn James	Lyon,	Max	Zorin	

va Timothy	Deighton	vc Kim	Cook	
db Robert	Nairn

CONTACT	Penn	State	School	of	Music,	

Music	Building	1,	University	Pk,	 

PA	16802–1901,	USA

tel +1	814	865	0431
fax +	1	814	865	6785
music-ug-adm@psu.edu	or	 

music-gr-adm@psu.edu

www.music.psu.edu

usa –  
rhode island

Brown University
DEGREES B	D	M	•	JM	ME	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS Head of 
strings Paul	Phillips	vn Lois	Finkel	
va Consuelo	Sherba,	David	Rubinstein	
vc Daniel	Harp	db Nancy	Kidd,	 
David	Zinno

CONTACT	College	Admissions,	orwig	Music	

Building,	Box	1924,	1	Young	orchard	Ave,	

PRoVIDENCE,	RI	02912,	USA

tel +1	401	863	3234
fax +1	401	863	1256
music@brown.edu

www.brown.edu/music

usa –  
south Carolina

Bob Jones University
DEGREES B	M	•	ME	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS Head of 
strings Sue	Quindag	vn Dianne	Pinner	
va Rachel	Taclob	vc Yuriy	Leonovich
CONTACT	Ed	Dunbar,	1700	Wade	

Hampton	Blvd,	GREENVILLE,	

SC	29614,	USA

tel +1	864	242	5100	x2710
fax +1	864	467	9302
edunbar@bju.edu

www.bju.edu

College of Charleston School of the Arts
DEGREES C	•	EM	JM	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS Head of 
strings Lee-Chin	Siow	vn Lee-Chin	Siow	
vc Natalia	Khoma	ch Siow-Khoma-Graf	Trio
CONTACT	Donna	DuPre,	Department	
of	Music,	66	George	St,	CHARLESToN,	

SC	29424,	USA

tel +1	843	953	5927
music@cofc.edu

www.cofc.edu/music

Petrie School of Music, Converse College
DEGREES B	JD	M	•	AS	JM	ME	P

MAIN STRING TEACHERS Head of 
strings Sarah	Johnson	vn Sarah	Johnson	
va Miles	Hoffman	vc Kathleen	Foster	
db Matthew	Waid	ch Sarah	Johnson,	
Miles	Hoffman

CONTACT	Converse	Admissions,	
580	East	Main	St,	SPARTANBURG,	

SC	29302,	USA

tel +1	864	596	9040
fax +1	864	596	9225
admissions@converse.edu

www.converse.edu

University of South Carolina  
School of Music
DEGREES B	C	D	M	•	JM	ME	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS Head of 
strings Robert	Jesselson	vn Bill	Terwilliger,	 
Neil	Casey,	Don	Portnoy,	Rebecca	Hunter	 

va Daniel	Sweaney	vc Robert	Jesselson	 
db Craig	Butterfield
CONTACT	Jennifer	Jablonski,	813	
Assembly	St,	CoLUMBIA,	SC	29208,	USA

tel +1	803	777	6614
jjablonski@mozart.sc.edu

www.sc.edu/music

usa –  
south dakota

University of South Dakota
DEGREES B M 

MAIN STRING TEACHERS vn Eunho	Kim	 
va Eunho	Kim	vc Marie-Elaine	Gagnon	 

db Richard	Rognstad
CONTACT	Admissions,	414	E	Clark	St,	
VERMILLIoN,	SD	57069,	USA

tel +1	605	677	5274
fax +1	605	677	5275
music@usd.edu

www.usd.edu/music
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key
Degrees   B Bachelor   M Master   D doctor   Dip diploma   C Certificate   JD Junior department

OPTIONs   P Performing    ME Music education   JM Joint Major   EM early Music   Jz Jazz   AS Alternative styles 

usa – tennessee

Lee University
DEGREES B	M	•	ME	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS  
vn Xiaoqing	Yu,	Weiyi-Cai	Yu	 

va Xiaoqing	Yu	vc Ihsan	Kartal	 
db Steve	Benne	ch Xiaoqing	Yu,	 
Ning	An,	Weiyi-Cai	Yu,	Ihsan	Kartal,	 

Steve	Benne

CONTACT	Christina	Reynolds,	 
1130	Parker	Street	NE,	CLEVELAND,	 

TN	37311,	USA

tel +1	423	614	8240
fax +1	423	614	8242
music@leeuniversity.edu

www.leeuniversity.edu/academics/music

us

eriC sMitH cello
Masters student at the University of North Texas College of Music

I	returned	to	the	University	of	North	Texas	(UNT)	last	autumn,	having	completed	my	
undergraduate	studies	there	in	2008.	I	ended	up	at	UNT	almost	by	accident:	I	had	planned	to	
study	elsewhere,	but	the	teacher	I	had	wanted	to	learn	with	passed	away.	My	high-school	cello	
teacher	recommended	that	I	go	to	UNT	instead	and	so	the	university	arranged	a	late	audition	for	me.	

Within	a	couple	of	weeks	I	knew	this	was	the	right	place	for	me.	My	first	lesson	with	Eugene	
osadchy	was	amazing	–	I	still	study	with	him	now	–	and	the	course	was	very	easy	to	tailor	to	help	me	
become	the	kind	of	musician	that	I	wanted	to	be.	There	were	classes	in	history,	pedagogy,	acoustics,	
electroacoustic	music	and	more.	A	lot	of	these	were	based	outside	the	music	school	–	the	acoustics	
course	is	run	by	the	physics	department,	for	example.	The	music	history	classes	were	particularly	
valuable	for	me	because	they	gave	me	the	tools	I	needed	to	understand	music	in	its	historical	context.	
This	was	also	helpful	because	I	did	a	lot	of	Baroque	cello	and	viola	da	gamba	playing	during	
my	bachelors	course,	and	now	I	do	freelance	work	on	both	modern	and	period	instruments.	

The	Dallas	and	Fort	Worth	areas	of	Texas	have	an	unusually	large	number	of	ensembles:	there	are	the	
Plano,	Irving	and	Richardson	symphony	orchestras	as	well	as	chamber,	early	music	and	new	music	groups.	
It’s	a	great	area	to	be	a	freelance	player,	and	it	gives	UNT	students	and	alumni	lots	of	opportunities	to	
play	in	a	professional	orchestral	setting.	If	I	could	give	one	piece	of	advice	to	new	students	here,	it	would	
be	to	become	a	part	of	everything	you	can:	go	to	concerts,	study	early	music	and	jazz,	take	lessons	from	
different	faculty	members,	and	really	get	involved	with	all	the	different	aspects	of	the	local	music	scene.

Vanderbilt University,  
Blair School of Music
DEGREES B	JD	•	AS	EM	Jz	JM	ME	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS Head of 
strings Cornelia	Heard	vn  
Cornelia	Heard,	Carolyn	Huebl,	 

Stephen	Miahky.	Crystal	Plohman,	 

Matt	Combs,	Allison	Nyquist	(EM)	

va Kathryn	Plummer,	John	Kochanowski	
vc Felix	Wang	db Joel	Reist,	Glen	Wanner	

ch John	Kochanowski
CONTACT	Dwayne	Sagen,	
2400	Blakemore	Ave,	NASHVILLE,	

TN	37212–3499,	USA

tel +1	615	322	6181
fax +1	615	343	0324
dwayne.p.sagen@vanderbilt.edu

http://blair.vanderbilt.edu

usa – texas 

Meadows School of the Arts  
at Southern Methodist University
DEGREES B	Dip	M	•	JM	ME	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS Head of strings 
Andrés	Díaz,	Emanuel	Borok	vn Chee-Yun	
Kim,	Emanuel	Borok,	Diane	Kitzman	

va Ellen	Rose,	Barbara	Sudweeks	
vc Christopher	Adkins,	Andrés	Díaz	
db Thomas	Lederer,	Brian	Perry	
ch Matthew	Albert

CONTACT	Melissa	Murray,	Meadows	

School	of	the	Arts,	6101	Bishop	Blvd,	

DALLAS,	TX	75205,	USA

tel +1	214	768	3680
fax +1	214	768	4669
musicrecruits@smu.edu

http://meadows.smu.edu

Moores School of Music,  
University of Houston
DEGREES B	C	Dip	D	M	•	JM	ME	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS Head of strings 
Frank	Huang,	Dennis	J	Whittaker	vn Andrzej	
Grabiec,	Kirsten	Yon,	Alan	Austin	(EM)	

va Wayne	Brooks,	Suzanne	LeFevre	

vc Vagram	Saradjian,	Anthony	Kitai	 
db Dennis	Whittaker

CONTACT	Admissions	coordinator,	Moores	

School	of	Music,	120	School	of	Music	Bldg,	

HoUSToN,	TX	77204-4017,	USA

tel +1	713	743	3009
musicadmissions@uh.edu

www.music.uh.edu
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Shepherd School of Music  
at Rice University
DEGREES B	Dip	D	M	•	JM	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS Head of 
strings Paul	Ellison	vn Kenneth	Goldsmith,	
Paul	Kantor,	Cho-Liang	Lin,	

Kathleen	Winkler	va James	Dunham,	
Ivo-Jan	van	der	Werff	vc Norman	Fischer,	
Desmond	Hoebig,	Brinton	Averil	Smith	

db Paul	Ellison,	Timothy	Pitts
CONTACT	Phyllis	Smith,	MS	532,	

Po	Box	1892,	HoUSToN,	 

TX	77251–1892,	USA

tel +1	713	348	3578
fax +1	713	348	5317
pws2@rice.edu

www.rice.edu/music

Texas Christian University
DEGREES B	Dip	D	M	•	JM	ME	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS Head of 
strings Misha	Galaganov	vn Elisabeth	
Adkins	va Misha	Galaganov 

vc Jesús	Castro-Balbi	db Yuan	Xiong	Lu
CONTACT	School	of	Music,	TCU,	

Box	297500,	FoRT	WoRTH,	TX	76129,	

USA

tel +1	817	257	7602
fax +1	817	257	5818
music@tcu.edu

www.music.tcu.edu

Texas Technical University
DEGREES B	D	M	•	JM	ME	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS Head of 
strings John	Gilbert	vn John	Gilbert,	 
Annie	Chalex	Boyle	va Kimberly	Sparr	
vc Jeffrey	Lastrapes	db Mark	Morton

CONTACT	Michael	Stoune,	School	

of	Music,	Box	42033,	LUBBoCK,	

TX	79409–2033,	USA

tel +1	806	742	2270	x255
fax +1	806	742	2294
michael.stoune@ttu.edu

www.ttu.edu/music

University of North Texas  
College of Music
DEGREES B	C	D	M	•	EM	Jz	JM	ME	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS Head of 
strings Susan	Dubois	vn Nathan	olson,	
Julia	Bushkova,	Phillip	Lewis,	

Cynthia	Roberts,	Felix	olschofka	

va Susan	Dubois,	Laura	Bruton,	
Daphne	Gerling	vc Eugene	osadchy,	
Nikola	Ruzevic	db Jeff	Bradetich,	Brian	Perry	
ch George	Papich,	Nikola	Ruzevic
CONTACT	Susan	Dubois,	1155	Union	
Circle	#311367,	DENToN,	 

TX	76203–5017,	USA

tel +1	940	565	2791
fax +1	940	565	2002
music.information@unt.edu

www.music.unt.edu

University of Texas at Austin,  
Butler School of Music
DEGREES B	Dip	D	M	•	Jz	ME	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS Head of 
strings Roger	Myers	vn Daniel	Ching,	
William	Fedkenheuer,	Brian	Lewis,	

Sandy	Yamamoto	va John	Largess,	
Roger	Myers	vc Joshua	Gindele,	 
Bion	Tsang	db DaXun	Zhang
CONTACT	2406	Robert	Dedman	Dr,	
AUSTIN,	TX	78712–1555,	USA

tel +1	512	471	7764
fax +1	512	471	7836
uga@mail.music.utexas.edu

www.music.utexas.edu

usa – utah

Weber State University
DEGREES B	•	AS	Jz	JM	ME	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS Head of 
strings Shi-Hwa	Wang	vn Shi-Hwa	Wang,	

Francisco	de	Gálvez,	Elissa	Krebs	

va Shi-Hwa	Wang,	Francisco	de	Gálvez	

vc Viktor	Uzur	db Benjamin	Henderson	
ch Viktor	Uzur
CONTACT	Georgene	Ady,	3950	West	

Campus	Dr,	Department	1905,	oGDEN,	

UT	84408–1905,	USA

tel +1	801	626	6437
fax +1	801	626	6811
gady@weber.edu

http://weber.edu

usa – virginia

Shenandoah Conservatory
DEGREES B	C	Dip	D	M	•	JM	ME	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS Head of 
strings Jan	Wagner	vn Akemi	Takayama	
va Doris	Lederer	vc Clyde	Thomas	Shaw	
db Donovan	Stokes,	Inez	Wynick

CONTACT	Margie	Sobczynski,	

Wilkins	Building,	1460	University	Dr,	

WINCHESTER,	VA	22601,	USA

tel +1	540	665	4581
admit@su.edu

www.su.edu/conservatory

Virginia Commonwealth University
DEGREES B	M	•	ME	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS Head of 
strings Susanna	Klein	vn Susanna	Klein,	
Simon	Lapointe	va Stephen	Schmidt,	Molly	

Sharp	vc Dana	McComb	db Kelly	Ali
CONTACT	Kimberly	Fox-Knight,	Music	

Department,	922	Park	Ave,	Po	Box	842004,	

RICHMoND,	VA	23284–2004,	USA

tel +1	804	828	1166
music@vcu.edu

www.vcumusic.org

usa – washington

Seattle Pacific University
DEGREES B	•	JM	ME	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS vn Ilka	Talvi	
vc Meg	Brennand	db Todd	Gowers
CONTACT	Kim	Gilnett,	3307	Third	Ave	W,	

Suite	310,	SEATTLE,	WA	98119,	USA

tel +1	206	281	3415
fax +1	206	281	2430
kgilnett@spu.edu	or	music@spu.edu

www.spu.edu/depts/fpa

usa –  
west virginia

West Virginia University
DEGREES B	D	M	•	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS Head of 
strings Mikylah	Myers	McTeer	

vn Mikylah	Myers	McTeer	

va Andrea	Priester	Houde	
vc William	Skidmore	db Andrew	Kohn
CONTACT	James	Froemel,	School	of	Music,	

Po	Box	6111,	MoRGANToWN,	WV	

26506–6111,	USA

tel +1	304	293	4339
fax +1	304	293	7491
jfroemel@mail.wvu.edu

www.music.wvu.edu

usa – wisConsin

Lawrence University Conservatory  
of Music
DEGREES B 

MAIN STRING TEACHERS vn Samantha	
George,	Wen-Lei	Gu	va Matthew	Michelic	

to Add or uPdAte A Listing, eMAiL 
thEStrAD@thEStrAD.CoM
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vc Janet	Anthony	db Mark	Urness

CONTACT	Academy	of	Music,	711	East	

Boldt	Way,	APPLEToN,	WI	54911,	USA

tel +1	920	832	6632
fax +1	920	993	6039
acad-music@lawrence.edu

www.lawrence.edu

University of Wisconsin – Parkside
DEGREES B	•	JM	ME	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS Head of strings 
Alvaro	Garcia	vn Alexander	Mandl	

va Alvaro	Garcia	vc Randy	Dissmore	
db Michael	Gudbaur

CONTACT	Alvaro	Garcia,	900	Wood	Rd,	 

Po	Box	2000,	KENoSHA,	WI	53141–2000,	

USA

tel +1	262	595	2562
fax +1	262	595	2271
garciaa@uwp.edu

www.uwp.edu/learn/departments/music/

index.cfm

University of Wisconsin – Superior
DEGREES B	•	JM	ME	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS vn Erin	Aldridge	
va Kevin	Hoeschen	vc Lucia	Magney	

db Nixon	Bustos
CONTACT	Music	Admissions	officer,	

Belknap	&	Catlin,	Po	Box	2000,	SUPERIoR,	

WI	54880,	USA

tel +1	715	394	8115
lguderia@uwsuper.edu

www.uwsuper.edu/music

University of Wisconsin at Stevens Point
DEGREES B	M	•	JM

MAIN STRING TEACHERS Head of 
strings Steven	Bjella	vn Steven	Bjella	
va Barbara	Beechey	vc Lawrence	Leviton	
db David	Story
CONTACT	Monica	Anderson,	

Music	Department,	1800	Portage	St,	

Noel	Fine	Arts	Center	254,	Stevens	Point,	

WI	54481,	USA

tel +1	715	346	3107
fax +1	715	346	3163
moanders@uwsp.edu

www.uwsp.edu/music

usa – wyoMing

Casper College
DEGREES B	•	JM	ME	P	

MAIN STRING TEACHERS Head of 
strings Jennifer	Cowell	vn Jennifer	Cowell
CONTACT	Kathy	Coe,	125	College	Dr,	
CASPER,	WY	82601,	USA

tel +1	307	268	2606
admissions@caspercollege.edu

www.caspercollege.edu

venezuela

Conservatorio Nacional de Música, 
Juan José Landaeta
DEGREES B 

MAIN STRING TEACHERS 
CONTACT	Ave	Rio	de	Janeiro	entre	calles	
Roraima	y	Santa	Fe,	Chuao,	CARACAS,	 

1071,	Venezuela

tel +58	212	991	3870
fax +58	212	993	5640

IUDEM (Instituto Universitario 
de estudios Musicales)
MAIN STRING TEACHERS  
vn Edgard	Aponte	va Santiago	Garmendia
CONTACT	Tecnópolis	USB,	Carretera	
Nacional	Hoyo	de	la	Puerta-Baruta,	

Urbanización	Colinas	de	Sartenejas,	

CARACAS,	Venezuela

tel +58	212	962	0866	or	 
+58	414	240	1450

fax +58	212	962	1823
iudemusica@cantv.net

www.iudem.8k.com
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